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Abstract 
PRINCIPLES OF METADESIGN 
Elisa Giaccardi 
In the tight of the material and cultural conditions of the present world and within 
the context of current design theories, this research aims to provide an 
understanding of Metadesign as emerging design cutture, and to integrate and 
advance its conceptual framework and principles through a tra nsdisci pli nary dialogue 
with the aesthetics and practice of Net Art. 
By rejecting the notion of Metadesign as an established design approach and 
practice, the creation of an etymological hypothesis based on the meanings of the 
prefix "-meta" (behind, together, between) becomes possible. Following this 
historical and cultural path, the research describes theories, frameworks and 
practices of Metadesign that have occurred in art, culture and media since the 1980s, 
in fields, such as, graphic design, industrial design, software engineering, 
information design, interaction design, biotechnotogical design, telecommunication 
art, experimental aesthetics, and architecture. 
The comparison and integration of all these approaches and viewpoints attows the 
identification of some design trends. More significantly, however, such an analysis 
enables the deconstruction of clusters of concepts and the production of a map of 
coherent etements. The anticipatory, participatory and sociotechnical issues raised 
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by the emerging and interconnected concepts that underlie Metadesign can be 
articulated and summarized in a three-fotd path based on the initial epistemological 
hypothesis. This can be characterized by three specific terms: 1) behind (designing 
design); 2) with (designing together); 3) betweenlamon3 (designing the "in- 
between "). 
Interactive Art practitioners and theorists, both at an aesthetic and practical level, 
also share concerns about interaction, participation and co-creation. Compared to 
more financially oriented fields, Interactive Art, and collaborative practices of Net 
Art specificalty, have been We to answer to the new materiat and existentiat 
condition outlined by interconnectivity with a more dismantling experimentalism. 
The insights and advances they have produced in relation to the embodied and 
intersubjective dimension of human experience and creativity are stilt to be fully 
explored. Such insights can significantly fortify the three-fold path elaborated by this 
research, particutarty the third fo(d, which is concerned with the design of the 0rin- 
between ". 
Focusing on collaborative systems for graphical interaction, as more suitable to the 
goal of understanding basic embodied and intersubjective processes of co-creation, 
the research identifies and analyses three projects of Net Art as case studies 
(GL&n6rateur Po*i 6tique, Open Studio, SITO Synergy Gridcosm). The results of these 
case studies provide an understanding of the experience of co-creation, a grasp of 
motivationat paths to co-creation, and a description of the features of the 
computationat environment which can sustain co-creation. 
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The results provided by the Net Art case studies are combined with the map of 
concepts provided by the integration of A the approaches and viewpoints on 
Metadesign. This cross examination is then wholly summarized in a set of general 
design principles, according to the three-fold path elaborated by this research. 
In conclusion, it is suggested that a new design space can be identified and calls for a 
reflexive and shared practice of design. This new concept of design space and 
practice enables people to manage collaboratively, or better co-creatively, the 
construction of their environment and their retationships with the wortd. This thesis 
attempts to define such knowtedge as a "sociotechnotogicat know-how", based on 
enactive capability and ethical responsibility. 
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Introduction 
This introductory passage provides an overview of the aims of the research, a brief 
description of the research strategy that has been adopted, and some notes on the 
structure and style of the work. 
In the light of the material condition of the present world and within the context of 
current design theories, this thesis and the supporting research aims to provide an 
understanding of Metadesign as an emerging design cu(ture, and to integrate and 
advance its conceptual framework and principles through a transdisciplinary dialogue 
with the aesthetics and practice of Net Art, which is centred on the idea of co- 
creation. 
The central thesis of this research is that the conceptual and methodological 
framework resutting from such a study can lead to define a new idea of design that is 
more suitable to respond to the changes occurring in our material and existential 
conditions. Rather than proposing a new "model of design" or predetermined 
disciplinary boundaries that can be found weak in the face of technological or social 
determinism', such a study aims at promoting a "'mode of design". This mode can be 
identified as a set of principles which, organized in different and complementary 
levels, define a conceptual and methodological "design space". It is a belief of the 
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author that such a "mode of design", embodied in the evolving practices of fluid and 
interdependent communities, might enable people to manage collaboratively, or 
better co-creatively, the construction of their environment and their retationships 
with the world, and lead to overcome the teleological attitude of most design 
approaches'. 
Beyond the thesis of this work, such a study is expected to provide various 
theoretical contributions to the field of design studies, which can be articulated in 
the fo((owing statements: a) an understanding of Metadesign as an emerging design 
culture; b) an integration and advance of the Metadesign conceptual framework in 
terms of interdependent levels of design; c) the identification of a set of design 
principles for each level of Metadesign; d) the production of specific design principles 
as a result of the case study research; e) the development of the idea of 
"sociotechnotogica( know-how"; and f) the development of an original and coherent 
transchsci pt i nary methodology. 
Many are the philosophical and scientific implications of this work, which can be 
placed within the field of design studies. However, an analysis of every link is not 
necessary, or even possible. In an effort to sustain a transdisciplinarity within the 
boundaries of art and design, the work develops a fabric of hypothesis connected and 
'It means that they can be informed by autonomous criteria of efficiency and productivity or by social 
concerns and priorities, which are kept isolated from one another in the belief that is technology to 
shape human race, or vice versa that are social factors to be in control of technology. 
21t has to be highlight, as it wit( be clear in the development of this work, that such a belief relies on 
neither a traditional socio -technical perspective nor a social constructionist one. The focus is neither on 
how job satisfaction or productivity or any other performance can be manipulated by jointly optimising 
the fit between social and technical factors, nor on how the meaning of a technology is created and 
sustained, and how it affects the development of that technology and the interaction with it. Here 
technology is seen as "a trigger for structural change", that is to say as an Intervention into the active 
relationship between human agency and organisational structures, which can alter rotes and patterns of 
interaction. 
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confirmed by means of various disciptines and research strategies (i. e. history, 
linguistics, aesthetics, phenomenology, case study research). As a result, the deep 
structure of the work is based on a constant process of zooming in and zooming out, 
which enables different disciplinary planes and languages to cross and to develop 
conceptually in a coherent argument. Writing is therefore non-linear, but recursive. 
Crucial concepts and meaningful relationships recall each other and are connected 
along a structure that is linear in terms of the organization of chapters, but ideally 
hypertextual in terms of how writing develops and agglutinate. Each chapter 
produces specific and intermediate results, which wilt be composed and integrated in 
the final chapter. 
Following the transdisciplinary methodology that has been adopted and developed in 
this work, Metadesign and Net Art are considered as two fields of knowledge and 
practice between which it is possible to build a "bridge". This enables us to focus on 
a problem that is at once "between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, 
and beyond A disciplines" (Nicolescu, 1996). The problem of a new design space 
(non Metadesign per se) is actually "'the problem". In this perspective, Metadesign 
represents onty the frame of the work, the fabric with which the research has been 
Wilt. 
The first chapter, examines the probtem of producing an idea of design, and a 
coherent methodological design space, which match and exploit the increased scale 
and complexity in natural human interaction that is made tangible by technology. 
This chapter identifies some main factors of change to which design must respond, 
through a process of rethinking both its boundaries and scope, and consequentely its 
methodological assumptions. Such factors are identified and described in terms of a 
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supposed "dematerialization" and metamorphosis of materials, and in relation to the 
mobile and ubiquitous interconnectivity that is produced by the integration of 
computing power and network connectivity. 
In the second chapter, Metadesign is described as a design culture that emerges from 
the context of current design theories, and as an attempt to respond effectively to 
the new material and existential conditions of the present world. The chapter aims 
to produce a framework that takes into account the context and spectrum of theories 
and practices that form the conceptual fabric and potential of Metadesign. Such an 
approach destabitises the notion of Metadesign as an established design approach and 
practice. 
In the third chapter, a transdiscipli nary diatogue between Metadesign and Net Art is 
set up on the basis of the evidence of a common concern about the possibility to 
expand human creative capabilities beyond the respective "'disciplinary" boundaries. 
The chapter stresses how the analysis of the strategies and patterns of interaction 
and creation that Net Art has been able to inquire and investigate from the very first 
can contribute to advance Metadesign conceptual framework and principles, 
particularly in relation to co-creation (meant as an intersubjective process aimed at 
activating co(taborative processes that altow the emergence of creative activities). 
In the fourth chapter, the methodology adopted in this work is examined. The 
chapter describes how theory development and case study research integrate in a 
coherent methodological framework that is based on a transdisciplinary and 
phenomenological approach. The chapter stresses how the construction of the 
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problem seems to represent the fundamental methodological issue, which the author 
epistemologicaly assumes and to which she responds by transdisci pli nary logic. 
In the fifth chapter, three Net Art projects are presented and motivated as case 
studies. These are entitled: G6n6rateur Poi 6tique, Open Studio, and SITO Sinergy 
Gridcosm. It is important to highlight that these three case studies are not instances 
of Metadesign, but they allow the identification of specific design principles capable 
of empowering the practice of Metadesign in relation to the exploitation of 
networked intersubjective processes. 
In the sixth chapter, the results of the case studies are presented and discussed. 
They provide an understanding of the experience of co-creation, a grasp of the 
motivationat paths to co-creation, and a description of the features of the 
computational environment that can sustain co-creation. This allows the 
identification of some specific principles for the design of relational settings and 
affective bodies (seen as a weak aspect in the practice of Metadesign). 
In the seventh chapter, through a process of final and enveloping zooming out, that 
takes into account the intermediate results of previous chapters, the Metadesign 
conceptual framework is integrated and advanced in terms of a design space based 
on three interdependent levels of design. Design principles are identified or newly 
produced for each of these levels. Such a three-fold design space is finally promoted 
in the terms of a "mode of design", that is to say as a non-teleotogical idea of 
design, called by the author ""sociotechnological know-how". 
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1. The Problem of A New Design Space 
Technology modifies our epistemology 
and, through it, our ontology 
(Longo, "It Nuovo Gotem")' 
This f irst chapter describes a need for the development of an idea of design and the 
definition c( a new design space, that match and exploit the increasing changes 
information technologies produce in our material and existential conditions. The 
chapter identifies some main factors of change to which design must respond 
through a process of rethinking its boundaries, scope, and methodological 
assumptions. Such factors are identified and described in terms of 
"dematerialization" and metamorphosis of materials, and in relation to the mobile 
and ubiquitous interconnectivity that is produced by the integration of computing 
power and network connectivity. 
The purpose of this chapter is to define the problem addressed by this thesis, and 
declare the specific aims of the research. 
The spread of information technologies produces a change in our material and 
existential conditions, that affects the way we know and we act. That is to say they 
affect our epistemology, and through that they impinge on our ontological and 
ethical assumptions. In order to enable people to manage the construction of their 
Originally: "La tecnologia modifica la nostra epistemologia e, attraverso di essa, (a nostra onto ogiatf. 
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environment and their relationships collaborativety, or better co-creatively, the 
boundaries and scope of design must be questioned. 
1.1. Overview of the Problem 
In the near future computing will be anywhere, everywhere and "within" 
(Messerschmitt, 1999; Agoston et at., 2000). That is to say computing will be mobile, 
ubiquitous and embedded (in everyday toots and implements, in our very body). The 
majority of products and materials of everyday use (from appliances to fabric), as 
the major part of our everyday environments and contexts (from home to public 
spaces of work and entertainment) will be intrinsically (inked with computing, 
network connections and artificial intelligence or artificial life forms. 
The boundaries of technology will be stretched beyond the definition of networked 
computing as we know it today, in a way that will force us to re-negotiate our 
environment. We will live interfaced with an environment in which the borderline 
between what is artificial and what is natural, between the "'self" and the "other", 
wilt be negotiable and changeable. Such a constant re- negotiation will be enacted by 
the conditions of our experience and retations with objects and beings. 
In a world of such complexity, how we design our interactions and sociotechnicat 
systems will influence the kind of life we live. Within this scenario, a new culture of 
design wit( be of vital importance. What is challenging will be how to design the 
relational and interactional systems through which to interface with our everyday 
environment and inhabit the world. Put simply, we must define a new design space. 
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A kind of de- materialization of objects (Lippard, 1973), a "metamorphosis of 
materials" into processes (Manzini, 1987; 1988; 1996) has taken place in the field of 
design as well as in art. The first products having complex relations, be they 
functional or emotional, were designed and produced at the beginning of the post- 
industrial civilization (Branzi, 1999). Today, thanks to the new possibilities the 
Internet discloses and to the emergence of mobile communication services, 
interaction designers can focus on processes and on the scope of human experience, 
rather than concentrating on single objects or needs (Agoston et at., 2000; Feenberg, 
1995; Thackara, 2000). 
Despite this evolution, design still seems to be generally considered and approached 
as a te(eological system (Wood, 2000). The practice of design, instead of deve(oping 
towards new ways of understanding and planning with the goat of producing more 
open and evolving systems of interaction, stilt embodies an anticipatory approach to 
the design and production of objects and systems. They must respond to criteria of 
efficiency and control, that is to say that they must be capable to reductively 
represent and anticipate needs and vatues in order to futfil them in the most 
successfu( way (Wood, 2000; Feenberg, 1995). 
The definition of a new design space is an issue that deals with the processes through 
which we produce the wortd we inhabit. It is a shift from a focus on human needs to 
one on human creative endeavour, from a focus on the user to one on creative 
action. The orientation towards design emerging from the culture of Metadesign and 
the experimentalism of Net Art can be seen as an attempt to focus on a transverse 
"mode" of relationship rather than on a closed ""subject" like the user, the 
community or the human "mode of consciousness". Such orientation can also be seen 
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as an effort to overcome rigid dualisms both in framing and solving problems, and in 
the forming of new social relationships by emergent artificiality and enhanced 
interconnectivity. Within this context, to define a new design space means an 
attempt to shift from a "know-what" attitude 1) a "know-how" endeavour. It 
hopefully represents a shift from a culture of design as planning towards a culture of 
design as seeding or emergence. 
1.2. Dematerialization and Metamorphosis of Materials 
The term dematerialization is often linked to that of immateriality, and together 
they express an understanding of the current material conditions of contemporary 
society, which brings different perspectives and leads to a focus on various design 
imptications. The new status and properties of objects and materiats, as welt a 
spreading networked computing infrastructure (as it wiU be described in the 
foltowing section), are the factors that contribute to the ongoing change in the 
nature of our materiat conditions. 
In the interview given on the occasion of the exhibition "Les Immateriaux"', Lyotard 
expresses his interpretation of the relationship between the human and the material 
in the post-modern era. According to him, all the advances that have been made in 
the science and arts fields are strictly related to a deepening knowledge of the said 
objects, even when they are objects of thought. The analyses have decomposed the 
objects, they have reduced them to human proportion, but they have also shown that 
they are complex agglomerates of small fragments of energy and particles that are so 
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small it is impossible to measure their size. According to Lyotard, there is only 
energy and materials cease to exist (from which the term "immaterial" is derived). 
The traditional definition of the word "materials"- refers to an object that resists to a 
project meant to deviate it from its first finality. In this sense, materials no longer 
exist. Lyotard speaks of a "general interaction" which replaces the structural 
principle of a stable substance with an unstable set of relations. In this way, the 
material disappears as an independent entity and it becomes "the immaterial", an 
entity whose identity (human or thing) can now reflect different structural poles with 
the aid of ccwnputational techno-sciences (Chaput ft Lyotard, 1985; Ferrari Et 
Manzini, 1985). 
According to Ferraro and Montagano (Ferraro Et Montagano, 1994), telematics has 
contributed greatly to immaterial culture'. With telematics, human activities are 
freed from the concreteness of a physical space: the shared space becomes a virtual 
space that leads us deeply into an immaterial culture universe and makes the 
exchange and relation model prevail on the substance model. It is a space freed from 
the physical quality of a material substance, which in this case is only a storage 
support: 
Information cannot be seen nor touched: data goods belong to a 
different generation of reality [ ... ] they don't have a chemical- physical 
quality of their own [... ] Data, amorphous and at the same time virtually 
4The exhibition "Les Immateriaux" took place at the Centre National Georges Pompidou in 1985, and it 
was curated by Thierry Chaput and Jean Franýojs Lyotard. 
V course in the definition of immaterial culture other factors have to be taken into account: the 
aesthetization of everyday life, the analysis of the communications society and of the unlimited 
semiosis, the scientific narration and the epistemological mythopoesis. 
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potymorphous, is qualified by the use that is made of it (Ferraro Et 
Montagano, 1994, pp. 19-20)'. 
Ferraro and Montagano describe the immaterial culture brought about by telematics, 
and they speak of datum, synthesised images and new bodies. As the datum belongs 
to a different generation of reality, so the synthesis images belong to a different 
system of representation, which no longer exist in the representation of the object, 
but in a creative autonomy that originates in numerical calculation. The synthesis 
images represent an opportunity for the existence of the object and a way to create, 
transform and manipulate it. In this synthetic universe the formal structure does not 
mark boundaries as the representative image does. Instead, we see passages, a 
representation of a phase in the continuous process of the image's transformation. 
This determines a powerful isomorphism between language and image (Qu6au, 1994). 
Ferraro and Montagano also note that this transformation creates a mythopoietic 
condition. In the existential circuits offered, first by radio and television and then by 
information systems and telematic technologies, new transitory "organisms" are 
created'. They are determined by the interretationships between subject and object, 
human being and thing, but they create dramatic distortions in these semantic pairs 
and lead to the refusal of the Kantian theory of the transcendent subject: 
Subject and object transform and explore each other: the object comes 
from the subject and, inversely, the collective subject is Tt on the 
a things and it merges with them (Ferraro [i Montagano, 1994, pp. 25) 
'Originally: 'Vinformazione non si pu6 vedere n6 toccare: (a merce-dato appartiene a una diversa 
generazione di realtS [ ... ] non possiede una propria qualitS chimico -fisica 
[... ) It dato, amorfo e net 
conternpo virtualmente polimorfo, viene qualificato dall'uso che se ne fa". 
7 In this regard, see the developments of the cyborg themes and of the morphization processes 
elaborated by authors such as Donna Haraway and Sandy Stone. 
$Originally: "Soggetto e oggetto si trasformano e si esplorano reciprocamente: Voggetto nasce dat 
soggetto e inversamente it soggetto collettivo si fonda suite cose e si confonde con esse". 
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It is from the beginning of the 20th century - with the phenomenological overcoming 
of the idea of representation in philosophy, epistemology, linguistics and also in art 
and literature - that the separation between external object and mental 
representation, born with Kant, is put at issue (Jaros, 2000a; 2001 a). However, it is 
since this century that the non- problematic character of the world and of the 
objects, and the relationship subject-object begin to be challenged: 
From a phenomenological point of view, the object is built and 
produced by practice, in a temporality or duration. It is a point of 
arrival. not of departure, of a path that has to be questioned and 
reconstructed. [ ... ] Since the object is given by use it is in the contact that the relationship subject-object is created; and every modification 
of the contact relation deeply modifies our relation with the world 
(Fiorani, M, pp. 30-31)9. 
From an epistemological point of view, the positions regarding the relationships 
between subject and object range from the idealism of the active subject to the 
social facticity of the objects. On one side, Martin Heidegger (Heidegger, 1976), 
some constructive and linguistic theories, such as Noam Chomsky's generative 
tinguistics and the first cybernetics of the 1950s, together with those authors that in 
the 20th century rethought theories of materiality. An example is Whitehead with his 
notion of reality as a process made of mutually connected events, and we must also 
include Mer(eau-Ponty and Bache(ard. On the other side, the social constructivism of 
the 1980s, ethnomethodology, Maed's interactionist sociology, S. Star and J. 
9 Originally: "Dal punto di vista fenomenologico, l'oggetto 6 costruito, ý prodotto dalle pratiche, in una 
tempora(itS o durata, 6 un punto di arrivo non di partenza d'un percorso, da interrogare e ricostruire. [ ... I Proprio perchi l'oggetto si dS nell'uso, 6 net contatto che si reatizza it rapporto di soggetto e 
oggetto; e ogni modificazione delta re(azione di contatto modifica profondamente (a nostra relazione 
con it mondo". 
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Griesemer's notion of "boundary object", based on the idea that the objects build 
and connect the social worlds. 
The middle standpoint, first expressed by Latour'O, sees the object as a knot of 
relations in a net that connects different and heterogeneous elements and that is 
composed by both physical and social actors: 
The objects are included in a thick net of intersubjective and 
interobjective relations and they play an active role in regards to the 
subject. They act on body, mind, time and space. For this reason, 
nowadays, the rationale of use, the strategies of appropriation, the 
personal experiences, the relational networks that the objects allow to 
create tend to come to the fore and the shaping of the objects is 
inspired by these networks (Fiorani, 2001, pp. 149-150)". 
Rather than an ideal or social construction, Latour describes a sociotechnical system 
which enables the object to build its own context and generate itself alongside the 
subject in a process of emergence. 
In the information age, the objects have become "pure relational structures" inside 
an artificial world that looks like a continuum made of communication surfaces: 
The western view of a neutral and empty space is replaced by a view in 
which the space is a complex network of relations between people and 
things (Fiorani, 2001, p. 184) 12 . 
10See particularly: Latour, 1998. 
"Originally: "Gli oggetti sono inseriti in una fitta rete di relazioni intersoggettive e interoggettive e 
sono attivi nei confronti del soggetto, agiscono sul corpo, sulta mente, sul tempo e sulto spazio. Per 
questo, oggi, tendono a venire in primo piano te logiche d'uso, le strategie di appropriazione, i vissuti, 
(e reti re(azionati che gli oggetti permettono di creare, e ad esse si ispira anche la toro messa in forma". 
'20riginally: "La visione occidentate di uno spazio neutro e vuoto lascia it posto a una visione in cui to 
spazio appare come una complessa rete di relazioni tra le persone e le cose". 
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As a consequence, competence changes too, since the one related to relationships 
prevails on the one related to perception and to the direct manipulation of the 
world. 
There has been a switch from a system made of physical and identifiable objects to a 
communicative surfaces' continuum. The object becomes interactive, that is to say it 
becomes an active element, which reacts and modifies its behaviour according to its 
relation with the user. The interface (which means not only the surface where 
information can be exchanged but also the deep structure on which the information 
flows back and forth) becomes a crucial ground, a place where the actual possibility 
of a "performative development" of the products is defined: 
The surface of the objects becomes, as it happens in living organisms, 
an interface, a filter, the most suitable place for the exchange of 
energy and information. It is a threshold, like all the dynamic and 
interactive surfaces, seriously questioning the subject-object dualism 
(Fiorani, 2001, p. 199)". 
The immaterial is therefore not the fading, the disappearance of the matter but the 
triumph of communication and, as far as materials are concerned, it is the coming to 
light of an unexpected complexity. It is the image of an ultraplasmable matter and of 
objects capable of new performances and new forms of relation in a process of 
dissolution of the boundaries between products and information and between 
products/ information and environment. 
"Originally: "La superficie degli oggettl diventa, come negh organismi viventi, un'interfaccia, un filtro, 
un luogo privi(egiato nelto scambio di energia e di informazioni. Costituisce una soglia: tati sono le 
superfici dinamiche, Interattive, che mettono in scacco anche it dualismo soggetto e oggetto". 
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The materials become what they are able to perform i. e. illuminating, changing their 
shape"'. They are not only the structure, a stable contact surface's, but a complex 
system. The new materials are then "operators" of a changed relationship between 
subject and artificial environment, in its turn changed and changing. They are not 
only multifunctional objects but interactive objects, because they are able to change 
the relationship between subject and object (Latour, 1998; Deleuze ft Guattari, 
1994): 
The subject itself changes; the manipulator does not exist anymore but 
it crumbles and redefines himself inside the communicative interaction. 
We are facing modifications of the relationship subject/object and 16 human being/thing (Fiorani, 2001, p. 204) 
In computer music, for instance, the relationship between author and musical 
matter, definitely frees the concrete dimension of a source object, and becomes a 
cognitive relation. The material is dernateriahzed, turned into energy and under this 
particular shape it is produced, manipulated and thought of as sound by the ear and 
the aurat imagination of the composer (Duchez, 1995). 
Another concept that can be associated to the culture of immateriality (or 
dematerialization)" is the idea of "virtualization". In the context of immaterial 
"An emerging category of materials is the one of "smart materials". "Smart matter" is a loosely defined 
category of physical materials which are combined with digital systems to create programmable matter 
that can change in shape, stiffness, co(our, reflectMty and even sound. Also know as "responsive 
techno(ogies". See Tackara, 2001. 
"We can imagine this contact surface as a membrane that transmits flows and currents rather than 
containing a mechanism, its function being very similar to that of the skin for the human body. 
"Originally: "Il soggetto stesso muta, non 6 piO I'artefice manipolatore, ma si sfrangia e si definisce 
all'interno dell'interazione comunicativa. Siamo dunque in presenza di modificazioni delta coppia di 
soggetto e oggetto e in quella di uomo e cosa". 
"The word "immateriality", like "dematerialization", even though not property scientifically correct, 
marks the leap from the common materiality of objects people are accustomed to. These words are 
antithetic and temporary, and an analysis of current new materiality and its peculiar nature is necessary 
to avoid any metaphysical misunderstanding. 
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culture, "virtualization" can be seen as a process that modifies our experience field 
because objects are capable of new performances and new forms of relation (Fiorani, 
2001). Most significantly, virtualization becomes a process that transforms a modality 
of being into another (1-6vy, 1998-, Deleuze Et Guattari, 1994) and, thus, a dynamic 
able to overcome the subject/object dualism (Chaput Et Lyotard, 1985; Ferraro Et 
Montagano, 1994-, Fiorani. 2001)"' 
in scholastic philosophy the virtual is that which has potential rather than actual 
existence. The virtual tends toward actualization, without undergoing any form of 
effective or formal concretization. The tree is virtually present in the seed. Strictly 
speaking, the virtual should not be compared with the real but the actual, for 
virtuality and actuality are merely two different ways of being (L6vy, 1998): 
The possible is already fully constituted, but exists in a state of limbo. 
It can be realized without any change occurring either in its 
determination or nature. It is a phantom reality, something latent. The 
possible is exactly like the real, the only thing missing being existence. 
The realization of a possible is not an act of creation in the fullest sense 
of the word, for creation implies the innovative production of an idea or 
form. [ ... ) The virtual should, property speaking 
be compared not to the 
real but the actual. Unlike the possible, which is static and already 
constituted, the virtual is a kind of problematic complex, the knot of 
tendencies or forces that accompanies a situation, event, object, or 
entity, and which invokes a process of resolution: actualisation (1-6vy, 
1998, pp. 24-25). 
For this reason virtualization is always heterogenesis, a becoming other, an embrace 
of atterity. 
'81t is worth noticing the difference between "virtualization" as a process and a dynamic configuration 
(L6vy, 1998; Deleuze ft Guattari, 1994), "virtual" as a condition of possibility (Nunes, 1997; Bergson, 
1964) and "virtual" as a different order of reality (Heim, 1993). 
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Actualization is the creation, the invention of a form on the basis of a dynamic 
configuration of forces and finalities. Actualization involves more than simply 
assigning reality to a possible or selecting from among a predetermined range of 
choices. it implies the production of new qualities, a transformation of ideas, a true 
becoming that feeds the virtual in turn. For example, if running a computer program, 
a purely logical entity, implies a relationship between the possible and the real, then 
the interaction between humans and computer systems implies a dialectics between 
the virtual and the actual. 
Virtuatization can be defined as the movement of actualization in reverse, and of it 
the technological object is an agent. According to L&vy, information and knowledge 
are not "immaterial" because of a different status of matter in the objects that let 
them move around, but are "'deterritorialized" because they are not exclusive(y 
attached to a specific substrate. Thus, information and knowtedge can be recognised 
as events produced by a process of virtuatization/actualisation". This perspective is 
particutarty interesting when apphed to a sociotechnical design concerned with 
issues of interaction between "'things" that are not clearly situated'o, rather than 
with the ergonomy of products or the marketing of user experience. 
"This focus on the idea of "deterri toriahzat ion" rather than "immaterial" resembles and recall 
"decentralized" perspectives peculiar to oriental thinking (Yoneyama, 1996; 2001). 
2OSee issues of Metadesign in 2.4.3. 
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1.2. Networked Computing and Interconnectivity 
In the near future, computing will be 'anywhere, ' 'everywhere' and 'within', it will 
be mobile, ubiquitous and embedded (in everyday tools and implements, in our very 
body) (Agoston et at. 2001; Messerschmitt, 1999; Thackara, 2001). 
Ubiquitous computing was first defined by Mark Weiser at Xerox PARC in 1988. The 
term addresses the idea of a world in which computing is embedded into the 
environment so imperceptibly that it integrates seamlessly with everyday life. 
According to Weiser, we are living in the era of personal computing, but the next one 
will be the era of ubiquitous computing. Weiser similarly predicts the "age of calm 
technology" (Weiser Ei Brown, 1995), an age in which technology recedes into the 
background of our lives. 
The integration of computing power and network connectivity in many common 
devices has already started (Agoston et at. 2001; Thackara, 2001). Considering the 
current scientific and technological acceleration, it seems inevitable that most 
products and materials of everyday use (from appliances to fabrics), and of our 
everyday environments (from home to public spaces for work and entertainment) will 
depend on computing, network connections and artificial intelligence or artificial life 
forms. In a world of inhabitable and wearable computing, made of wireless 
connections, smart and transparent interfaces and molecular technologies, 
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interconnectivity2' will bring us towards a reality composed of multiple and 
connected space/time, materials and entities (Lazzarato, 1996). 
According to Messerschmitt, networked computing is a watershed in the history of 
computing. It represents a seminal addition to the technical infrastructure of mass 
transportation and telecommunications, two previous technologies that profoundly 
affected social and cultural institutions. Like its predecessors, networked computing 
will have a substantial impact on individual lives as well as business, social, and 
cultural institutions. However, uniquely, networked computing supports vir-tua(ly any 
form of information (Messerschmitt, 1999). 
Key techno(ogical enablers of networked computing are the network, the computer, 
and its software applications. Technically, networked computing is a collection of 
related technologies that support a broad range of geographically distributed 
computer applications. The computing portion enables the storage, retrieval, and 
processing of tremendous amount of information and also serves as an interface to 
users. The network enables computers to interact and share this information, much 
like the telephone allows people to talk (Messerschmitt, 1999)'2. 
The introspective and isolated style of past computer use gave way to the expanded 
possibifities of networked computing: 
'Interconnectivity comes from "interactivity" plus "connectivity". By this word, I mean both the ability 
to interact with machines, humans, or other entities thanks to the mediation of networked computers, 
and the dimension of a continuum of connections and potential interactions. 
z2To be more complete we should add that a computing application is a software program that provides 
direct and specific value to a user or an organization, and a networked application distributed programs 
across two or more computers, which then collaborate in realizing the application. Lastly, users are the 
people leveraging the application for their job, to interact or collaborate with other users, or merely to 
have fun (Messerschmitt, 19"). 
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From an individual's perspective, computing has followed a trajectory 
from an invisible back-office function (centralized computing), to a toot 
for enhancing personal productivity and entertainment (decentralized 
computing), to an expanded role in accessing vast global resources, and 
in interacting and collaborating with others (Messerschmitt, 1999, p. 6). 
Like domestic electrification a century ago, highlights Messerschmitt, networked 
computing will have its greatest impact on productivity and standards of living only 
after ways will be found to exploit its unique characteristics. Just as electrification 
followed a clear evolution to mobility (battery- operated flashlights and power toots), 
ubiquity (electric outlets and appliances in every room), and embeddedness (small 
electric motors within many products), so networked computing futures predict 
mobility, ubiquity, and emt>edding (Messerschmitt, 1999; Agoston et aL 2001; 
Thackara, 2001 ). Networked computing will be taken anywhere and still benefit from 
full network services (mobility, or computing anywhere). It wilt be unobtrusively 
sprinkled throughout the physical environment (ubiquity, or computing everywhere), 
and embedded in most everyday products (embedding, or computing within). 
Networked computing is settling a large sociotechnical system of which 
computers, networks, and software are only a part, white another part 
also includes -citizens and workers, procedures, policies, and laws, the 
flow of material and finished goods, and many other aspects- 
(Messerschmitt, 1999, p. 9). 
According to De Kerckhove, networked computing is determining a new ecology, 
based on the digitization of all contents and the interconnection of all networks (De 
Kerckhove, 1997). Three main underlying conditions of this "'new ecology of 
networks" are interactivity, hypertextuality, and connectedness or webness. 
Together they mean a physical and mental linking of people and contents (or 
identities and substances) in an increased density of non-linear connections, a 
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condition of increased scale and complexity in natural human interaction that is 
made explicit and tangible by technology and allows a direct access to a global 
ecological environment. Technically, such a condition is just at the beginning of its 
development because: 
The client/server architecture is not an endpoint in the evolution of 
computing, but a stepping stone. Much more radical departures 
from the past [ ... ] suggest an amorphous architecture, in which 
applications can search for interesting subsystems from a wide variety 
of sources and configure themselves more dynamically (Messerschmitt, 
1999. P. 11 ). 
In the new ecological environment of networks, it is interactivity that produces 
continuity between the technological and the biological domain. Biotechno(ogical 
interplay is given, according to De Kerckhove and, similar to McLuhan's position, by a 
continuation or outering of the body through electricity: 
The continuity between the two domains, the technological and the 
biological, is established by the fact that there is electricity both within 
and outside the body, just as there is language both within and outside 
the body (De Kerckhove, 1997, p. 144). 
Such outering produces a second order of integration of the human extensions and 
projections beyond the personal limits of the body and the self (for example through 
avatars and agents). Subsequently, this impacts on our sense of self (Turkle, 1995), 
identity and personhood boundaries: "'Individuals deal not only with abstract 
expectations concerning their behaviour, but also with a set of virtual selves" 
(Oravec, 1996, p. 5). 
Moreover, a "self" can then be attributed also to autonomous forms of intelligence: 
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The more sophisticated the machine or system, the more complex our 
interaction is likely to be, and hence the more "intelligent" its response 
will appear. We now recognize that possibility that it is not just humans 
who interact (De Kerckhove, 1997, p. 47). 
Manuel Caste((s addresses the question from a sociological and economical 
perspective. Castells states that the technological revolution, centered around 
information technologies that are giving rise to the "network society", is reshaping 
the material basis of society and making grow the interdependencies between 
different domains at an accelerated pace (Castells, 1996). 
The information technology revolution is a major, historical event that induces a 
pattern of discontinuity in the material basis of economy, society, and culture. Like 
all the technologkal revolutions it is characterized by "pervasiveness", that is by the 
penetration of all domains of human activity, "not as an exogenous source of impact, 
but as the fabric in which such activity is woven" (Castells, 19%, p. 31). Like any 
new technology which impacts on production, information technology revolution 
penetrates and modifies power and experience, producing the emergence of 
historically new forms of social interaction, social control, and social change. 
Unlike the industrial revolution, which was oriented toward economic growth, i. e. 
toward maximizing output, "informationalism" (as Castells calls the paradigm 
brought about by information technology) is oriented toward technological 
development itself, i. e. toward the accumulation of knowledge and towards higher 
levels of complexity in information processing: 
What characterizes the current technological revolution is not the 
centrality of knowledge and information, but the application of such 
knowledge and information to knowledge generation and information 
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processing/ communication devices, in a cumulative feedback loop 
between innovation and the uses of innovation. [ ... ] New information are 
not simply tools to be applied, but processes to be developed (Castetts, 
1996, p. 32). 
It follows a close relationship between the social processes of creating and 
manipulating symbols (the culture of society) and the capacity to produce and 
distribute goods and services (the productive forces): 
For the first time in history, the human mind is a direct productive 
force, not just a decisive element of the production system (Castells, 
1996. p. 32). 
This production system has its own, embedded logic, characterized by the capacity 
to transtate alt inputs into a common information system. Such a capacity is 
deconstructing the distinction between humans or machines, a process identified by 
Mazlish as the "fourth discontinuity" (Mazlish, 1993)". 
Looking closer at the features of the information technology paradigm, Castells 
identifies five characteristics. The first is that in the information technology 
paradigm "information is raw material": "these are technologies to act on 
information, not just information to act on technology" (Castells, 1996, p. 61). The 
second characteristic is "the pervasiveness of effects of information technologies" 
All processes are directly shaped, although certainly not determined. Thirdty is the 
"networking logic" of any system or set of relationships that uses information 
technologies: 
23'rhe idea for Bruce Mazlish's The Fourth Discontinuity appeared in a 1967 article he published in 
Technology and Culture and was developed and honed for over a quarter of a century. At the outset 
Mazlish tells us that Freud rightly spoke of three major shocks to human pride in the form of the 
Copernican cosmology, Darwinian evolution and psychoanalysis itself. Mazlish sees in man's fascination 
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... the morphology of the network seems to 
be well adapted to increasing 
complexity of interaction and to unpredictable patterns of development 
arising frorn the creative power of such interaction (Castells, 1996, p. 
61). 
The fourth characteristic is that the information technology paradigm is based on 
"flexibility". that is to say on reconfigurability, reversibility, and fluidity. The final 
characteristic is the "'convergence" of all technologies, no matter how specific, into 
a highly integrated system. 
It is such technological convergence, the sharing of the same logic of information 
generation, that increasingty extends a growing interdependence between the 
biological and the computational domain, "both materially and methodologically". 
Examples are evident in the integrated application of computing power and use of 
biological materials, and this ongoing convergence can also be found in fields like 
material science 24 , artificial life, artificial intelligence, robotics and many more. 
This is producing a deeper transformation in the way we categorise such processes. 
Nevertheless, it remains impossible to predict the path of this transformation: 
... [the information technology paradigm] is powerful and imposing in its 
materiality, but adaptive and open-ended in its historical development. 
Comprehensiveness, complexity, and networking are its decisive 
qualities (Castells, 1996, p. 65). 
with tools and technology a fourth 'discontinuity" which similarly challenges humanity's pretension to 
uniqueness at the end of the twentieth-century. 
"Material science is the name given to the set of research interests focused on understanding the 
structure and characteristics of physical materials and developing techniques to create new kinds of 
materials. It consists of an integration of chemistry, physics, and engineering. Such research area is also 
called nanotechnotogy. 
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1.3. Boundaries and Scope of Design 
Within this framework of transformation, design independeritty deserves attention, 
not only as a professional practice, but also as a subject of social, cultural, and 
philosophic investigation. As Buchanan and Margolin point out, design practice cannot 
be adequately understood apart from the issues and concerns of contemporary 
material condition and cultural discourse (Buchanan Et Margolin, 1995a). 
However, broadening the discussion about design poses a double challenge. First, it 
challenges the authority of practicing designers as the only group qualified to 
comment on design in contemporary culture. Secondty, it brings into question many 
established disciplines, which claim special insight into culture without explicitly 
addressing the role of design (as more than a mere decoration or embellishment of 
cultural life). 
Most significantly, such a discussion requires an understanding of how the notion of 
design evolved through the last centuries, and how this evolution has been induced 
and can be oriented by the changes occurred and occurring in the materiat conditions 
and cultural assumptions of contemporary society. The shift from a concept of design 
as static and bound to the object to one dynamic and bound to the dimension of 
processes represents the main teap from earty design theories". The focus has 
shifted from product to the complex activity of designing as the main challenge to 
both traditional design approaches and their epistemological assumptions. Ideas of 
"An instance for consideration is the knowledge and skills required to design a cup, or any static object, 
and those required to design a malleable computational structure that can evolve over time and adapt 
itself to the activity and needs of the users (i. e. an organizational learning memory). 
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reality, artificiality, meaning and relational space are at stake in the definition of 
the p(ace of design, and they produce different orientations about how to broaden 
and substantiate the discussion. 
Unfortunately, according to Margolin, the scrutiny remains riveted to the material 
products that result from design, rather than on the complex activity of designing 
itself. It has not yet been fully recognized that design is a central aspect of everyday 
life in many parts of the world, and that our actions are often channelled into 
activities or supported by services that are designed for the purposes of work, play, 
teaming, and daily living (Margolin, 1995). 
Initiatly, the concept of design deve(oped by earty theorists, was static and 
inextricably bound to the object, taking its historical origin f rom the English and 
French engineering works of the 1 9th century. A discourse about objects, particularly 
about how they should took, began with Henry Cole, one of the chief promoters of 




This approach to design has been implicitly and explicitly challenged by various 
theorists, such as Herbert Simon and John Chris Jones, who championed design as a 
process underling both material and immaterial culture. They proposed a broadening 
of design's subject matter which embraces all that we might call the artificial and, 
instead, questioned the meaning of the term design. These ideas were undermined 
by post-modern criticism, eventually eroding the objective certainties on which a 
theory and practice of design was built in the first modernity. 
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In the discourse of the modernists, the locus of meaning was twofold, "form" and 
"function", for which we might substitute the theoretical terms "aesthetics" and 
"pragmatics". The reductive slogan "Form follows function" assumed that use was an 
explicit, unambiguous term, and that there was no contextual relation between 
object and user, and therefore no negotiation of the meaning of the term object. 
Later, this belief in the univocality of use and of the conditions under which we can 
talk about design's meaning was challenged. In the so-called "first modernity" (more 
or less until the (ate seventies and the early eighties) reality was considered the 
stable ground for the attribution of meaning to objects, images and acts. Today, 
after poststructuralism and deconstructionism, and their critique to the scientific 
validity of the objective method, this is no longer the case. Any mention of "reality" 
must be qualified by conditions, just as the use of the term "meaning" must be 
(Margohn, 1995). 
These two contested terms, "meaning" and "reality", severely undermined the 
certainties on which a theory and practice of design was built in the first modernity. 
As previous(y discussed, the same criticism undermined Simon's very idea of artificial 
as invented, based on the opposition to natural as real or given. A further stage for a 
new discussion about boundaries and scope of design is created: 
Since we can no longer talk about design as if these terms [meaning and 
reality, editor's note) were not in question, a new discourse is needed, 
although the way that discourse will develop as a reflection on design 
practice is not yet clear (Margolin, 1995). 
A new perspective can be claimed if we consider design in the wake of Herbert 
Simon's writing, as the "conception and planning of the artificial" (Buchanan Et 
Margo(in, 1995b). Assuming this statement, the scope and boundaries of design are 
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revealed as intimately entwined with our understanding of the artificial. This 
becomes the central theme to be addressed in the new discourse about design. 
That is to say, in extending the domain within which we conceive and 
plan, we are widening the boundaries of design practice. To the degree 
that design makes incursions into realms that were once considered as 
belonging to nature rather than culture, so does the conceptual scope 
of design practice widen (Margolin, 1995). 
Making ctear his frame of reference on what might be conceived a new design space, 
and how we should deal with it, Margolin criticizes Simon's idea of artificial. Along 
with Barthes, Foucalt, Baudrillard, Lyotard, and Haraway among others, he contests 
Simon's characterization of natural science as descriptive, concerned "solely with 
how things are", in contrast with a science of the artificial as normative in its 
engagement with human goals, concerned itself with "'how things ought to be". 
However, natural is not an uncontestable term and Margolin, accepting that nothing 
exists beyond the frame of a socially constructed discourse, undertakes the 
theoretical positions of the contemporary philosopher Gianni Vattimo. In agreement 
with Vattimo, he sustains that the true vatue of nature is in possessing the capacity 
for "convertibility", in an indefinite "transformability" or "processuality", which 
makes of it an "exchange- va(ue " 
Inspired by the vision expressed by William Gibson in the book "'Neuromancer", 
Margolin delineates a scenario of design triumphant in a world where the real is no 
longer a point of reference (Margolin, 1995). Simon's postulation of the artificial as 
an imitation of the natural carries no weight in this context. In the world portrayed 
by Gibson, and by Margolin, being is convertible into infinite forms, and values of 
identity are constituted primarily through the manipulation of technology. Here, as 
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in Jean Baudrillard's notion of simulacturn, "meaning" only exists in the operation of 
" exchange", rather than in a reatity" outside it. 
In light of this scenario, Margolin is less worried about the loss of reality and 
meaning, than about the postmodern disbelief in universals in favour of differences 
(Lyotard, 1979). His real concern is for the loss of values that all this would 
represent: 
We first need to question what meaning is in a world where reality is no 
longer the ground on which values are formed (Margolin, 1995). 
As a response to the possibility that meaning becomes a mere strategic and 
pragmatic concept, tacking an external ethical imperative or a sense of self , he 
proposes a new sort of meta-narrative. Inspired by Teilhard De Chardin and James 
Lovelock's spirituality and environmentalism, he addresses the issue of meaning and 
reality that has arisen from the expansion of the artificial from a moral perspective, 
keeping a clear distinction between "natural" and artificial" 
What I believe is important in Simon's work, particularly in terms of my 
own call for a new metanarrative, is his delineation of the natural and 
the artificial as distinct realms. Although the natural can be 
transformed into the artificial through human action, and Simon 
acknowledges that "the world we live in today is much more a man- 
made, or artificial, world than it is a natural world", the natural is not 
interchangeable with the artificial (Margolin, 1995). 
The acknowledgement of post-modern "difference" has led to a widespread refusal 
to postulate the world in terms of common values. According to Margolin, without a 
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meta-narrative to provide nDrmative values the boundaries of the artificial and the 
rea( witt be at the mercy of power and economics'6 . 
His call for normative values and for a spiritual differentiation between a "self" and 
an "artificial costruct" expresses an anxious and paternalistic approach to present- 
day complexity. Margolin defines his proposal of a new meta-narrative as a form of 
spirituality, conceived as a source for cultivating a sense of what is worthwhile. As 
manifested in product design and technological devices spirituality is, for Margolin, 
the attention to human welfare and life enhancement, seen both in relation to the 
individual self and humanity as a whole. As designers and technologists develop a 
more caring attitude to how people live independently of the market, they may also 
generate new products that respond to previously unimagined human activities. 
Thus, we must consign the future of design to the attitudes and sense of 
responsibility of designers, sustained by a global sharing of normative values. 
Margolin, therefore, does not define a new conceptual and methodological space for 
design, but merely simplifies contemporary complexity. He attempts to preserve the 
objective certainties in the distinction between natural and artificial, on the basis of 
a spiritual difference, which is defined as a source of normative values which design 
has to be a bearer of. 
Like Margolin, Buchanan also addresses the new discourse on design moving away 
from the idea of a "conception and planning of the artificial". Like Margolin, he 
"According to Margolin, it is sufficient to took at biotechnological design. Biotech nologica I design 
transforms biosystems from natural to managed systems and may disengage them from a larger 
ecological balance which their managers are either unaware of or do not wish to take into account. 
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recognizes that the subject matter of design is not fixed, and defines such an 
indeterminate subject matter as a "humanistic enterprise", rather than as a "form of 
science" concerned with the invention of products: 
The subject matter of design is not fixed; it is constantly undergoing 
exploration. [ ... I In general, 
design is continually evolving, and the range 
of products or areas where design thinking may be applied continues to 
expand. [ ... ] Design is a 
discipline where the conception of subject 
matter, method, and purpose is an integral part of the activity and of 
the results. [ ... ] If the subject matter of 
design is indeterminate - 
potentially universal in scope, because design may be applied to new 
and changing situations, limited only by the inventiveness of the 
designer - then the subject matter of design studies is not products, as 
such, but the art of conceiving and planning products (Buchanan Et 
Margolin. 1995a, pp. 25-26). 
According to Buchanan, design is an inquiry and experimentation in the activity of 
making. It is essential in a new philosophy of culture, and it replaces the old 
metaphysics of fixed essences and natures: 
The essential humanism of design ties in the fact that human beings 
determine what the subject matter, processes, and purposes of design 
shatt be. These are not determined by nature, but by our decisions. In 
the contemporary world, design is the domain of vividly competing 
ideas about what it means to be human. [ ... ] The exploration of design is 
therefore, a contribution to the philosophy of culture in our time 
(Buchanan Ei Margolin, 1995a, pp. 55-56). 
Unfortunately, Buchanan maintains, the invention of techniques for mass production, 
in the lapse of time between the Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution, led to a 
separation between designing (as forethought) and making. Therefore, instead of 
becoming a unifying discipline directed toward the new productive capabilities of 
scientific understanding of the modern world, design was diminished in importance 
and fragmented into the specializations of different types of production, leaving its 
connection with other human enterprises and bodies of knowledge vague and 
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uncertain. The consequence was a loss of the essentially humanistic dimension of 
production. In short, Buchanan states, design became a servile activity rather than a 
liberal art". 
Like, Margolin's meta-narrative, the "integrative thinking", a phrase coined by 
Buchanan, is separated from making and po(icies of making, in the sense that there is 
among them a logical sequence". Making is a matter of techniques and methods, 
whitst design policies are to be integral to debates about economic and sociat 
development (Buchanan Et Margolin, 1995b). Therefore, the ways in which design 
operates remain the same. What it changes, in Buchanan's perspective, are the 
philosophies, values, and arguments that support the ways in which design operates 
and contribute to our culture with its material and immaterial products. 
Buchanan and Margohn address the issue of defining new boundaries and scope of 
design in the contemporary world with an anticipatory approach. According to such 
an approach, there is atways something externat to pre-determine what design can 
and must be (a meta-narrative or an integrative thinking28) . From this, methods and 
techniques derive, and design practices are sustained. 
Given these two perspectives, we can move our focus from the conceiving and 
planning of the product (material or immaterial) to the subject, and to its 
27Efforts towards a reunification were made by Gropius in the Bauhaus, but in the end the focus was set 
more on the research of a proper methodology of design, understood as specialized techniques or 
methods, rather than on the formulation of an "Integrative thinking" based on systematic disciplines. "Buchanan's integrative thinking is meant as a rhetorical element of forethought, which does not take 
almost into account the interpretative power of social actors, and their shifting perspectives. 
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relationship with the product and lastly with the project itself '9. We can gain a new 
perspective on the history of contemporary design, and further critical elements of 
discussion for the setting of a new discourse. 
The certainty that chaos and contradictions Wthin the society were destined to 
disappear with industrial progress, and that this would have led to the creation of a 
logical, rational, and programmed society was the central belief of modernity. This 
was completely reversed with the birth of the post-industrial society in the 1970s and 
the 1980s. 
Andrea Branzi gives a perspective centred on the idea of a raising comp(exity and 
indeterminateness of the world, and therefore of design. This approach works in 
contrast to Margolin's study of the loss of meaning and reality produced by the 
failure of the modernist hypothesis. Guided by a phenomenological analysis of the 
different cultures of design that followed one another since the 1970s, Branzi argues 
that the modernist hypothesis did not take into account that industrial development 
was strictly linked to increased consumption, the multiplication of languages, and to 
the diversification of models. The market was not unifying forms and technologies, 
but instead was contaminating and hybridizing any logical unit. The foundation of the 
future that industry was building was not order but chaos, arising from the 
complexity of the competition and the globalization of the markets. Complexity and 
hybridization, instead of order and planning, were becoming the central categories 
of this new culture, defined by Branzi as the culture of the "'hybrid metropolis": 
"This means to focus on the use relationship and on the interaction between user/consumer and 
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In the hybrid metropolis, the project was not an act done in order to 
change the world, but rather it was an act added to the existing reality 
to make it richer, more complex, to increase the possible choices [ ... ] 
Passed were the good old days when the products suited everybody, 
now the stress was on selection and diversity; high or low technology 
products, but with which is was possible to establish complex, 
functional and also poetic and literary relations (Branzi, 1999, pp. 138- 
140)10. 
In the same period, the status of design was further modified by the techno(ogica( 
mutation of the materials. The materials were not simply new materials, but were 
also operators in a relationship between subjects, and an artificial environment that 
was changing. It was not only a technical issue, but also a philosophical one. It is in 
those years that the traditional relation of subjection between project and pre- 
existent materials begins to be reversed. Now the material is created to answer the 
needs of a specific design, and not the converse (Manzini, 1996). 
Another innovation perpetuated by post-industrial design is linked, Branzi states, to 
the methodological issue dear to modern rationalism, seen as the research for an 
objective procedure able to grant a planned result through a series of processes and 
of repeatable modalities. This innovation can be described as: 
The new phi(osophical assumption ties in the shifting of the focus of the 
issue from design to subject (Branzi, 1999, pp. 159-60))1. 
product, rather than on the aesthetic or rhetoric (as Buchanan would say) of the product as such. 
300riginally: "Nella metropoll ibrida il progetto non era pi6 un gesto che tendeva a modificare it mondo, 
ma pjuttosto un atto che si aggiungeva alla realtS esis tente, per renderla pi6 ricca, pi6 complessa, per 
aumentare le possibili scelte. [ ... jI tempi dei vecchi prodotti che andavano bene per tutti erano tramontati, si doveva adesso progettare producendo selezione e diversitk prodotti ad a(ta oa bassa 
tecnologia, ma con cui stabilire relazionj comp(esse, funzionati, ma anche poetiche e letterarie ". 
3'Originally: "It presupposto fi(osofico nuovo sta nello spostamento del baricentro dalla questione del 
progetto alla questione del soggetto". 
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This is a tendency to provide the individual with the autonomous capacity to activate 
critical and analytical processes, that enable him/her to start an active relationship 
with problematic and unpredictable contexts. In the 1990s, this tendency leads to 
what Branzi calls the "generic metropolis". 
Unlike the hybrid metropolis, a generic metropolis is made of places with a "low 
degree of identity", but a "high [eve( of performance": 
In the generic metropolis the search for an extreme expressivity, 
deconstructed inside a space made of exceptions, of semiospheres [ ... ] 
gives way to a relational space, new and empty. The search for new 
languages has given way to a different conception of design: a design 
where territory and structures, product and service coincide, according 
to a concept that we can call relational space (Branzi, 1999, p. 167)'2. 
The issue of the relationship that is allowed to take place in such a "relational 
space" becomes predominant. This relational space is an integrated space where the 
old dimensional categories of the urban, architectural, and product design yield to 
general evo(utive processes. In Branzi's relational space aU the places are the same 
because the stýdistic codes linked to specialized functions (living, working, 
producing, travelling, trading) become fluid, creating a set of places with a low level 
of identity, but with a great flexibility of use. According to Branzi, the relational 
space must be seen as a pervasive system of incubators, where indeterminate 
activities can develop: a space where private and public, production and leisure, 
home and work are integrated in a kind of territory lacking figurative recognizability, 
but rich in service potentials. 
32ori gina(ly: "Nella metropoh generica la ricerca di una espressivit4estrema, deflagrante e decostruita, 
dentro a uno spazio fatto tutto di eccezioni, di semiosfere [ ... I ha lasciato it posto a uno spazio 
relazionale, nuovo e vuoto. [ ... ) La ricerca di nuovi linguaggi ha lasciato it posto a una diversa 
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In this way technological culture also produces a new ethical modality, based on the 
ff capacity to relate with the context through an active and sensitive inter ace 
(Branzi, 1999, p. 177) 14 . This culture comes after the mechanical age, and 
it is 
concomitant with the culture of the indeterminate which arises from contemporary 
scientific thinking and the contribution of Eastern meditative cu(tures. 
According to Branzi, complexity and indeterminateness, not deconstruction, allow us 
to cross the limits of the metaphor (and therefore the limits of any meta- narrative), 
and enable us to create new relational conditions. The discovery of the limits of 
industrial development has, in a way, finally destroyed the modern hope of a linear 
time, of an endless progress, moved by a never-ending dual and teleological logiC35. 
Even Simon, in the third revised edition of "rhe Sciences and the Artificial", when 
defining his idea of "social planning", seems to recognize complexity and the 
methodological sustainabi(ity of a non- anticipatory design )6 . Addressing the idea of 
"social planning", he proposes a "'designing without finat goals" which is linked to the 
design of complex systems, implemented on long time spans, and constantly 
modified during the implementation: 
concezione del progetto: un progetto dove territorio e strutture, prodotto e servizio coincidono, 
seguendo un concetto che chiameremo appunto di spazio relazionale". 
330ri ginally: "CapacitA di relazionarsi con it contesto attraverso u n'interfaccia sensibile e attiva". 
In the design field we can currently identify two reference cultures, to which different concerns and 
proposals can be referred. We can distinguish on the one hand postmodern deconstruction and nihilistic 
thought, and on the other hand complexity sciences and meditative cultures. Margolin and Buchanan, 
for instance, refer to the former, struggling to redefine new objective certainties. Other designers, like 
Branzi and Wood, are on the contrary inspired by the latter, and they hope for the setting of new 
relational conditions and a new ethics. 
35A clear criticism to a dualistic and teleological logic is developed also by John Wood (see 2.4.3.1. ). 
36For a closer analysis of anticipatory issues, and their connection with Metadesign, see 2.4.3.1. 
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The idea of final goals is inconsistent with our limited ability to foretell 
or determine the future. The real result of our actions is to establish 
initial conditions for the next succeeding stage of action. What we call 
"final" goals are in fact criteria for choosing the initial conditions that 
we will leave to our successors. [... ] The aim here is to enable them [ ... ] 
not just to evaluate alternatives better but especially to experience the 
world in more and richer ways (Simon, c1996, pp. 163-164). 
From another standpoint, Simon's approach to social planning fur-ther contributes to 
overcome the idea of planning as expression of a dualistic and teleological attitude": 
Closely related to the noting that new goals may emerge from creating 
designs is the idea that one goal of planning may be the design activity 
itself. The act of envisioning possibilities and elaborating them is itself 
a pleasurable and valuable experience (Simon, c1996, p. 164). 
1.4. Defining a New Design Space 
As Tarka clearly points out, an urgency to legitimize design as an autonomous 
discipline has been evident throughout this century, and it resulted in attempts to 
reso(ve the intermediary nature of design into structured programmes and methods. 
However, as we have seen in the previous section, this project becomes ever more 
difficult in the networked, postmodern information society, where hybrids and shifts 
in discourses and practices of design are evident. Shifts from engineering to design, 
from a functionatist/methodicat to a rhetorical /metaphorical mode of operation, and 
finally, from technical rationality and determinism towards a culturally oriented and 
constructivist perspective (Tarka, 2002). 
37 Even though we cannot forget that teleology (functionality, goal -directedness, adaptation) is central 
to Simon's concept of artificiality. 
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In this way technological culture also produces a new ethical modality, based on the 
"capacity to relate with the context through an active and sensitive interface"'' 
(Branzi, 1999, p. 177) 34 . This culture comes after the mechanical age, and 
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As computation becomes ubiquitous, and our environments are enriched with new 
possibilities for communication and interaction, the field of studies estab(ished as 
human-computer interaction (HCI) confronts the difficult challenge of supporting 
complex tasks, mediating networked interactions, and managing and exploiting the 
ever-increasing availability of digital information. What seems more challenging in 
the development of a global computational fabric is not the task of making 
information available at the appropriate times and places, but the challenge we have 
to design relational and interactional systems, through which we can interface our 
everyday environment and inhabit the world. 
According to Hollan and colteagues, research to meet these chattenges requires a 
theoretical foundation that is not only capable of addressing the complex issues 
involved in effective design of new communication and interaction technologies, but 
atso one that ensures a human-centered focus" (Hollan et at., 2002). Human- 
computer interaction as a fietd was founded at a time in which human information 
processing psychology was the dominant theory and it still reflects that lineage. The 
human information processing approach explicitly took an early conception of the 
digital computer as the primary metaphorical resource for thinking about cognition. 
Just as it focused on identifying the characteristics of individual cognition, human- 
computer interaction, until very recently, has focused almost exclusively on single 
individuals interacting with applications derived from decomposition of work 
activities in individual tasks. This theoretical approach has dominated human- 
3*rhe term poiesis derives from the Greek verb poWn for "to generate, to create, to produce, to 
build", and its meaning, as highlighted by Passeron, expresses both the enactive capability and the 
ethical responsibility for every act of creation, and therefore of civilization (Passeron, 1989). 
39lt is called human-centered an approach to design in which media and technologies serve human 
purposes and activities. It represents a fundamental shift compared to technology -centered approaches, 
in which humans are often considered the servants of machine. 
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computer interaction for over twenty years, playing a significant role in developing a 
computing infrastructure built around the personal computer and based on the 
desktop interface metaphor. 
Traditional information processing psychology posits a gulf between inside and 
outside, and then "bridges" this gulf with transduction processes that convert 
extemat events into internal symbolic representations. The implication of this for HCI 
is that the computer and its interface are "outside" of cognition, and they are only 
brought inside through symbolic transduction (Card et al., 1983). Instead, as Hotlan 
and colleagues point out, what it is needed to enhance HCI and develop a true 
human-centered approach are research activities not now associated with HCI, 
theories that view human-computer interaction within larger sociotechnical contexts: 
For human-computer interaction to advance in the new millennium we 
need to better understand the emerging dynamic of interaction in which 
the focus task is no longer confined to the desktop but reaches into a 
complex networked world of information and computer- mediated 
interactions (Holtan et at., 2002, p. 90). 
In a not-too-distant future it is conceivable that we will not think about computers as 
definable products, but rather as critical parts of many varied information- based 
toots and artefacts (Weiser, 1991; Norman, 1998; Maxwell, 2002). This approach is 
intended to create a conceptual shift from thinking about using the computer to 
performing tasks and activities. Norman's "information appliances", researches on 
"tangible user interface" (Ishii Et Ultmer, 1997; Resnick et at., 1998; Wrensch and 
Eisenberg, 1998) and wearable computing devices (Mann, 1998) are already 
expressions of that shift: 
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These technologies will be tightly integrated into the totality of our 
interaction with and experience of the everyday world around us. In a 
very real sense the environment created by these technologies will 
become part of the fabric of the environment and an integral part of 
our phenomenological field [ ... ] In this new and augmented reality our 
psychological and social development and well-being will be affected by 
our skill in interacting with it and our ability to differentiate a self - 
concept from it (Maxwell, 2002, p. 196). 
The rapid proliferation of distributed and networked computing, and its convergence 
with communication technology has generated an expansion of attention that moves 
beyond the basic usability issues to questions about the sociological, organizational, 
and cultural impact of computing. From this angle, the work in HCI can be viewed as 
a progression moving from supporting the basic needs and goals of users toward 
supporting higher-[eve( human needs and goals with computing technology. 
According to Preece and cotteagues, interaction design represents the next step to 
human-computer interaction (Preece at aL, 2002). It can be defined as "the design 
of spaces for human communication and interaction" (Winograd, 1997). Precisely 
interaction design now means "'designing interactive products to support people in 
their everyday and working lives" (Preece, 2002). That is to say creating user 
experiences that enhance and extend the way people work, communicate, and 
interact. Many academic disciplines, design practices, and interdisciplinary fields 
contribute to interaction desige, whose main goals are synthesized by Preece and 
colleagues in "usability" and "'user experience"". According to Maxwell's idea of 
"holistic interaction", for instance, interaction design will need to account for the 
4OArnong academic fields, there are: psychology, cognitive science, informatics, engineering, social 
sciences, computer science. Among design practices, we can find: graphic design, product design, 
industrial design; among interdisciplinary fields: human-computer interaction, computer -supported 
cooperative work, Information systems, human factors, cognitive ergonomics. 
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individual's cognitive and perceptual capabilities, biological and physical 
capabilities, emotional needs, personality traits, and situational factors (Maxwell, 
2002)"'. Compared to HCI, interaction design represents therefore a major focus on 
the entire aspect of user experience (from cognitive to affective), and on conceiving 
products and services as an integrated whole. 
It is clear that both interaction design and a renewed sociotechnical approach to 
systems design are becoming crucial. But they need to be readdressed in the light of 
the definition of a new design space, seen as a conceptual framework from where an 
understanding and a new way of thinking about interaction and design themselves 
can be derived and transtated in methodotogical principles. The definition of a new 
design space is an issue of advanced design, dealing with the processes through 
which we produce the wortd ve inhabit. That is to say it is an issue not only of 
" experience", but first and foremost of "creativity", or poiesis"' (Passeron, 1989). 
The definition of a new design space represents a shift from a focus on human needs 
to one on human creative endeavour, from a focus on the user to one on creative 
action. The aim of this research is to produce a conceptual framework that promotes 
new approaches in the design of interactive sociotechnical systems. Net Art acts as 
both a response to changed material and existential conditions, and an urge to 
enlarge human creativity and consequently the boundaries of both art and design. 
The orientation towards design emerging from a culture of Metadesign and the 
"'User experience goals differ from the more objective usability goals in that they are concerned with 
how users experience an interactive product from their perspective, rather than assessing how useful or 
productive is from its own perspective (Preece et at., 2002). 
42According to Maxwell, an important role in this process will be played by end-user programming, that 
is to say object and component strategies of software development combined Wth distributed 
architectures and integration technologies (Myers et at., 2002). 
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experimentalism of Net Art can be seen as an attempt to focus on a transverse 
"mode" of relationship rather than on a closed "subject" like the user, the 
community or the humankind, i. e. a "mode of consciousness". Such orientation can 
also be seen as an effort to overcome rigid dualisms both in framing and solving 
problems, and in the forming of new social relationships by emergent artificiality and 
enhanced interconnectivity. Within this context, to define a new design space means 
an attempt to shift from a "know-what" attitude to a "know-how" endeavour. it 
hopefully represents a shift from a culture of design as planning towards a culture of 
design as seeding (or emergence). 
"'See note 41. 
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2. Metadesign as Emerging Design Culture 
it's a _qrowbag culture 
that is needed, in which seeding replaces designing 
(Roy Ascott, '7he Architecture of Cyberception") 
This second chapter describes Metadesign as a design culture that emerges from the 
context of current desi_qn theories. and as an attempt to respond effectively to the 
new material and existential conditions of the present world. Rather than arguing 
for Metadesign as an established desi3n approach and practice, the chapter aims to 
produce a framework, which takes into account the context and spectrum of 
theories, practices, and issues that form the conceptual fabric and potential of 
Metadesign. 
The purpose of this chapter is to compare and integrate all the approaches and 
viewpoints explicitly related to Metadesign. This will provide a set of design 
elements and possible orientations that will constitute the terrain on which to 
ground the theoretical and methodological proposal developed in the final chapter. 
Metadesign (or meta-design) is a term that has been used with reference to art and 
cu(tural theories, and design practices since the 1980s. Describing the origins of the 
term and the history of its adoption, this chapter aims to produce a framework for 
Metadesign that takes into account the context and the spectrum of theories and 
practices that form its conceptual fabric. 
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Rather than arguing for Metadesign as an established design approach and practice, 
this chapter demonstrates that one single definition of Metadesign does not exist. 
Since the 1980s the notion of Metadesign has developed along an oscillatory 
trajectory, whose origins apparently lie in the etymological roots and linguistic 
inheritance of the prefix "meta-". Following such hypothesis, the chapter describes 
theories, frameworks and practices of Metadesign that have explicitly adopted this 
term, such as, software engineering, interface design, information design, industrial 
design, sociotechnical design, biotechnological design, telecommunication art, 
experimental aesthetics, and architecture. 
The overview and integration of all the theories, frameworks, and practices of 
Metadesign that have been developed in art, culture, and media, leads us at the 
conclusion that Metadesign is neither an established discipline nor a coherent theory. 
It is rather the expression of concerns and intentions that can be led back to an 
interconnected field of meanings and concepts, composing the fabric of a consistent 
design culture, and as such an original response to the changes occurring in our 
material and existential conditions. 
2.1. Etymology 
The present section describes the etymological roots and linguistic inheritance of the 
prefix "meta-". It gives an account of its general use and conceptual implications. 
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2.1.1. Origins of the Prefix "meta-" 
The prefix "meta-" comes from Greek. It is present in words of Greek origin and also 
in terms that have been minted in modern times and refer to technical or specialistic 
areas of expertise. The Rocci Old Greek dictionary gives three main different 
meanings for the prefix "meta-": "behindl of ter", "between/ among" and "together 
with" (Rocci, 1983). In the course of our cu(tural history these meanings have 
produced clusters of ideas and words, whose value and significance are connected to 
this manifold range of abstractions. 
2.1.2. General Use of the Prefix "meta-" 
Looking at the general and more common use of the prefix "meta-", two clusters of 
ideas and words are most significant. One derivative usually indicates a discipline 
that reflects upon its nature and limits (i. e. meta- mathematics or meta- linguistics), 
or an object or entity that is on a position or level of higher order (i. e. metacentro" 
or metaldeide 45 ). The other derivative cluster carries values of change, 
transformation, and alteration (i. e. metamorphosis or metabolism). 
What is interesting to notice is how both these meanings, and all those produced by 
the etymological roots of the prefix "meta-" have found in the term Metadesign a 
field of oscillatory significance. This is due to the fact that Metadesign is neither an 
established disdpline nor a coherent theory, but instead, according to the hypothesis 
44Metacentro is the point over which the barycentre of a boat cannot rise without making the boat loose 
stability and overturn. 
4sMetaldeide is a polymer more complex than the one whose name the prefix is added to. 
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of this work, the expression of assumptions and concerns that can be led back to the 
same field of meanings, and that are often interconnected. 
A first instance of this interconnection is provided by the term "metadata", as 
applied in computer science. This example is particularly relevant, because more 
recent developments in Metadesign consider the computational substratum, on which 
our environment is increasingly grounded , as one of the main conditions to which 
they aim to respond to and exploit. 
1. "meta-" As a Higher Order Level 
In computer science, "meta-" is a common prefix whose use has turned to mean 
"about". For instance, metadata are data that describe other data (data about 
data), because they are ideally "behind" those data. On the basis of the same 
assumption, a meta-language is a language used to describe other languages, a 
metaffle is a file that contains other files, and the mark <META> is a tag used in 
HTML to describe the contents of a web page (Webopaedia, 
http: //webopedia. internet. com). 
This use suggests the idea of a "feltow trave((er". When the prefix "meta-" is 
adopted in computer science, it does not property specify regular data or files, but a 
kind of fellow traveller that support data or files from the sidelines. According to 
Cathro: "an element of metadata describes an information resource, or helps to 
provide access to an information resource" (Cathro, 1997, p. 1 ). 
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In recent years there has been a focus on metadata in retation to those information 
resources that can be accessed through the World Wide Web. Within this context the 
term is commonly adopted in order to refer to any data used to aid the 
identification, description and location of networked electronic resources (Cathro, 
1997). Even though many different metadata definitions and formats exist, all of 
them refer to the intrinsic idea of something "behind" something else. This use of 
the prefix "meta-" expresses concepts of higher order level and reflects the same 
abstraction expressed by terms like meta- mathematics or meta- linguistics, that are, 
as mentioned above, disciplines aimed to describe or formalize the ""object" of their 
study. 
2.1.2.2. "meta-" As a Source of Transformation 
The prefix "meta- " can also be adopted in computer science to focus on the 
capability for metadata to generate data objects, as well as being their description 
and enabling them to become accessibte. This focus leads to the idea of metadata as 
a source of transformation, and highlights another main facet in the semantics of the 
prefix "meta - ". 
Metadata-based architecture, for instance, can support the customisation of data 
objects (Hicks et at., 1999). Knowledge workers can personalize their information 
space and customize the information items with which they work, by exptoiting the 
characteristic of metadata to enable the customisation of data objects in a way that 
p(aces no restrictions on where data objects are stored or by which system they are 
managed. 
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property generative approach to inetadata is suggested when more ontotogical 
questions are addressed. Metadata enable navigation "within" or "among" complex 
data sets, but they can also serve to define "transformation rules" applied to data 
sets, and translate data sets from one code into another (Dietrich, 2000). There are 
no limits to how two or more data particles can relate to each other and be 
aggregate in data sets, so there are no limits to how code can be invented and be 
applied to any data sets. The capability of code to be applied to several data sets, 
and to produce different results determines the generative power of metadata. 
This generative power of computing is artistically exploited in generative aesthetics. 
In Generative Art46, for instance, the code is taken as a "concept" (like in Conceptual 
Art), and the "concept" (or forma( instructions) is the actual material of the work. 
According to Tom Trevor and Geoff Cox, organizers and curators of "Generator "4, 
the physical appearance or outcome becomes therefore incidentat to the execution 
of a "plan" or notation: "as with literature, the work is primarily concerned with the 
uses of language, and thus not bound to objects or sites" (Trevor and Cox, 2002). 
The use of the prefix "meta-" described in this section expresses ideas of change and 
transformation, and raises issues as diverse as information customisation and the 
generative power of computing. 
46A clear definition of generative art is given by Tom Trevor and Geoff Cox in the curatorial statement 
of the exhibition "Generator", 14-19 November 2002, SPACEX at the Liverpool Biennial, 
http: //www. generative. net/generator/: "Generative Art is a term generally used to refer to any 
practice where the artist creates a process, such as a set of natural language rules, a computer 
program, a machine, or other procedural invention, which is then set into motion with some degree of 
autonomy, contributing to or resulting in a completed work of art. After the initial parameters have 
been set the process of production is unsupervised, and, as such, 'self -organising' and 'time -based*". 
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2.2. Theories of Metadesign In Art and Cultural Debate 
Within the art and cultural debate the idea of Metadesign was primarity approached 
in relation to the emergence of digital networks and biotechnotogies. These frames 
of reference have represented two distinct backgrounds for the debate about 
Metadesign. The first connects telecommunication art and net art, and deals with the 
changes that occur in the way in which people communicate and interact. The 
second is grounded in the dispute between the postmodern criticism of Paul Viritio 
and the epistemological arguments of the biologist Humberto Maturana, and deals 
with the emerging possibility of designing living systems. It then finds a further 
development in the field of bioethics. 
Both these contexts express a shared perspective about the potential convergence 
between ar-t and design in addressing the challenges brought about by digital 
networks and biotechnologies. Within both these contexts it was art that triggered 
the debate, and a common element is represented by the concern on the ethical 
imp(ications of design. 
2.2.1. Metadesign and the Communication Revolution 
Moving from a post-modern concern about communication and its connection to art, 
Gene Youngblo(x: r' writes about Metadesign in 1986. In this paper, written on the 
'O"Generator", 14-19 November 2002, SPACEX at the Liverpool Biennial, 
http: //www. generative. net/generator/. 
"$Gene Youngblood is a theorist of electronic media arts, and a scholar in the history and theory of 
experimental film and video art. 
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occasion d the Ars Electronica Festivar9, in a year that opinions about computer 
culture became reflexive and proactive (Leopoldseder et aL, 1999), he explicitly 
uses the term Metadesign. He addresses it, arguing Metadesign to be the only 
reasonable strategy in order to instigate a revolution in the communication world 
(Youngblood, 1986). 
Art, communication, and politics 
According to Youngblood, Metadesign deals with "the creation of context rather than 
content". He maintains that telecommunications networks and computer 
programmes are instances of Metadesign, and they constitute a chance of change. 
They represent a chance for freedom and creativity, because: "'control of context is 
the control of meaning, and without control of meaning there can be neither 
freedom nor creatMty" (Youngbtood, 1984). They represent atso, a chance for 
teaming, as this is an experiential process like creativity is (Youngblood, 1984). 
In his method of addressing Metadesign, Youngblood shares with postmodern thinkers 
the criticism of an idea of communication as trade and consumption of information 
as a process of information acquisition and distribution, induced by computerization 
and separated from the process that can inform human culture (Lyotard, 1979). Thus, 
he argues that on(y Metadesign can give rise to new social situations, and provide 
access to alternative experiences. Taking up the original positions of the Avant- 
garde, Metadesign can lead to redefine art and develop autonomous "'reality- 
communities", conceived as social groups of politically significant magnitude that 
constitute themselves as communities through telecommunication networks. Such 
'"Since the 1980s the Ars Electronica Festival at Linz (Austria) is one of the most important venue for 
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communities are not defined by geography, but by consciousness, ideotogy and desire 
(Youngblood, 1986), and therefore they are able to control and manage their own 
context with considerable political consequences. 
Metadesign, according to Youngblood, can reconcile art and politics, since it 
empowers art to be politically effective. Even if metadesigners work within the 
cultural context, and they don't bring forward political issues, the act of empowering 
electronic communities to control meaning and context is a revolutionary act. 
An extra-aesthetic strategy 
According to Youngblood's perspective, Metadesign is essentially an extra-aesthetic 
and supracultural strategy. It is a mode of setting actions capabte of creating 
environments in which peopte may controt the context of their cuttural and aesthetic 
production. The power of Metadesign, as a strategy, relies on exploiting the essence 
of communication revolution. Such an essence, according to Youngblood, is not about 
technology, but about possible relations among people (Youngblood, 1984). 
From here an ethical imperative for artists is derived. Telecommunications represent 
a hope of effectively addressing the profound social and political challenges of our 
time. 
The rise of electronic networks 
Youngblood's perspective on Metadesign finds a place within the intellectuat debate 
on post-modernism, and its criticism of notions of communication as information- 
artists and theorists involved in cyberarts (look at http: // www. aec. at). 
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driven and sanitized. But it finds a place also within the artistic debate produced by 
the rise of electronic networks. 
As many artists at that time, he sees in electronic networks the possibility for an 
overcoming of the broadcasting style, and of a centralized and hierarchical mass 
cutture: 
At a time when creative conversations are essential on a massive scale 
for human dignity and survival, our society is dominated by a 
centralized, one-way, mass audience communication system that can 
only speak a world that is already understood to be the world, can only 
address problems already understood to be problems, can only furnish 
models of behaviour that are compatible with the world as it is already 
perceived by most people most of the time (Youngblood, 1984, p. 8). 
Conversation, not transmission, is the paradigm for any generative phenomena, the 
pre-requisite for any creativity, and it requires a two-way channel of interaction. It is 
what Youngblood calls "creative conversation" 
The ethical imperative 
The theme of overcoming linearity in communication as a system of transmission is 
an issue that was highly debated within the community of the artists involved in early 
telecommunications experimentations (Popper, 1993). The discussion focused not 
only on themes of accessibility and distribution of information, but rather on the 
possibility for autonomous activities of content creation and emergence, which can 
be made achievable by computational and networked processes within purposefully 
conceived environments ("metasystems"). 
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Furnishing communities with alternative models for the development and 
exploitation of networked technologies, as a central instrument for the social 
construction of their own reality, becomes an ethical imperative. Most 
tetecommunication art projects, at the beginning of the 1980s, are instead more 
concerned with broadcasting contents rather than allowing new contents to be 
produced or to emerge (Gidney, 1983): 
... they have been either routine applications of satellites for teleconferencing, or the equally standard use of computer, videotex 
and facsimile networks for "'exchange of work, information, and ideas", 
or they have been broadcast events that delivered personality- oriented 
Art Star performances to cable TV subscribers or audiences gathered in 
museum auditoriums (Youngblood, 1984, p. 1). 
Connections 
Youngblood's idea of "creative conversation" is connected to the study of the new 
forms of creativity enabled by computational processes and network activities that 
developed particularly between the 1970s and the 1980s. Instances of such 
investigations can be found in the statements of artists like Michel Bret and Roy 
Ascott. In the field of computer art, Michel Bret strongly maintains the difference 
between computer and traditional tools (Popper, 1993). He claims that traditional 
tools allowed visual artists to work on objects only, whereas computers now lead 
them inside the processes and sources of creativity. In his defence of a processual 
art, Bret considers new technologies as something more than new tools. Roy Ascott, 
a pioneer in the field of telematic art, also argues that new technologies establish 
new relations between human beings within the creative process, and implicitly 
create a new visual language (Ascott, 1988; 1991). 
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However, before the arrival of computer and digital networks the aestheticat object 
had been already replaced by tensions of immaterial fields, and by biological and 
vital energies (mental, muscular. emotional), or artificial and mechanic ones 
(electric or electronic) within the field of communication art. This substitution 
transforms our space-time perception from one focused on a distinction between 
" subject" and "object" into one no longer defined by a rigid opposition "self" - 
"other", because "subject" and "object" become part of the same flow of energy. 
Youngblood's idea of Metadesign is hence the result not only of an understanding of 
the new sociotechnical conditions brought about by networked computing, but it is 
also part in the ongoing artistic debate about how to deal with, and how to exploit 
these new sociotechnical conditions. 
The experience of Mobile Image 
The electronic environments, co(laboratively designed by Kit Galloway and Sherrie 
Rabinowitz in Mobile Image, and as co-founders of Electronic Cafe International 
(ECI)50, are an instance of Metadesign (Youngblood, 1984). Looking at them it is 
possible to point out some further issues and themes of Metadesign. 
"Environmental design" 
In order to trigger a communication revolution, architectures of electronic space are 
necessary to establish the contours of desire and determine possible relations among 
sorhe Electronic Cafe International Network was a laboratory for telecollaborative arts and sciences. It 
was founded in 1984, md born as a project originally commissioned by the Los Angeles Museum of 
Contemporary Art for the 1984 Olympic Arts Festival in Los Angeles. The original projects was a real- 
time, multimedia computer/video network and public image bank that interconnected five different 
ethnic neighbourhoods in Los Angeles for seven weeks during the Olympics in July and August 1984. The 
laboratory closed in 2000. For documentation, took at http: //main. ecafe. com/index2. htmI. 
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people (Youngblood, 1984). According to Galloway and Rabinowitz this is a matter of 
"environmental design": 
We see communication and information systems as environments people 
live in. So we took at the aesthetics of that environment, the shaping of 
the space. The way you shape a space determines what can happen to 
the information in it (Youngblood, 1984, p. 2). 
Human scale and cultural continuity 
Another theme is introduced by the issues of human scale and cultural continuity. 
According to Youngblood, none of the current technological developments or 
consequences is on the human scale any more. In order to tend human scale to 
phenomena that work outside those boundaries, Galloway and Rabinowitz employ 
large-scale technologies "to sculpt space/time". This attempt is associated with that 
of warranting cultural continuity, by "re-entering" rituals and myths in purely 
technological progress. Say Galloway and Rabinowitz: 
The movement is towards the control of a meaningful context, creating 
environments not just to support art, but that create the possibility for 
new scales of creatMty across all disciplines and boundaries. [ ... ] Consider: co-creating non- imperialistic, multi-cuttural or domestic 
agendas for community or global scale aesthetic endeavours. Consider: 
the continuous re-invention of non- hierarchical telecom networks that 
will allow people to bypass cultural gatekeepers and power brokers. We 
must accept these kinds of challenges and recognize what can be gained 
by solving them (Galloway and Rabinowitz, 1984, p. 1). 
Role of the artist (or metadesigner) 
Another re(evant theme is the ro(e of artist. Artists (or metadesigners) are conceived 
as systems integrators, who work innovatively at the edge of art and must therefore 
active(y interface a multipficity of tools, services and institutions to reatize the non- 
standard goals of their enterprise. They work as facilitators, establishing 
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collaborative relationships. The counterpart of this theme is the "participatory 
approach" that artists must apply as an element of their design methodology. 
The theme of systems integration was particularly relevant in Electronic Caf6, which 
represents the integration not only of hardware and software systems, but most 
importantly also of social systems, members of the ethnic neighbourhoods that 
Electronic Caf6 intended to connect, and that collectively designed the virtual 
environment they were to occupy. The members of these communities (or social 
systems) included artists, educators, children, computer buffs, and host 
restaurateurs. Galloway and Rabinowitz began meeting them seven months in 
advance in order to "seed" the network and build it in a manner which was open to 
participation. According to both Youngblood, and to Galloway and Rabinowitz, this 
participatory approach was as much the point of Electronic Caf6 as it was the 
network itself. 
Autonomous- reality communities 
The last theme concerns the idea of "autonomous reality- communities". They are 
conceived as social groups of politically significant magnitude that constitute 
themselves as communities through telecommunication networks: 
... when computer is introduced as a component of a conversational 
network the power of social organizing is entered; a perpetual universe 
is created, independent of transmission, and a new class of political 
entity becomes possible - autonomous reality- communities that are 
historically continuous and environmentally pervasive, accessible 
through any computer terminal anywhere in the world (Youngblood, 
1984, p. 8). 
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The idea of a sociotechnical system, like the one developed by Electronic Caf6 
through the participatory design of the virtual environment people were going to 
occupy, concerns this issue. 
The Electronic CafO project 
The Electronic Caf6 was considered a "metadesign", optimised to cultivate creative 
conversations and to support autonomous communities. It was a telecommunications 
system characterized as an accessible, flexible, end-user modifiable (in terms of 
files, archives, and environment), pervasive, anonymous, and visual components 
based system. Youngblood describes it thus: 
They [created] a structure that allowed its users the greatest possible 
freedom to design and control their own information environments, to 
construct their own realities. Such a system [had] to include as many 
modes of communication as possible to support the maximum richness, 
variety and texture of cultural expression; at the same time, it [had] to 
facilitate the most natural and simple forms of human interaction, 
requiring of the user no special knowledge or skills; finally, it [had] to 
operate as a "public utility" whose terminals were all in public places 
so that personal equipment would not be required and transactions 
could be anonymous - the information environment as commons rather 
than commodity, equally accessible to everyone (Youngblood, 1984, p. 
9). 
Consisting of a multimedia telecommunications system that included a user-created 
database and image bank, Electronic CafL& was far richer in possible modes of 
expression and interaction than any communication system that had ever been 
available to the public at that time. Incorporating fully interactive computer text, 
handwriting, drawing, animation and slow-scan video, with the ability to 
interactively combine these elements, it leapt a decade ahead in the anticipated 
convergence of data and image networks. The software used, originally developed by 
Lee Felsenstein and his colleagues for the electronic bulletin board Community 
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Memory, allowed each user to have full interactive access to the database, including 
the ability to contribute to it on an equal basis". 
The visual component of the environment determined first the transcendence of 
barriers of literacy and language; second, the projection of personality into 
electronic space with far greater resonance than is possible through alphanumeric 
transactions alone. Moreover, the presence in the network of visual artists enriched 
the vocabulary accessible to all users. As a result, users were exposed to refined 
aesthetic sensibilities in a direct, experiential manner, that is to say by being in the 
wortd in the same way. "It's a kind of spontaneous encounter that can't be 
engineered or marketed", Rabinowitz observes (Youngblood, 1984). 
An interview with Kit Galloway 
in a recent interview 52 , Kit Galloway says he is indebted to Gene Youngblood in 
providing him and Sherry Rabinowitz with a tanguage that can hetp to distinguish 
their trajectory and intentions as "new practitioners" in the time that went from the 
mid-1970s to the conclusion of the Electronic Cafe International Network in 2000: 
We can delight on our contribution to the definitions of metadesigner. 
However, we ourselves, who are notorious for our disinterest in the 
discourse among artists, would not be so presumptuous to call ourselves 
metadesigner. We're just early practitioners that have been too 
impatient to wait around to be informed decades later (Galloway, 
personal communication). 
"The Electronic Cafe '84 Network included: The Gumbo House, Crenshaw, CA., (South Central LA); Ana 
Maria Restaurant, (East LA); The 8th Street Restaurant, (Korea Town) LA; Gunter's Cafe, (beach area) 
Venice, CA., The Museum Of Contemporary Art (The Temporary Contemporary), Downtown LA. 
51AIt the following quotes are from the interview given by Kit Galloway to the author in an email dated 
22 October 2002. 
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In fact they started to call themselves "Avantpreneurs", to mean one who attempts 
to creatively animate, model, and approximate desirable contexts before commercial 
entrepreneurs come in and serve everything up to paying customers, consumers, or 
end-users. By being immersed into the larger context of the public spheres, and 
informed by the intrinsic implications of technology as an encapsulating and 
encompassing environment /context, their aesthetic inquiry challenged a discourse 
with the more relevant context creators within industry. 
According to Gatloway, what metadesigners try to do is "to keep chatlenging and 
changing the context untit its uti(ity as a context serves humanity for the maximized 
good" (ibid). We are either producers or consumers, he says. However, when we are 
consumers, we are hardy in the position to be architects of how we want our wortd 
to evolve. So we need to create an open systems environment that people can evolve 
from being consumers and end-users to becoming architects of their own destiny: 
"we need to move from a top- down fossil fuels economy of consumers to a bottom - 
up hydrogen economy of producers/ consumers" (ibid). 
This is the role of artists in a society determined by technology: 
Yes, this is an expanded and augmented role distinguishable from the 
traditional role of simply going about revealing beauty, and requires an 
activist role in order not to reduce the role of the artists to one that 
simply crates ornaments and precious object for the controlling context 
of its time (Galloway, personal communication). 
Nonetheless, Galloway confesses to have experienced a sense of frustration during 
this period of net artists and cyberart educators, which reflect on the last ten years 
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"as if everything has been going great thanks to the discovery and convergence of 
interactive art and the net" (ibid). He claims: 
Now ar-tists and the new discourse have discovered, celebrate, and 
ponder the loss of the body, the death of the author, the role of the 
participant in completing the "work". [ ... J Now, artists aspire to 
leave 
their baggage and hitch up their post-modern version of a prairie 
schooner to join the virtual land rush into unclaimed territory inclusive 
of every trajectory they can identify. [ ... ] Yet the results of this 
research proves that the art world was incapable of envisioning little 
more that a technological potential for disseminating conventional art 
product, art as content, or the artist as subject (ibid). 
His hope is that in the future, when a truly new generation of metadesigners will 
emerge, much witt happen without any knowtedge or concerns about art and its 
legacy: 
An important aspect of what might be called the avant-garde will 
disappear underground in order to accomplish important work, and wilt 
choose when and if they want to reveal themselves. Important work will 
not be found in art shows and art galleries (ibid). 
2.2.2. Metadesign and the New Ecology of Networks 
The idea of Metadesign is addressed again in the middle of the 1990s, in conjunction 
with the establishing of the World Wide Web as new communication protocol for the 
Internet, and the emerging phenomena of online art and virtual communities. On the 
occasion of early exhibitions of interactive art like Ars Futura and Arstab, Derrick De 
Kerckhove, Marshall McLuhan scholar and drector of the McLuhan Programme in 
Toronto, argued that Metadesign is one of the major characteristics of ontine art that 
ties within the territory of interactivity (De Kerckhove, 1995a). His definition of 
Metadesign is: 
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Metadesign [ ... ) is the kind of design that puts the tools rather than the 
object of design in your hands. The better interactive systems are not 
those which define the process, but those which define the conditions 
for the process of interaction (De Kerckhove, 1995a, p. 107). 
Webness, Metadesign, and online art 
In De Kerckhove's argument, Metadesign is associated with another major 
characteristic of the emerging form of art that he names "Network Art" (tater 
generally referred to as Net Art), and that he defines as an artform using the Net 
itself as a prime material (De Kerckhove, 1995a). This other major characteristic, 
from which Metadesign derives, is catled Webness, and according to De Kerckhove it 
means that "the artform uses the Net for its interactive properties rather than simply 
as a vehicle for promoting content" (De Kerckhove, 1995a, p. 106). 
Artistic and social potential of the Web 
Following De Kerckhove's standpoint about online art, the jury of the Prix Ars 
Electronica 53 , always attentive to the relations among art, culture and society at 
large, established Webness and (implicitly) Metadesign as a worthy quality for ". net 
projects" in 1995. 
De Kerckhove's ideas deeply influenced the debate over the artistic and social 
potentiats of the Web, and contributed to its spreading. Metadesign is here addressed 
by De Kerckhove in relation to art, and art is seen as a counter-force able to balance 
the destabilizing effects of new technologies on culture, and also to counterbalance 
53 Prix Ars Electronica is linked to the annual Ars Electronica Festival. It is an international competition 
that awards honorable art project in the fields of cyberarts (from interactive art to net art, computer 
animation, and digital music). 
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market forces, which tend to prevail whenever technological innovation reaches the 
point beyond which it cannot be controlled by any social entity any longer (De 
Kerckhove, 1995a; 1996,2000). While othet- studies have led to less humanistic and 
more "machinic" results (dismantling the centrality of human agency or the linear 
equation drawn between art and its beneficial effects on society), nonetheless the 
idea of Webness and Metadesign have permeated, directly or indirectly, most of the 
practices based on computer networking meant to explore interactive processes of 
creation. 
From art to business 
But Derrick De Kerckhove's definition of Metadesign matches also some issues of 
dematerialization at stake in the passage from "object" to "'process" within the 
design field (see 1.2. ). This passage seems to be brought to completion by the 
Internet, and in the business field it produces new relations between firm, client, 
and new services. 
In devetopments of the concept of Metadesign beyond those of his first essay in 1995, 
De Kerckhove shifts from the analysis of the potentialities of online art, and the 
virtual communities that can stem from it, to the study of new design models made 
available by the new economy of networks. Starting from the acknowledgment of a 
transition from an age of broadcast technotogies to one characterised by a networked 
global environment, and speculating about a possible and desirable ecology of 
networks, De Kerckhove asks himself whether Metadesign can face this new scenario 
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and the drying up, in his view, of the vanguard strength of artistic experimentation 
(De Kerckhove, personal communication)". 
From Metadesign to Cyberdesign 
Cyberdesign becomes synonymous with Metadesign when applied to the business 
sector (De Kerckhove, 1995b; 2DO1). Rather than focusing on the potential that 
Metadesign holds opening up socio- technological systems, De Kerckhove seems to 
focus on the concrete design possibilities provided to the user by current networked 
technologies. In De Kerckhove's more recent essays, Metadesign is seen as a utopia 
that is fading away with the weakening of the artistic experimentation's boost, 
whereas cyberdesign represents what new techno(ogies can offer to the user. 
The universal access now provided through the Internet shifts the control of 
information and communication from the commercial producer/ broadcaster to the 
user or . prosurner". The author predicts that ordinary people will go from passive 
receptivity ("couch potatoes") to power positions whereby they become "couch 
guerillas", producing content specific to their needs. In this new context the changing 
value system becomes one that is supportive, collaborative and interactive. The 
prosumer, empowered at the desktop level, customizes his or her world using 
cyberdesign, that is to say accessing and influencing consumer markets across the 
boards (De Kerckhove, 1995b). 
5"Al( the following personal communications are from the emails exchanged by Derrick De Kerckhove 
with the author during the course of 2002. 
"Alvin Toffler first used the term "prosumer" in his book "The Third Wave" in 1980. Here he foresees a 
new future consumer that is involved in the design and manufacturing of products on the basis of 
individual specifications. According to Toffler, this kind of products personalisation would overturn the 
role and idea of the client in the process of production. 
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The concern of De Kerckhove is that only by designing our technologies, instead of 
letting them design us, we will be able to avert social catastrophe. 
Prosumer, endmuser and mass customisation 
Representing, in this sense, a network model of design, Metadesign allows the end- 
user to take charge of the final design: 
Interactivity has also changed the processes by which we design 
content. While design used to be the prerogative of the producer 
imposing his or her vision on the service or the product to be sold (the 
"broadcast" model of design), the availability of new hardware and 
software tools to assist individuals in designing their own products is 
pushing the limits of design to the level of "meta- design". Meta-design 
is the design of tools, parameters, and operating conditions that allow 
the end-user to take charge of the final design. This is the "'network 
model" of design. In a truly interactive environment, the advantages of 
meta-design are handed over the end-user, with support and coaching 
from the provider. (De Kerckhove, 1997, p. 10). 
According to De Kerckhove Metadesign (here "meta -design") is a non-linear and non- 
hierarchical design model that puts the focus on the end-user. To Youngblood, it ties 
in a software and hardware technologicat substratum represented by computing 
networking, and in both cases it constitutes an alternative to broadcasting models" 
De Kerckhove also makes equal the material plan of designing and producing 
artefacts and the cultural plan of generating contents, but unlike Youngblood, 
Galtoway and Rabinowitz he parcets up the community in a myriad of end-users. 
According to De Kerckhove the possibility for end- users to customize their final world 
ties mostly on computer- assisted toots that allow them to have complete control on 
the most important design decisions in every area and sector, thus becoming partner 
561t constitutes an alternative to broadcasting models both in communication (Youngblood) and design 
(De Kerckhove). 
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in industry (De Kerckhove, 1997). This is a view of Metadesign as mass custornization, 
which means, as De Kerckhove argues in an interview to Blake Harris, that the user 
has infinite flexibility of tailoring the product, and that the client becomes the 
product in some ways (Harris, 1996). Metadesign allows the client to be a partner, 
and according to De Kerckhove the idea of partnering with a chent is the future of 
network business. 
In a new ecology of networks Metadesign is supported by three underlying conditions: 
"interactivity", "hypertextuality", and "webriess" or "connectedness"" (De 
Kerckhove, 1997). These conditions are the premises for Metadesign as a powerful 
alternative to broadcasting models and approaches in art, communication, and 
design as Youngblood, Galloway, and Rabinowitz also maintain. Differently from 
these theorists, the idea of Metadesign seems to be actualized by De Kerckhove in 
the form of an end-user tailoring and mass customisation based on the idea( and 
possible partnership between users and business enabled by networked technologies. 
2.2.3. Metadesign and the Tech nomorph isation of Society 
Pau( Virilio refers to Metadesign with a negative inference (Viritio, 1995), as the way 
the media have invaded our minds and mental schemes. He thinks of Metadesign as a 
neurologicat form of design, a kind of framing of the brain by information processing 
directed at human consciousness and perception. According to Virilio, Metadesign 
57"Interactivity" is the physical linking of people or communication -based industries; "hypertextuality" is the linking of contents or knowledge-based industries; "webriess" or "connectedness" is the mental 
(inking of people or the Industries of networks. 
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regenerates the impulses of neural transmissions in a living subject and thus creates 
cognitive ergonomics. 
An effect of technomorphisation 
According to Virilio Metadesign is a deep(y embedded ef fec t of "tec hnomorphisation " 
of society, and it means the reorganisation of the organic according to the model of 
inteltigent machines. In agreement with Kuhn (Kuhn, 1962), Virilio argues that human 
evolution has entered into the biological paradigm. But according to his perspective 
this means a phase of human evolution deterministically driven by the 
technomorphisation of the organic. He argues that human beings no longer develop 
through natural processes, but that the human body is being adapted to the absolute 
speed of etectromagnetic waves by means of techno(ogical parameters. According to 
Virilio alt sorts of information processing technologies constantly frame our brains, 
and each technology tries to design a new and consistent interpretatory pattern for 
the brain. He calls this process of adaptation to electronic media as "metadesign" 
His use of the term Metadesign apparently does not share any conceptual link with 
Youngblood's and De Kerckhove's positions. Moving from a different and more 
apocalyptic understanding of postindustrial practices and changes induced by new 
technologies, his use of the word recalls the etymological root according to which 
rrmeta-" is linked to the idea of a higher (eve( order, hidden and invisible. 
Inside and outside 
With respect to Youngblood and De Kerckhove, Virilio contributes to the issue by 
connecting Metadesign to emerging biotechnologies. Addressing Metadesign from this 
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perspective, he leads to a merged notion of "inside" and "outside" in relation to 
buildings, bodies and communication spaces. 
According to Viribo, nanotechnotogical developments"', and more generally the 
phenomenon of hybridisation of natural and artificial elements, all contribute today 
to the Metadesign of human beings. He argues that postindustrial design is more 
closely related to a process of "miniaturization" resulting in a kind of colonization of 
organs by bio- and nanotechnologies, (Viritio, 1995), than to a process of 
dematerialization - 
Granularity and malleability 
According to Virilio, Metadesign is neither a cultural strategy nor a possible design 
methodo(ogy, but rather it has to do with the emergence of information as a physica( 
factor of matter, which made it possible for cybernetics to realise the ultimate 
fragmentation of space and time, and thereby of human existence. 
Metadesign deals with information granularity and malleabitity, and with processes 
that make information become the only relief of reality, its only content. From 
Virilio's standpoint Metadesign is simp(y an effect, a process we passive(y endure as a 
consequence of "dromo(ogy"" and in the form of a "'disappearance "0, rather than 
being a way to critically and creatively redefine our ontological and social fabric. 
"They consist in the integration of chemistry, physics, and engineering. 
""Dromology" is the science and study of speed. Here it is a synonym for the speed and acceleration 
produced by information technologies. 
6OAccording to Virilio, reaching speeds that are faster than the speed of light, civilization enters to the 
territory of beyond the line that defines. It is a "disappearance" of horizon, meant as a visual metaphor 
for the balance of human with its environment, that questions the very nature of visibility as invisibility. 
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A deterministic approach 
Moving from a personal and critical belief on postmodern man's inertia (Virilio, 
1995). Virilio fears the deterministic consequences Metadesign (in his own 
conception) can have on human bodies and existence, and on human society at large. 
According to his theory there is no possibility of controlling the conditions of our 
enactive processes because what ties at the heart of the organization and 
transformation of the contemporary world are not human beings, but the logic of an 
increasing acce(eration. 
This perspective leads to a negative understanding of Metadesign. Metadesign does 
not allow new social or commercial relationships between people, but it alters our 
brain and our body forcing us to match the rhythm of information. It is not a chance 
for a reconstruction of meaning, but a physiological reconstruction on which human 
beings have no controL According to Virilio, Metadesign is a new form of design that 
Is: 
... no longer concerned with giving form to the structure or infrastructure 
of an "industrial" object. It now wants to regenerate the impulses of 
the neurotransmitters of the living "subject" (Viritio, 1995, p. 105). 
According to him, Metadesign is the design of the subject instead of the object, or 
the design of the subject as if it was an object. It is a sort of "human design": ""the 
training of conditioned reflexes, the metadesign of our conceptual and perceptual 
facuffies" (Viritio, 1995, p. 113). By means of Metadesign: 
... the reign of the computer will at last catch up with the patient's body, underneath his clothes, his uniform, thereby achieving a new type 
of "underclothing" in which the smartening up of our nervous system 
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will supersede the design of the consumer object of the waning 
industrial age (Viritio, 1995, p. 113). 
According to Virilio, the question of what will happen to design, or more precisely to 
postindustrial Metadesign finds its answer in this technical and post- evolutionary 
fundamentalism. 
Although the relevance of the political implications of Viritio's approach to 
Metadesign. seen as "the latest figure in a process of domestication which, having 
genetically altered animal species and socially conditioned human populations, now 
heralds the age of personal components" (Viritio, 1995, p. 100), his basic assumptions 
were to be harshly criticized by Humberto Maturana. 
2.2.4. Metadesign and the Design of Living Systems 
Humberto Maturana's criticism 
A few years later, the neurobiologist Humberto Maturana vehemently opposed 
Viritio's position on Metadesign (Maturana, 1997a; 1997b). According to Maturana, 
there is no doubt that, as structure determined systems, we exist through our 
structural dynamics. There is no doubt that, in the same way as dynamic structure 
determined systems, we exist in a continuous structural change and that our 
structure can be manipulated intentionally in order to obtain some voluntary 
consequence in our living. In this sense it is true that we are machines, molecular 
machines, but our human existence, wr human identity, does not reside in our 
structure 61 . According to Maturana, we exist as human beings or as systemic entities 
"rhis statement is valid for any machine, because a machine exists as a totality in a relational space. 
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in a relational space under continuous structural change. Furthermore, we are human 
beings only as tong as we participate in the systemic dynamics in which we grow, and 
we remain human beings for the fact that we live inside a human society. 
Thus, Maturana argues that we cannot be genetically predetermined. Disagreeing 
with Virilio, he states that biological evolution is not entering a new phase with the 
growth of technology and science. He believes that the evolution of human beings is 
fottowing an increasingty defined course depending on what we choose to do, in spite 
of what we produce through science and technology. 
A creative opportunity 
Maturana's criticism of Viritio's deterministic approach to biological evolution and 
human design, contributes to Metadesign by producing the concept of a biological 
and social "being - in-between" ("meta-" as amonglbetween). Like Youngblood and 
De Kerckhove, Maturana views Metadesign as a creative opportunity, and not as an 
inevitable effect: 
Many people seem to think that evolution is changing its nature so that 
technology is becoming the guiding force in the flow of the cosmic 
change in relation to us. I do not hold this view. I do not took at 
progress, science or technology as if they were values in themselves, 
nor do I think that biological or cosmic evolution is changing its nature 
or character (Maturana, 1997a, p. 1). 
His position is scientifically grounded, and profoundly ethical: 
The question we must face is not about the relation of biology with 
technology, or about the relation between art and technology, nor 
about the relation between knowledge and reality, nor even about 
whether or not metadesign shapes our brain. I think that the question 
that we must face at this moment of our history is about our desires and 
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about whether we want or not to be responsible of our desires 
(Maturana, 1997a, p. 1). 
A relational space 
The rejection of Viritio's predeterminism is based on the acknowtedgement that in a 
living autopoietic system 62 there is no causal relation among domains of existence. 
That is to say, between the domain of composition of living autopoietic systems and 
the medium where they arise and exist as totalities in recursive interactions. This 
relationship is mutually generative, whereas Virilio's definition of such relations are 
tinear and causal: 
What the observer sees, is that the structural changes in the domain of 
composition (anatomy and physiology) of a living system result in 
changes in its dynamic configuration as a totatity, and therefore in 
changes in the manner in which it interacts with the medium, and that 
interactions of the living system with the medium trigger in it structural 
changes in its composition which result in turn in changes in the 
configuration of the tiving system as a totality (Maturana, 1997a, p. 2). 
It is not a causal relation between the "bodyhood" of a living system and its manner 
of operating as a totality, but a flow that dynamically interlaces different domains of 
existence and through which, as a form of recursive interaction, they modulate, but 
do not determine each other. Says Maturana: "at[ systems that interact with a living 
system constitute its medium", and "all systems in recursive interactions change 
together congruently" (Maturana, 1997a, p. 3). 
Language, emotion, and culture 
62See (Maturana, H. R., & Varela, F. J., 1987). According to Maturana and Varela, a living system is a 
molecular autopoietic system. As a rrx)(ecular system a living system is open to the flow of matter and 
energy. As an autopoietic system a living system is a system closed in its dynamics of states in the sense 
that it is alive only while all its structural changes are structural changes that conserve its autopoiesis. 
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This link is also true for human beings as living systems. Language and emotions, at 
an even basic level, are for people their manner of existence as human beings. 
Emotions are the domain of our relationa( behaviours. This means that when we 
change emotion we go from one class of relational behaviours to another. The 
consensual braiding of language and emotions is called by Maturana "conversation" 
(Maturana, 1997a), and forms what is considered to be the basis of human culture. 
Maturana maintains that it is true that we are ""structurally coupled'* to our medium 
through historical dynamics of coherent structural changes. As human beings we are 
" structurally coupled" to the culture in which we live and in which we realize 
ourselves as human beings. He also recognizes that it is true that in this way we 
become transformed in our bodyhoods. This process takes place in the course of 
history, according to the human identity that arises and is conserved in that culture. 
However, he also highlights that as human beings that live through conversation we 
are "reflective beings". Here we can pinpoint Maturana's criticism about our 
specif" as human beings and our capacity of choice. He argues: 
... as we become aware we may choose the course that our living follows 
according to our aesthetic preferences, and live in one way or another 
according to the human identity we wish to conserve (Maturana, 1997a, 
p. 4). 
An interesting element of criticism to the postmodern inertia lamented by Viriho is in 
the passage where Maturana points out: 
... we use different technologies as different domains of operational 
coherences, according to what we want to obtain with our doings, that 
is, we use different technologies according to our preferences or desires 
(Maturana, 1997a, p. 5). 
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If we took back in the past, we can see that the technological advances our ancestors 
made were related to changes in their desires, taste, or aesthetic preferences, 
regardless of how their manner of living was later altered. If we want to grasp the 
meaning of our cultural existence, first we have to understand the emotional 
motivations of our actions. Otherwise, we will be trapped in the belief that human 
conflicts and problems are only rational and that they could be solved merely 
through reason, a source of disorder. Says Maturana: 
... since our emotions specify the relational domain in which we are at 
any instant, it is our emotioning what defines the course of our 
individual living as well as the course of our cultural history, not our 
reason (Maturana, 1997a, p. 10). 
The technological issue 
Therefore the question is not how far our nervous system can be stretched, or 
whether robots could be autopoietic systems. Because of the dynamic nature of the 
structurat coup(ing between a body and its medium, every new dimension of 
structural interaction that couples with the flow of structural changes of the nervous 
system can become a new sensory dimension, and expand the behavioural space of 
the organism. 
Thus, according to Maturana: 
... technology can be lived as an instrument for effective intentional 
action, or as a value that justifies or gives orientation to a manner of 
living in which all is subordinated to the pleasure lived through doing it 
(Maturana, 1997a, p. 9). 
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Biotechnology has neither expanded our understanding of living systems as systems, 
nor has it expanded our understanding of ourselves as human beings. Maturana 
argues that biotechnology has interlaced with the belief in a "reductionistic genetic 
determination", and with a "mercantile culture" that permeates all dimensions of 
our psychic existence and it obscures our view of ourselves as living systems. 
According to Maturana, Viriljo shares the same belief and so do any who consider that 
a type of deterministic human design is possible. 
The issue of reality 
As far as the issue of reality is concerned, we must be aware, says Maturana, that it 
is the notion of reality that is changing, and not our relationship to it. On this basis, 
Maturana maintains that a flow of shifting human reahties is possib(e, because it 
does not matter how our biological [Mng is conserved as long as it is conserved. In 
this way, transformations in the basic reality in which we exist are made possible 
because changes in the structural coupling evolved through design. We are now able 
to artificiatly stimu(ate new dimensions of interactions for an organism. In fact: 
reality is not energy, not information, however powerful these notions 
may appear to us in the explanation of our experiences. We explain our 
experiences with our experiences and with the coherences, of our 
experiences. That is, we explain our living with our living, and in that 
sense we human beings are constitutively the fundament for all that 
exists, or may exist in our domains of cognition (Maturana, 1997a, 
p. 11). 
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Reality is then the domain of our cognition and our choices in a relational dimension 
that is never of a deterministic and linear kind, but always relational and generative. 
In this dimension the role played by our emotions, what Maturana calls "emotioning ", 
is fundamental for our choices and our evolution as human beings. 
Aesthetic experience and creative act 
According to Maturana it is not a matter of technology or reality. All depends on 
what we want, on "what we choose to do in front of the pteasures and fears that we 
live in our enjoyment or distaste of that which we produce through science and 
technology" (Maturana, 1997a, p. 10). 
Maturana states that it is instead an aesthetic issue. Aesthetic experience, conceived 
as relational experience, inter-twines with our social existence and our technological 
present at A times. Different technologies open and close different relational 
dimensions, offering different possibilities for social and non-social coexistence and, 
to artists, different possibitities to create the re(ational experience that he or she 
may want to evoke. 
In all cases, though, whatever he or she does, the artists will be a 
participant creator of some virtual reality that may or not become a 
grounding reality in the course of human history. The artist is not 
unique in this, of course. We all human beings, and regardless of 
whether we are aware of this or not, are co-creators in flow of the 
changing realities that we live (Maturana, 1997a, p. 13). 
It is a design process in which not only artists, but all human beings are, in some 
way, consciously involved. 
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The medium is always a domain of possibilities that can be used with 
great or little knowledge of what can be done with it, but it is always a 
matter of dedication and aesthetics whether or not to use it at wit( 
(Maturana, 1997a, p. 13). 
In conclusion, Maturana argues that we frequently speak as if the course that human 
history is following was independent from us as individual human beings, and as if 
powerful forces carried us beyond our control. To the contrary, Maturana states that 
reality arises through our "emotioning", and if we want change we need a "cultural 
change", a dynamic "work of art" in the domain of human existence. According to 
Maturana, whether this is utopia or not, all that matters is that we act responsibly 
and creatively. Dismantling Viritio's assumptions, on the one hand Maturana lays 
epistemologicat foundations for Metadesign and for any study concerned with "human 
design". On the other hand he implicitly opens the domain of Metadesign to the 
manner of our very existence. 
Further contributions 
The concept of Metadesign as addressed by Maturana comes back in recent 
argumentations about biotechno(ogy and bioethics. Considering the transformations, 
that emerging biotechno(ogies seem to determine in our basic notions of "body", 
tenature", and "humanity", it follows that a bioethics capable of accommodating 
such transformations should itself be adaptive and flexible. It should address the 
question of ethics in relation to the design of living systems rooting the question, as 
Maturana suggests, in the dynamic embodiment of human subjects as both subjects 
and objects of design processes (Thacker, 2002). 
According to Maturana anything can be designed, once the structure of a system is 
understood. But this is not an issue of technologization, argues Thacker, rather is an 
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issue of integrating ethics with design, or better "bioethics" with "metadesign". As 
maintained by Maturana and Thacker the question of ethics, e. g. "what do we want 
for ourselves? ", seems to be indissociable from the question of design, e. g. "what 
can we make? ". In this sense Metadesign involves a reflexive thinking about design, 
meant here as a bioethical endeavour: 
Maturana's point in bringing up the concept of metadesign is a broader, 
techrx)epistemological one: that "we" living systems need to consider 
human ethics in relation to technology and design activities (Thacker, 
2002, P. 10). 
Maturana's arguments about Metadesign are a challenge not only to rethink 
technology, but also to rethink human- technology relations themselves. The question 
is: can the thinking about design also require us to think about design outside of 
traditional human-toot categories? In relation to living systems, can design be 
thought outside of anthropomorphism? 
Biomedia, bioethics, and metadesign 
The idea of "bi(xnediall developed by Thacker is more radical than Maturana's view 
about technology. According to Maturana, the recursive of technology folding back on 
the human is technology reconfiguring the human. In biomedia, by contrast, 
technology does not "do" anything to the human, but rather it is seen to exist in the 
bio(ogical ftself. 
At the level of both cultural discourse and policies, the traditional background of 
bioethics is related to the idea of a general or specific law. Critiquing Kantian 
bioethics, Thacker's discussion moves beyond questions of how moral actions can be 
universally valid, whilst still paying attention to the specificities of particular 
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situations. According to Kant, the "'ethical" component of the categorical imperative 
resides in neither subjectivity nor embodiment, but rather in the capacity of reason 
to be actuated in a witt that is expressed in the "ought" of the imperative. On the 
other hand, if we took at De(euze's Spinozism, Thacker says, we can develop a 
different approach to bioethics, and outline a long-term polyvalent "opening" of 
possibilities for ethical thinking. In this way ethics can become much more than the 
prescription of protocols, and becomes an inquiry into the meaning of the human. 
For bioethics, ethics is inextricably linked to morality, to moral law. If bodies are 
discrete, quantified objects (the medicalized, patient body, the anatomical body, 
the body constituted by its parts or by DNA), then the ethics will be one in which 
treatments, manipulations, and controls of those object-bodies will be prescribed. 
Bio-ethics (with the hyphen) is instead an "ethology", an account of how bodies 
affect and are affected by other bodies: 
In De(euze's Spinozism, bodies are primarily defined according to their 
affects (their capacity to affect, their capacity to be affected). First, 
we shift from approaching bodies as objects, to approaching bodies as 
relations. Second, we shift from assuming bodies to be congruent with 
subjects, anatomies with persons, and move towards considering bodies 
as "relations of composition" or "relation of decomposition" (Thacker, 
2002; pp. 5-6). 
The following table establishes a comparison between bioethics and bio-ethics, 
high(ighting their differences: 
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Figure 1. A comparison between bioethics and bio-ethics (Thacker, 2002). 
-Kantian / bioethical Deleuzian-Spinozist / bio-ethical 
The individual (the juridical Subject) Modes of indIVICILMOOn (Ceti, person, society) 
"Body" (medic at -anatomical-, physical; 
mechanistic: anthropomorphic) 
"Body" (relations of motion/rest, 
speed/slowness; capacity to affect/to be 
affected) 
Subject/object (mind/body); juridical mo(J6 
(accountability; rational decisioning) 
Parallelism (power relations); affective model 
(embodied interact ionisms; "know-how") 
Ethics + morality Ethics vs. morality 
Good/Evit Good/bad 
Moral law (categorical imperative) Ethology (modes of existence) 
Universal, necessary, causal (Kant) Immanent, retational, contingent (Spinoza) 
Security, prevention, negatmty (military- 
juridical) 
Rexibility, adaptation, activity 
(communitarian) 
IndMduat vs. society (investnient) Affection and "other" bodies (divestment) 
Laws, policy, protocols, principles Practices, knowtedges, guidelines, "plan" 
Values Modalities 
State/nation (governmentality) Mutt ipticities/collectivities (cntique) 
Human-centered Nonhuman -oriented 
Design -as -instrumental (engineering before 
design; ethics as after-thought) 
Design-as -ethical (ethics as immanent in 
design and engineenng) 
How can ethics be prescribed? (the taw) How can ethics become immanent? (practice) 
What qualifies as ethical action? Categones Where does ethics occur? Event 
Thacker claims for a future "ethics of transformation" that is socially and politically 
meaningful, and that takes a bottom -up perspective based on the Deleuzian- Spinozist 
bio-ethical approach. Such "ethics of transformation" would displace the over- 
emphasis on human subject, and took instead at "modes of individuation" that 
inc(ude bodies of alt kinds: motecular, organismic, subjective, intersubjective, 
conceptual, institutional, social, emotional, and ethological. 
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From this perspective Metadesign is not a mode of praxis, because this would assume 
that there is an ethical model and that ethical paradigms are established on a fixed 
relation between theory and practice. Rather Metadesign is a critical and creative 
investigation into the possibilities of human transformation. 
2.3. Conceptual Frameworks and Practices of Metadesign 
in the practical field the idea of Metadesign has been approached in relation to the 
potential of information technologies, and the emergence of digital networks and 
nanotechnologies. In this context Metadesign is variously translated, and applied to 
different design fields and with different objectives. 
2.3.1. Metadesign as Design of a Design Process 
The term Metadesign, employed in graphic design and industrial desIgn63, is primarily 
connected to the idea of working on a meta- level (see 2.1.2.1). The use of the term 
is linked to the changes in the design techniques and processes that are basically 
associated to the passage from graphic and industrial design to interface and 
interaction design (Stiff, 1993). 
In fact, according to Lev Manovich, the term Metadesign can suggest the passage 
from an earlier period, when graphic designers were dealing with fixed and defined 
information which needed to be designed, to today's interface designers and 
interaction designers, that work instead on a meta level and "design general 
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structures which can be used with arbitrary information" (Lev Manovich, personal 
communication"'). 
Discrete ontology of computer dataspace and objects 
This transition is a result of computer software, which replaces the traditional 
process of creating objects from nothing. According to Manovich, the ontology of 
computer dataspace as a whole, and the individual objects in this space are atomistic 
on every possible level: 
The digital image is made up from pixels and layers; the virtual 3-D 
space is made from simple polygons; the Web page is made up from 
separate objects represented by HTML statements; the objects on the 
Web are connected by hyperlinks [ ... that separate data from its 
structure ... ] (Manovich, 1999). 
Objects generation and manipulation 
Since a computationa( object has a discrete structure, parts of the object can be 
easily accessed, modified, substituted by other parts, etc. Therefore the new task of 
the interface designer is to create an efficient structure and tools that allow working 
with arbitrary information, i. e. information that is always changing and growing 
(Manovich, 1999). According to Manovich, it is in this way that the princip(es of New 
Typography and modernist design have become principles of Metadesign, meant here 
as "the creation of toots which are employed by a user herself to organize the 
information on-the-fly" (Manovich, 1999)61 
"Here it is easy to recall the design firm MetaDesign, founded in Berlin in 1979 by the graphic designer 
and typographer Erik Spiekermann. 
"Email dated 31 October 2002. 
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Diagramming 
According to Lars Spuybroek (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002), another way of looking at the 
changes produced by computing is in the shift from preliminary techniques like 
sketching and modelling towards non-visual techniques like diagramming. These 
techniques are based not on cptical abstractions of forms that have to be realized 
later, but on "informational visualisation techniques that place themselves at the 
interior of a process instead of the exterior of a sensed form" (Spuybroek Et Sik, 
2002, p. 243). According to Spuybroek, these techniques can be conceived as a form 
of Metadesign. 
At a format level, an instance of these techniques and of a new sensitivity to design 
is the development of the idea of computational aesthetics and "reactive graphics", 
as explored by John Maeda and his colleagues at the Computational Aesthetics Group 
at MIT: 
Because the traditions of art and design presuppose a material with a 
single fixed state, our critical instinct is to reduce anything with 
variability to a single instance. [ ... ] As our understanding of and 
appreciation for programmatic forms grow, we wit( regard [any] act of 
digital paralysis as [ ... ) offensive (Maeda, 2000, p. 64). 
However, at an industrial level, Metadesign basically means designing with 
'templates', another way to describe the act of designing the way of designing itself. 
According to Spuybroek, Metadesign is an informational system, a networked system 
of decisions that make the thing "that thing" without actually designing it: 
65According to Manovich examples of these tools are nested folders and nested menus, the outline display options of word processing applications, or the zoom and pan controls which can operate on any data. 
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Basically it means a whole opening up of designing One Thing to a whole 
family or Range of Things. Later, in the future, we can design our own 
shoes, our clothes, our own chairs (like we now can design our own 
websites) - and the question of "How? ' is answered by diagramming and 
metadesign [ ... ]. You would make your own variations, and of course 
these variations would happen within the digitised continuum, meaning 
that the information of your own design would immediately be 
transmittable to a production machine that assembles all the parts, and 
sends it over to your house (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002, p. 243). 
Distributed design and mass customisation 
Following this perspective, a laboratory like the Systems Realization Laboratory of 
the School of Mechanical Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta (http: / /www. srl. gatech. edu /) (SRL) is focused on researching and developing 
new principles and toots to support services of mass custornisation and processes of 
distributed design. 
SRL designers took at how manufacturers can offer people customized products on 
demand by using the Internet and designing product families appropriate for mass 
customisation, and also how manufacturers can create such products more quickly - 
Mass customisation means to them a "service industry" where people temporarity 
lease products and services, and not the "product industry" of today where people 
buy and own products. For SRL designers one of the main issues of distributed design 
is therefore coordinating people and organizations that are not physically co- located, 
but geographically distributed, and that use the Internet and other information 
technology resources to design and manufacture products and services. 
Design process as set of decisions and planning 
SRL designers therefore consider Metadesign as the ""design of a design process". In 
the context of the DSP Technique developed and adopted by SRL, Metadesign is the 
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first of two phases in which product specific decisions themselves are not made or 
even pursued. At this stage it is the design process that is to be implemented which 
is itself designecr6 (Bras and Mistree, 1991). 
The conceptuat framework of the DSP Technique is Decision-Based Design, a SRL 
foundational paradigm which is rooted in the belief that the principal role of an 
engineer, when designing an artefact, is to make decisions. Within this framework 
Metadesign is a meta-level process of designing systems that includes partitioning the 
system for functions, that is to say partitioning the design process into a set of 
decisions, and planning the sequence in which these decisions will be made by using 
a domain independent method to process domain dependent information. 
2.3.2. Metadesign as Design of Generative Principles 
Cetestino Soddu adopted the term Metadesign in 1989 (Soddu, 1989). His approach is 
fundamentally aesthetic, and according to him the designer is the producer of the 
idea, while the consumer is the one who chooses the instance of an object. He uses 
the term Metadesign with an operational approach (Celestino Soddu, personal 
communication )61 : by means of a dedicated software he realizes a series of unique 
different events (architectures, towns, industrial objects, artworks), all 
unpredictable, but all strictly belonging to the same metaproject (or metadesign). 
Through his work he aims to design the idea as "idea- product", and Metadesign is a 
too( to realize these kinds of "executable ideas". Using a fractal logical frame, he 
has written software like Argenia, aimed to generate industrial design by rapid 
"The DSP Technique consists of two phases: Meta-design (Phase 1) and Design (Phase 11). 
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prototyping, and Basilica, a software that enables the realization of physical 
architecture models by automatic solidifying and thickness generation for rapid 
prototyping machine. 
According to Soddu and Colabella, one of Soddu's major collaborators before the 
industrial era, every object was unique, unrepeatable and strongly connected to the 
identity of its maker or user. This bond, together with the uniqueness and irreducible 
nature of the object, invested it with a quality that went beyond the intrinsic value 
embodied in the material and in the execution. For the object, the result was an 
extremely slow obsolescence. In the two centuries o( the industrial era objects were 
produced instead as indistinguishable multiples, and rendered equal by the 
phenomenon of mass -production (Soddu and Colabella, 1997). 
In the information era industrial design witt. no longer be the idea and realization of 
an object, but the idea of a species of objects and their industrial generation (Soddu, 
1999). As each form is only one of possible parallel consequences of an idea, the 
design act becomes transforming , rather than forming. It becomes the design of a 
morphogenetic and generative code, conceived as: 
... not a sequence, a database of events, of forms, but a definition of behaviour pattern: the transformations from what exists to the 
complexity of contemporary objects in a state of becoming (Soddu, 
1999). 
From this perspective Metadesign is an important concept in modern design practice, 
and specifically within the generative design paradigm. It is conceived as the act of 
67Effiail dated 6 April 2002 
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designing a system or species of design, instead of a design instance. The designer, 
or metadesigner, is the creator of the idea, and the consumer the one that chooses 
one of its possible realizations. The essence of the creative capability of the 
designer, or artist, is in the idea, or the generative code, that aims to be 
recognizable. 
More recently Soddu developed a specific expression for his design methodology, 
called Argenic Design, which is meant as a form of Metadesign, an operative 
metaproject, or a computer program that uses artificial intelligence to explicate the 
idea". According to Soddu, in order to build a generative project it is necessary to 
put together two logics: the paradigm that defines roles and relationships inside 
possible events, and the taws of transformation, constituted by the algor-ithms that 
explain our idea of these possible events as an evolution of the present: 
Paradigm and algorithms of transformation define in fact the "how" to 
operate and not the "'what" to do or to choose (Soddu, 2000b). 
Between transforming and choosing forms, Soddu traces the borderline between 
designers and clients, between who designs and who chooses the instance of an 
object. In this way, Soddu does not question the role of designer. His view of the 
user is that of a sophisticated consumer population. His work is as a way of 
overcoming the myth of the optimisation of functions, and a way of addressing the 
possibitity of (inking the object to different human individuats and to their diversified 
needs, increasing the identity and the uniqueness of each human individual (Soddu, 
2000a). 
"He calls this methodology also morphogenetic design, generative design, or evolutionary design. 
ill 
For example, an industry can buy a morphogenetic idea-project of lamps and use the 
endless sequence of generated 3D models to produce lamps which are always 
different. The (ustomer can choose his unique object by activating, through the 
Internet, the generative too( and sending his request to the company. Likewise, a 
Mayor can customise the idea-project of evolution for his town, and use it to control 
the future identity of his local environment. This recognises, the possibility of selling 
the idea-product, performed as generative project, or artificial DNA (Soddu, 2000a). 
Michael Pontecorvo also shares this approach to Metadesign as generative design 
(Pontecorvo, 2000). According to him, the discovery and development of new models 
for consumer -centered product design will centre on the implications of applying 
interactive generative design techniques to product design and development. This 
approach towards design redefines the consumer's role in the design and 
development process. It holds the possibility for detailed and structure feedback to 
the designer, and a more rapid and subtle product refinement than traditional 
marketp(ace and consumer research techniques. 
According to Pontecorvo and many other participants of the Generative Art 
Conference", the issues of consumer participatory design, mass customisation, 
adaptive products and appliances, agile manufacturing and product previsualization 
will certainly determine a new product paradigm. 
"The Generative Art Conference is an international meeting held every year in Milan and organized by 
Celestino Soddu. It gathers designers and artists interested in generative issues. In the editions 1999 and 
2000, the notion of Metadesign was debated by many participants. 
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In this context Metadesign is seen as the design of the generative principle of forms, 
something more abstract than the actual form, but able to reflect the artist or 
designer more deeply (Mauro Annunziato, personal communication)'O. Nevertheless, 
according to many artists participating in the Generative Art Conference, Metadesign 
must aim to produce the design instance as a byproduct of the interaction, rather 
than simply enabling design instances to evolve. This, argues Annunziato, is why 
many artists prefer to work on the emergence of forms, relations, aesthetics, and 
finally of the project itself, i. e. on the generative processes based on principles of 
self -organization. Artists increasingly shun the term "metadesign" (in the terms 
defined by Soddu) because it suggests something designed a priori, and in some way 
fixed to the initia( project. 
In the generative context the timit of Metadesign, as it has so far been defined and 
explored, is that it does not enable fluid, open relations. According to Soddu's 
definition, it is a reticular system of relations enclosed in the original idea, and it 
does not a(low a creative exchange between designer and consumer. 
2.3.3. Metadesign as Collaborative Design 
In this section are grouped conceptual frameworks and practices that focus on the 
participative role of the user in the process of design. Here the participative, 
col(aborative, or "co-authoring" ro(e of the user is seen as a fundamentat 
requirement for an effective and meaningful design. 
7OEmaj( dated 24 May 2001. Mauro Annunziato Is a generative artist based in Italy. 
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2.3.3.1. Applied experimental aesthetics 
At the beginning of the 1990s, Yevgeny N. Lazarev and his colleagues Nina P. 
Valkova, Yuri A. Grabovenko, Leonid S. Kolpashchikov, and Valere 1. Mikhailenko at 
the Mukhina College of Art and Design, Department of Programme Design, in St. 
Petersburg developed their own idea of Metadesign as a result of reflection on the 
emerging relationships between art, technology, and science (Galeyev, 1994), and as 
an aesthetical experimentation applied to industrial design. 
Disappearance of the world of objects 
The researchers of the Mukhina College of Art and Design believed that the electronic 
microminiaturization of the 1990s was going to produce the disappearance of the 
world of objects and, therefore, a technocu(ture in which the relationship between 
human beings and things would no longer be objective. This change in the worlds of 
objects and in the organization of human values was going to affect the nature of 
industrial design, making the self -modelling of human beings a necessity (Lazarev, 
1994). 
Industrial design and anthropodesigners 
According to these theorists, industrial designers would have needed a new 
profession, that they called "anthropodesigner" (Lazarev, 1994). In order to teach 
re anthropodesigners" to create a human dimension in industrial design, Lazarev and 
his colleagues had been researching and developing a specific trend in applied 
experimental aesthetics since the mid-80s. They named this trend concerned with 
human values as Metadesign. 
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Metadesigners and metaconsumers as co-authors 
According to Lazarev and his colleagues the characteristics of Metadesign are 
different from traditional design. The principal difference ties in the fact that the 
main objective of a metadesigner is the organization of the individual's own 
attributes, intrapersonal manifestations, and human relations, rather than the 
production of objects and vatues ready to be consumed. According to Lazarev: 
In a conventional relationship between designer and consumer, the 
consumer places orders; a metaconsurner works on par with a 
metadesigner as "co-author" (Lazarev, 1994, p. 423). 
Another difference between Metadesign and traditional design arises from the 
specificity of the language, which grows as a result of the use of non-traditional 
modelting methods. 
Metadesign reaches beyond the familiar static and plastic media, traditionaly used in 
model construction and this is its third unusuat characteristic. Metadesign models, in 
fact, use dynamic etements that are physicatly "undutatory" in nature (i. e. tight, 
sound, vibrations and movement) as well as bio-ionized, "animated" materials that 
permit the imitation of natural phenomena such as compression, flexibility, shock- 
absorption and growth. 
Art-image modelling 
According to Lazarev and his colleagues, the aim of Metadesign is to produce objects 
on the basis of aestheticat modelling methods. These methods allow consumers to 
become "co-authors" of their own values, their essence, manifestations, and 
relations. 
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According to them, this is possible by interacting with an art-image form capable of 
modelling the essence, manifestations, and relations of people: 
Through interacting with arts such as music, poetry and, perhaps, 
theatre, metadesign will permit the formation of artistic models of the 
spirit, environmental interface and human image (Lazarev, 1994, p. 
423). 
Art- image forms 
The models, or art-images, produced by the researchers of the Mukhina College of 
Art and Design ! Vmbo(ise their understanding of Metadesign and the role of the 
metadesigner. 
"Artefor" (1987), derived from the terms "art" and "forward", is a model that bears 
the concept of the innovative speciatist. Here, this modet is understood as 
methodologist, an ideologist of Metadesign: 
... a personality that actually creates conditions and realities never seen before (Lazarev, 1994, p. 424). 
According to Lazarev, this is something that is strictly related to the mission of art. 
"Emotium" (1988) is an attempt to model the specific means and ways humans relate 
to their surroundings, and most importantly to other people. Emotium is a kind of 
spiritual cyborg or bioe(ectronic totem, useful as a way to relax or remove stress. 
When communicating with a person, the Emotium will change its shape, colour, 
luminosity, sound, and vibration, depending on the psycho-emotions and senses of an 
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inchvidual. If Artefor is the metadesign model of an individual, Emotiurn is the 
metadesign model of the active relationship between an individual and other people. 
"Homo-Mobile" (1989) is a metadesign model of an individual's interaction with his 
or her environment and culture, through the technostructure. Homo-Mobile is a 
three-dimensional kinetic sculpture symbolizing the transformational links between 
the individual, the technoworld, and the environmental culture. It reflects the 
multidimensional nature of the human being and displays the creative and cultural 
possibilities of the metadesign trend. 
Design and human creativity 
This approach, like many other approaches to Metadesign, questions the relationship 
between designer and consumer and addresses intersubjective and emotional issues. 
Nevertheless, it is still a prodLxtion of art-image forms, an expression of concepts as 
symbolic object forms, as symbolic intervention. According to Lazarev and his 
colleagues, working in a time prior to the coming of digital networks and distributed 
computing, Metadesign is a concept translated as a specific trend of art-image 
modelling applied to industrial design. 
However, 
The specific perspectives of metadesign are hard to define since it is 
quite a new phenomenon. But one can already see an exceptional 
vitality in this trend, whether it remains within the domain of design or 
transforms into a phenomenon of human creativity that has never 
existed or been possible before (Lazarev, 1994, p. 425). 
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2.3.3.2. Lifelong Learning and Design 
Today the term Metadesign has been adopted and developed within a complex and 
articulated conceptual framework at the Center for Lifel-ong Learning and Design 
(1-31)). The activity of 1-31), that joins the Department of Computer Science and the 
Institute of Cognitive Science at the University of Boulder, Colorado 
(http: //www. cs. colorado. edu/-[3d/), ranges from the design of computer systems to 
the research on the sociat environments, where such systems and devices can be 
embedded and promoted: 
We see the users of our computer systems (as well the learners of our 
courses and the members of our communities) as designers. We also talk 
about the social aspects of meta-design, implying that meta-designers 
design social situations for design, as well technologies (Jonathan 
Ostwald, personal communication). 
Sociotechnical concerns 
Adding new media and new technologies to existing practices will not 
change the consumer mindset of learners and workers. [ ... ] The future of how we live, think, create, work, learn, and collaborate is not out there 
to be "discovered" - it has to be invented and designed. [ ... IA new 
culture does not arrive by itself and cannot be discovered as being out 
there ... I it requires the interdisciplinary collaboration among different 
social groups [ ... ]. The socio-technical design of computational 
environments requires the social inclusion and active participation of 
the users as active contributors (Fischer, 2003) 
The director of UD, Gerhard Fischer, is concerned with the meaning and imptications 
of design as a process (Henderson ft Kyng, 1991), and the need to transcend the 
"consumer mindset" of contemporary culture. Fischer conceives Meta-Design71 as an 
"I will adopt in this paragraph the spelling adopted at 1-31). 
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issue of how to create new media and environments that allow users "to act as 
designers and be creative" by providing them with social and technical support. 
Highlighting the nature and capabilities of computational media, Fischer states that 
the fundamental challenge for them is to contribute to the invention and design of 
cultures in which humans can express themselves and engage in personally 
meaningful activities: 
Cultures are substantially defined by their media and tools for thinking, 
working, learning, and collaborating. New media change (1) the 
structure and contents of our interests, (2) the nature of our cognitive 
and collaborative toots, and (3) the social environment in which 
thoughts originate and evolve, and mindsets develop (Fischer, 2002). 
Because the framework adopted for their design witt be ubiquous for society, 
computational media have a special role and power, and their design necessarily 
must be a sociotechnicat design. 
From this perspective, computational support mechanisms are prerequisites, but they 
are not sufficient to motivate people to become part of a "design culture" and to 
invent and design their future. This is why meta-designers have to deat with both the 
social and the technical context, and with a range of different design activities, 
which define the role of the individual and the nature of the community in a fluid 
manner: 
Meta-designers - are developers who are concerned to create the social 
and technical context that will enable users to be active and creative. 
[ ... ] They are responsible to design basic scheme and mechanisms that 
are implemented by the developer, customized by the power- user, used 
by the end-user, accessed by the consumer (Fischer, 2002). 
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This, according to Fischer, is also why we must embed a model of lifelong learning 72 
in our mindsets, cultures, physical environments, and technologies for 
communication and collaboration. 
Design methodology 
At the UD Centre Meta-Design is a design methodology characterized by activities, 
processes, and objectives focused on: 
The design of the technical infrastructure, based on seeds and 
mechanisms (customisability, end-user modifiability, and end- 
user programming) that allow stakeholders to evolve the seed at 
use time [ ... ]; 
2. The design of a learning environment and work organization that 
allows stakeholders to migrate from passive consumers to end- 
users, users, and power users; 
3. The design of the socio-technical environment in which 
stakeholders are recognized and rewarded by their contribution 
and can accumulate social capital (Fischer, 2002). 
The potential of the malleable nature of software 
According to Fischer and Scharff, one of the major potentials of information 
technology is giving people the option to become designers by changing and 
enhancing a software system. One major contribution that information technology 
can tend to the world is "to deeply understand and exploit the potential of the 
malleable nature of software" (Fischer F1 Scharff, 2000). 
'7This model postulates that learning does not end when one leaves school. Lifelong learning is more 
than 'adult education', it is closer to meaningful and personalized work, and to a continued growth and 
exploration. 
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This potential is even more considerable, because the boundary between the design 
of physical structures and the design of social systems dissolves almost completely in 
the design of software systems, if we regard them as embedded systems, (Fischer et 
at., 2002). 
The programmable design environments realized at UD are based on the objective to 
make sof tware more "sof t ". They empower end- users to act as designers by changing 
and extending the behaviour of a given application without substantial 
reprogramming. A granular, malleabie, and modifiable computational system are the 
prerequisites that enable the system and the users to evolve together. The system 
must respond during use time to situations and problems that could not be foreseen 
at design time. 
Design time and use time 
As actions are situated (Suchman, 1987), so design needs are situated (Henderson Et 
Kyng, 1991). In all. design processes, two basic and distinct stages can be 
differentiated: "design time" and "use time" (Fischer, 2003). At design time system 
developers, with or without user involvement, create environments and tools. During 
application , users use them. 
With computational media these two stages can intertwine and the system can 
manipulate contextual factors and evolve over time: 
At design time, system developers create environments and tools 
including help systems, guided tour, forms, and so on, and they have to 
make decisions for users [ ... ] for situational contexts and for tasks that they can only anticipate. For print media, a fixed context is decided at 
design time, whereas for computational media, the behaviour of a 
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system at use time can take advantage of contextual factors only 
known at use time (Fischer et at., 2002). 
The need for open and evolvable systems 
As problems cannot be entirely anticipated at design time, users during application 
will discover gaps between their problems and the support that a system can provide 
them (Nardi, 1993: Fischer, 1999). A closed system will inevitably be unable to cope 
with change and with the possibly unlimited extensions that might arise in the design 
process. This is because the fundamental failing of a closed approach is that 
activities and issues may arise which cannot be reproduced or predicted by the 
system (Fischer F1 Scharff, 2000). Instead, an open system provides opportunities for 
significant changes to the system at all levels of complexity, allowing emergent 
problem solving in the context of collaborative design. 
Enhancement and evolution of the system by those who encounter problems at user 
tevet must be a "first-ctass design activity" (Fischer, 1999). Software systems must 
be designed for evolution, they cannot be completely designed prior to use and they 
must evolve at the hands of the users. This implies not only the possibility for users 
to create customisations, extensions, and applications within a given domain, but 
also allows them to modify the current domain when necessary (Fischer Et Scharff, 
2000). 
Of course domain specificity allows environments to provide greater support in 
solving problems within a given context, but limits the scope of the context that can 
be explored. At the same time, increasing the facilities for extensions allows users to 
modify an environment to fit a new context, but also produces an ever-increasing 
gap between the context in which the design is taking place and the ability of a 
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system to reproduce that context. For this reason, it is important to create 
environments that allow the user to move smoothly between "specificity" and 
"openness". 
Co-evolution: the SER Process Model 
From the perspective of traditional software engineering, a domain model is a 
precise representation of specification and implementation concepts that define the 
domain. In a design perspective, a domain model is the set of objects and behaviours 
contained in a domain-oriented system, but users can change these objects and 
behaviours and, therefore, the domain model can evolve over time. The Seeding, 
Evolutionary Growth, Reseeding (SER) Process Model developed at UD (Fischer Et 
Ostwald, 2002; Fischer 1998) is a framework for understanding both the social and 
technical processes necessary to support domain construction. The model is based on 
co-evolutionary principles that allow entities to change over time, in such a way that 
changes in one entity sympathetically affect changes in the other". 
In the SER model, system developers and users develop an initial "seed". This seed is 
designed to be extended, and must be able to grow through use. It is constructed to 
support collaborative design at use time: "[a] seed is an initial collection of domain 
know(edge that is designed to evo(ve at use time" (Fischer, 2002). As the seed is 
used, it goes through a period of "'evolutionary growth", in which designers make 
incremental modifications to the system. Eventually, they will need to perform a 
significant reconceptuaUzation of the system or "reseeding". This cycle of evolution 
and reseeding is perpetuated as people actively use the system to solve problems. 
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The system evolves over a sustained period, continually alternating between 
moments of activity and unplanned evolution, and stages of deliberate 
(re)structuring and enhancement (Fischer, 2003). 
Underdesign 
The Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding Process Model supports Meta- 
Design by allowing and encouraging designers "to explicitly underdesign and 
underprescribe at design time and to provide constructs and environments for design 
support and situated interpretations and actions at use time" (Fischer Et Scharff, 
2000). 
From a sociotechnical perspective this creates an environment in which users change 
because they learn, and in which systems change because users become co- 
developers and engage in end-user modification and programming (Fischer, 
2002). From a specific design perspective this means that system deve(opers, 
"underdesign , 74 systems so that unexpected uses of the artefact at use time can be 
accommodated: "underdesign [ ... ] does not create solutions, but it creates 
environments in which "'owners of problems" in situated settings can create solutions 
themselves" (Fischer, 2002). 
Meta-designers can be therefore be considered as designers that, at design time, do 
not create final solutions, but design environments which can be changed and 
modified by domain designers at use time (Fischer Ei Scharff, 2000). 
73An instance of these processes is the co-evolution of problem framing and problem solving, or the co- 
evolution of an individual artefact and domain knowledge. 
7'See Brand, 1995. 
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Informed participation and unselfconscious culture of design 
As previously mentioned, computational support mechanisms are necessary 
prerequisites, but they are not sufficient conditions to motivate people to become 
part of a "design culture". UD's goal is to create computational environments that 
can support a non-binary approach to the possible design roles of user, and are 
intrinsically exciting and motivating (Illich, 1973). 
Unfortunately, according to Fischer, a large proportion of new media content is 
designed to respond to humans merely as consumers. Even though personalized 
information has become more common recently, giving viewers more control over the 
information presented, still users mostly consume information, and produce a limited 
quantity of new information (Fischer Et Scharff, 2000). Accessing existing information 
and knowledge is a very limiting concept, even though it is often seen as the major 
advance of new media (Arias et aL, 1999). 
According to Fischer, users should be able to transcend beyond the information 
given: 
A fundamental challenge for the next generation of computational 
media and new technologies is not to deliver pre-digested information 
to individuals, but to provide the opportunity and resources for social 
debate, discussion, and collaborative knowledge construction (Fischer, 
2002). 
This idea is expressed by the concept of "informed participation", an evolutionary 
approach to problem solving that needs to be based on systems allowing: (1) users to 
learn from the system; (2) users to act as innovators, co-deve(opers, and designers 
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adapting and evolving the systems, (3) support for organizational learning in order to 
share these adaptations among users. 
Such a change in mindset and approach should lead to a culture of design in which 
the failure or inadequacy of a system leads directly and unselfconsciously to an 
action to change or improve it (Alexander, 1964). In this perspective: 
Meta-design allows users to extend the results of self -conscious design 
activities at design time with unself -conscious design at use time 
(Fischer F1 Scharff, 2000). 
Motivations 
In the earty days of computing, moving from a consumer mindset, humans were 
considered servants of computers. For example, some interdisciplinary studies, like 
human factors (Norman, 1988), often considered humans to be system components 
with specific characteristics such as limited attention span, faulty memory, and easy 
distractibility along with other "undesirable" characteristics. From a designer's 
perspective, systems need to be useful, not simply usable: 
Design for usability must include design for coping with novelty, design 
for improvisation, and design for adaptation (Fischer, 2002). 
Alternatively, users will not recognise a need to extend a system until an activity in 
which they engage illustrates a (imitation of the system. This failing must be one 
great enough that the user is sufficiently motivated to abandon the present task to 
make the necessary modifications. Their contribution will depend on the perceived 
benefit of contributing, which involves the effort needed to make changes and the 
utility received for effecting changes (Fischer F1 Scharff, 2000). 
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Perceived and actual rewards may include a feeling of being in control, being able to 
solve or contribute to the solution of a problem, mastering a too( in greater depth, 
making an ego-satisfying contribution to the group, or enjoying the feeling of good 
citizenship within a community. Other basic motivations can a(so be passion, 
engagement, enjoyment in complex and creative work, challenge, pleasure, a 
sensation of complete concentration and absorption, and "flow" activities 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 
Another way of interpreting motivations to participate in collaborative activities is to 
refer to ideas tike "social capitat" and "gift cu(ture", according to which increased 
social status is determined by what you control, rather than by what you give away. 
The collaboration, thus, depends on a social and economic system which values 
altruism (Fischer et al., 2002;: Putnam, 2000; Raymond, 1999). 
According to Fischer, the opportunity for humans "to be and act as designers" should 
be accessible to all individuals and groups (Fischer, 1999). Merely providing 
computational support alone is not sufficient to create a design culture because 
individuats witl decide on the worthiness and uti(ity of doing something by retating 
the perceived value of an activity to the perceived effort of participation. 
Social creativity 
Despite this difficulty, the role of interaction and collaboration among individuals is 
considered crucial (Engelbart, 1995). According to Fischer, creative activity grows 
out of the relationship between an individual and the world of his or her work, and 
out of the ties between an individual and other human beings (Fischer, 1999, p. 117). 
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The "'symmetry of ignorance" between users is considered a creative opportunity 
(Rittel, 1984). In fact, problems usually require more knowledge than any single 
person can possess, and the knowledge relevant to a problem is often distributed 
among people with different perspectives and background knowledge. 
By creating spaces and ptaces that serve as "'boundary objects"", different cu(tures 
can meet and exploit the potential of social creativity. They can use the 
externalizations provided by boundary objects to capture distinct domains of human 
knowledge, and increase through negotiating and critiquing processes their socially 
shared cognition and practice (Resnick et at., 1991; Norman, 1993). 
Design environments: the EDC 
The explicit goal of computer systems designed at UD, like DODEs, Envisionment and 
Discovery Cottaboratory (EDC), or Pit-A-Board", is to support Meta- Design by allowing 
at[ participants to move from access to informed participation within an open and 
evo(vab(e system. This system gives the participant creative control over any 
problems, and allows them to invest the world with their own meanings. 
EDC is a second generation environment that integrates physical and computational 
components to encourage and facilitate informed participation by all users in the 
design process, supporting toth face-to-face and distributed collaboration (Arias et 
at., 2000). It is composed using a computationally enhanced table, called "action 
space". Currently realized as a touch-sensitive surface, this "action space" a(lows 
'75FOr instance the information repositories and organizational memories designed at 1-31), are created in 
a way that they are no longer Impenetrable, "write-on(y" stores, but actively integrated into the work 
processes and social practices of the community that constructs them (Fischer, 1999). 
76L. ook at http: //www. cs. colorado. edu/-13d/ for further technical details about each single project. 
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users to manipulate the computational simulation projected on the surface by 
interacting with the physical objects placed on the table. In the "action space" users 
manipulate a shared, tangible representation of a problem being constructed. The 
table is flanked by a second computer that drives the vertical touch-sensitive 
computational whiteboard, serving as the EDC's "reflection space", where 
information relevant to the problem is collected, presented, and extended. The 
reflection and action spaces of the two computers are connected using the Web as a 
communication medium. The dissemination of constructed knowledge is afforded 
through the EDCs WWW linkages between the action and the reflection spaces. The 
entire physical space, through the immersion of people into the representations of 
the problem-solving task, creates a prototype of an integrated, sociotechnical 
human-computer system. 
The "action space" of the EDC is built using AgentSheets (Repenning et aL, 2000), a 
software environment for creating simu(ations and domain-oriented environments. 
The "reflection space" in EDC is supported by DynaSites (Ostwald, 2001), which 
allows users to create extensible, web- based information spaces. 
The EDC presents a theory-based architecture and process model with three layers: 
(1) a domain -independent framework and architecture for integrated physical and 
computational environments that support shared understanding through collaborative 
design; (2) application domains (i. e. urban planning); (3) specific applications to 
contextua(ize an application domain in a concrete situation (i. e. transportation 
planning in the city of Boulder). 
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A development of EDC, Pit-A-Board (Participate- in- the- Action Board) allows also: (a) 
parallel interactions, rather than a single thread of interaction; (b) multiple "'points 
of control" that allow the association of various "modes" with various physical 
objects in the system; and (c) direct sensing of objects placed upon the board. 
2.3.4. Metadesign as Organization of Flows 
In this section are grouped conceptual frameworks and practices that focus on the 
potential of Metadesign to organize informational flows, and construct new 
typologies, of space. Metadesign is here conceived as architecture of connectivity and 
topology both for real and electronic space. 
2.3.4.1. Diagramming the "Space of Accidents" 
According to Lars Spuybroek", and as previously mentioned in section 2.3.1, 
diagramming is the most important innovation in architecture for the last ten to 
fifteen years. It meant a shift away from pretiminary techniques Re sketching and 
modelling towards non-visual techniques. These techniques are based not on optical 
abstractions of forms that have to be realized later, but on "informational 
visualization techniques that place themselves at the interior of a process instead of 
the exterior of a sensed form" (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002, p. 243). 
771-ars Spuybroek is an architect involved, since the early nineties, in researching the relationship 
between architecture, media, and computing. 
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A system of relations 
According to Spuybroek, it is not clear yet what diagramming means, but he argues 
that, on a techno-cultural levet, it means a move towards metadesign, conceived as 
an informational system, i. e. a networked system of decisions that make a thing 
"that thing" without actually designing. As is the case today in graphic design and 
industrial design, we can say that there is a metadesign for a Nike shoe or for a 
Swatch watch (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002). 
In Spuybroek's diagrammatic techniques specifically, he builds machines almost 
always on the computer. It is a sort of "virtual whole", a matrix where all relations 
are set but not fixed, and where all the information is processed over time. If a 
change is made to one thing in this system of relations, that change is reflected in 
the system as a whole. 
Unforeseen and emergent behaviours 
Spuybroek's approach to architecture underties, a critique of the mechanistic 
conception of the human behaviour within a system built purely as set of tasks, 
routines, and habits. His programs come "in-between", as the materialization of the 
" undecided", as a "space of accidents". Using his diagrammatic techniques, 
flexibility is translated into movement and movement into flexibility. In this way 
movement becomes an architecturat response to the "undetermined" movements of 
a body, a morphing of a table into a corridor and vice versa". This process creates a 
qualitative change. In the actuality it may respond to a person walking alongside a 
table, or drinking a cup of tea there: 
785ee his design for the V2 Lab in Rotterdam. 
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It is an architecture that not only articulates planned and foreseen 
behaviour [ ... ] it also stimulates unforeseen behaviour (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002, p. 245). 
At the end, diagramming is finding a vector: 
... constructing this vector- toward- something -else, can only be done by diagramming, by seeing structure and architecture beyond image and 
before one 'sees' actual buildings. It is a professional way of dealing 
with this moment of 'blindness': being in between ones contraction of 
the world, and ones expression of something new (Spuybroek Et Sik, 
2002, p. 246). 
The essence of Metadesign, according to Spuybroek, is the diagram. The design is 
something that does not foresee the reaý as with diagrammatic architects as Rem 
Koothas and Peter Eisenman, but that should be placed exactly "in between the 
wortd - as- imagined and the wortd - as- experienced" (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002, p. 246). As 
"life runs paraltel with the diagram, they move in the same direction, they 
intertwine, they couple, but never oppose" (Spuybroek Et Sik, 2002). 
The computer and the experience of space 
According to Spuybroek, this is something that can be done only by working with a 
computer, because it is impossible to reach the same level of integration between 
form and information by drawing. Moreover, working with a computer enables the 
designer to overcome transparent intentionality, and to equally process perception, 
action, and construction within the system, materializing in this way all sorts of 
things that are in between (Mutder Et Post, 2000). Usualty, in architecture, on(y 
transparent and expected behaviours are materialized and expressed in forms that 
have a name, like floor, wall, cotumn (Mulder Et Post, 2000). Spuybroek's 
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architecture instead is a spatial experience, something that takes place neither in 
the body nor in the world, but only in the coupling of the two. 
The continuous flowing of events 
Spuybroek argues that in a time and world where we can truly think complexty, we 
should not deny ourselves an architecture of the complex. Like mathematics, 
physics, and biology, also architecture must deal with processes, time, and 
complexity. 
He is interested in how architecture can help in increasing the dimension of 
potentiality, or virtuality, between space, as an abstraction, and time, as a 
continuous ftow of events. According to him, architecture and, impUcitly, 
Metadesign, must be an architecture of connectivity and topology, and it does not 
necessarity have to dea( only with buitdings. 
2.3.4.2. Constructing the Electronic Space 
Laboraitorie d'Architecture et d'Urbanisme (Lab[au]), based in Brussells and 
established in 1995, adopts the term Metadesign with the objective to set a new 
discipline. Lab[au] gathers independent artists, architects and computer scientists'9, 
and aims to be an independent collective for critical study and production concerned 
with the developments and consequences of new information technologies. The goat 
of Lab[au] is to develop a broad concept of space and to define a new architectural 
79Lab[au) is Manuel Abendroth, J6r6me Decock, Carl DeSmet, Pieter Heremans, and Alexandre 
Plennevaux. 
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and urban practice, by merging the growing fie(ds of information design in a new 
discipline that they call MetaDesigr? o. 
Codes and processes 
According to Lab[au], an investigation in information design needs to question recent 
technological progress and how this influences the definition of design, its methods 
and its purposes (Lab[au], 2003a). 
Current computation and communication technologies influence our modes of 
production, work, and knowledge, and affect our sensorial and cognitive systems, our 
social relations, and their environment. They introduce a notion of flow, according to 
which information can be described as a spatiaýtemporal system whose dynamic 
state is the result of processes. They also introduce the idea of a meta-level of this 
information because each piece of information requires other information to be 
processed. According to Lab[au], these considerations and specificities of information 
techno(ogies show that it is necessary to think in terms of process rather than in 
terms of a finished product. Likewise, the process must take precedence over design 
at a meta-level, that is to say to design the codes by which information will be 
processed both in technical and representational aspects (Lab[au], 2003a). 
This specificity of digital technologies provokes new design methodologies. It reveals 
the integration of time as an active parameter, and inspires the conception of a 
programmable spatial- temporal structure, for instance hypertext, which is an 
indexing system, which enables the user to interconnect, in multi-linear ways, any 
9 will adopt in this paragraph the spelling adopted by Lab[auj. 
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digitat information. The interaction between information and a user further reveats 
that the design of processes or systems that integrate the users interaction over time 
is an active part in the structure of information itself. 
As architecture and urbanism, MetaDesign has to be a discipline that considers spatial 
and temporal organization. In fact, information flows, in the processes of 
computation, communication and stoi*age, can be seen as spatiaýtemporal forms of 
data organization, whose relations can be drawn in the structuring and visualization 
of information. 
In summary, "Metadesign is about the setting of codes" (Lab[au], 2003a), and it 
draws concepts from cognitive science and from architecture and urbanism, from 
information and communication sciences, and from organizational and design 
methods for the construction of spatiaýtemporat structures. In Lab[au] practice, 
MetaDesign is a methodology that enables the construction of a hypermedia 
electronic space, by enabling the structure of information: 
Metadesign is a discipline and a methodology based on the structuring 
and the transcription under textual, graphic or spatial form of the 
processes of inFORMation, computation, communication and stockage. 
Based on the structural, semantic and conceptual analysis of the media, 
Metadesign is not only a theoretical approach but it involves the 
elaboration and the production of works, considering and 
conceptualizing the specificity of a medium and its perceptive and 
cognitive modalities. [ ... ] This structuring (MetaDesign) implies the 
construction of spaces, of interfaces, the managing of information and 
the conception of the tools necessary to their conception (Rollins, 
2002)". 
"Originally: 'Le Metadesign est une discipline et une mithodo(ogie ax&e sur [a structuration et la 
transcription sous forme textue((e, graphique ou spatial des processus d'inFORMation, computation, 
communication et 6dition (stockage). [ ... 
] Bas, & sur I'analyse structurelle, scimantique et conceptuelle du 
midia, le MetaDesign ne constitue pas seulement une approche thc6orique, vise aussi A Velabor ation et 6 
[a production de travaux considkrant et conceptualisant les spkificiti-s d'un m6dium, modalit6s 
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The electronic space 
Information and communication technologies determine an information space, the 
Net, which is a fabric of temporary interconnections, a space composed and 
decomposed by data and by the flows that transport them and that generate systems 
of relations. In order to represent this kind of space and translate it into something 
sensorial, MetaDesign manages and structures matter and information by means of 
interfaces, indexication of contents, computational processes programming, and 
statistical analysis (Frank Et Abendroth, 2003). 
Even though Lab[au]'s approach to Metadesign is information- centered, concerned 
with providing connectivity and access, information is seen not as content, but as 
ftow, network and environment: "meta information vs. metaphors and given as 
objective reality vs. notions of simulation"82 (Frank Et Abendroth, 2003). 
Lab[au]'s concept of space is perceptual and cognitive. It calls for a change in the 
notion of territory and space itself, both in structural and semantic terms. It works in 
contrast to the notion of e(ectronic space as pure simu(ation, and comphments an 
idea of electronic space as extension or multiplication of the form of language and 
reality. Being digital information both in process and in system, and having a highly 
malleable structure, "'everything becomes transformable, liquid, dynamic not only in 
space but also in time PP83 (Frank F1 Abendroth, 2003). 
percepttves et cognitives. [ ... ] Cette structuration (MetaDesign) Implique la construction d'espaces, d'interfaces, ta gestion de [Information et la conception des outils necessaries S leur conception". 620riginally: "meta information contre metaphores et donn&e comme r6a[O objective contre des 
notions de simulation". 
83 Originally: "tout deviant transformable, liquide, dynamique pas uniquement dans 1'espace mais aussi 
dans le temps". 
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Communication and computation technologies project us into "hyperspaces", which 
determine a new relation between information and the individual by combining the 
perceptual with the conceptual, the concrete with the abstract. The direct 
corre(ation between information structures and space constructs determines a 
"performative language". which augments cognitive processes by inscribing new 
modalities of interaction and immersion, and by "being there" in the rhizomatic and 
digitat networks. 
Lab[au] refutes the "mechanical" approach inherited by the first reflections on 
computer science (McLuhan, Russer, etc. ), and, in relation to the changes induced 
by new techno(ogies, argues: 
As a medium, every technology has a direct impact on the way we 
communicate, but also on the perception and the understanding that we 
have of the environment, and as a consequence on the way we think, 
we speak, and most of A we cognitively build the universe. With the 
creation of the networks, the passage from a way of communication to 
another - from text to hypertext and now to hypermedia - is not only 
the passage from a technology to another, but more radically the 
passage from a Cartesian and structuratist thought to a thought that is 
autoreferentiat and, most of all, autopoietic (Rottin, 2002)"". 
As information architecture, MetaDesign represents the extension of architecture in 
the digital age, supporting new concepts of space that are simultaneously functional, 
sociaL and cultural. In Lab[au]'s projects, these notions of space have been 
"Originally: -En tant que medium, toute technologie exerce un impact direct sur nos modes de 
communication, mais aussi sur la perception et (a comprehension que nous avons de i'environment et 
par consequent sur notre mani&e de penser, de dire et surtout de construire cognitivement l'univers. 
Annonci I'avinernent des ri-seaux, le passage d'un mode de communication ý aun autre - du texte S I'hypertexte et aujourd'hui A I'hypermi-dia - ne marque pas simplement le passage d'une tec hnologie h 
une autre, mais plus radicalement le passage d'une pens6e cart6sienne et structuraliste i une pens6e 
en Syst6me autor6firentiet et, surtout, autopo*f 6tique". 
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examined, using applied concepts such as "hypertextual enviroment" (structural 
spaces), "datascapes" (cartographies), "avatarachitecture" (perceptual and 
cognitive spaces), "DNarchitecture" (information structures for identity), 
"eSPACE. CONSTRUCTionS" (networked spaces). 
Emotional spaces 
Lab[au) assumes that the experience of space, thus also electronic space, influences 
our behaviour and our emotions: 
ConceMng the electronic space is then working on these spatio- 
temporal structures in relation to the cognitive and mental processes 
and to how they influence through movement (motion) our actions 
(emotion) - e. motiona( space (Frank Et Abendroth, 2003)8'. 
Lab[aul considers emotion to be cognitive(y joined to action. From this perspective 
MetaDesign is atso seen as a cinematic architecture that puts action and emotion on 
the same plane, using techniques like direct eye movement and movement patterns. 
An example is the project "sPACE - navigable music", where according to space and 
time parameters each interaction and navigation directly affects and transforms the 
environment, and its visual and musical space: 
The relation established between the processes of formalization of the 
space and the navigation brings to a new spatial experience, that of the 
generative and behavioural space (Frank Ei Abendroth, 2003)"'. 
"Originally: "Concevoir Vespace 6lectronique, c'est donc travailter sur ces structures spatio -temporatte 
en rapport au processus cognitifs et mentaux et comment its influencent S travers te d6placement 
(motion) nos actions (ernotion) - e. motional space". "Onginally: "La relation qui s'kablit entre le processus de formalisation de Vespace et la navigation 
aff)6ne h une nouvelle experience spatia(e, celle d'un espace g6ni-ratif et comporta mental". 
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In "sPACE - navigable music" the relation between the spatial, visual, and sonic 
formatizations processes and the editable interactivity of users leads to an 
experience that combines architecture, music and cinematic techniques through 
movement patterns. According to Lab[au], this method could be easily extended 
through networks, and augment the experience of shared and collaborative 
processes. 
Intersubjective spaces 
Technology does not only deliver content but also, through its code and its structure, 
conveys a specific meaning. According to Lab[aul: 
... this specific meaning is contained by the meta -construction and defines the programming languages [ ... ] as a metalanguage, a 
construction between technology, structure and content (Frank El 
Abendroth, 2003)"'. 
According to Otto R6ssler the world "is not the world in which we live", but the 
interface through which we perceive and act, and the electronic realm induced by 
computation and communication technologies is not "the world of data and 
information" in which we live because the real world "doesn't function anymore". 
Rather it exists as the interface to a set of symbo(ic and expressive "'processes". 
According to Lab[au] the fact that we can modify the interface and, thus our 
perception and cognition, does not mean that we can modify the world as a whole 
(Lab[aul, 2002b). 
'70riginally: 'ce sens sp6cifique est contenu da (a m6ta-construction et d6finit les langages de 
Programmation f... ) commaw m6ta-langage, une construction entre technotogie, structure et contenu". 
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It is clear, as Marshall McLuhan has underlined in his %ork, that there is a close 
relationship between our sensory apparatus and the technological extensions of our 
body, which directly conditions our perception and behaviour. The assignment 
condition (or "cut") can thus be modified by technology and negotiated by human 
beings in relation to technology, balancing possible and feasible. However, the 
assignment condition must be also extended to the consensual, because reality is a 
problem of intersubjectMty: 
Digital technologies develop relational systems, determined by a high 
degree of interactivity and immersion, thus gathering the parameters of 
an active space. Creating an interface is thus programming human 
characteristics and behaviours inside the electronic space [ ... ] The interface, related to the assignment condition sets up a relational 
system in which the cyberspace takes the form of an experimental 
space, as much through mental processes as through the direct and 
sensual interaction with information (Lab[au], 2002b). 
According to Lab[au], technologies influence our mental processes by influencing our 
symbolic and social constructs. Digital media make relationships structural and 
"programmatic ". 
Determinism and constructivism 
MetaDesign is seen as a technology determinism /costructivism that constitutes the 
main vector of networked and information -based societies: 
A technology is not an independent or alien object, it complements 
integrally our sensorial and cognitive system; as a medium, it conditions 
not only communication modes but also the way we perceive and 
conceive our environment [ ... ]. MetaDesign is information architecture, 
related to the structuring of information, its textual, graphical, spatial 
and biomorphic [auto- generative and n-dimensional] transcription and 
interfacing grounded on the inherent logics of computation and 
communication technology in networked societies [ ... ]. Metadesign deals 
with the setting of new 'senses' as components of language, while 
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improving, increasing our cognitive capacities and influencing in a major 
way our psychic state (consciousness), our emotional and social 
behaviour and thus participate as much in the individual project as to 
the collective (Lab[au], 2003b). 
Lab[au) argue that information architecture deals with intelligible electronic 
constructs not only as modalities of perception and cognition, but also as ontological 
active settings. 
The "i- Tube" project 
"i-Tube" is a web browser which a(lows each user to index and share information 
through the network. The project "i-Tube" proposes a graphical user interface and a 
navigation system for online databanks. Based on information cartographies 
displaying "inFORMation" processes as a processual and generative space, it is an 
investigation in three-dimensional hypertext mappings and in their social and cultural 
implications. 
The information is transformed into membranes which are then folded into space, 
according to user-defined parameters. Each membrane thus acts as a support for 
information disptay. The successive consuttation of the databank forms an electronic- 
tube, a digital topography that induces explorative browsing. With the proposed 
interface, each user navigates in a three-dimensional universe what is generated in 
real time by the user. By the specific information it contains and the visual codes it 
sets up, this user-defined environment leads to the concept of a user profile, a trace 
of the personalized consultation. So the interface becomes a formalized canvas of 
cognitive behaviours, a mental map of each user ("Dnarchictecture"). Also, each 
linking of information (assemb(ed membranes) can provide a sampte of user identity, 
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a personal space which can be shared with others for social exchange 
("AvatarArchitecture"). 
The "DNarchitecture" is a trace of users reading. In "'i-Tube" the hypermedia 
structure incorporates the reader's trajectories, becoming polysemic and open. This 
"hypertrace" is a hybrid construct: an architecture, an interface (colour, 
intensity/ saturation, spatial shape), and a mental map of the user. 
The "AvatarArchitecture" is an exchange and identification device that enhances the 
social participative exchange of data throughout the virtual augmented environment. 
The "i-Tube" project links the question of interconnection between user and 
information (or among different users) as a concern of interface, formaHzing a place 
to be collectively experienced and permanently evolving. The interface must be not 
onty a communication device with the cyberspace, but also a toot for inter-personal 
communication that transforms itsetf into a true sociat environment, and transposes 
the electronic space experience to a reconceptualisation of tangible and concrete 
body space. The project transforms the concept of consultation space and 
information access into a medium of social exchange, extending consultation logics 
to comparative reading and understanding, and producing a ftuid and dynamic index 
system: 
Dynamic indexing systems investigate the qualification and 
quantification of information from structured and fixed models, 
universal thought, to the mnemonic culture according to networked 
societies (Lab[au], 2001). 
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With this project Lab[au) experiments with procedural and generative settings in a 
space that becomes an intelligent matrix in relation to the programmed settings 
(algorithms) and the influence of the user-defined parameters. Lab[au] theorize and 
practice a programmatic design that mainly relies on the computational and 
connective nature of digital media. 
2.4. Integration of Approaches and Viewpoints 
To compare and integrate all the approaches and viewpoints regarding Metadesign 
described in this chapter, the identification of some theoretical and practical 
tendencies is useful. Also, clusters of concepts that formulate a set of coherent 
elements are able to produce an integrated conceptual framework. At the end of the 
chapter the anticipatory, participatory and sociotechnical issues raised by 
Metadesign are articulated, interrelated, and summarized in relation to Metadesign 
and to other current philosophies and design methodologies. 
2.4.1. Metadesign: An Overview 
As described in the previous sections, the term Metadesign came into use during the 
intellectual debate on art, culture, and media which has been ongoing since the 
1980s, in many different practical fields, already mentioned. Within both intellectual 
debate, and practical application, different understandings of the term Metadesign 
have produced different frameworks, whose foci range from theoretical issues to 
operational methodologies. 
A single definition of Metadesign does not exist. Since the 1980s the notion of 
Metadesign has developed an oscillatory trajectory, the origins of which seems to lie 
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in the etymology and use of the prefix "meta-". The approaches and definitions 
presented in the previous sections and here summarized and contextualized refer to 
this field of oscillatory significance. This overview indicates that Metadesign is 
neither an established discipline nor a coherent theory, but rather the expression of 
assumptions and concerns that can be led back to the same field of meanings and 
concepts, composing the fabric of a consistent design culture. 
2.4.1.1. Summary of Definitions 
The approaches and definitions presented in the previous sections are briefly 
summarized in the following table: 
Figure 2. Definitions of Metadesign. 
Author (paragraph) Definition (summary) 
Gene Youngblood, Metadesign is an extra- aesthetic strategy aimed to instigate 
Kit Galloway, and Sherry a revolution in the communication world, and overcome the 
Rabinowitz (2.2.1. ) broadcasting style of mass culture, whitst redefining art and 
enabling it to become politically effective. 
As a strategy, it deals with the creation of context rather 
than content. It is a mode of integrating systems (both 
technological and social) and setting actions in order to 
create environments in which people may cultivate creative 
conversations, and control the context of their cuttural and 
aesthetic production. 
In doing so Metadesign supports the constitution of 
electronic communities and provides them with alternative 
models for the development and exploitation of networked 
technologies as a central instrument for the social 
construction of their own reality (autonomous reality- 
communities). 
Derrick De Kerckhove Generatty speaking, Metadesign is the kind of design that 
(2.2.2. ) puts the tools rather than the object of design in your 
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hands. Specifically, this is framed in two different ways: 
As a property of network art, it defines the conditions for 
the process of interaction rather than the process itself, 
taking advantage of the Net for its interactive properties 
rather than simply as a vehicle for promoting content 
(webness); 
As an instrument of mass customisation, Metadesign is a 
networked model of design produced by the transition from 
an age of broadcast technologies to one of a networked 
global environment. It is the design of tools, parameters 
and operating conditions that allow an infinite flexibility in 
tailoring the industrial product, and enable the end-user 
(prosumer) to take charge of the final design. Cyberdesign 
is its synonym. 
Pau( Viritio Metadesign is a deep effect of the technomorphisation of 
(2.2.3. ) society. It is a process of adaptation to electronic media, a 
neurological form of design that is directed to shape our 
perceptual and cognitive systems by information 
processing, and to colonize and reorganize the or_qanic 
according to the model of intelligent machines. 
Humberto Maturana Metadesign enlarges the issue of design to include the 
(2.2.4. ) nature of our very existence, and implies an 
epistemological and ethical rethinkin3 of human- 
technolo3y relations. Everything can be designed, but only 
co-creatively. No deterministic approach to biological 
evolution and human design is arguable, because human 
beings exist as systemic entities in a relational space under 
continuous structural changes, and because their doing and 
their cultural history is fundamentally driven by emotions 
(emotioning) rather than by technology. 
Metadesign opens up new relational dimensions. It can be 
seen as a dynamic work of art, which produces an aesthetic 
experience intertwined with our social and technological 
present, and which has the potential to become a 
_qroundin_q 
reality in the course of human history. 
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Eugene Thacker Metadesign represents a critical and creative investigation 
(2.2.4. ) into the possibilities of transformation of human beings and 
culture, rather than a mode of praxis. 
It is a kind of design that is not instrumental, but ethical. 
However it is not based on a moral law, but is a flexible and 
communitarian mode of existence based on embodied 
interactionism (juridical model vs. affective model). 
Metadesign takes a bottom- up approach that is 
eventmental and non human-oriented, looking at modes of 
individuation which includes bodies of all kinds (molecular, 
organismic, subjective, intersubjective, conceptual, 
institutional, social, emotional, and etho(ogical). 
Lev Manovich Metadesign means working on a meta- level. It consists in 
(2.3.1. ) desi3nin_q 3eneral structures and tools which can be used 
with arbitrary information, and which are employed by a 
user to organize information that always change and grow. 
Lars Spuybroek I Metadesign is both an informational visualization technique 
(2.3.1. ) that place itself at the interior of a process instead of the 
exterior of a sensed form (diagramming), and an industrial 
design model. 
At an industrial level Metadesign means designing with 
templates. It represents an informational system, a 
networked system of decisions that allows the programme 
to design the way of designing itself rather than the final 
product. 
A user can make his or her own variations within the 
digitised continuum, and the information of his or her own 
design are immediately transmittable to a production 
machine that assembles all the parts, and sends it over to 
his or her user space. 
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SRL (2.3.1. ) Metadesign is the design of a design process, meant as an 
ordered set of decisions. 
It is a meta-level process of designing systems that includes 
partitioning the system for functions, i. e. partitioning the 
design process into a set of decisions and planning the 
sequence in which these decisions will be made, by using a 
domain independent method to process domain dependent 
information. 
Celestino Soddu Metadesign is the design of a generative principle, which 
(2.3.2. ) embeds the idea of the designer as producer of an idea- 
product and defining paradigm and algorithms of 
transformation. 
Conceived as the act of designing a system or species of 
design instead of a design instance, it is an operational toot 
to realize the idea-products as executable idea 
(metaproject). The designer is the producer of the idea, or 
the generative code, the user the one who chooses the 
form. 
Michael Pontecorvo Metadesign is interactive generative design technique for 
(2.3.2. ) consumer- centered product desi3n. 
Yevgeny N. Lazarev et Metadesign is a specific trend of art-ima_qe modelling 
al. (2.3.3.1. ) applied to industrial design. It consists of the production of 
forms (art- image forms), f oc used on the organization of the 
individual's own attributes, manifestations and human 
relations rather than the production of objects and values 
ready to be consumed. 
Concerned with human creativity, Metadesign allows the 
user to become co-author (metaconsumer) by interacting at 
an aesthetical and emotional level with an art- image form 
capable of modelling his or her own essence, intrapersonat 
manifestations, and interpersonal relations. 
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Gerhard Fischer at OD Meta-design represents an issue of how to create new 
(2.3.3.2. ) media and environments that allow users to act as 
designers and be creative by providing them with social and 
technical support. 
Operationally, it is a design methodology characterized by 
activities, processes, and objectives focused on: (1) the 
design of a technical infrastructure based on seeds and 
mechanisms (customisability, end-user modifiability, and 
end-user programming) that allow users to evolve the seed 
at use time; (2) the design of a learning environment and 
work organization that allows users to migrate from passive 
consumers to end-users, users, and power users; (3) the 
design of a sociotechnical environment in which users are 
recognized and rewarded by their contribution and can 
accumulate social capital. 
Lars Spuybroek 11 Metadesign is diagramming. It means finding a structure 
(2.3.4.1. ) (vector) in a system of non-fixed relations, as something in 
between the wortd-as- imagined and the world-as- 
experienced, and before its actua(isation. 
As an architectural technique based on information- 
processing, Metadesign can help in increasing the dimension 
of potentiality, or virtuality, between space, as an 
abstraction, and time, as a continuous flow of events. It 
can support an architecture of connectivity and topology. 
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Lab[auj (2.3.4.2. ) MetaDesign is a discipline that merges the growing fields of 
information design (information architecture), and that is 
involved in spatial and temporal organization (like 
architecture and urbanism). 
Grounded in the inherent logics of computation and 
communication technologies of a networked society, 
MetaDesign is related to the structuring of information, its 
textual, graphical, spatial, and biomorphic interfacing by 
means of indexication of contents, computational processes 
programming, and statistical analysis. It enables the 
construction of a hypermedia electronic space where 
information is seen not as content, but as flow and 
environment. 
Dealing with intelligible electronic constructs, not only as 
modalities of perception and cognition but, also as 
ontological active settings, and the embedding of new 
senses as components of a language capable to put action 
and emotion on the same plane (performative language). 
MetaDesign increases our perceptual and cognitive 
capabilities and influences our psychic state 
(consciousness), our intersubjective, and social behaviour. 
General observations 
Referring back to the meanings of the prefix "meta-", we can say that all the 
definitions summarized in the tabte above, together express an idea of Metadesign as 
a design approach and methodology that can work at an informational meta-level 
("meta-" as behind), at a participatory and collaborative level ("meta-" as with), 
and at the deep intersubjective level of our "being in-between" ("meta-" as 
between/ among). Looking at these summaries some general observations can be 
drawn and some differences outlined, before producing an integrated conceptual 
framework (see 2.4.3. ). 
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The following differences aim to be neither exhaustive nor antithetical or 
incompatible, but simply an indication of some perspectives, which highlight how 
Metadesign expresses a design culture that is consistent, but that is not definitive. 
2.4.1.2. Model of Design vs. Mode of Existence 
Metadesign generally represents a powerful alternative to hierarchical approaches 
and broadcasting models in art, communication, and design. However, some 
approaches see Metadesign only as a design trend, as part of a coherent evolution of 
design methods and techniques responding to new informational and networked 
technologies (Manovich, Spuybroek). These approaches, especialy in industrial 
design, neither question nor overturn the idea and the rote of the user as consumer 
or client in the process of production (De Kerckhove, Soddu, Pontecorvo). They are 
focused on the concrete industrial design possibilities provided to designers and users 
by current informational and networked technologies, and frame Metadesign as a 
networked model of design (De Kerckhove, Spuybroek 1). In doing so these 
approaches support market trends of personalization and mass customisation, and 
discard the user as designer. 
Other approaches instead highlight and explore the large potential and implications 
of Metadesign when seen as a form of design capable of working, not only at an 
informational meta-levet, but capable also cf opening up new relational dimensions 
and modes of existence. Art and cultural debate (Youngblood, Virilio, Maturana) have 
been extremely proactive in developing Metadesign as a reflexive method of thinking 
about and beyond design. This has led to a consideration of Metadesign in 
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epistemological, ontological, and ethical terms (Maturana, Thacker, Lab[au]), rather 
than simply in operational terms. 
2.4.1.3. Technology Determinism vs. Constructivism 
Another difference that can be highlighted is between "close" and "open" 
approaches. Some approaches to Metadesign show a sort of "close" attitude, which 
can be expressed both in operational and theoretical terms. In operational terms 
Metadesign can be seen as processes of design conceived as an ordered set of 
decisions and plans (SRL), and partially also as algorithms of transformation (Soddu, 
Pontecorvo), or processes of topological organization (Spuybroek, Lab[auj). In 
theoretical terms Metadesign is seen to have a deterministic and programmable 
influence on our perceptual and cognitive systems (Virilio, Lab[au]). 
Other approaches see Metadesign in retation to systems that need to be 
sociotechnically (Fischer) or ontologically (Maturana, Thacker) open and co-creative. 
2.4.1.4. Dimensions of Intentionality 
If Metadesign is conceived as an industrial networked modet of design, no matter 
whether it is based on participated design processes or morphogenetic codes or not, 
this approach offers to the user an amplification and refinement of his or her options 
of choice (De Kerckhove, Soddu, Pontecorvo). 
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if Metadesign is approached in a sociotechnical way, the user has the opportunity of 
participating and collaborating in the process of design with an active, structural, 
and intentional role (Youngblood, Galloway, Rabinowitz, Maturana, Fischer). 
If, then, Metadesign is approached from a topological perspective, the user has the 
possibility of participating and collaborating in the organization of the designed 
space with an active, interpretative, and unintentionaf8 function (Spuybroek, 
Lab[au]). 
2.4.2. Elements for an Integrated Conceptual Framework 
This section will point out the key concepts significantly recurring in the theoretical 
and operational approaches to Metadesign that have been identified, collected and 
examined in this chapter. At the end of the section these concepts will be organized 
in a matrix (Fig. 3), to reveal their interconnections. 
According to the theories and practices mentioned in this chapter, Metadesign is 
characterised by concepts, principles, and operational models that can be 






All these clusters are interconnected and they presuppose each other. The aim of 
this analysis is to outline the most recurring and general concepts that provide 
evidence of Metadesign as an emerging design culture, and also to highlight limits 
and possible developments. 
2.4.2.1. Structures 
The focus of the meta-level is on the design of general structures and processes, 
rather than on fixed objects and contents. This c(uster of notions of higher order 
design can be summarized as following: (a) designing structures and tools which can 
be used with arbitrary information, as in interface and interaction design (Manovich); 
(b) designing with templates, or designing the way of designing itself, as in industrial 
design (Spuybroek); (c) designing a structure in a system of non fixed relations, or 
diagramming a process for unforeseen and emergent behaviours, as in an 
architectural practice based on information- processing and non-visual techniques 
(Spuybroek); (d) designing a design process as an ordered set of decisions and plans, 
as in distributed engineering for industrial design (SRL); (e) designing a generative 
principle in terms of a morphogenetic code, for different applications of consumer- 
centered design (industrial design, architecture, urban planning, etc. ) (Soddu, 
Pontecorvo); (f) designing seeds and mechanisms for co-evolutionary processes, as in 
sociotechnical systems design (OD); (_q) setting the conditions for the process of 
interaction, by putting the too(s rather than the object of design in the hands of the 
user (De Kerckhove). 
"Simply acting in that space, without being necessarily conscious or concerned with the results of his 
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This meta-level presupposes the granularity and malleability provided by the 
computational nature of the structures and processes on which Metadesign focuses. 
Computational granularity and malleability, when applied to a higher order design, 
are translated into a general idea of modifiability, and ordinarily produce an "end- 
user orientation". This orientation follows different goals and applications, "end- user 
tailoring", "end-user modifiability". and "end-user programming", shifting the 
modifiability of components from molarity to molecularity". 
2.4.2.2. Modes 
Working at a meta-leve( implies methods and techniques that are fluid, rather than 
prescriptive and for this reason I wilt call them "modes". The methods and 
techniques that have been previously elaborated can be summarised as the following: 
(a) diagramming; (b) seeding; (c) critiquing; (d) underdesigning; and (e) 
underprescribing". 
(a) Diagramming, as we have seen, means to design a structure in a system of non- 
fixed relations (Spuybroek, Lab[auj). This can be applied as a networked model of 
design in terms of a system of possib(e decisions the user can make on the basis of a 
template, or as construction of a spatial experience where unforeseen and emergent 
behaviours can take place. In both cases diagramming is an organizational and 
topo(ogical concept. 
actions. 
"Borrowing the term from De(euze F1 Guattart, we can define mo(arity and molecularity as two different 
scales in the analysis of a structure. 
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(b) Seeding means to provide users with constructs and mechanisms that user 
themselves have originally designed, together with the designers. It allows users to 
be involved in the evolution of seeds and system, adapting them to their own specific 
needs. A seeding method has been applied in the setting of the Electronic Caf6 
Network by Galloway and Rabinowitz. and it has been developed in a formal mode(, 
called Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding (SER) Process Model at the UD 
Centre of the University of Boulder. Colorado. Seeding can also mean to trace and 
incorporate in digital structures the activity of users, to enable the electronic space 
to evolve, the mnemonic capabilities of users themselves be experientially 
enhanced, and the social exchange of data empowered (Lab(au]). Generally 
speaking, seeding is a participatory and evolutionary concept that combines "'design 
time and "use time". 
(c) Critiquing means a prcKess of negotiation among users that exploits the distinct 
domains of their knowledge, and allow them to sustain a distributed and shared 
cognition and practice (OD) or the practice of creative conversations (Youngblood, 
Galtoway, Rabinowitz). it is a behavioural and socia( concept. 
(d) Underdesigning essentiatly means to (et the system be subject to the continuous 
flowing of events, rather than predeterming any possible need, task, goal, behaviour, 
etc. (L3D). It can be seen as a general method, including the techniques of 
diagramming and seeding. 
"Most of these terms have been borrowed from the conceptual framework and ideas developed at the 
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(e) Underprescribing means to let the domain or context evolve, rather than rigidly 
predetermining it (1-31)). It is analogous to underdesigning, but conceptually it is a 
social concept rather than a technical one. In fact, it is usually based on critiquing 
processes (1-31)). 
2.4.2.3. Bodies 
Most Metadesign practices neither explicitly address nor question the idea of the 
body, but some elements can be gathered. These refer to the idea of "embodied 
interactionism'' in terms of sensing and emotioning (Youngb(ood, Maturana, Lazarev, 
Lab[au]), and also in terms of an affective model of being (Thacker). They entail an 
event-oriented and non human-centered ontology, and an ethical "know-how" 
(Thacker). It is clearly a weak aspect in the development of Metadesign 
methodologies and practices. 
2.4.2.4. Environment 
The idea of "environment" is a conceptual element shared by most Metadesign 
approaches. In these approaches, the environment is generally characterised by the 
following features: (a) inhabitabi(ity; (b) relational setting; (c) co-evolution; and (d) 
convMality. 
(a) The feature of inhabitability is provided by assuming that data can compose 
ontological active settings and therefore an objective reality (Virilio, Lab[aul). This 
OD Centre of the University of Boulder Colorado. 
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means that electronic space is inhabitable, and opened up by the interface 
(Lab[au]). The electronic space becomes the environment in wich the user actually 
lives in, and interacts with. 
(b) The feature of being a relational setting is characterised by the assumption that 
the environment is not only an inhabitable electronic space, but a relational system 
and dimension negotiated by human beings in relation to technology (Youngblood, 
Galloway, Rabinowitz, Maturana, Thacker, Lazarev, Spuybroek, OD, Lab[au]). 
(c) The feature of co-evolution is provided through understanding the generative 
power of reciprocal and recursive interactions (Maturana, Thacker), and recognizing 
the need for open systems (OD). 
(d) The feature of conviviality is denoted by enabling an autonomous, usually 
communitarian governance of meaning and context (Youngblood, Galloway, 
Rabinowitz, Lazarev, Maturana, Thacker, OD). 
In conclusion, we can note that Metadesign has reached a relatively large 
development in methods and techniques of meta -level design ("meta -" as behind). A 
high standard of development in methods and techniques for designing together 
("meta-" as with), but a weak development (eve( (primarily theoretical) of methods 
and techniques for the design of the "in-between", i. e. the design of relational 
settings and affective bodies ("meta- lp as between lamon3). 
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Figure 3. Facets of Metadesign. 
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2.4.3. Raised Issues 
Metadesign raises a set of issues that appear interrelated, and that I have identified 
as anticipatory, participatory, and sociotechnical issues. In the foltowing sections I 
will draw them together in relation to the previously mentioned approaches to 
Metadesign and to current design theories and methodologies, in an attempt to 
establish some comparisons. 
2.4.3.1. Anticipatory Issues 
The first issue raised by Metadesign concerns the possibility for designers to 
anticipate users' needs and tasks, as well as situations and behaviours. This issue 
entaits questions of situatedness and embodiment, and can be seen, as with the 
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other issues, from different perspectives: methodological, epistemological, and even 
ethical. 
Focusing on the dynamic dimension of processes, Metadesign exploits the malleability 
of software and deals with arbitrary information and computational artefacts that 
can be organized and structured time and time again. The given possibitity of 
transforming and modifying contents and contexts by interacting with the system and 
adjusting it, altows the user to respond to the mismatch between what can be 
foreseen at design time and what emerges at use time. As we have seen, this non- 
anticipatory feature of Metadesign can be developed as much as a product 
refinement more rapid and subtle than traditional consumer research techniques, as 
within theoretical argumentations and conceptual frameworks more concerned with 
the exploitation and enhancement of human and social creativity in (and beyond) art 
and design. 
At a methodological level, it is clear that designing a system that can sufficiently 
anticipate aU possible uses in advance is an impossible task (Winograd Et Flores, 
1986; Greenbaum Ei Kyng, 1991). As it has been demonstrated, by recognised design 
methodologists, the very problems are ill-defined and they cannot be delegated only 
to professional designers, because they cannot be understood welt enough to be 
described in sufficient details (Sch6n, 1983; Rittel Et Webber, 1984). Demonstrating 
the strong interrelationship between problem framing and problem solving, the same 
design methodotogists have highlighted how new requirements emerge during the 
development of a system, because they cannot be identified until portions of that 
system have been designed (Sch6n, 1983; Rittel, 1984). The process of framing and 
solving problems is an ongoing process that cannot be isolated to solve each problem 
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at design time. Furthermore, such isolation would excluding from this process the 
user who will encounter these problems and who has the necessary knowledge to 
incrementally refine the system and brenef it f rom the "talk - back " of partial solutions 
(Sch6n, 1983). 
Lucy Suchman clearty pointed out how the idea of anticipation could be categorised 
into short-term and (ong-term modes, that she calted "situated actions" and 
"ptanned actions" (Suchman, 1987). Addressing and strengthening this 
categorisation, Bonnie Nardi outlined that users at use time will always discover 
mismatches between their problems and the support that a system can provide them, 
even if they have been involved in the design of that system. In fact, problems are 
situated, and they cannot be completely anticipated at design time when the system 
is deve(oped: 
As it has been shown time and again, no matter how much designers and 
programmers try to anticipate and provide for what users will need, the 
effort always falls because it is impossible to know in advance what may 
be needed (Nardi, 1993, p. 3). 
According to Nardi, to deal with this fact is a "matter of programming" and shifting 
from a user perspective to a designer perspective. A designer perspective focused on 
the potential of software was sustained also by Mackay, when claiming for the 
creation of co-evolutionary environments where users could be co-developers, 
engaged in end-user modification and programming (Mackay, 1990). It would be an 
"unseff -conscious culture of design" (Alexander, 1964), where the construction of a 
so(ution is driven by users experience at use time, rather than being governed 
explicitly by represented rules and principles requiring the anticipation of the 
sotution at design time. 
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The necessity of paying attention to processes and to unforeseen and emergent 
behaviours has recently been noted by John Wood, who approaches the task from a 
more epistemological and ethical perspective (Wood, 2000). According to him 
situated actions are always a functioning part Of OUr spatio-temporal surroundings, 
but nonetheless: 
Many systems concentrate on the anticipatory aspects of decision 
making, rather than on a more situated process of alterness to 
emergent conditions, and a creative and unplanned opportunism (Wood, 
2000). 
The anticipatory features of design have origins in the teteological conviction that 
Outcome is more important than process. This conviction is embedded in our mode( 
of consumption (Wood, 2000), and also in our teaching culture (Ittich, 1971; Bruner, 
1996). 
If on the methodological [eve(, to deal with the impossibility for designers of 
anticipating users' needs and tasks, as well as situations and behaviours, means to 
adopt a perspective that goes from users involvement to end-user programming, on 
an epistemological and ethicat level, this corresponds to the idea of a shared 
creativity: 
Perhaps we can all become designers [ ... ) we may hope to encourage a 
more convivial society, based on the flow of shared creativity (Wood, 
2000). 
Talking about flow in this context pushes the understanding of situatedness beyond 
the causal frame of goal-directed approaches, according to which every action is 
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accompanied by a particular kind of mental event which plays a causal role in 
directing intentional behaviour. I am supposed to know in advance (or at least to 
foresee) the result of my action, and the representation of the goal I can achieve is 
for me instrumental (McFarland, 1993). Within a causal frame, process is conceived 
as explicit and intentional, goaýdirected or, we can also say, object- oriented, 
proceeding through predictable stages and closed states. It is a "subject- too(- object- 
outcome" scheme (Kuutti, 1996). 
On the contrary, according to the idea of relational embodiment, individuals and 
relationships are never fully defined, but always dynamically constituted as part of a 
process (Fogel, 1993). Action is embodied and fundamentally relational, so that our 
behaviour is directed not by any goal representation, but in an holistic manner and 
through continuous changes in the possible states of the world. On this basis 
collaborative processes are conceived as looser and unpredictable, proceeding 
through transitional states, or, we can also say, process- oriented. 
The idea of relational embodiment challenges any mechanistic and rational 
" structured paradigm" of human-computer interaction, still reflecting industrial 
processing and a vision of a world where goal-directed, rational routines and their 
interactions are considered to be fundamental building blocks (Lea Et Giordano, 1997; 
Finhok Fl Sproull, 1990). 
Therefore, another way of addressing the anticipatory problem in design is also to 
talk about embodiment as ""situated observation- in- action 
Pp, 
or a ""proprioceptive 
observations of 'being-with"' (Wood, 2000). 
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If we consider the field of the sciences of cognition, there is a corpus of studies that 
can be traced back to several disciplines and that stem from a dissatisfaction with 
previous paradigms! '. One of the approaches to which this area of research has ted, 
is named "enactive approach"9'. It places itself within the contemporary 
epistemological inquiry on the scientific validity of the objective method and the 
sustainability of non- scientific methods. 
Following the enactive approach we produce our world and our consciousness, that is 
to say the way in which we perceive the outer environment and ourselves, through 
our experience. According to Evan Thompson (Thompson 1999; 2000), we do this by 
interacting with the world through our "relational embodiment": 
... the mind does not internally represent an independent external world, but rather it enacts a meaningful world through embodied action. To 
say that cognition is embodied means that it depends upon the 
perceptual and motor capacities of our bodies, and is inter-twined with 
the environment (Thompson, 1999, p. 2). 
"I refer to the main established paradigms of cognition called -coglitivism" and "connectionism". 
Simply, "cognitivism" is based on the hypothesis that cognition is the manipulation of symbols, which 
represent features of the world or represent the world as being a certain way. This approach establishes 
that the study of cognition as mental representation is independent from the domains of neurobiology 
on one side and sociology and anthropology on the other. The cognitivist orthodoxy was challenged by 
the connectionist approach in the late seventies. Revitalizing ideas from the pre-cognitivist era of 
cybernetics, "connection ism" is based on the hypothesis that mental processes occur through the 
emergence of global patterns of activity in a network of neural or neural-like components. The idea of 
emergent phenomena, higher-level phenomena that arise through the interaction of lower-level 
elements according to so-called learning rules, is fundamental. 
9'The enactive approach was first defined by Francisco Varela, Evan Thompson, and Eleanor Rosch in 
their book "The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human Experience", published in 1991. It 
represents an alternative hypothesis both to cognitivism and connectionism, questioning cognition as a 
representation of a symbolic processing. The name "enactive" has been proposed to emphasize the 
growing conviction that cognition is not the representation of a pre-given world by a pre-given mind but 
it is rather the enactment of a world and a mind on the basis of a history of the variety of actions that a 
being in the world performs. On a philosophical level, the enactive approach questions the 
ObJectMsm /subjectivism assumption about the way the world is, what we are, and how we come to 
know the world. 
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This belonging, this life made up of embodied actions, is the ground of our cognition. 
An outer world that our mind internally replicates, like a mirror, does not exist. What 
does exist is our body, with its perceptual and motor capacities and the worlds of 
meaning that our actions produce. The scientific studies and research that refer to 
the enactive approach are working to demonstrate that cognition is an embodied 
action that has no ultimate foundation beyond its physical, biological, and cultural 
history. 
In the field of computing, a non- representationalist stance toward interaction and 
cognition grounded on radically embodied cognition (Agre, 1997; Chalmers, 1999; 
Clark, 1997; Smith, 1996; Stein, 1999) is provided by Paul Dourish (Dourish, 2001). 
Dourish puts forward a view of embodiment that focuses on it as a participative 
status, a way of being, and on technological artefacts as part of the same pattern of 
action". The embodied interaction perspective described by Dourish begins to 
illuminate not just "how we act on techno4ogy, but how we act through it" (Dourish, 
2001, p. 154). 
According to Wood, embodiment enables, through empathy, a cycle of mutual 
presence: 
"He focuses primarily on "meaning" and "coupling". Meaning Involves a set of related but distinct 
phenomena, including intentionality, ontology, and intersubjectivity. Each of these plays a role in 
understanding embodied interaction. Intentionality concerns the directedness of our actions, and the 
effects that our actions are designed to cause. Ontology concerns the ways in which, through our 
interaction with technological systems, we come to understand the computational world in which and 
through which we operate. Intersubjectivity reflects the fact that this world is one we share with other 
individuals; the understanding we develop of technological artefacts and social action are ones that 
emerge in concert with other people. Coupling shows just how we can understand and interpret 
interactive systems, but how we can operate through them. Effective action involves being able to 
reorient oneself towards technology, turning it from an object of enquiry and examination, into a toot 
that can be used. 
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Finally we may speculate that a more flow-oriented ethics of 
conviviality may be created from a similarly paced cycle of empathy for 
others, and respect for oneself (Wood, 2000). 
This leads to a discussion of empathy and creativity in relation to senses and 
emotions. These are topics, like embodiment, that most design approaches, 
concerned with anticipatory, participatory, and sociotechnical issues, have not yet 
explored and exploited on the theoretical and methodological level. 
2.4.3.2. Participatory Issues 
Another issue raised by Metadesign concerns the participation of the users in the 
design process, and how this affects their role and the role of the designers 
themselves. The issue can be seen from different perspectives: methodological, 
epistemological, ethical, and political. It entails questions of co-creation and 
professionatism. 
On a methodological level, it is easy to see how the issue of anticipation turns into 
an issue of participation, both in terms of an engagement of users in the problem 
framing/prob(em solving process, and in terms of their coupling with the electronic 
world they inhabit. Therefore, the issue of participation deals on one side with 
Participatory design and evolutionary design, on the other side with embodied 
interactionism (Dourish, 2001). 
In the history of design the claim for a participatory approach is grounded in the 
analysis of everyday design practices, which have shown the necessity for knowledge 
workers and designers to engage in creative activities in order to cope with the 
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unforeseen complexities of everyday, reat-wodd tasks (Rogoff F1 Lave, 1984). As we 
have seen in the previous paragraph, this approach centres on the recognition of the 
impossibility for designers to anticipate users' needs and tasks, as well as situations 
and behaviours. 
Traditional participatory design is an established methodology that occurs at design 
time, and involves users and developers in order to produce an optimal system. Only 
recently, participatory design has begun to take into account situatedness, and 
adaptab(e systems have become a topic in participatory design: lise is desi_qn" 
(Allen, 1993, p. 240). This is why participatory design is sometimes connected to 
evolutionary design! '4, even though evolutionary design, putting emphasis on the 
human guidance of the process or on the absolute autonomy of the software, is less 
collective, and it deals more with exploration instead of participation. 
As a mature research area and evolving practice among design 
professionals, participatory design has its origins in the early work on 
sociotechnical design (Mumford, 1987) and work-oriented design (Ehn, 
1993). Its major focus is to explore conditions for user participation in 
the design and introduction of computer technologies in the workplace 
(Kensing et al., 1998). It is mainly concerned with the politics of design, 
the nature of participation, and methods and techniques for 
participation. Participatory design can be thought of as a framework for 
supporting the interaction between designers and users of a system at 
design and deployment time (DePaula, 2002, p. 31). 
"For instance, concepts like "reciprocal evolution" (Allen, 1993) or "explorative evolution" (Bentley, 
2000). "Reciprocal evolution" is concerned with building systems that evolve not only In response to 
new technological capabilities, but to design opportunities emerging from continual study of how 
current products are changing people's organization of work and interaction, and their expectations and 
desires for technology functionality. "Explorative evolution" is a method that employs computers as 
creative problem solvers by using evolution to explore for new solutions. It relies upon a representation 
based on components rather than a parameterisation of a known solution like in conventional search 
algorithms. Here "evolution is used as an explorer, not as an optimiser" (Bentley, 2000, p. 163). 
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Although this "time" can extend from a week-workshop to a year long collaboration, 
extending the product life-cycle through a linear process, participatory design is not 
concerned with creating technologies that support structural changes and co- 
evolutionary processes at the use time. 
For participatory design, like most design approaches focusing on the user, 
participation is a way of increasing the chances that a design corresponds to real 
, needs and will be used as intended. Participatory design supports diverse ways of 
thinking, planning, and acting through which people make their work, technologies, 
and social institutions more responsive to human needs, and this requires the social 
inclusion and active participation of the users. Users should be empowered to 
propose and generate design alternatives, and become more deeply involved in the 
process as co-designers (Greenbaum Et Kyng, 1991; Schuler Et Namioka, 1993). 
Participatory design has focused on system development at design time by bringing 
developers and users together to envision contexts of use. 
User-centered design approaches (Norman & Draper, 1986), whether done for users, 
by users, or with users, have atso focused primarity on activities and processes taking 
place at design time in the original development of a system. In user-centered 
design, designers generate possible solutions and users are predominantly in a 
reactive ro(e (Fischer, 2003). 
Participation was already an issue in design in the 1970s. In 1971, an important 
conference, entitled "Design Participation" was held in Manchester. it covered a 
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wide range of topics relating to design participation, also focusing on adaptable 
environments, and on the relevance of the new computer-aided design and design 
methods which could break the existing professional monopolies in design 
expertise". Design participation was conceived as "giving A the people access to 
the toots, resources and power which have been the jealously -guarded prerogatives 
of the professional" (Cross, 1971, p. 11). According to Stringer, one of the speakers at 
the conference, participation meant variously: from participation in planning to 
participation in continuously -changing, f rom do-it-yourself to adaptable 
environments, from active taking part to design participation in constructive terms 
(Stringer, 1971 ). 
Moreover, according to Nuttal, the need for par-ticipation had its origin in the faiture 
of the idea of functionalism, the idea that a person's need could be defined, 
modelled, and translated into objective artefacts, which satisfy those needs. On an 
ethicat leveý to define a person's needs without his or her participation is to deny 
that person's humanity, for the essence of being human is to be undefinable, to 
retain one's mystery (Nuttall, 1971). It means to impose a juridical model against a 
participative and flexible one. 
Participation becomes synonymous with coupfing the etectronic or sociotechnicat 
wortd that users inhabit, and atso promotes embodied interactionism. Participation 
becomes a participative state, a way of being (Dourish, 2001), accomptished by 
means of a performative tanguage of interaction and immersion through which the 
user acts in that world with a different level of awareness and intentionality. 
950n that occasion Mitchell had already highlighted the role of computers in facilitating participatory 
design: "sometimes we can search for solutions to problems by the direct manipulation and observation 
of the object, system, or situation which concerns us" (Mitchell, 1971, p. 73). 
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On an epistemological level, the capability of the user to take part into the design 
process or in the enaction of the world he ou she inhabit puts him in a co-creative 
position. Co-creation can be conceived, not only as fundamental in order to deal with 
the complexity of unforeseen problems and their solution, but also as foundational to 
human condition, which is substantially relational and as such it must be addressed 
(Fogel, 1993; Maturana, 1997-, Thompson, 1999; Varela et at., 1991). Co-creation can 
be also thought in terms of co-evolution. Co-creation, when conceived beyond the 
methodological terms of co-development (Henderson F1 Kying, 1991) or an evolution- 
based design approach (Fischer, 2003), has been mainly addressed in term of 
conviviality and social creativity (Fischer, 1999). Yet this process has rarely been 
discussed in retation to embodiment. This has consequences in the way in which 
participation is thought to be triggered, focusing on rationat motivations rather than 
emotional; social motivations rather than deeply intersubjective; convivial rather 
than enactive. 
An epistemological perspective seems necessary to deal with the blurring of the idea 
of user participation on the methodological level. According to Ehn, the merging of 
industrial (material) design and software (virtual) design, and the embeddedness of 
computer artefacts in our daily life challenge the idea of user participation, because 
we have to took not only to professional work practices, but to a private life blurred 
with professional life: 
All this makes the idea of user participation complex to handle, since 
the subject we are dealing with tend to dissolve (Ehn, 1999). 
According to Ehn, we need to understand and design computer artefacts in a wider 
context. 
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The idea of a possible "design by all" (Kari-Hans, PhD Design list96) always produces 
strong reactions in the field of professional designers. Simon suggested that all 
practitioners are designers (Simon, 1969), and Sch6n, that design is a general human 
activity (Sch6n, 1987). Winograd then stated that the design of computer artefacts is 
an activity that is conscious, a creative conversation with material, a social activity 
that keeps human concerns in the centre and has social consequences (Winograd, 
1996). Nevertheless, design participation is often perceived as a challenge to design 
expertise and existing professional monopolies, more than an issue concerning 
conventional approaches to participation in planning, and sociotechnical issues of 
who is to control the future (Cross, 1971). As Cross had foreseen: 
Professionalism is a particular kind of specialisation, and specialisation - 
the division of tabour - is the technique of production-line technology. 
As Ye develop new technologies we wilt develop new roles and new 
images of ourselves (Cross, 1971, p. 11). 
The user changes, the professionat too. The consequences of this are that: 
1) All humans design, but in our current western society which is 
founded on expertism, design is generally understood is something 
reserved only for experts; 
2) The society is all the time becoming more design intensive, and 
the freedom to live, act and realize one's own aspirations is increasingly 
dependent on designs people have not had a chance to influence, as 
weU as the competence to compete in the market through designing. 
The social and political importance of enabling people to design for 
themselves, and to participate effectively in the design of 
things/ systems/ policies that affect their life, and to make a living 
designing (to some extent), is growing (Kari-Hans, PhD Design list). 
961-ook at http: / /www. j iscmail. ac. uk/ lists/ PHD- DESIGN. html. 
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2.4.3.3. Sociotechnical Issues 
The last issue raised by Metadesign and pointed out in this work concerns whether 
and how Metadesign can be framed as a sociotechnicat approach, and what a 
sociotechnical approach can mean today. 
The issues of anticipation and participation imply design methodologies and social 
and political agendas, that should lead to a view of Metadesign in terms of a 
sociotechnical design, per se. Clear instances of Metadesign as sociotechnical design 
can be found in the thinking and practice of Kit Galloway and Sherry Rabinowitz in 
the 1980s, and are today the conceptual framework and computer systems developed 
at the OD Centre of the University of Boulder, Colorado. However, there are 
elements in the way Metadesign addresses the issues of anticipation and participation 
that add new standpoints to sociotechnical approaches. Combine these with other 
approaches and design methodotogies, tike interaction design, and we must question 
the importance of a shared values system as main motivational support to 
collaborative or co-creative practices of design. These elements are expressed by 
those Metadesign approaches that stress the reciprocal interrelationship and the 
interdependencies between humans and machines, their mutual shaping, and the 
emergence of new bodies and new inhabitable environments. Instances of these 
approaches can be identified in the theoreticat arguments of Maturana and Thacker 
(also Viritio from a critical perspective), in the unique design practice of the art- 
image forms by Lazarev and his colleagues at the Mukhina College of Art and Design, 
and, today, in the electronic constructivism of Lab[aul- 
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To approach the definition of "'Sociotechnical" from this wide angle and in all the 
interconnected facets and issues Metadesign induces, requires an account and 
exploration of the concept and its developments. 
Sociotechnical systems theory originally developed in the context of manufacturing 
technologies in industrial organizations (Mumford, 1987) and currently, it has 
afforded a robust foundation for understanding relationships between new 
information technologies and service sector organizations (Taylor, 1994; Tornatzky Et 
Reischer, 1992). According to Bikson and Eveland: 
Briefly, sociotechnical systems theory treats an organization as a 
complex whole comprising two interdependent subsystems: a social 
system involving work groups, jobs, task interdependencies, work flow, 
and the like; and a technicat system including, for example, electronic 
hardware, software, networks, applications, toots, and so on (Bikson Et 
Eveland, 1996, p. 428). 
Bikson and Evetand, and Mumford (Mumford, 1987) agree that each system is open, 
and susceptible to the effect of events which take place in its local environment. 
Both system and eivironment are reciprocally influential, so that changes in one 
inherently lead to changes in the other. An attention to process and continuous 
implementation are key enabling factors for the development of sociotechnicat 
systems: 
... the key ideas of sociotechnical systems theory as it applies to technology implementation are continuous mutual adaptation of too( 
and context, task emphasis, the priority of process, and changes in 
evaluative criteria over time (Bikson Et Eveland, 1996, p. 436). 
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Both Bikson and Eveland (Bikson & Eveland, 1996), and Mumford (Mumford, 1987) 
stress the "principle of incompletion", according to which the design of 
sociotechnicat systems is an interactive and continuous process. 
Mumford states that sociotechnical design expresses a clear ethical principle of 
democracy (Mumford, 1987). This increases the ability of the individual to participate 
in decision making, and in this way enables him or her to exercise a degree of control 
over the immediate work environment. The aim is to optimise the behaviour of both 
techno(ogy and social organization in order to increase productivity, and provide 
opportunities for individual teaming and the development of mu(ti-skills. 
We can also find mciotechnical frames in social informatics. Social informatics has 
been a subject of systematic analytical and critical research for the last 25 years. 
This body of research has developed theories and findings that are pertinent to 
understanding the design, development, and operation of usable information 
systems, including intranets, electronic forums, digital libraries and electronic 
journal (Kling, 1999). 
The analytical failure of technological determinism is one of the interesting and 
durable findings from social informatics research, whose aim is to develop an 
understanding of information technologies in social life. Social informat'cs criticizes 
the common approach to conceptualising new forms such as electronic journals, on- 
line newspaper, electronic forums, Web sites and digital libraries by emphasizing 
their technologically based information- processing features, such as enabling authors 
and readers to communicate more directly without the mediation of libraries or 
expensive publishers. Subsequently, a sociotechnical approach has developed that 
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considers these new forms by mixing together both technological elements and social 
relationships into an effectively inseparable ensemble: 
Here computerized information systems are conceived as social 
technical systems, a complex and interdependent system comprised of 
people in various roles and relationships with each other and with other 
system element; hardware; software-, techniques; support resources; 
and information structures (Kling, 1999, p. ). 
The aim is to connect technological artefacts to a social world in a lively way, 
helping designers to effectively understand the relevant life worlds and work worlds 
of the people who will use their system. 
We can also find instances for the adoption of a sociotechnical frame in a discussion 
about social design (an emergent topic within the designers community), that 
Margolin raised inside the PhD-Design mailing list. In a message about design for 
social responsibility, Margolin wrote: 
... we argue that social design can become a new paradigm for designers 
as a complement to market design [ ... ] We see a continuum between 
market design and social design. But we argue that by considering social 
design as a paradigm rather than an instance of the broader concept of 
design, we give it more power as a project and can begin to delineate 
how a designer would work according to this paradigm in a way that is 
different from the way other designers work (Margolin, 20 Sep 2002). 
On that occasion Morelli replied: 
... in the new paradigm the idea that the output of the designer's activity 
should be a (material) product needs to be reviewed. I read Victor 
Margolin's paper for common ground with extreme interest, but after 
reading it I tried to think how the perspective suggested by the paper 
would change if we think that the designer would aim at providing 
something different than products, such as services, information or 
simply know-how (Moretti, 11 Oct 2002). 
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According to Moretti, it may be more useful to use the concept of sociotechnical 
frames, proposed in studies on social construction of technology (Bijker, 1995), 
because it contains more operative parameters for the analysis of the sociotechnica( 
context in which the design action is taking place. Interestingly, reactions to this 
debate highlighted social design as a mediation process (Russell, 14 Oct 2002), as an 
abitity to open the door to others to participate (Cooker, 25 Sep 2002), but first and 
foremost as the design of non-materia( social interaction situations (Popov, 25 Oct 
2002). 
These emerging approaches in the field of communication and outside the market- 
driven concerns of work organizations enlarge the original sociotechnical systems 
theory, but stilt express a general approach that is problem -centered, and aimed to 
the joint optimisation of social and technical systems: 
The corxept of the socio- technical system was established to stress the 
reciprocal interrelationship between humans and machines and to foster 
the program of shaping both the technical and the social conditions of 
work, in such a way that efficierxy and humanity would not contradict 
each other any longer. [ ... ) the idea of socio-technical systems was designed to cope with the theoretical and practical problems of working 
conditions in industry (Ropohl, 19", p. 59). 
However, as Mumford outlined there are two main challenges for the sociotechnicat 
approach. A first challenge is that today a great deal of technology is flexible and 
present new options both in design and use; secondty there is a challenge to develop 
sOciotechnical systems at a macrosocial (eve( (Mumford, 1987). 
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To deal with these challenges, and gain new insights in the framing of sociotechnical 
systems, other approaches consider the effects of systems theory or autopoietic 
systems. Looking at general systems theory, Ropoh( focuses on how acting can be 
understood, and describes the concept of active entity as an "action system": 
An action system is, unlike the concepts of sociological systems theory, 
no fictitious system of actions, but an empirical subject of acting, a 
system that acts. Acting is understood as transforming a starting 
situation into a final situation to pre-set goals, or, in the functional 
terms of systems theory, as a transformation of inputs and outputs 
dependent on specific internal states (including goals); inputs, states, 
and outputs can be characterized as matter, energy, or information and 
occur in space and time (Ropohl, 1999, p. 60). 
Similarty, with the aim of describing how heterogeneous human and non-human, 
social and material entities are related to one another in the sociotechnical 
environment, the actor-network perspective deve(oped by Latour and Caton within 
the study of science and technology stresses both the contingency of networks (i. e. 
they are not determined, permanent, or universal), and their emergent qualities. Not 
only are humans and non-humans to be seen within the same (conceptual and 
terminological) framework, but micro-actors (individual, door-closers, etc. ) and 
macro-actors (institutions, corporations, etc. ) are also to be examined in this 
manner. The episterne's focus has to be based on notions of agency, rather than on 
notions of identity (Macgregor Wise, 1997). 9' 
"The actor-network perspective of technology describes society and technology as mutually determining 
at various, interconnected levels. This perspective is alternative to both social and technological 
determinism. Approaches which lean toward society begin with the assumption that technology and its 
resulting consequences are planned and inaugurated by social actors, most often large institutional 
entities. Approaches leaning towards technology assume instead that technology develops according to 
its own internal necessity and out of dynamics beyond human control. 
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A further development of the actor-network theory is pursued by Felix Stalder in 
order to understand socio- technological dynamics in computer-based communication 
networks. Trying to advance this theory into directions that better capture the 
particular dynamics of the setting, he considers autopoietic systems: 
During the development of the product the actors and the plan 
changed, but not the plan's centrality. The science of complexity, as 
nascent as it is, can help us to develop tools to think about settings that 
have no overall plan but nevertheless show regularities. [ ... ] The 
concept of the border in the theory of autopoietic systems is one 
example of how to think about organizational closure and continuity at 
once with interactive openness and structurat plasticity (Staider, 1997, 
P. 20). 
The call for an exploitation of technological flexibility both at design and use times, 
the attention to the retationships and interconnections between the micro and 
macrolevel of the sociotechnical environment, the focus on the nature of acting and 
agency, the criticism to a persistent teteologism in the sociotechnical approach. All 
these advocated and recent inputs to the sociotechnical issue call to our mind facets 
of Metadesign, such as those clustered around the topics of "bodies" and 
"environment" (like embodied interactionism, event-oriented ontology, relational 
settings, etc. ), and highlight the contribution that Metadesign as emerging design 
culture can give to the sociotechnical issue. 
These issues also point out how the design of sociotechnical systems must deaý not 
only with specific work organizations or information systems, but with a general 
dimension of todayps computer- mediated everyday experience. This hightights in turn 
that the design of sociotechnical systems is not sole(y a matter of designing and 
adjusting technological artefacts, in harmony with the people that will use that 
SYstem, but specificaRy a matter of how to revolutionise the design of their 
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interaction with, and amongst, the system - From this perspective, Metadesign also 
spreads a new light on approaches and design methodologies like interaction design 
(Preece et at., 2002), originally defined as "'the design of spaces for human 
communication and interaction" (Winograd, 1997). 
Metadesign allows us to address interaction design as a sociotechnical issue against 
the trend towards assimilating it to experience design. Experience design can be 
conceived as the way business creates products and services paying careful attention 
not simply to expressed needs, but to an individual's entire experience (Agoston et 
at., 2000). Furthermore. an approach to the sociotechnica( issue in experiential and 
co-determining terms questions the importance of a shared values system as main 
motivational support to collaborative (or co-creative) practices of design. 
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3. Building a Bridge Between Net Art and Metaclesign 
This third chapter describes how contemporary and interactive art practices share 
with Metadesign similar concerns about interaction, participation and autonomous 
creation as means for an expansion of human creative capabilities. On the basis of 
this correlation, the chapter establishes a transdisciplinary dialogue between the 
emerging culture of Metadesign and an intersubjective attitude in aesthetics that 
finds its fulfilment in Net Art, and in its collaborative practices particularly. 
The purpose of this chapter is to stress how the analysis of the patterns of 
interaction and creation that the practice of Net Art has been able to investigate 
from the very first can contribute to advance Metadesign conceptual framework and 
principles in relation to the aspect of co-creation, and provide further elements for 
the understanding and definition of a new design space. 
Compared to Metadesign, particularly to those applications of it more business 
oriented or technologically driven, Net Art has been able to answer to our new 
material and existential conditions with an experimentalism, that has allowed it to 
explore and exploit in greater depth the embodied and intersubjective dimension of 
human creativity. 
In terms of human-computer interaction such insights and advances are still to be 
Property studied and treasured. In order to focus on the artistic strategies of Net Art 
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from an interactional perspective, and to understand their aesthetic outcome (and 
therefore the results that the case studies wilt provide) within such a perspective, it 
is necessary to frame the theoretical assumptions that underlie them. This frame 
does not work in relation to a single and established genre, but to the evolution of a 
specific aesthetical path. The focus here is not on the issue of authorship (atthough, 
of course, this is at stake), but on the issue of creative activity, and on the 
aestheticat significance and implications of the creative experience triggered by the 
artwork - 
3.1. Instances and Paths of Co-Creation in Art 
This section describes instances and paths of co-creation in art, devetoping an 
analysis that connects contemporary art and net art. The hypothesis is that there is a 
relational attitude in art, focusing on collaborative and intersubjective processes of 
creative experience. This attitude represents both a status of contemporary art and 
aesthetics, and a kind of anthropological culture" in art that interactive arts - and 
net art specifically - enhance and explore as a sensitive response to current material 
and existential changes in human condition. 
3.1.1. Relational Development of Form and Meaning in Contemporary Art 
In this section I argue for the recognition of a relational function in contemporary 
art, which grounds on a crisis of form and meaning as traditionally conceived. This 
"By anthropological culture, I mean that such a relational attitude is not an univocal development, but 
rather a cultural path that belongs to the history of art and co-exists with other instances. Today's 
status of contemporary art and aesthetics, particularly today's interactive and networked art practices 
bring this attitude to the surface. 
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crisis originated from the same process of dematerialization that challenged 
modernist design", and led to a focus on the idea of "process" and "experience" 
analogous to the one shared today by a human-centred approach in the design 
WOO. The argument is supported by aesthetical studies that focus on the nature of 
the relationship between artwork, artist, and audience both in relation to the art 
form, and to the emergence of meaning. 
3.1.1.1. Dematerialization and Performative Order 
The paradigms of representation and aesthetics as visual pleasure started to be 
shattered with the process of dematerialization. Avant-garde movements in the 
1960s and 1970s moved in q)position to the stilt-dominant modernist aesthetic. 
Movements like Earth Art, Ftuxus, Performance, and Conceptual Art shifted towards 
an expanded dernaterialised view of art, and towards works that incorporated the 
new e(ectronic media toots, especiatty video and the computer. The incorporation of 
mass cutture and photography into the fine arts by the Pop Movement, in tandem 
with the use in the arts of new forms of electronic representation marks the moment 
of a major crisis for representation (Lovejoy, 1997). 
According to Davis, the "de- materialization of the object", which Lucy Lippard 
stresses as a feature of Conceptual Art, is carried to its technological end in artistic 
work with computers and computer networks (Davis, 1973). However, the trend 
towards a de-materialised art object had already dismantled the association between 
the fine arts and the physical, before the arrival of the "network society": 
"See 
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... the more painters, sculptors, and all their allied colleagues discard their preoccupation with carefully crafted objects made for interior use 
and preservation, the more they use materials difficult to order in 
traditional ways (such as earth, loose pieces of felt, or feedback 
electronic imagery), the more they exchange static strategies and 
display spaces for conceptual and performance structures (such as 
billboards on the street, the earth, the sky, and television), the less 
inevitable becomes the association between the fine arts and the 
physical (Davis, 1973, p. 168). 
Another term that has been used to express such a process of dematerialization (as 
we have already seen in 1.2. ) is the word "immaterial", whose origins are connected 
to the homonymous exhibition of telecommunication art held at the Centre 
Pompidou in 1985 and curated by Jean-Francois Lyotard. The term "immaterial", 
according to Lyotard merely expresses that today, throughout the world, material 
can no longer be seen as something that, like an object, is set against a subject. 
Rather, Lyotard states, it is an "increasing mutual penetration of matter and spirit", 
already clear in the use of word processing systems (Davis, 1973, p. 154). 
General(y speaking, what is true about contemporary art is that it is hard to trace 
the artworks back to their linguistic status, whether they are focused on social or 
subjective issues. The objective, universal and at(-absorbing languages of the 
historical avant-gardes of the first decades of the 20th century, and their revival 
operated by the neo avant-gardes on the second half of the century, have been 
replaced by the study of language itself, which has characterized the modern and the 
Postmodern. Today, on the contemporary scene, there are any movements aiming 
neither to change the world, as historical avant-gardes tried to do, nor to work on 
the artistic form, as neo avant-gardes, did. They are not even aiming to establish 
'00FOr some references, see 1.5. and 2.4.3. 
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themselves as an individualized language, as modern and postmodern did. Nowadays 
the parameters of judgement of the art system are neither representative nor 
linguistic, but performative (Parmesani, 1997). 
3.1.1.2. Form as Collaborative Relationship 
Such a performative dimension of contemporary art can be translated as a convivial, 
interactive, and relational function of contemporary art. This position is sustained by 
many contemporary authors and scholars, particularly from Nicholas Bourriaud in 
relation to the art form (Bourriaud, 1998), and Futvio Carmagnota (Carmagnota, 1998) 
in relation to the art meaning. According to their analysis, form becomes a 
collaborative relationship and meaning an intersubjective event. 
On the basis of the belief that any artwork produces a model of sociality, Nicholas 
Bourriaud has developed his relational aesthetics as an aesthetical theory that 
evaluates artworks in relation to the interhuman relationships they are able to 
imagine, produce, or trigger. According to Bourriaud, the artworks do not aim at 
creating imaginary or utopic realities anymore, but they try to reconstruct "ways of 
existence" or "action models" inside the existing reality. It is a "relational art", an 
art that he defines, using as a theoretical horizon the sphere of human interactions 
and its social context, rather than the assertion of a symbolical space that is 
autonomous and private. 
According to Bourriaud, the reasons behind this shift towards a relational aesthetics 
are the general urbanization after World War 11 and the city as experience of 
proximity: 
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This intensive meeting regime, once elevated to absolute rule of 
Civilisation, ended up by producing correspondent artistic practices, 
that is to say an art form whose substratum is intersubjectivity and 
whose central theme is the being-together, the ., meeting., between 
viewer and painting, the collective elaboration of meaning (Bourriaud, 
1998, p. 15)'0'. 
Differently from literature, cinema or theatre, these works of art that can be 
"exhibited" and discussed in "reaýtirne". They open a relationat space, a specific 
sociality. In this way the work of art becomes a "social interstice", that is: 
A human relationships space that, fitting in more or less harmoniously 
and openly with the global system, suggests new possibilities of 
exchange, other than those that are working in the current system 
(Bourriaud, 1998, p. 16 )102. 
Bourriaud's relationat aesthetics are not a theory on art, but a theory of form seen 
as, borrowing the expression from Deleuze and Guattari, "affections and perceptions 
btock": 
The form of the contemporary work of art stretches beyond its material 
form: it is a linking element, a dynamic agglutination principle 
03 (Bourriaud, 1998, p. 22)' . 
"Originally: "Ce rigime de rencontre intensif, une fois 61ev6 b [a Puissance d'une rýgle absolue de 
civilisation, a finj par produire des pratiques artistiques en correspondance: Cest-A-dire une forme Wart 
dont Vintersubjectivitk forme (e substrat, et qui prend pour thýme central 1'etre-ensemb(e, la 
-rencontre- entre regardeur et tableau, I'Naboration collective du sens". '020rigina(ly: "un espace de relations humaines qui, tout en Ons6rant plus ou moins harmonieusement 
et ouvertement dans le syst6me global, sugg&re d'autres possibilit6s d'6changes que celles qui sont en 
viguer dans ce systeme". 
103 Originally: "La forme de l'oeuvre contemporaine s'&tend au -deli de sa forme mat6rielle: elle est un i(6ment relant, un Principe d'agglutination dynamique". 
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The form is no longer a contour opposed to a content, but it is a "negotiation with 
the intelligible" that we share. This sharing extends until intersubjectivity, and 
becomes essential for the "production" of the artwork: 
Intersubjectivity, within the frame of a --relationist.. theory of art, 
represents not only the social frame of the reception of art [ ... I but it becomes the essence of the artistic practice (Bourriaud, 1998, p. 23)'04. 
The form can only be created by a meeting between two plans of reality and inside 
an eventmentat temporality autonomously generated by the works and caused by the 
meetings"Ds. Within this perspective, collaboration is a kind of "intersubjectivity 
engineering", inside which the viewers are invo(ved in the form production process 
itsetf through a dynamic interaction with the space of the exhibition 
106 
. 
The function of ar-t, in regards to this phenomenon and to technology specifically, 
consists in taking the perceptive and behavioural habits induced by the techno- 
industrial complex and transforming them into what Nietszche calls "possibilities of 
life". Put simply, art can reverse the authority of technique in order to make it the 
creator of manners of thinking, living, and seeing (Bourriaud, 1998). 
3.1.1.3. Meaning as Intersubjective Event 
Futvio Carmagnola founds his analysis of the crisis of meaning on an understanding of 
the crisis of the traditional art form in contemporary art. According to him, 
'O'Wginally: 'Vintersub*tiviti, dans le cadre d'une teorie -retationniste- de I'art, ne repr6sent pas 
seulement le cadre social de la reception de ['art mais elle devient 1'essence de la pratique 
artistique". 
10BOurriad gives the example of On Kawara's telegrams. 
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contemporary works of art have the effect to confound and irritate, rather than to 
fulfil the need for completeness and beauty. They do not aim to pacify, but to create 
crisis (Carmagnola, 1998). In this way, meaning becomes shifting, unstable, 
continuous differentiation: "the result of an act of contingent choice, on the basis of 
an extreme redundance of possibilities" (Carmagnola, 1998). Contemporary art keeps 
stretching the boundaries of meaning, facing the risk of losing it, and conceives it not 
as a final and pacificatory meeting between significates, but as a transitory 
operation, as "trajectivity". 
This approach deeply challenges the aesthetic thinking that centres on the notion of 
formativeness (Pareyson, 1974), and that sees a work of art as a unique and 
complete universe. According to Carmagnota, in contemporary art meaning is not to 
be found in understanding but in paradox, and the equivocality of simultaneous and 
convergent directions. It is a "becoming" that produces instead of reducing. 
Meaning moves horizontally, from discourse to discourse, from translation to 
translation, from code to code, and not vertically, from appearance to the things as 
they are outside. We can mere(y track its transformations. Just as Liebniz's city can 
be viewed from infinite angles, corresponding to the perspectives of different 
travellers in different positions, so the episternic object is the product of a cultural 
mediation whose partiality does not imply loss of objectivity, because different 
deScriptions enrich the perception of the object. 
106 According to Bourriaud, there are different levels of relationality. They can concern the form, but 
also the exhibition and the dynamics of exchange and technological intermediation. 
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Carmagnola links the relational attitude of contemporary art, highlighted by 
Bourriaud to a continuous process of transformation of meaning. Furthermore, he 
links the notion of intersubjectivity to an idea of irreducibility and creative 
becoming. Again, intersubjectivity, as a form of exchange, becomes essential for the 
artwork: 
This is my perception of art: it is never linked to the possession of the 
object, but to my becoming [ ... 1. And in this becoming takes place that 
exchange of subjectivity (not of possession) that creates that something 
more that frees the object from itself (Pasini, 1994, pp. 12-13). 
3.1.2. Participation and Interaction 
When the cuttural awareness of art as a form of experience begins to grow, the 
contemplation of the work of art as a finite and semantically perfect object becomes 
challenged. While in contemporary art this process of deliverance from the art object 
as such and the exploitation of intersubjectivity have mainly meant new forms of 
"negotiation of the intelligible", in interactive art this process has more radically 
questioned the issue of the author as a privileged creative subject. Intersubjectivity 
in interactive art has been translated not only in an active participation of the 
viewer (like in early practices of communication art), but also in new forms of 
structural interaction, which opened up new opportunities for mutual exchange and 
for setting up new creative situations. 
In this section participation and interaction will be examined as the core aesthetical 
Principles which interactive art, and later net art, have theoretically and practically 
translated. Here, we see the same process of deliverance from the art object and the 
exp(oitation of intersubjectivity that have been at work in contemporary art. 
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1. Cultural Conditions 
Art as we know it begins during the Greek revolution in the 6 Ih century B. C., with the 
notion of a creative and representative art, an art envisioned by artists whose names 
are now renowned. If archaic art were a mere visual indicatoi- to convey ritual or 
religious meanings (let us think for instance at the representation of the Pharaoh in 
Egyptian art as a very tall figure to indicate his divine majesty and his role) it was 
because the society was an oecumene, a community that shared the same beliefs and 
values (Ceserani, 1988). 
With the Renaissance, and in particular from the 16 th century onwards, another 
change takes place. Art acquires value in itself, frees itself from communication. It is 
no longer used as a vehicle to convey an institutional message predetermined by the 
Fathers of the Church or by the court humanist. The legend of the so-called artist 
creator begins. He is autonomous and has all the abi(ities that the God of the 
Renaissance possesses as the architect of the universe. The artist also tries to 
emancipate his art from a representative function, and to explore new forms of 
expression and the potential of language. Meanwhile the viewer looks, observes and 
finally experiences - in a wortd that is fragmented and in the absence of any codified 
and ultimate system of meanings - the world of the artist. 
3.1.2.2. Artwork as "Open Work" 
When the cultural awareness of art as experience begins to grow, the conternplation 
of the work of art as a finite and semanticalty perfect object becomes challenged. 
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The assumption that there is a sharp division, and an automatic and univocal 
relationship between the act of transmitting an aesthetic message and its reception 
is abandoned. The aim becomes the involvement of the audience, and an interactive 
expansion of their sensitivity: the work of art is opened (Eco, 1962). 
The significance of the artwork is initially opened in a sensorial and hermeneutic 
fashion. Without a viewer the piece is incomplete. The collaboration between artist 
and viewer becomes so essential that it transforms our perception, normally centred 
on subject and object, making the opposition "self "P'other than self" less rigid. 
Viewers and author become part of the same f(ow, of the same creative activity. This 
collaboration works beyond the object, and questions the subject, challenging our 
very idea of what art is or can be (Ascott, 1987; Costa, 1999). 
The opening of the artwork as both object and subject moves along trajectories that 
begin with the mutti-sensorial invotvement of the viewer pursued by Futurism, UICS 
Dadaism, Surrealism, and Bauhaus, and continue in the behaviourat and intellectual 
involvement of the audience which was investigated by the artistic practices of the 
1950s to the 1970s, e. g. from cinetic art to happenings. From the bicycle wheel by 
Duchamp, a ready-made piece with which the viewer must physically connect, to 
Calder's mobiles that require the lightest touch to move and then fully exist. From 
the cleaning of the blackboard pictures by Picabia, to the analogic and digital 
technological systems, to the Internet, and recent molecular technologies such as 
biotechnologies, nanotechnotogies (Pignotti, 1993; Popper, 1993; Witson, 2002). 
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3.1.2.3. Artwork as Interactive Work 
it is nonetheless useful to draw a distinction between "participation" and 
"interaction", and to understand how the idea of "interaction" further broadens the 
context of creative activity (Popper, 1988; 1993): 
One first distinction between "participation" and -interaction" must 
be drawn. In the artistic context, "participation" means, from the 
1960s on, active intervention (both intellectual and behavioural) of 
the viewer. This double invitation, that breaks with the traditional 
attitude towards the viewer, carries important socio-politicat 
implications. [... ] The word "interaction", of more recent use in the 
artistic field, gives the viewer a rote that is even more important. In 
this case, the artist tries to stimulate mutual exchanges between 
his/her works and the viewer, a process made possible by the recent 
technological systems that allow to create a situation in which 1he 
work of art reacts (or answers) to the actions (or to the questions) of 
the user/viewer. These artworks are usually to be found in the shape 
of a global net, they demand the complete participation of the 
viewer. Their meaning is undoubtedly sociological, more than directly 
political as the works of the Sixties, because they are more involved 
in environmental and daily issues, sometimes with a distinctive 
scientific quality. In the contemporary art context, "participation" 
indicates the relationship between the viewer and a "finite" work of 
art, whereas "interaction" designates the mutual exchange between 
the user and an "intelligent" system. Up to recent times, in particular 
in the United States, the word "interaction" was used exclusively to 
designate the exchanges between the artist and the system, but 
nowadays it is also applied to the relationship between viewer and 
artist, established trough the intermediation of different kinds of net, 
from a simple electric or electronic device to a set of local or 
worldwide terminals. Within this broadened context, the creative 
activity is no longer limited to "professionals" - artists, architects, 
composers - but involves a wider audience (Popper, 1993, p. 8). 
Interactive art is based not only on "participation", on the active intervention of the 
vqewer (or user) and on the socio-potitical implications of this act, but also on 
"interaction" and the possibility to create mutual exchanges. "'Interaction" allows 
the artwork not simply to be "'open", but to set creative situations in which the 
artwork reacts and builds itself: 
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When Duchamp suggested that the work of art depended on the viewer 
to complete the concept, little did he know that by the end of the 
century some works of art (such as interactive films) would literally 
depend on the viewer, not only to complete them, but to initiate them 
and give them content (Rush, 1999, p. 171). 
The artwork tends to require the capability, and often the necessity to newly 
metamorphosise. Exploiting the ability of computers to react in real time, and to 
work at the level of the material sources of the creative process"', images and 
sounds are modified in close relation to the presence and the actions of the viewers, 
which are transformed in their turn in active intermediaries (or co-authors) between 
too[, work and artist (Bordini, 2000). 
Electronics and digital technologies have made these creative situations and events 
possible, disintegrating representation in electrons and then bits. Most significantly, 
however, digital technologies have made accessible the source of the creative 
processes, where images and sounds can be manipulated'". Lastly, the global 
interconnectivity of the Internet has enabled these new technologies to become 
something more than new too(s, since they have the property of generating new 
relationships between human beings within the creative process, and of creating new 
languages and forms of experience (Ascott, 1987). 
1071 can modify a computational structure, combining differently the units of information that compose 
it, but I cannot modify, for instance, the composition of pigments on a canvas that have already been 
Painted. 
"In the computer art field, artists like Michel Bret, defending a "proc6dural art", stressed the 
difference between traditional tools, that do not allow the visual artists to work on something more 
than the objects, and the computer, which now permits them to have access to the processes and the 
sources of creative activity. 
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3.1.2.4. The Net Condition 
Consistent with an aesthetical principle of "interaction", an interactive work of art 
can atso be seen as a work that uses branching systems and networks for creating 
connective links and nodes. The role assumed by the interactive artist in creating the 
work is similar to the role of a systems designer, and the artwork takes on a different 
relationship to the viewer, who participates in the ultimate unfolding and meaning of 
the artwork itself (Lovejoy, 1997). 
In this sense telernatic technologies are not just extensions of other existing media, 
but rather they support "a new open-ended field of creative endeavour, one which is 
without an aesthetic of closure and completeness" (Lovejoy, 1997, p. 230). This 
creative endeavour has been extensively explored by Mario Costa and Roy Ascott 
particularty, who have stressed that the dimension opened up by the interactivity 
and connectivity of te(ematic technologies deals with new forms of creativity and 
existence. 
According to Costa, in order to recognize the interaction, beyond an understanding of 
it as an active intervention in the moment in which the work is being made or 
completed, it is important to a focus on what he calls the "hyper- subject": 
The point is not the substitution of the metaphysical subject with an 
analogously metaphysical absence of subject; the most important thing 
Oýect 
in is to understand how the functioning of a device modifies the sub 
which it is inserted and makes it work (Costa, 1998, pp. 85-86)'O . 
'090riginally: "Non si tratta di sostituire a un sogget to metafisico un'altrettanto metaf isica assenza-di - 
S09getto; si tratta invece di capire come it funzionamento di un dispositivo atteggia e fa funzionare it 
soggetto che in esso si inserisce". 
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Costa's focus on the relation between subject and object within the interactive 
system that produces the artwork allows us to make a theoretical distinction 
between interaction as a form of "participation" and interaction as a form of 
"collaboration". Such a distinction seems to connect the notion of collaboration, 
approached by Costa in relation to the idea of "hyper- subject", to the issue of 
subject, and then to the one of intersubjective relationships. The peculiarity of 
collaboration, in the interactive art context, is that the subject relates and works 
with other subjects within a new perceptual and performative condition. 
In this situation, the intersubjective relationship necessarily becomes a creative 
relationship. Roy Ascott's works and theories provide a clear insight into the 
characteristics of interactive art, and telematic art in particular. His observations 
underline how deeply creative the relationship and interaction between subject and 
object is within an art that is no longer style and form but sensitivity. It presents a 
possibility and modality of reality construction: 
Art, which was previously so concerned with a finite product, a 
composed and ordered outcome, an aesthetic finality, a resolution or 
conclusion, reflecting a ready-made reality, is now moving towards a 
fundamental concern with processes of emergence and of coming-into- 
being. This raises critical, theoretical, and aesthetic questions which we 
can no longer avoid. In an important sense the issue is political, it 
concerns as much the democratisation of meaning as the 
democratisation of communications, that is to say a shared participation 
in the creation and ownership of reality. [ ... ] Instead of creating, 
expressing, or transmitting content, [the artist] is now involved in 
designing context: contexts within which the observer or viewer can 
construct experience and meaning (Ascott, 1993). 
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Noticing the change in the status of the art object and the artist, Ascott stresses the 
new collaborative dimension of artistic creation as doorway to a dataspace of 
semantic and material potentiality: 
The status of both art and artists changes radically [ ... ) Responsibility for 
meaning is shared, creatMty comes out of cooperation and authorship is 
dispersed. [ ... ] The interface to these systems is not the window to an 
ordered reality as presented by Renaissance art, but a doorway to an 
infinitely transformable reality, the threshold to variable worlds, in 
which we can creatively move and meet and have our being (Ascott, 
1991, p. 116). 
Now, the next stage of radicality wilt be the reversible nature of the effect between 
real and virtual, between local and non-local (Ascott, 2002; Weibel Et Druckrey, 
2001). The Net, as it is configured today, imposes new conditions on the historicat 
media and historical social forms of communication and art. Net-based installations 
are the latest stage of media art since the video-based sculpture of the 1980s and 
the computer-based, Interactive installations of the 1990s. In net-based installations, 
the changes and advances of Net Art are clearty demonstrated by two traits: 
Firstly, the net forges a link between the local, physical, real and 
material space of the hic et nunc and the dislocated, virtual, immaterial 
space of the information sphere. [ ... ) Secondly, the interaction is not 
unidirectional, monosensory and irreversible... In a computer-based net 
installation, for the first time the relation between the image and the 
viewer is reversible, i. e. it takes place in two directions (Weibel Et 
Druckrey, 2001, p. 14). 
According to Ascott, the radica( nature of this "'telematicity" can even be found at 
the heart of mo(ecular structures and epigenetic systems (Ascott, 2002). Thus, while 
interactive art is being networked and is evolving towards forms of intersubjective 
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creation it is also experiencing, by the means of nano and biological technologies, 
new ecologies and new materializations"O. 
3.2. The Lesson of Net Art 
Compared with previous experiences of telecommunication art and with other 
interactive art practices, Net Art has its own specificities. Rather than as an 
established genre or ideology, Net Art is conceived and analysed in this work as an 
examp(e of "trans-genre" media, that is to say as a form of thought and practice. 
This approach to Net Art distinguishes between the understanding of aesthetic 
outcome from an interactional perspective, which is in turn framed within and 
legitimised by the aesthetical and cultural path described in the previous sections. 
This section highlights the creative strategies and patterns of interaction that Net Art 
has been able to investigate from the very start. It stresses how their analysis focuses 
on the intersubjective processes of creation triggered by Net Art, and how such 
processes can be relevant for Metadesign in a transdisciplinary context. These 
processes might atso contribute to identify a new design space that can match and 
enhance the potential of our contemporary material and existential conditions. 
A Definition of Net Art 
When artists discovered the Internet as a media for their work in the mid-90s, for 
many of them it appeared not only as a way out of the art industry and as a newly 
'*rhis aspect will not be taken into account within this work, which is focused primarily on the 
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discovered free space for their own work, but also as a chance for global and free 
CoMmunication: consumers who become producers; social networking over and 
through geographical and political borders; direct information exchange beyond 
economic constraints and without filtration through the mass media (Baumgýrtet, 
2001). Today there is a critical attitude toward such practice and this has now 
become one of Net Art's distinctive quatities. In fact, according to David Ross, one of 
the first to take Net Art seriously, discursive quality is always embedded in the 
actual work of Net Art, which suggests the collapse of the distinction between 
critical dialogue and generative dialogue. In turn, we could suggest the collapse of 
the artwork itself and its critical apparatus, into a single "back -and- forth continuum" 
(Ross, 1999). 
Given this information, a distinction can be drawn between artworks realized in the 
World Wide Web and corxeived of as their own self-contained Internet site, and 
artworks meant as social connections and collaborations which, according to 
Baumgartel, can take place in mailing lists or in other "virtual communities" 
(Baumgartel. 2001)"'. 
The first "net-works", like Jodi or Superbad, are net-specific, which means that they 
could not exist in any other medium because. For example, they work with the 
technicat dispositive of the browser software and the transmission speed of the 
Internet, but they do not invite an exchange, and their interactivity is limited to 
allowing the user to navigate in various ways through these sites by mouseclick. The 
second, in contrast to these, are projects or "networks", more strongly oriented 
intersubjective processes of creation triggered by Net Art. 
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towards a wider participation. According to Baumgartel, instances of these are "net 
communities", which were born as a product of the collaboration between a 
collective of artists, programmers and political activists. Since the beginning these 
groups were concerned with producing situations that invite social interaction: 
From the beginning were thought of as 'context- systems' in which the 
artists offered an infrastructure in which a great number of users are 
able to communicate with each other and interact and therefore 
function as a 'network'. These projects are therefore also comparable 
with Joseph Beuy's concept of the 'social sculpture' (Baumgjrtel, 2001, 
p. 160). 
Like previous examples of telecommunication art, Net Art shows a tendency toward 
experimentation, a dichotomy between a formal aesthetic approach and a more 
socio-political approach, and generally "ludic, ironic, provocative and jubilatory 
features" (Bureaud, 2001). As Bureaud points out, Net Art has also inherited concepts 
and forms that were etaborated twenty years earlier (see 3.1.2.4. ), such as the 
notion of cc>nnectivity, distributed self, ubiquity or telepresence, hypermedia, and 
the invention of "plastic" spatio-temporat forms that fluctuate to the rhythm of 
network flux. 
In his survey on information arts, Wilson reviews all these elements of Net Art, and 
describes how, for many kinds of artistic activity in the current era, the World Wide 
Web is a critical context and source of many opportunities. According to him, many 
artists are using the Web primarily as a distribution system. Many are using the Web 
to create exquisite, nonlinear multimedia events that can be navigated differently by 
each visitor. Many consider it one of the most radical developments in the arts world 
"'To express this distinction BaumgArtel use the words "net-works" and "networks". 
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because of its promotion of interactivity, distributed authorship, decentred 
presentation, and the interleaving of image, sound, and text. All these uses exploit 
connectivity between persons, to collaboration and group work, creation of 
distributed archives, internationalism, and comment on the Web context (Wilson, 
2002). 
in this work, the expression "Net Art", now widespread, is adopted to identify an 
area of artistic practice that works on the interconnective proper-ties of the Internet 
as a "raw material", and marks a difference from other practices, more concerned 
with an expressive exploration of the multimedia language of the Web (more often 
named "Web Art"). In adopting this expression, I do not mean to refer to "Net Art" 
as a kind of established genre or ideology, whose origins seem to go back to a 
malfunctioning piece of software (Shuigin et at., 2001). 1 refer to an idea of Net Art 
as networked practice of interactive art, better as "primarily a form of thought and 
practice based on the concept of weaving and not simply an interactive mode of art 
based on networked technology" (Ueno, 1996) As a kind of "trans-genre" (ibid). 
Technologies of networked computing allow art to use permanent and global 
computer networks and a hypertextual and multimedia communication system: an 
electronic space that people can experience and navigate. The Web, as this space is 
usually called (even when accessible through mobile and ubiquitous devices like PDAs 
or celtphones), is property a specific region of cyberspace (December and Ginsburg, 
1997). Specifically, it can be described as the electronic space generated and 
generating itsetf by connections and activities of computer networking. In cotloquial 
terms, this electronic space can also be described as "having to do fundamentally 
with connections between people or connections between things" (Ueno, 1996). 
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Net Art arises from these connections, from flows of data and network interactions. 
In general terms, we can say that it uses the Web as a raw material, for its 
connective and interactive properties, instead of exploiting it to promote particular 
contents or to produce objects. Net Art originates and generates interaction 
processes, so that the interactive properties of the work and the conditions for the 
process of interaction can be generally considered its main qualities (De Kerckhove, 
1997). 
Three interrelated levels of activity have been identified as constitutive of a work of 
Net Art. They have been called ""movements"' 12 , and are: interactive exchange, 
morphogenesis, and emergence of meaning (Giaccardi, 2002). Rather than to produce 
a list of genre features or a tassonomy of possible genres, the analysis of these 
"movements" will enable the framing of Net Art within the aesthetical path explored 
in the previous sections of this chapter. Such a process, will also help us to recognize 
how peculiarly intersubjective and creative processes are at the heart of a work of 
Net Art. 
3.2.2. Mov. 1: Interactive Exchange 
Interactive exchange relates to the 'making'. It is the resutt of interactions between 
users and computers, and within each group. It is the movement that defines the 
113 dynamics that lead to a 'material outcome' 
1121 call them "movements" because they are correlated, and they cannot be imagined individually. '"Such a material outcome can also be, the simple "visualization" of a creative activity. Even though 
the third movement of emergence of meaning (see 3.2.4. ) Is actually part of the same creative process, it does not affect directly (that is to say structurally) the material "production" of the outcome. 
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According to its standard meaning, the idea of interaction identifies a particular way 
of action that involves several subjects. Specifically, interactivity can be defined as 
the peculiar property of computational tools and systems that qualify the user as an 
agent, able to start and perform actions alternately with the actions performed by 
the system or by other users with which he is having a dialogue, by means of the 
system (Vittadini, 1993). Through interactivity the user deve(ops, from one who 
simply sends and receives, into the performer of the exchange between himself and 
the computer, or between himseff and other users. 
The place of this exchange, where users meet and relations come about, makes the 
interaction itself the real object of creative production. Therefore, the kind of 
interactivity that can be per-formed, and the quality of actions that the interactive 
properties and the conditions for the interaction process allow within the system are 
a matter of the greatest importance. In fact, different kinds and qualities of 
interconnectivity" affect the capability of the system to increase the scope and 
complexity of the space of creation. This capability can be seen as a form of 
"virtualization" (L&vy, 1998): 
By nature problematic, the virtual is similar to a subjective situation, a 
dynamic configuration of trends, forces, finalities, and constraints 
resolved through actualization. Actualization is an event, in the 
strongest sense of the term. An act is accomplished, but not 
predetermined, and it in turn modifies the dynamic configuration in 
which it assumes meaning. The articulation of the virtual and the actual 
animates the very dialectic of the event, the process, of being as 
creation (L6vy, 1998, p. 171). 
Following the interactional perspective adopted in this work to investigate Net Art, the two planes of 
POIesis and semiosis (production and interpretation) are here kept separate in the analysis of the 
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According to this interpretation, the more collaborative capabilities are wide, the 
more the event is indeterminate. The more interactivity raises the virtualization of 
the system, the more deeply users are in the heart of creation. 
A first, basic distinction can be made between an "interactivity of selection" and an 
"interactivity of content" (Vittadini, 1993). This distinction sounds a little schematic, 
but is very useful when connected to dynamics of virtuatization /actualization. 
Interactivity of selection is peculiar to hypertextual language. The active 
intervention of the user is exercised through a set of paths, searches or selections 
that he can make. The user interacts within a field of possible choices he has the 
power to reatize"'. When the outcome of his action is a new web page, an audio or 
video file, in short when it is retrieved information, the user can realize only what is 
already possible, and this condition is independent from the range of his selection. 
Interactivity of content, or creative interactivity, incorporates the user directly into 
the "making". In this case, the user does not simply realize an option, but creates 
something new. The outcome of his action is not a web page or multimedia file 
selected and served through a hyperlink, but it can be any sort of content and action 
that the user can create or perform through an interface, and according to the 
structure or the performativity of the system that has been designed. 
creative process. 
'"See note 24. 
"In this case it is a dynamic "possible/ real". According to Deleuze and Guattari, and Lcivy later, the 
Possible is already fully constituted, but it is missing existence. In this sense the realization of a possible 
is not an act of creation in the fullest sense of the word, for creation implies the innovative production 
of an idea or form. 
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In relation to the interactivity of content, a further important distinction can be 
made between different qualities of creative interaction. According to the distinction 
established in this chapter between participation and interaction, a difference can 
be made between an interactivity of content based on participation ("participatory 
interactivity"), and an interactMty of content based on collaboration ("collaborative 
interactivity"). This difference is of course again schematic' 16 , but it is enlightening 
and fruitful in corresponding the aesthetical and the interactional level of analysis. 
Participatory interactivity makes a user's actions a personal contribution to the 
work. The user participates with something of his or her own in the construction of 
the outcome, as weU as with other innumerable users, scattered across the Net in 
different times and physical spaces. His or her contribution can be valued, mediated 
or even maniputated by the artist (or artists), and it can be cotlected in a 
predetermined structure. The user's contribution is somehow directed, it has its a 
priori structural or conceptual location inside the whole developing of the artwork. 
Usually the contribution is "sent", and exists as a text, a graphic or multimedia file 
previousty created by the user on his or her hard disk, in a stand-atone manner. 
Alternatively, with collaborative interactivity artwork comes into being and acquires 
meaning inside, and through the very process of collaboration. Creation is based on 
dynamics and strategies of interaction and collaboration working on interpersonal 
relationships, collective mechanisms or any other pattern of relations (Giaccardi, 
1999). Artwork appears and disappears, leaving sometimes only documentation, a 
"In another paper of mine addressing different typologies of artistic agency on the Web, it emerges 
how these qualities may blend. SITO (www. sito. org), for instance, is clearly based on a community 
agency that can mix participatory and collaborative interactivity without interruption. See (Giaccardi, 
1999). 
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trace, a generational path. It is basically a shared creative experience, where 
authorship shifts towards relational processing and new agencies. 
Indeed, the theoretical difference between participation and collaboration (and then 
between participatory and collaborative interactivity) is supported, not only by the 
aesthetical distinction recently established by Popper within the frame of a discourse 
on interactive art, but also etymologically. In fact, "to participate" suggests the idea 
of someone taking "part" in something that is somehow out there, while "to 
cottaborate" shifts the semantic centre on the suffix that means "with" (from the 
Latin "cum"), and on the notion of active working (from the Latin "labor"). The word 
collaboration therefore suggests the idea of working "together with" someone else, 
and more explicitly suggests the idea of an ongoing process of mutual interaction"'. 
3.2.3. Mov. 2: Morphogenesis 
When an interactivity of content is devetoped, the artwork is dependant on that 
interaction, and keeps on changing and generating itse(f under a neverending 
morphogenesis. This process of morphogenesis is originated on one side by users' 
interactive exchange, and on the other side by the pecutiar features of cyberspace. 
In fact, grounding on the new material and environmental conditions of being and 
consisting that cyberspace provides to the artwork, the creative process induced by 
the interactive exchange continuously alters the artwork and its status. 
'171n the field of CSCW a difference is also established between collaboration and cooperation. Such a 
difference is conceived as a difference in focusing on the modality or the purpose of the work. SO: 70 
collaborate is to work together or with someone else, and to cooperate is to work or act together for a 
shared purpose" (Soorgard, 1987, p. 3). 
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Sometimes these alterations appear to be a growing up of the "body" of the artwork, 
or an increased complexity of its form and branching. Users' direct or indirect 
contributions"", usually brought about in asynchronous times, change the stored 
data, their manner of linking, and the occupied space of memory. In this way the 
work is being modified by the time and space of access to the artwork and its 
semiotic emergence. 
Sometimes, these changes are more subtle, less tangible, and they emerge as "wave 
movements", rather than as visible aftermaths. Clearly from the analysis of projects 
primarily based on collaborative interactivity (Giaccardi, 2002), the "body" of the 
artwork is better described as a flow of activity generated by the process of 
interaction, rather than as an open structure. In this case time and space of creative 
activo are collaboratively modified by the rhythm of interaction processes, and by 
their existential duration. 
Grounded in processes that are formed by joining information treatment and 
coltaborative activity seamlessly, the "raw materia(" of the work, morphogenesises, 
making the artwork fall into an interactional and eventmental field of existence. 
3.2.4. Mov. 3: Emergence of Meaning 
This third movement does not relate to hierarchies of signifying and signified, but to 
dynamics which incorporate into the artwork the capabi(ity of users to produce and 
"In some cases users' contributions are unintentional, in the sense that they are produced by 
unconscious and hardly intelligible activities, for instance accessing to a website and browsing it. 
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share meanings. Again, users deal with processes, where meaning is at stake, as it 
was a "raw material". 
Meaning contributes to the artwork's form. At the same time, meaning is also given 
by the form; configuring itself as a personal, communal, or collective meaning, and 
determining recognized and shared contexts. It operates at the level of that "poietic 
excitement" that is determined by the interactive exchange, and in which it is 
constantly processed. On a different level, meaning is objectified through the 
discourses and practices it is able to generate, blurring personal time with collective 
time, one's own storytelling with collective storytelling. 
In such a complex processing, poietic activity and serniotic activity loop and 
synthesize the cyber and the existential continuum. In fact, this processing involves 
users' perceptual, social, and cultural systems, and intertwines this meaning with 
users' wider context of existence. 
The unstoppable emergence of different patterns of meaning, not only highlights the 
intersubjective contingency of meaning, but also its deep irreducibility. Users do not 
deal only with the interpretative breaks of every artwork. Here meaning .. makes" the 
artwork as well as computational data. In the same process, in the same poietic 
excitement, matter seems to be constituted of different materials and generations of 
reality. 
From the analysis of the three movements of interactive exchange, morphogenesisp 
and emergence of meaning, it is clear that the value of a project of Net Art is 
complex. It can be compared to the value of an architectural space, that is judged 
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not only by being nice or ugly, functional or otherwise, but expresses a value related 
to its environmental dimension (Zevi. 1993). In the same way, the complex value of a 
project of Net Art is related to an experiential dimension to inhabit, into which users 
can plunge. 
The complex and irreducible value of Net Art makes it impossible "to judge" the 
outcome from a traditional and merely aesthetic perspective. Without incurring in 
the self -referentiality of more codified art forms, Net Art"' generates unforeseen 
and unforeseeable outcomes, the value of which is the pleasure or the significance 
users derive from the experience and meaning that the outcome detivers"O 
3.2.5. Collaboration and Co-Creation 
It is clear that both collaboration and co-creation, meant as intersubjective 
processes, are substantial in the definition of a relational attitude that moves from 
contemporary art to net art, passing through avant-garde and interactive art. At this 
point the specific elements that characterize the digital arts"' can be summarized in 
the fo(lowing points. 
First, the creative process of the work is primarily based on interactivity. This does 
not mean that the work is simply "to be completed", or made effective in all its 
Wo-political implications by the active intervention of the audience. It is not a 
'19When seen and analysed as a "trans-genre" of course, and not as a codified genre. 'It is also true that now many net artists are quite well Integrated within an art institutional system 
and cleverly promote themselves. Nevertheless, a dimension of their work remains that is somehow 
Programmatically "out of control". This dimension ties at the convergence of the three movements 
described in this work. 
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relationship between a viewer and an artwork that is, somehow, already there. The 
fact that the creative process is primarily based on interaction means that it exists in 
a reciprocal exchange, in a mutual relationship between one or more viewers and a 
"reacting" artwork, an artwork that is generated by the very relationship. 
Secondty, digital arts are based on the premise that computational media and other 
molecular technologies allow people to operate at the sources of the creative 
activity. This means that people do not work on "objects", but on "processes". In 
this way people's perception, which is usually centred on the distinction between 
objects and subjects, changes, and the subject itself comes to be defined not by the 
rigid opposition between "self" and "other", but as part of the same creative flow. 
This allows creative activity to become a flow that is not limited to professional 
artists anymore. Quoting the interactive artist Toshiro Anzai, we can even radicalize 
this condition, and assume the idea that creation can only be conceived as co- 
creation: "You can't create anything by trying to separate yourself from others" 
(Anzai, 1994). This idea is atso presumed by the biophysicist Hiroshi Shimizu, who 
argues that we cannot create anything by trying to separate ourselves from others, or 
by trying to separate ourselves from the place that activates people's creative desire 
(Shimizu, 2001; Yoneyama, 1996; Yoneyama, 2001). 
In relation to these points, and in comparison to interactive art, net art seems to 
produce an empowerment of the collaborative capabilities of the work and ai 
indeterminate end, by exploiting the computational power added to the 
decentralized structure of digital networks, and profiting from the quality of new 
121BOth interactive art and net art are fundamentally based on the computing power of current digital 
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materials and processes available to participants. Such empowerment and freedom 
allows users to be "in the heart of creation", and to enact a process of virtuatization 
and actualisation based on the capability of the system, and on the different kinds 
and qualities of connectivity and interactivity that the system provides. The more 
people are connected and the more frequent their interaction, the more new 
relationships rise and new forces are at play. Such a "net condition" increases the 
scope and complexity of the creation space, and allows users to be effective co- 
creators, turning the notion of collaboration into one that is highly intersubjective 
and creative. 
3.3. Net Art and Metadesign: Working Hypothesis 
Compared to Metadesign, particularly to those applications which are more business 
oriented or technologically driven, Net Art has been able to answer our new material 
and existential conditions with an experimentalism, that has allowed it to explore 
and exp(oit in greater depth the embodied and intersubjective dimension of human 
creativity. Nevertheless, both Metadesign and Net Art share some fundamental 
assumptions and concerns, on the ground of which it is possible to establish a fruitful 
transdsdplinary dia(ogue. 
3.3.1. A Shared Design Experimentalism 
The dismantling experimentalism adopted by Net Art in the effort to answer the 
material and existential conditions that new technologies have brought about in our 
systems. 
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lives, has meant new forms of creative experience. We have seen evidence of such 
innovation in this chapter"', along with many fresh and imaginative design 
approaches. 
As Pelle Ehn points out, it is interesting to notice how artists experimenting with new 
technologies are often at the absolute frontier of design research, exploring for 
instance new forms of human-computer interaction and new ways of experiencing 
our virtual and material reality (Ehn, 1999). Even more interesting, is how this 
experimentalism is often "compromised" with a new approach to the world, and thus 
to design itself - Such experimentalism seems to have overcome the antinomies 
derived from the maintenance and reproduction of the art sphere as a cu(turally sp(it 
space that belonged to the avant-garde experimentalism: 
The incomp(eted avant-gardist attitude is the one that, in the first 
avant-gardes, expressed the project of the universalization of art, the 
programme of its anthropologically split configuration. This 
fundamental avant-gardist project is still the deepest limit of our 
aestheticat horizon. Its stagnation (and not its frustration) cannot be 
separated from the thought that its practical realization is linked to a 
complete transformation of the society we live in, of our whole way of 
living. The historical avant-gardes maintained on the contrary that art 
was the most powerful force that could modify human life (Jimenez, 
p. 14) 123 . 
Net Art experimentalism seems to be aware that the space between the apparent 
dimension of art and the transformation of the world is not only to be found in the 
'22As we have seen art experience has also begun to be conceived as creative (poietic), rather than as 
exclusively perceptual (aesthetic). 
'230figinally: "L'attitudine avanguardistica incompiuta e quella che nette prime avanguardie formuI6 it 
progetto delta universalizzazione de(Varte, it programma delta sua configurazione antropologicamente 
scissa. Tate fondamentale progetto dell'avanguardia costituisce, ancora oggi, it timite pi6 profondo del 
nostro ortzzonte estetico. It suo ristagno (e non la sua frustrazione) risulta indissociabile datta 
cOnstatazione che (a sua realizzazione pratica 6 legata ad una trasformazione integrate delta nostra 
civikk del nostro modo di vivere net suo Insierne, a diffe renza deUe impostazioni pi6 comuni net 
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universe of art, and that the practical realization of this transformation is not based 
only on projects of expressive, formal and linguistic renewal, but also on the 
transformation of the cultural, economic, and social structures in which art is set. 
It is in this kind of experimental disposition that I see the promise today for a 
transdisciplinary hypothesis between art and design. Metadesign and Net Art 
respectively express a movement "beyond design" and "beyond art" in the light of a 
response to shared material and existential conditions, mainly due to computational 
malleability, interactivity and connectivity. It is in this movement that I see a mutual 
and interesting convergence between the two, and the groundwork for some working 
hypothesis. 
3.3.2. Further Analogies, and Some Differences 
Having accepted the premise for a transdisciph nary work, we can compare closer Net 
Art and Metadesign, and notice that they show some overlaps and differences. Their 
overtaps confirm the legitimacy to establish a connection between the two, and to 
set some working hypothesis. Their differences give an indication of the points where 
their connection might be fruitful. 
Both Net Art and Metadesign concern the expansion of human creativity. The shift or, 
more correctly, the possibility for the user to transform from viewer or consumer to 
co-creator or co-designer, represents a call for an expansion of the creative process 
in art and design. It is hence evident that both Net Art and Metadesign deat with co- 
dispiegamento storico delle avanguardie, le quali limitavano alla dinamica esclusiva dell'arte (a forza di 
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creation, because they both aim to activate collaborative processes that allow the 
emergence of creative activities. In the practice of both Net Art and Metadesign such 
expansion is supported by open and malleable structures, but the main difference 
consists in the purpose of the work and, therefore, in the nature of the creative 
process that is activated. In Metadesign, as in design, the main objective is to solve 
problems and manage the knowledge necessary to that purpose. In Net Art, as in 
interactive arts, the approach is not oriented to solve a given or emerging problem, 
but rather to experience the work itse(f. From this basic difference it derives that in 
Metadesign users are mainly prompted by rational motivations and explicit goals, 
while in Net Art they are supposed to be moved also by playful enjoyment and a 
personal feeling of value. This is the reason why Net Art has explored the expansion 
of human creativity in the terms of an expansion of the intersubjective dimension, 
dealing, although not exclusively, with feelings and emotions. 
There are also other interesting, random overlaps between Net Art and Metadesign, 
which seem to suggest a shared cultural background at the convergence of art and 
design. If we took for instance at the idea of the interactive artist as a systems 
designer (Lovejoy, 1997), a clear link appears with the idea of the metadesigner as a 
systems integrator (Galloway, personal communication). As wett, we have seen how 
the discussion of Metadesign is many times raised within the art field or art-related 
discussions, by artists that are at the same time designers (and vice versa). 
maggiOre Portata nella trasformazione delta vita umana". 
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Another interesting overlap is represented by some points that Metadesign shares 
with telematic culture, which has contributed significantly to the birth of Net Art. 
This presents the idea that design has been developed within such a culture: 
Instead of creating, expressing, or transmitting content, (the artist) is 
now involved in designing context: contexts within which the observer 
or viewer can construct experience and meaning (Ascott, 1993). 
The very idea of "seeding", defined by Roy Ascott as a way of designing that should 
replace top down designing; the idea of a "non trivial interactivity", conceived as an 
open-ended and infinite interactivity capable to accommodate always new variables; 
the idea of "OES", open-ended systems in which interaction takes place within 
networked, atgorithmic or evolutive systems which put the user or the environment 
in control of the interaction itself "" (Ascott, 1995b). All these present interesting 
points of convergence with Metadesign, and they further confirm the validity of the 
premise on which a transdisci ph nary comparison between Net Art and Metadesign can 
be established. 
3.3.3. What We Can Learn from Net Art? 
As we have seen in this chapter, Net Art, foltowing a distinctive aesthetical path, has 
explored the expansion of human creativity in the terms of an expansion of the 
intersubjective dimension, also termed "'in-between" (Ascott, 1999). The exploration 
and exploitation of the intersubjective dimension, particularly in terms of feelings 
and emotions, represents instead a weak aspect in the practice of Metadesign, 
"I'hey are considered alternative to "FDS", finite data sets where action is within pre-designed limits, 
Presented as a unitary experience, with the artist in control. 
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though many theories of Metadesign have addressed this topic as a crucial element in 
25 
the developing of a methodological framework' 
In Net Art, the 9D called "in-between" is experienced through networked processes 
that allow people to grasp the available intersubjectivity. Relations come about 
within a place, at the same time physically distributed and interactively connected, 
where subject and object are relationally "embodied" into the system. The ways in 
which subject and object are relationally embodied into the system and enabled to 
interact can be different. Creative processes can arise from interpersonal 
relationships, group relationships, collective mechanisms or any other pattern of 
relations (Giaccardi, 1999). Also, intersubjectivity can be extended to comprehend 
different reatms and different p(anes of retation"b (Giaccardi, 2001). 
Cottaborative practices of Net Art open a dimension in which the creative act is not a 
representative act, but something that allows us to inhabit and act directly in a 
" poietic" environment. In this environment, where the work originates "'by itself" 
and users perform their creative actions interacting with one another"', the 
complexity of the work increases to the point that makes the project itself 
"explode". Through the network, the order of the components of the work and the 
attractors activated is theoretically multiplied infinitely, and co-creation is at a 
maximum degree of virtuality. 
'255ee in particular 2.2.1., 2.2.4., and 2.4.2. '26 Human-to-human, interspecies, human -to -artificial, artificiat-to-artificial. '271t is what has been called interactive exchange (see 3.2.2. ). 
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The question is: how can we design systems and interfaces that enable to explore 
and expioit the intersubjective and computationally embodied dimension of co- 
creation? The case studies that this work will examine, by focusing primarily on the 
dimension of interactive exchange, aim to allow the identification of design 
principles that can provide Metadesign systems and interfaces with greater 
intersubjective capabilities, and support computational environments that are 
effectivety co-creative. 
The results of the case studies, in view of the transdisciph nary dialogue already 
established between Net Art and Metadesign in this chapter, can contribute to 
advance Metadesign conceptual framework and principles, and consequently to 
define boundaries, scope, and features of a new design space. 
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4. Methodology 
This fourth chapter illustrates the general methodology and the specific methods 
adopted in this work. It stresses how the construction of the problem represents the 
fundamental methodological issue of this work, which the author epistemologically 
assumes and to which she responds by transdisc ipl i nary logic. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how theory development and case study 
research integrate in a coherent methodological framework based on 
transdisciplinarity and phenomenology. 
I. General Methodology 
This first section describes the methodological issues related to theory development, 
e. g., general approach, construction of the problem, and applied methods. 
4.1.1. Between Art and Design: A Transdiscip li nary Approach 
In the general development of my work I have adopted a process-based approach, 
which is applied from the formulation of the research questions to the knowledge 
synthesis phase and definition of problem resolution strategies, and which can be 
summarized in the expression "'transdisciplinarity". 
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The concept of transdisciplinarity can be inteipreted in different ways. Generaly 
speaking, transdisciptinaiity is Concerned with the crossing of boundaries in the 
production of knowledge. Disciplinary boundaries can be crossed in the same way 
that the boundaries between theoretical and practical knowledge are crossed. It is 
not aimed at producing a totality of knowledge, but a "crucial knowledge": 
In order to navigate this exponentially growing complexity we need to 
develop tools of thought which use different logics, ones that include 
the subject and allow a wider view which can be used across all 
disciplines, allowing strategic points and knots of communication to be 
located. As Edgar Morin exhorts us: "Our effort, then, will not be 
directed at the totality of knowledge in each sphere, but on crucial 
knowledge. strategic points, knots of communication, organizational 
articulation between disjointed spheres" (Henagulph, 2000). 
Transdisciphnarity responds to the emergence of a different view of reality and 
alternatives to bivalent logic. This century has seen the rise of chaos, complexity and 
the non-linear sciences, but while these concepts are revolutionizing our 
understanding in different disciplines in science, their fundamental knowledge has 
not yet made its way to the social and political spheres. Indeed, the concept of a 
uni-dimensionat reality governed by a bivalent logic and linear simplicity seems more 
entrenched than ever as people search for firm ground on which to stand in a rapidly 
changing worid. The rise of fundamentalist movements (on any side) and increasingly 
punitive laws are a reaction to the increasing complexity of societies all over the 
planet (Henagulph, 2000). 
The indispensable need for "'bridges" between the different disciplines is attested by 
emergence of p(uridiscip(inarity and interdisciplinarity around the middle of the 20th 
century. 
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Pluridisciplinarity concerns the study of a research topic not in only one discipline, 
but in several at the same time. For example, a painting by Giotto can be studied not 
only within art history but also within the history of religions, European history, and 
geometry. Multidisciplinarity brings a plus to the discipline in question, but we must 
remember that this plus is always in the exclusive service of the original discipline. In 
other words, the multidisciplinary approach overflows disciplinary boundaries while 
its goal remains limited to the framework of disciplinary research. 
Interdisciplinarity concerns the transfer of methods from one disciptine to another. 
Such a transfer can be at a level that is applicative, epistemological, or related to 
the generation of new disciptines. Like pluridisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity 
overflows the disciplines but its goal still remains the framework of disciplinary 
research. 
Instead transdisciplinarity corxerns that "'which is at once between the disciplines, 
across the different discipline, and beyond all disciplines" (Nicolescu, 1996a). 
Among the fundamenta( princip(es of transdisc i pli nary research is the recognition of 
the existence of different levels of reality governed by different types of logiCI28 
This is inherent in the transdiscipli nary attitude, and any attempt to reduce reality to 
a single level governed by a single form of logic does not lie within the scope of 
transdisciplinarity (de Freitas et at., 1994). 
'23Reality here means that which resists, according to Henagulph, our knowledge, experiences, 
rePresentations, descriptions, images or mathematical formalizations. 
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For classical thought, transdisciptinarity appears absurd because it does not appear 
to have an object, but in the presence of several levels of reality the space between 
disciplines and beyond disciplines is full just as the quantum vacuum is full of all 
potentialities. The discontinuous structure of the levels of reality determines the 
discontinuous structure of transdisciplinary space. Disciplinary research concerns, at 
most, one and the same level of reality; moreover, in most cases, it only concerns 
fragments of one level of reality. On the contrary, transdisciptinarity concerns "the 
dynamics engendered by the action of several levels of reality at once" (Nicolescu, 
1996a). 
Instead of a discipline- oriented reduction in complexity, what must be developed is a 
target and action-oriented complexity reduction, but the discovery of these dynamics 
necessarily passes through disciplinary knowledge. In turn, disciplinary research is 
clarified by transdiscip(inary knowledge in a new, fertile way. In this sense, 
disciplinary and transdisciplinary research are not antagonistic but complementary. 
Transdisciplinarity complements disciplinary approaches. It does not strive for 
mastery of several disciplines but aims to open all disciplines to that which they 
share and to which ties beyond them. It presupposes an open-minded rationatity by 
re-examining the concepts of "definition" and "objectivity" (de Freitas et at., 1994). 
The transdiscip(inary vision is resolutely open insofar as it goes beyond the field of 
the exact sciences and demands their dialogue and their reconciliation with the 
humanities and the social sciences, as well as art, literature, poetry and spiritual 
experience (de Freitas et at., 1994; Henagulph, 2000). 
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4.1.2. The "Construction" of the Problem 
As the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu argues, the fundamental methodological problem 
for all social inquiry is the "construction of the object". In other words, it is a 
question of being able to engage in very high theoretical stakes by means of "very 
precise and often apparently mundane, if not derisory, empirical objects" (Bourdieu 
Et Wacquant, 1993, p. 220). 
A work dealing with an inquiry based on cultural and social elements of analysis is 
not simply reducible to theory. It is expected to take, at some point in the research, 
a "detour through theory" to find an explanatory framework suitable to the object 
studied, and then return from "detour through theory" to a new anatysis or 
description of a concrete problem. The point is not to develop a pure theory but, 
rather, to use theory to help explain different dimensions of phenomena (Sterne, 
1999). 
The same relation has to be, on a methodological level, between philosophy and 
scientific enquiry. In "Philosophy of Existence" Karl Jaspers states that philosophizing 
can neither be identical with nor opposed to scientific thought (Jaspers, 1971). He 
further maintains that any "serious" philosophy must incorporate knowledge gained 
through the scientific mode of inquiry. 
We could also mention the "bricoteur", as evoking a tension between creativity and 
conformity (McLeod, 2000). According to Denzin and Lincotn, the image of the 
"brico(eur" suggests that it is acceptable to took at any possible means of 
knowledge- generation and discovery that could be relevant to the task of researching 
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the topic that has been chosen (Denzin Et Lincoln, 1994). This places a great deal of 
responsibility on the shoulders of the researcher by forcing them to make higher- 
level epistemological decisions and find appropriate ways of communicating its 
"bricolage" in writing. 
The adoption and development of the constant comparison method as a form of 
theory building through all the research, both at a general and specific level, is an 
attempt to deal with such issues. 
4.1.3. Constant Comparison Method 
As a mode of analysis the following method is usually applied to qualitative research, 
such as the analysis of interviews and observations. In my own work I have developed 
it as a form of theory building through all my research, both at a general (such as the 
apptication of the adopted transdic i ph nary approach") and specific (eveL An 
example of the specific level can be found in my analysis of the results of the open 
questionnaire used to identify motivationat paths to co-creation"O, or at a higher 
level when I decided to elaborate a cross-case analysis of the results of my case 
studies and I organized such results into meaningful concepts. 
According to Lincotn and Guba, the constant described comparison method fotlows 
four distinct stages: 
'2)n this sense it has been employed in relation both to metadesign (in order to produce an integrated 
conceptual framework) and net art (in order to identify a relational development in aesthetics and the 
history of artistic practice), and then in their transdisciplinary comparison. 
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1. comparing incidents applicable to each category 
2. integrating categories and their properties 
3. delimitating the theory, and 
4. writing the theory (Lincoln Et Guba, 1985, p. 339) 
Thus, as stated by Dye et aL (Dye et at., 2000), hypothesis generation, meant as a 
relationship discovery, begins with the analysis of initial observations. This process 
undergoes continuous refinement throughout the data collection and analysis 
process, continuously feeding back into the process of category coding: 
As events are constantly compared with previous events, new 
tolmlogical dimensions, as well as new relationships, may be discovered 
(Goetz Ft LeCompte, 1981, p. 58). 
Categories become the basis for the organization and conceptualisation of the data 
(Dey, 1993). According to Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin: 
To categorize is to render discriminably different things equivalent, to 
group the objects and events and people around us into classes, and to 
respond to them in terms of their class membership rather than their 
uniqueness (Bruner et at., 1972, p. 16). 
This kind of "inductive analysis" means that the patterns, themes, and categories of 
analysis emerge from the data rather than being imposed on them prior to data 
collection and analysis (Patton, 1990). According to Patton, the analyst moves back 
and forth between the logical construction and the actual data in a search for 
meaningful patterns. 
Several resources are particularly useful to the process of category generation: 
'In this case the rrethod was used to cluster keywords relevant to the definition of factors and 
attractors for each motivational path. See 6.2.1. 
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... inferences 
from the data, initial or emergent research questions, 
substantive, policy and theoretical issues, and imagination, intuition 
and previous knowledge (Dey, 1993, p. 100). 
The process of constant comparison "stimulates thought that leads to both 
descriptive and explanatory categories (Lincoln Et Guba, 1985). The fit between data 
and categories, the process of developing categories, is one of continuous refinement 
that requires flexibility to accommodate fresh observations and new directions in 
analysis (Dey, 1993). 
To explain better the methc>d, Dey develops the kaleidoscope metaphor (Dye et at. 
2000), attempting to explain category development and the use of the constant 
comparative method as viewed through this metaphor. The images in (Fig. 4) show 
the process of scrutiny of data bits in categories, the combination of tentative 
categories and the creation of sub-categories through successive category 
refinements, in a prc>cess of further subsuming and subdividing up to the information 
of a overarching theme. 










When specifically applied to a multipte-case study, as in part of this work, the 
constant comparison method can be related to the mode of analysis described by Yin 
as "pattern -matching" (Yin, 1994; Trochim, 1989). It can be defined as a special type 
of pattern- matching, called "explanation- building", whose "goat is to analyze the 
case study data by building an explanation at>out the case" (Yin, 1994, p. 110), and 
"to build a general explanation that fits each of the individual cases" (Yin, 1994, 
112). 
4.2. Case Study Design 
In this section, it is described in detail the methodological issues and techniques 
related to the choice and setting of a case study design, in terms of a part of the 
overatt methodotogy of this work. 
4.2.1. Case Study Research Strategy and Theory Building 
In order to anatyse phenomena in a real time setting, like the process of co-creation 
in Net Art, where relevant behaviours cannot be manipulated, I have adopted a 
research strategy based on case studies (Yin, 1994). To work on case studies was a 
choice (rationale) based cn the similarities, characteristics and differences of the 
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Net Art projects I knew. The projects have been selected on the basis of their 
suitability, as containing crucial elements that were especially significant for my 
"theory- building" (Layder, 1993). Case study research is not the only research 
strategy used in this work, but it integrates the overall transdisciplinary methodology 
of this work. 
The projects that have been chosen as case studies are collaborative systems 
focusing on visual interaction, and they all share the same aesthetical interest in co- 
creation. However, they differ in their interaction modalities (that is to say in the 
interactive system and interface) and in their participation modalities (that is to say 
in the more or less extemporary and communicative dimension of the project"'). 
Finally, they are Net Art projects that do not belong to any specific definition of the 
genre (see 3.2.1. ) and that have been active for several years"'. I followed these 
projects- and, in some cases, I a(so took part in them 133 , from their very beginning. I 
know the artists invo(ved personatly and, over the years and especialty on this 
occasion, gave me all their trust, support and collaboration. 
4.2.2. Integration of First-, Second-, and Third-Person Descriptions 
As is usual (Yin, 1994), my case study research strategy is based on a mix of 
qualitative and quantitative data, which rely on multiple sources of evidence. In 
13'As we will see, SITO is a real virtual community, which the G6n6rateur Poi 6tique is not (even though 
it can count on habitual and passionate followers and on more or less regular sessions). Open Studio, 
after its first promotional phase, lives in an anonymous dimension, temporally suspended and floating in 
cyberspace. 
132The Un6rateur Pdf 6tiquehas been active since 1986, SITO since 1993, and the concept of Open 
Studio, property activated in 1999, comes from previous designs on which Andy Deck has been working 
since 1997. 
13 1 refer to Gk6rateur Boutique and Open Studio. 
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particular, my case study research strategy aims to integrate, through this mix of 
data, first-, second-, and third-person descriptions. 
First-person descriptions provide an account for phenomena relevant and manifest 
for a "self" or "subject"; they have a "subjective" side, a direct reference to the 
"inside". Third-person descriptions instead provide an account for phenomena that 
are not clearly or immediately linked to the human agents who provide and produce 
such descriptions; they have an "objective" side, a direct reference to the "outside". 
Second-person descriptions can mediate first- and third-person descriptions, calling 
for an empathic position and for an intersubjective validation. 
4.2.2.1. First-, Second-, and Third-Person Methodologies 
According to Vareta and Shear a circulation is necessary between first and third- 
person descriptions (Varela Et Shear, 1999). To build the appropriate (inks between 
first-person and third-person studies we need methodologies, and this often implies 
an intermediate position, a second- person position. 
According to Varela and Shear it is the notion of "phenomena[ data"' 34 (Roy et at., 
1998) that can provide a common first- person /third- person ground for this 
methoclological question. Generally speaking: 
A phenomenon, in the most original sense of the word, is an appearance 
and therefore something relational. It is what something is for 
something else; it is a being for by opposition to a being in itself 
'31t is a basic concept related to terms like subjectivity, consciousness, or experience. 
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independently of its apprehension by another entity (Varela Et Shear, 
1999, p. 3). 
Phenomenality is therefore crucial in the domain of living beings, but Varela and 
Shear assume, even if the issue is far from consensual (Shear, 1997), that lived 
experience is irreducible. That is to say that phenomena[ data cannot be reduced or 
derived f rom the third- person perspective, and we need the link with the f irst- person 
perspective. The assumptions on which Varela and Shear base the irreducibility of 
experience to the third-person perspective are that: 1) experience has to be 
accepted as a domain to be explored, because the first-person dimension is a 
trademark of our ongoing existence; 2) subjective experience refers to the level of 
the user one's own cognitions, intentions and doings, in everyday practicesils; 3) 
experience in human practices is the privileged entry point for change mediated by 
professional interventions of all kinds, Me education, learning, sport training, etc. 
(where it is the experiential domain which is to be explored). 
We need to reflect on the intermediate zone, which acts as a movable line between 
conscious and non-conscious. We also need to explore the pre-reflexive, still largely 
unexplored, at a phenomenological level rather than at an introspective one that 
implies a procedure of attention during a defined task and a validation based on 
verbal accounts and researcher's mediation. 
We necessarily need to establish an intermediate position, a second-person position. 
It is the position of one that is eccentric in comparison to the lived experience but 
neverthetess takes a position of one who can empathise in some way. So the three 
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positions (first-. second-, third-) are structured. not so much in regards to what 
content they address, but in the manner in which they appear as a means of 
expression and validation within a COMMUnity Of observers familiar with such 
procedures. 
As maintained by Varela: 
... the three positions (first-, second-, third-) are structured not so much in regards to what content they address, but in the manner in which 
they appear - inserted in the network of social exchanges. [ ... 
] We are 
therefore not concerned with a dual opposition between the private and 
the public, or the objective and the subjective. We are, however, very 
much concerned with questions of interpreting the results (Varela Et 
Shear, 1999, p. 9). 
The matter of how the three positions relate is of crucial importance (see Fig. 5). 
Each one of them is, in turn, layered as the function the emphasis puts on 
accomplishing a particular mode of validation. 
Figure 5. Relation between first-, second-, third-positions (Varela & Shear, 1999). 
fi rst second thi rd 
insertion in a soclat network 
IQ 
varf eties, of validaton 
135'The activity of moving my hand appears to me a motor intention as an active agent-user, not as 
muscle tones , which can only be seen from a third-person position. 
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First-person descriptions provide an account for phenomena relevant and manifest 
for a "self" or "subject"; they have a "subjective" side, a direct reference to the 
"inside". Third-person descriptions instead provide an account for phenomena that 
are not clearly or immediately linked to the human agents who provide and produce 
such descriptions; they have an "objective" side, a direct reference to the "outside". 
The second-person position is an empathic position: 
... still partly heterophenomenological, since a modicum of critical distance and of critical evaluation is necessary, but the intention is 
entirely other: to meet on the same ground, as members of the same 
kind (Varela Et Shear, 1999, p. 10). 
The position here is not neutral, it is grounded on a sensitivity to the "subtle indices 
of interlocutor's phrasing, bodily language and expressiveness" (ibid). It is first-hand 
knowtedge. Varela, atso calts the necessary mediation of the second-person position 
as "phenomena( fitting-in". Moreover, the second-person stance can sometimes seem 
to those on the receiving end of the experience, to be a form of "expression and 
intersubjective vatidation" based on exp(icit accounts amenab(e to intersubjective 
feedback. 
The objection to the possibility of exploring experience, transforming or even 
creating what you experience, is philosophically called the "hermeneutical 
objection" or the "deconstruction objection", based on post-modern phitosophical 
analysis (mostly derived from Derrida). However, descriptions produced through first- 
person methods are not "facts", they are potentia(ly vatid intersubjective items of 
knowledge, "quasi- objects". 
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This integrated method aims to position itself in a middle ground with respect to this 
objection, assuming that: a) the hermeneuticat dimension of the process is 
inescapable e. g. "every examination is interpretation, and all interpretation reveals 
and hides away at the same time" (Varela Et Shear, 1999, p. 14); b) because human 
experience is not a fixed, predelineated domain, but it is changing, changeable and 
fluid, "to speak of experience as being standard, raw, or pure generally makes no 
sense" (ibid). 
In my research strategy it is the triangulation of data and methods I have adopted 
that allows the integration of first-person, second-person, and third-person 
descriptions. Such integration is fundamental in the tight of the nature of the issue 
inquired (co-creation). The diagram in (Fig 6) describes how I have applied this 
method to my case studies. 
Figure 6. Integration of first-, second-, and third-person descriptions in the present 
case study research strategy. 
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Here behavioural data (third-person descriptions) are provided by previous 
documentation and studies, the closed questionnaire, and the analysis of visual 
activity and verbal chatting based on direct observation and archival records. The 
open questionnaire, unstructured interviews, and related artists' statements provide, 
instead, an in-depth understanding of individual and subjective experience (first- 
person descriptions). A first-hand knowledge, especially useful to gain a full 
understanding of the intersubjective and emphatic experience of users (second- 
person descriptions) is finally provided by immersive experience and personal diaries 
(researcher point of view). and by participant observation (participant point of 
view). 
A user research method that attows researchers to "'immerse" themseives in the user 
experience is called "immersive experience", or direct participation. Also known as 
empathic research, this form of data gathering fosters an understanding for how the 
individual, feets emotionalty and sociatly in a specific situation. It is a form of first- 
person experience (Aidersey-Wittiams et aL, 1999). 
"Participant observation" is atso considered a form of experience from the insider's 
point of view. Emphasis is placed on an holistic understanding, in which the 
individual things being studied are examined in terms of their relationships with 
other parts, and with the whole event or culture: 
By participant observation we mean the method in which the observer 
participates in the daily life of the people under study, either openly in 
the role of researcher or covertly in some disguised role, observing 
things that happen, listening to Mat is said, and questioning people, 
over some length of time (Becker Et Geer, 1957, p. 28). 
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4.2.2.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Data 
In order to integrate first-, second-, and third-person descriptions, I have adopted a 
mix of qualitative and quantitative data, that rely on multiple sources of evidence. 
This is not unusual in a case study research strategy (Yin, 1994), but here it is 
particularly relevant both epistemologically and practically. 
White examining the qualitative "versus" quantitative debate, Olson focuses on the 
definitions put forward in the library and information science literature (LIS), and 
identifies the characteristics attributed to the two, assessing whether or not there is 
a fundamental difference between them (Olson, 1995). 
If v* took at the Oxford English Dictionary, says Olson, definitions of "quantitative" 
are considered with respect to the quantity or quantities involved. Obviously, the 
definitions of "qualitative" are related to quality or qualities, but imply and express 
opposition to quantitative. Similarly, many definitions in the literature of qualitative 
research are based on the definition of what it is not. These definitions echo the OED 
definitions by defining "'qualitative" vaguely, except in its opposition to 
erquantitative". 
According to Olson, the question of a fundamental difference is, therefore, 
addressed in terms of ontological and epistemological assumptions. In fact, 
quantitative and qualitative exist in a research paradigm, rather than in a method 
(Westbrook, 1994). The difference between them is the difference between positivist 
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and interpretative paradigms, where the former recognizes an objective reality not 
dependent on the researcher, and the latter views reality as subjective and socially 
constructed (Wildemuth, 1993). 
According to Morgan and Smircich the ontological and epistemological difference is 
crucial (Morgan Et Smircich, 1980). As accounted by Olson, they devised a spectrum 
from subjectivist to objectivist approaches that expresses the assumed relation 
between the knowing subject and the studied object. Objective research as 
practiced in the uxial sciences separates the researcher (the Cartesian knowning 
subject) from the respondent (the object of the research), while subjective research 
requires the researcher to be immersed in the context of a situation to understand it. 
The separation between subject and object is diminished when an object becomes an 
active participant in the knowing process. 
The relationship between subject and object is an indicator of the ontological and 
epistemological assumptions on which a given study is based: 
I suggest that as researchers we ought to be much ctearer on our 
epistemic and ontological stances. Do we need, then, to decide whether 
we should be ontologically and epistemologically objective or 
subjective? (Olson, 1995). 
The following table illustrates how Olson re-examines and adapts the spectrum 
developed by Morgan and Smircich. 
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Figure 7. From subjectivist to objectivist approaches (Olson, 1995). 
Subjectivist >> Objectivist 
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According to Otson, we need to be open to and cognizant of our ontologicat and 
epistemological standpoints and those of existing research, so that users of our 
research will have the oppor-tunity to be partners in our work and for our own self - 
knowledge. We can then feet free to choose our methodology, as is appropriate to 
the protAem, without needing to dectare atlegiance to either side of the quatitative 
frveems" quantitative debate. 
Thus, the adoption of a mix of qualitative and quantitative data in this research 
responds to episternological need to integrate first-, second-, and third-person 
descriptions in order to better understand the reality and dynamics of processes of 
co-creation. 
Philosophical assumptions of an ontological, epistemological and human nature 
influence the researcher's opinion of what constitutes an acceptable research 
methodology (Sudweeks Ft Simoff, 1999). Practically, the basic assumption in 
quantitative methodology is that observations and experiments can be replicated. In 
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qualitative research, the researcher is faced with data in the form of loosely 
structured descriptive texts or dialogues, images, and other illustrations rather than 
in the form of well-structured records. 
Within the field Of computer- mediated COMMUnication (CMC) and Internet research, 
Suweeks and Simoff propose an integration of both quantitative and qualitative 
methods that they call Complementary Explorative Data Analysis (CEDA), due to the 
complex nature of the studied object. CEDA employs quantitative methods to extract 
reliable patterns, whereas qualitative methods are incorporated to ensure capturing 
of the essence of phenomena (see Fig. 8). In my research I have adopted a similar 
approach when dealing operationally with quantitative and qualitative data, as it will 
be clear in the description of the specific methc>ds I have applied. 
Figure 8. Complementary Explorative Data Analysis (Suweeks Et Simoff, 1999). 
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4.2.2.3. Triangulating Data and Methods 
I have employed two different types of triangulation. I have triangulated both data 
and methods (Patton, 1987. Yin, 1994). Thus, I have adopted muttiple sources of 
evidence in data collection and multiple methods of research. For each of the two 
types of triangulation I have adopted the same strategy. For the triangulation of 
data, I have integrated first-, second- and third-person methodologies (thus 
quantitative and qualitative data, and subjective, objective and empathic positions). 
For the triangulation of methods, I have chosen methods whose common features 
(e. g. high capability for the visualization of the data, aspects of immediateness, 
local/global dimension of the information, etc. ) allowed me to gather quantitative 
and qualitative data able to be effectively triangulated by integrating first-, second- 
and third-person positions. 
4.2.2.4. Method and Deconstruction 
In the same way, I have worked on the fabric of relationships made by the artists and 
by the participants invo(ved in the projects and the sessions, by structuring and 
deconstructing the adopted methodo(ogies in the joined phases of coltection and first 
analysis of data. 
Research on the relationships and motivations at the bottom of processes of co- 
creation had not only to face and solve the epistemological issue of the relationships 
between first-, second- and third-person descriptions, but it also had to be an 
intrinsically "'relational" research. This has been fundamental, both to the rote 
p(aYed by the collaboration and relationship with the artists and their direct 
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collaborators as key informants (Yin, 1994), and the importance of unstructured 
interviews, which were realized through an informal exchange of emails. Such a 
relational approach provided useful indications about how to work in the phase of 
collection and first analysis of the data, and also provided precious and otherwise 
irrecoverable data. The datum itself was precarious, due to its extemporary nature. 
Nevertheless, all requirements have been satisfied (Yin, 1994; Kidder Ei Judd, 1986) 
in the use of mu(tip(e sources of evidence and key informants during the phase of 
data collection and composition construct the general validity of the strategy. 
Internal validity is provided by the process of explanation- building in the phase of 
data analysis (see chapter 6), external validity by the replication logic in the phase 
of research design (see 4.2.2. ), and reliability by the setting of a case study protocol 
and databases in the phase of data collection. 
4.2.3. Description of Applied Methods 
In this section the methods applied to the analysis of data are described in their 
common features and specificities. A detailed reasoning for their adoption is also 
provided, and some limitations are highlighted. 
4.2.3.1. Common Features 
Rather than a descriptive, close-up and detailed observation too( that attempts to 
avoid prior commitment to any theoretical mode(' 36 (Yin, 1994), a phenomenological 
approach has been adopted that is not only descriptive and analytical, but also helps 
136 For instance, an ethnographic method. 
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explain the close "'relationship" between the subject and its body (Roy et at. 1998). 
Such an approach has been translated here at an applied level (the analysis of case 
studies) . 
Broadly speaking, we can say that the methods that have been adopted match the 
complexity of the data examined from a visual approach which enables the 
exploration of the information both from a local and a global point of view, without 
altering or omitting the complexity of the relationships. These methods also give 
shape to the problem offering a certain spatiality. These are non-tinear methods, in 
which the surface of the image is placed in opposition to the linearity of the 
discourse, as the representation of the individual is opposed to that of the group. 
Additionally, if we want to find both a practical and an etymological justification, 
according to the Indo-European root, vision and knowledge are strictly related. From 
the Greek "idein" (in English "'to see") it comes the Latin "idea" and "videre", from 
which the English words "view" and "evidence". 
Quantitative methods have been employed in data collection in order to extract 
reliable patterns, whereas qualitative methods have been incorporated to ensure 
capturing the essence of the phenomena. These methods have been integrated in a 
sort of methodological loop, based on the epistemological premises of this work (as 
explained in the previous paragraphs). 
4.2.3.2. Abaque de Regnier 
The Abaque de R6gnier was created in the 1970s by Franýois R6gnier, and it is a 
method that is well known in the field of Human Resources. 
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Olivier Croisier purposefully developed a script for an Internet development of this 
method in collaboration with Olivier Auber, between May and June 2002. It is the 
first development of the Abaque de R6gnier on the Internet. 
How does it work? 
a) It uses an ordinal and coloured scale, whose data are represented in a board. The 
colours, suggestive of the traffic light, are green, orange and red and, in addition, 
light green and tight red. The five-coloured scate moves from the most favourabte 
(green) to the most unfavourable (red). In addition, the cotours white and btack are 
aLso used. White indicates that respondents do not have any opinion about the 
problem and black indicates that they have refused to answer. These colours, are 
" opaque" compared to the other five colours, defined as "transparent". 
















b) It consists of both the combination of a logical and a statistical representation - 
The logical system calls for a coloured scale to allow an evaluation. The statistical 
representation arises because the matrix can be reorganized. The colours green, light 
green, orange, light red, red, white/black are converted in numerical values (5,4,31 
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2,1, and 0) and so they can be processed. Many permutations can be derived from 
the original matrix of raw data. 
The classification in lines is obtained through a calculation of the average of the 
colours' conversion. Tendencies toward "favourable consensus" are located at the 
top of the board, whitst tendencies toward "unfavourable consensus" are located at 
the bottom. Problems are located in the middle where there is a significant diversity 
of co(ours ("dissensus"). 
Why this method? 
The reasons why this method has been chosen are related to the fact that a 
representation of values by cotours, matches the concept of a "'spontaneity of 
judgement" (R&gnier, 1989). This seemed to match the requirement of obtaining 
data by respondents about the subjective perception of their own creative 
experience. 
Another reason is that this method highlights elements and structures of information. 
It provides an instantaneous and dynamic visualization method for judging patterns, 
and it lets information be explored at three different levels: local, regional, and 
global. The individual level is represented by the cell at the intersection of a column 
with a raw. It shows the opinion an individual holds about an item. The regional level 
is represented by columns or rows, showing the overall positions of a(l participants on 
a single item or of a single individual on all the items. The global level is represented 
bY all the co(oured positions on A the items, and is expressed by the whole table. 
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Limitations in the application of the method to this research 
A powerful characteristic of this method is its ability to empower respondents to 
refine their answers in the light of first results, and the interviewer to refine his or 
her questions. Such a process offers new elements of understanding on problematic 
areas of dissensus through time ("temporal dimension"), but this cycle was 
impossible online, due to the lack of control on my sample. Therefore, areas of 
dissensus have been investigated in more depth through other methodotogies, more 
appropriate to the medium. 
4.2.3.3. Attractors and Pathways 
This method was deve(oped by Luca Dal Pozzolo at Fondazione Fitzcarra(do in 1973, 
and applied to the research "How Networking Works" realized in 2001 by Fondazione 
Fitzcarraldo, Informal European Theatre Meeting (IETM), and Arts Council of Finland. 
How does it work? 
a) It is based on qualitative information. In this case, information was obtained from 
an open-ended questionnaire and unstructured interviews. The qualitative 
information that could not be grasped by the closed questionnaire was collected by 
the open-ended questionnaire and supported with unstructured interviews. The 
information obtained served as a model for the reconstruction of certain global 
behaviours and attitudes, as well as dynamics triggered by individual action. 
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b) It defines a number of different pathways according to different attractors. The 
qualitative information collected through the open-ended questionnaire and the 
unstructured interviews has been analysed, and information regarding the individual 
questions has been collected and organized. In addition, three different flow-charts 
have been drawn-up which reflect similarities of participants according to a set of 
common factors. 
Why this method? 
The reasons why this method was chosen is because this method atlows us to 
understand different attitudes and motivations by which creative experience is 
perceived and evaluated. The identified "attractors" do not stand in strict opposition 
to each other. Rather, they represent different keys to understanding, different 
attitudes by which creative experience is perceived and evaluated. 
Another reason is that this method, along with the general methodology that has 
been adopted, allows us to explore information, both from the "inside" (point of 
view of the individual) and from the "outside" (emerging phenomena). Lastly this 
method visua(ly emphasises diversities of subjective interpretations and show 
different paradigms. 
4.2.3.4. A Phenomenological Analysis of Visual Activity 
A phenomenological analysis of visual activity is used to understand the "'processes- 
materialpf'"' at stake within the process of interaction, that is to say the relations 
137 According to Duchez "processes -material" are the kind of perceptual and cognitive material that a 
composer deals with in computer music (Duchez, 1995). The attempt of this study is to understand how, 
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between participants' perception /action, feelings/goals, and computational features 
of the environment. 
How does it work? 
a) It is based on phenomenoto3ical data"s that relate to the visual activity within the 
system. This activity is produced by the interactions of participants with one 
another, and that derive from direct observation, video recording, and immersive 
experience. These data are supported by remarks and feedback from participants' 
answers to the previous open-ended questionnaire and unstructured interviews. 
b) The triangulation of sources from which phenomenological data are derived allows 
the combination of: 1) descriptive data about the dynamic interactions of the 
participants' interptay with one another (direct observation and video recording); 2) 
first-hand knowtedge about how participants feet, that is to say their intersubjective 
and empathic experience (immersive experience); 3) in-depth understanding of 
participants' actions and motivations, that is to say their subjective and individual 
experience (open-ended questionnaire and unstructured interviews). 
C) Data derived from the triangulation of these sources are analysed in order to link 
first-, second-, and third-person descriptions'" (Varela Et Shear, 1999). 
Methodologically, it is a phenomenological approach in the light of a basic 
in a Computationally mediated environment, intersubjec tive processes are at stake, when the process of 
creation is shared between many participants. "In spite of the variety of the terminology being used, a sort of consensus seems to have emerged 
around the idea that Nagel's expression "what it is like to be" succeeds in capturing what is essentially 
at stake (Vareta, 1999). 
'"See 4.2.2. 
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assumption on the irreducibility of lived expedence, as expressed by Roy and other 
researchers (Roy et aL, 1998). The same epistemotogical assumption of the 
irreducibility of lived experience and its fundamental intersubjective nature 
(Thompson, 2001) underlies the play between qualitative and quantitave research 
methods adopted in this chapter. 
d) Collected data refer to visual modalities of participants' interaction, including 
form, cotour, texture, position, motion, and orientation. The focus on visual 
modalities of participants' interaction is based on the assumption that such 
modalities are both perceptual and cognitive (Gianni , 1993; Feininger, 1972; 
Arnheim, 1954). Colour for example can be considered either on it own terms (colour 
appearance) or as one of many attributes of our perceived world (colour perceived 
attribute). Our experience of colour is not only perceptual, it is also cognitive: we 
organize co(our in tinguistic and cu(tural categories. Colour is the product of the 
rnutual specification of world and perceiver (Varela et at., 1991 -, Thompson, 1995). In 
summary, according to Thompson: "The look of an object is constituted by the 
interaction of the object and the perceiving -acting subject, and so is essentially 
retational" (Thompson, 1995, p. 298). From this perspective, according to Kandinsky 
and Johnson (Kandinsky, 1947; Johnson, 1987), motion and other visual modalities 
can also be seen as relational, referring to structures in our perceptual interactions 
in which we trace out relations among various elements. 
How does it work? 
The hypothesis that such a phenomenological analysis of participants' visual activity 
can help to understand nature and the features of creative environment grounded in 
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the assumption that, as argued in the previous paragraph, phenomenological data 
and visual experience are essentially relational. 
a) Phenomenological data are essentially relational (Varela Et Shear, 1999; Roy et 
at., 1998): 
A phenomenon. in the most original sense of the word, is an appearance 
and therefore something relational. It is what something is for 
something else: it is a being for by opposition to a being in itself 
independently of its apprehension by another entity (Vareta Et Shear, 
1999, p. 3). 
b) Visual experience is essentially relational. According to Thompson: "The took of 
an object is constituted by the interaction of the object and the perceiving -acting 
subject, and so is essentially relational" (Thompson, 1995, p. 298). As we have seen, 
co(our is one instance (Vareta et aL, 1991; Thompson, 1995). Also, motion and other 
visual modalities can be seen as relational, referring to structures in our perceptual 
interactions in which we trace out relations among various elements. 
c) On the basis of the previous two points we can assume that a phenomenological 
analysis of the visual activity generated within a computational environment can 
enaNe us to study and exp(ore intersubjective processes of cotlaboration and 
creation in terms of a link between perception and action, sensoriurn and motorium, 
at the level of the perceiver- participants' embodiment in visual interaction (Varela 
etal., 1991; Dreyfus, 1979; Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987). It is, therefore, possitAe to 
study how the perceiver- participant can act and create, in terms of intersubjective 




In order to focus better on ongoing visual activity and dynamic emergent phenomena 
at a basic perceptual and cognitive level, rather than taking into an account the 
wider social level of interaction Os would be necessary in the visual analysis of 
SITO), the ana(ysis has been performed on G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique and Open Studio 
only. 
4.2.3.5. A Phenomenological Analysis of Verbal Chatting 
Even if it is not particularly relevant statistically, the analysis of verbal chatting gives 
some indications that seem to confirm observations emergent from the analysis made 
with the Abaque of R&gnier. These indications can be taken into account to help an 
understanding of the connection between verbal chatting and visual activity. 
How does it work? 
a) It is based on Roman Jakobson's constitutive factors model (Jakobson, 1960). 
According to this model, language can be analysed through six different functions. 
Though a verbal message rarely only fulfils one single function, according to Roman 
Jakobson the dominant function determines the structure of the message. Functions 
identified by Roman Jakobson are: 1) the emotive function; 2) the conative function; 
3) the phatic function; 4) the referential function; 5) the metalinguistic function; 6) 
the poietic function (Jakobson, 1963; Ho(enstein, 1976). 
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Figure 10. Jakobson's Constitutive Factors Model (1960). 
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They can be deschbed as following: 
1) The emotive function. The emotive or expressive function centres on the 
persona( attitude, status, and emotional state of the speaker. It indicates the 
attitude of the speaker towards the words spoken. The purest specimens of 
the emotive status in language are interjections. 
2) The conative function. The conative function finds its purest grammaticat 
manifestation in the vocative (noun) and in the imperative (verb). It expresses 
an orientation toward the addressee. 
3) The phatic function. It designates those (ingUlStIC meýsavges whow primary 
purpose tie in establishing, prolonging, checking out, confirming, or 
discontinuing the communication. Examples of a communication involving the 
phatic function are checking or simple noises. 
4) The referentiol function. It dominates ordinary discourse, and designates 
objects by bestowing them with meaning. In his diagram of six linguistic 
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factors, upon which the theory of functions is based, Jakobson uses the term 
context instead of reference in view of the observation that there are no 
isolated referents without a context in which their designation is rooted. 
5) The metatinguistic function. Metalinguistic explanations paraphrase the 
meaning of words in order to reveal the code. 
6) The poetic function. Characteristic of the poetic function is the tendency 
toward the message, and toward the linguistic medium in all its aspects and 
facets. It is the domain of styie and rethoric. 
b) Data analysed according to Jakobson's functions are relative only to G6n6rateur 
Pdi 6tique and Open Studio, and were cotlected during the sessions set at the 
University of Bout&, -r from June to July 2002'40. These sessions produced a total of 
164 messages for G6n4&rateur P6i &tique, and 279 messages for Open Studio. Data 
retative to SITO were abstracted from Lenara Verle's BA thesis "Novas Imagens Para 
Um Novo Meio: Um Estudo de Caso do Website de Arte Interativa SITO" (Verte, 1999), 
and are the result of an ethnographic study. 
Why this method? 
This method can be seen as a form of phenomenoto3ical analysis"' (Holenstein, 
1976). It is therefore coherent with the phenomenological analysis of visual activity, 
"%essages are not usually recorded. Artists recorded their messages on the occasion of these sessions 
only, through a special setting of the log file (G6n6rateur Poi 6tique), or snapshots of the ongoing 
chatting (Open Studio). 
"In Jakobson's work the (ink between structural linguistics and phenomenology is pursued on the 
relationship between form and function, meant as a shift from the examination of phenorrena as a 
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system rather than as a mechanical agglomeration. Whilst for Husserl the form of a non mechanistic - 
causal Principle for examination of phenomena was motivation, for Jakobson it is function. 
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5. Scope of the Case Studies 
This fifth chapter presents three Net Art projects, and shows the motivation behind 
their selection as case studies. The art projects that are described in this chapter 
are: Generateur PoYetique, Open Studio, and SITO Sinergy Gridcosm. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present these three case studies, not as instances 
of Metadesip, but as co-creative environments which allow the identification of 
design principles capable of empowering the practice of Metadesign in relation to 
the exploitation of networked intersubjective processes. 
Chapter three ended with a question: How can we design systems and interfaces that 
enable to explore and exploit the intersubjective and computationally embodied 
dimension of co-creation? 
The case studies that this chapter wilt present, and that will be analysed in chapter 
six, aims to allow the identification of design principles that can provide the practice 
of Metadesign with greater intersubjective capabilities, and support computational 
environments that are effectively co-creative. 
In order to understand the experience of co-creation, the motivational paths and the 
features of the creative environment that undertie it, I have identified and anatysed 
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three projects of Net Art as case studies. They are: G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique, Open 
Studio, and SITO Synergy Gridcosm. 
I have focused on collaborative systems for visual interaction, assuming that digital 
images are an opportunity for an object to exist and a way to witness its creation, 
transformation and manipulation (Ferraro Et Montagano, 1994; Couchot, 1998; Qu6au, 
1986). In such a synthetic universe, the formal structure does not mark boundaries as 
the representative image does, but instead shows passages. It is simply a phase in the 
continuous process of alteration of the image itself and hence, of the creative 
process. This causes a strong isomorphism between language and image. For users it 
is an embodiment of a language that is, in a way, pre-tinguistic. Such embodiment 
allows users to explore form as collaborative relationship and meaning as 
intersubjective event in a condition that is networked and computationally 
mediated. 
5.1. Net Art Projects 
I have chosen these case studies because of the similarities, characteristics and 
differences existing among them. They are collaborative systems focusing on visual 
interaction, and they A share the same aesthetical interest in co-creation. However, 
they differ in their interaction modalities (that is to say in the interactive system and 
interface) and in their participation modalities (that is to say in the more or less 
extemporary and communicative dimension of the project"'). Finalty, they are Net 
142See note 130. 
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Art projects that do not belong to any one definition of the genre (see 3.2.1. ) and 
141 
they have been active for several years 
5.1.1. G6n6rateur Pdf 6tique 
The G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique is a project by Olivier Auber (http: //poietic- 
generator. net). It is a distributed interactive system that enables a large number of 
people across the world to participate in real-time in the emergence of an ever 
changing and ephemeral virtual image. The global image is the result of local images, 
each one controlled by a single participant through an easy and simple palette of 
pixels and colours. Participants can join or leave the collective drawing process at 
any time. Each new connection causes the automatic rescaling of all local images 
contained in the g(obal one. 
5.1.1.1. History 
Olivier Auber"" has been working on the G6n6rateur Poi 6tique since 1986. At the 
beginning he used the French Minitel system, and then in 1995 transferred to the 
Multicast, Backbone. The current web version of the project was developed in 1997 
(http: //poietic-generator. net)"". 
143See note 132. 
'"t(Mer Auber was born in Le Havre, France, in 1960. He is an engineer, who graduated from the Ecole Nationale Sup6rieure des Arts et Mkiers (ENISAM), Paris. Since 1984, he has been involved as a 
consultant in the creation of many exhibitions, museums and international cultural projects focused on 
science or arts. As an artist, he is carrying on research on collective behaviour and speed, and to this 
end he has built experimental devices for the Internet. 'NP to this time, only owners of Unix/Linux platforms accepting Multicast IP were able to take part in the experiments. 
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Started by Olivier Auber, the G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique evolved through many 
contributions. The Internet version of the system has been developed with the 
support of the Ecole Nationale Sukrieure des T616communications of Paris, whilst 
the former Minitel system and other, small alterations was made by Laurent 
Oksenberg and Jean Paul Couder. A more reliable and more functional Java 1.3 
version' 46 is planned, thanks to a collaboration with the computer engineer Olivier 
Croisier and the digital artist MickaiA Puiravau. 
The idea of the G6n6rateur Poi koue arose in 1986, following the conception of 
diverse interactive experiences for museums, and the reading by Otivier Auber of 
"Valisystem", a book by Philip K. Dick. Before being installed on the Internet, the 
Un6rateur Pdi 6tique was presented on several occasions, using locally the French 
Minitet system. It was set up at the Georges Pompidou Centre in 1990 for the 
exhibition "Communication and Monumentality", and then at CA6 des Sciences et 
I'Industrie in Paris in 1992, for the eKhibition "Machines ý Communiquer". A few 
years eartier, in 1988, it had been the core concept for a monument to 
Communication called "'Poietic Ring" and the laureate of the France-Japan Symbol 
contest. 
In 1995 several researchers at ENST contributed to the project and Sun Microsystems 
also decided to support the research. The Mbone version provided, for the first time 
in the world, a non-centrafized real time collective interaction experiment. The 
Mbone version was presented "en avant premi&re" at the "Etats G6n6raux de 
14411ese functions offer 256 colours, and a real time preview of the global image, which can be 
disptayed in any web page. This preview will be the launcher of the applet. It will also display a count 
down for the next session. Moreover the network protocol of the GP should be edited in order to let 
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I'Ecriture Muttim6dia" organized by ART3000 at the Paris Vid6oteque in 1995. For its 
concept, the Poietic Generator received the first "'Art and Science" award given by 
ArtTechnica/ARSLAB in Turin inl995. 
5.1.1.2. Concept 
The project is described by Olivier Auber as both a "real-time graphic interaction 
experiment", and an "art Et science research on real-time collective phenomena". 
This refers to the idea of "poiesis", which, according to Plato in the Symposium, 
converts anything that we consider from non- being to being. 
The project is based on Olivier Auber's idea of "temporal perspective" (Auber, 
2003a). Thanks to the Java app(et, the escape point can be constituted by at( of the 
computing points representing the agents of the process. This theoretical 
construction of the representation is, according to the artist, the only system able to 
represent (even though this representation will be necessarily irreducible) a social 
body decentralized by networks and communicating by the light speed. 
The G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique provides a clear illustration of the revolution produced by 
networks in our representations of space, time and social body. This revolution also 
leads us to rethink ethical issues, as ethics provide the necessary condition of 
society, culture and economics. Showing the mutation in progress, the G&6rateur 
Pdi 6tique atso becomes an instrument of thought with the purpose of favoring the 
emergence of an appropriate individual and collective behaviour. 
other developers make their own client software (to build statistics, 3D representations, robotic 
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The G&6rateur Pof 6tique's general concept is based on some key aims. It aims to 
be: (a) an instrument of creativity and aesthetic research; (b) an object open to 
scientific studies; (c) a too( for philosophical thinking. 
Realizing on a scale model what sh(xi(d become the major sociological phenomenon 
of this late century, that is "real- urne ", the G6n6rateur Poi &tiquetests the network 
capacity to instantly assemble in one ingle time the thoughts and attention of a 
great many number of people, and to make out of each participation one single 
event in a continuum. White information acceleration due to networks unifies all 
domains, it smashes all traditional representations and destroys even the most solid 
landmarks, so that a sort of "reality crisis" arises. Deliberately placed at the core of 
" real time", the Gk6rateur Poi 6tiquepresents a living laboratory and a too( for 
aesthetic research, scientific studies, and philosophicat thinking. 
The G6n6rateur Pdf 6tique makes us focus on the way we represent the world andDur 
place in this world. It allows us to experience a virtual space of extraordinary 
complexity in a rather simple way. The abstract and minimalist character of 
individual te(epresence actually allows us to gather a great number of signs on a 
single image"". The interpretation of this image by the authors who create it 
produces global/loca( action and retroaction phenomena of great immediacy. 
Moreover, the lack of a personal expression filter, and the non-imposition of definite 
participants, meta-robotic participants, etc). 1471n the present state, there are 200,000 billion possibilities per individual sign. 
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forms of expression or narration"" push this interpretation to high levels of 
complexity and dynamism. 
Olivier Auber likes to imagine the GL&n6rateur Pdi 6tique as a great visual orchestra, a 
musical metaphor that stresses how the value of the G6n6rateur Po*i kique ties in the 
narticipants' ability to "'tune up" the instruments at their disposal and produce an F" 
infinite number of combinations and expressions. 
While the status of the peopte I have focused on in these case studies is that of 
participants, of course other people with different statuses are also involved in the 
image making process, like those contributing materially and morally to the 
development of the project 
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. This is true for at( the projects I examined, but t is an 
issue of collaboration that is not relevant to the aim of this research and therefore, 
it wit( not be taken into account in this work. 
In the G6n6rateur Po*i 6tique participants are the physical persons contributing to the 
overall experience and the real time image making. They know that everybody sees 
the co(lective image, that it is not possible to rewind, erase or modify a sign atready 
memorised, and that participation is anonymous. They also know that they do not 
own the result ". 
"'As we will see, the G&n6rateur Pof &tique is based on the simple pixelsign, common to any digital 
image. 
'For instance authors of programs, interface designs, systems and processes that concretely translate 
the concept into an actual project, and all the moral persons and entities involved in the process, even 
also only for their data transmitting like sites proposing Internet access, network owners and operators, 
on-line providers and services, television stations, etc. '51btivier Auber owns the property of the data and the images. 
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Each participant is responsible for a specific part of the global image that he or she 
can modify at will. In this way the global image results from the juxtaposition of all 
the personal sub-images (or local images) controlled by each single participant. The 
collective interaction produces an uninterrupted sequence of abstract or figurative 
shapes that can be observed and modified at will by any of the participants, but of 
course not globally controlled. The image evolution usually starts with different 
chaotic forms, something like moving "fruit salads". Then, rather quickly, the 
phenomena of shape recognition begins to take place. One person starts something 
interesting, a sign, for example a house, using colours or graphism somehow 
different, and consciously or not, through mimetism, his or her neighbours start to 
imitate him or her. Whether a vague imitation or a faithful copy, aU of a sudden a 
relation of translation emerges, with one theme here and similar images there. The 
human eye is quite apt at reading analogies throughout the chaos and organising this 
information meaningfully, so it is not infrequent to see geometric figures in embryo 
that often become figurative (Auber, 2003a; Borillo Et Goulette, 2002; Sauvageot Ei 
L6glise, 1999). 
Some mechanisms are more complex, the mirror symmetry in particular. A sign 
inversely copied just right or left of the original, for example, creates an immediate 
axis of symmetry in the image, immediately recognizable. This creates a very 
powerful process of shape recognition and projection on the image. Says Auber: "it is 
almost like looking at clouds: one identifies a shape and quickly it is recognized by 
all" (Auber, 2003a). 
The evotutive mechanism of the G6nerateur Pdi etique rests upon the successive and 
entang(ed combination of mimetism phemomena, symmetry, recognition, 
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association, projection and communication to others of this projection. On this basis, 
a consensus is quickly reached as to the profound meaning carried by the image. It is 
a slow process: contrary to the cloud movement depending upon the wind, here 
every one contributes to the shape or the background, to the c(ouds or the sky. 
Everyone can modify their own sign to confirm or contradict, for example, a horse 
shape. Everyone works on a subjective shape which becomes objective for alt. The 
horse finds a life of its own, the life of a horse representation: its head moves, 
changes colour, before mutating into a Taurus or, something else. Little by little, 
signs mutate while telting a story, and a cotlective narration emerges from the 
interaction, an unpredictable and autonomous animated image in a continuum. 
According to Olivier Auber, the shapes and complex dynamics produced by the 
G&6rateur Pdf 6tique translate phenomena of self organization that are similar to 
those observed in some biological organisms (like cellular automata or simple 
biological organisms) and social communities. Participants are involved in some kind 
of retroactive loop. While performing modifications on his or her personal subimage, 
each user is generatty influenced by the image as a process, and conversety his or her 
own modifications will probably affect other users drawings. 
5.1.1.3. Functioning 
411-ctem and Interface 
The G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique is an interactive distributed system. It enables a large 
number of people across the world to participate in the emergence of an ever 
changing and ephemeral virtual image. This global image is the resutt of local 
images, each one controlled by a single participant. The number of participants does 
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not have any theoretical limitation. New participants can join or leave the collective 
drawing process at any time. Each new connection causes the automatic rescaling of 
all local images contained in the global one. This mechanism makes possible to 
increase the number of participants while still displaying the collective image in a 
fixed-size area on the screen. The individual sign of the first participant will, 
initially, take up the whole global image. Then, the part devoted to this sign will 
decrease in size as long as other participants connect themselves to the current 
session. Moreover. the program automatically determines the location of new local 
images inside the global one. These are either set side by side in a spiral- like shape 
or are set in such a way that they will replace the image of a user who has recently 
left the session. By default, the system gives to a new participant a place as central 
as possible (Auber, personal communication's). See (Fig. 11). 
Figure 11. Illustration of the setting of local images in GP. 
5 
The current technical limit for the participants is 70- 100. The limitation has no 
connection with the Java version, but comes from the server. A server farm like the 
ones used for online games would allow the G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique to reach 1000 
participants or more (Auber, personal communication). 
ls'Email dated 25 May 2002. 
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Once launched, the program continuously offers a double view of the interactive 
drawing process. The first view shows the current state of the global image and is 
updated in real-time. The second view shows an enlargement of the users local 
image. This picture can be modified at will by means of a simple graphical palette. 
The subsequent modifications are immediately propagated to all the global images 
currently displayed on the Net so that the collective image is ever changing in the 
same way for A participants. 
The interface is created by three windows: (1) Poietic Generator, (2) Drawing Pane[ 
and (3) Participants (see Fig. 12). The window (1) visualizes the globatity of the local 
images, that is the global image. Each local image takes a square portion. These 
portions are adjoining and they do not overlap. They grow smaller as the number of 
participants increases. This window can be enlarged at will, depending on the 
restrictions of one's screen. The window (2) provides the space for drawing, or the 
locat image, the drawing tools and an area of communication. The drawing too(s are 
a palette of 20 colors (10 light and 10 dark) and 4 buttons (bold, light, undo, erase) 
that permit users to define the size of the pixel, undo, and erase. The drawing tools 
allow users to draw the local image pixel by pixel. The communication area also 
allows users to visualize those who are connecting or disconnecting, and to read 
messages that are being sent by another participant to the owner of the local image. 
These are private, one-to-one messages, that can be sent by clicking either on the 
name of the participant listed in window (3) or directly in window (1) on the part of 
the global image that corresponds to personal sub-images, and then writing the 
message in the pop-up window that appears after clicking. Finally, the window (3) 
gives the list of the participants of the current session (e. g. name@tocation). 
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Figure 12. The GOnOrateur PoY Otique interface. 
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The evolution of the poietic image is saved event by event, pixel by pixel, and it can 
be replayed instantly after the session, both speedity and in slow motion (by using 
the pause bottom). Neverthetess, when you access the archive and see again the 
recorded movies the pace of visualization of interaction is not reliable: 
The speed may change according to the net congestion, your machine, 
etc. A slow but important change in the global image may be replaced 
very quickly. In the next version the idea id to conceive a way to store 
the time of every event in order to display it in real time (Auber, 
personal communication"'). 
GP Sessions 
There are two kinds of sessions in which peopte can participate. They are announced 
sessions and ongoing sessions. The announced sessions are those announced on the 
152 Email dated 21 May 2002. 
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website and the GP mailing list. They are often related to public events like 
conferences or workshops, and they have been organized in collaboration with the 
artist. The ongoing sessions are those that take place without noticep without the 
telepresence of the artist, and usually without any advanced planning. Before 1997, 
when the Gk&ateur Poi 6tique was implemented over the Web, Olivier Auber 
estimates the following number of sessions occurred: 10 sessions in public spaces 
between 1986-1994 (Minitel version); and 10 worldwide sessions between 1995-1997 
(Multicast version). Between 1998-2002 the system automatically counted and 
archived 78 sessions. of which more than 10 were announced sessions' 53 . 
GP Mailing Lists 
According to Olivier Auber it is very difficult to get people only from the Web: 
It is an experiment, not a net community (I don't like so much large 
groups, that's why maybe, I'm doing such experiments ; -) (Auber, 
personal communication '"). 
Instead, people need a "real world event" to grab their attention (Auber, personal 
communication'55), and this is why there are announced sessions and a maiting list. It 
is also true that some people, subscribed to the list, sometimes propose to launch a 
session not related to any public event or workshop, but this is very rare. As welt, it 
is true that there are some regulars, meeting occasionally on the G6n6rateur 
Pdi 6tique, but they cannot be identified: "I know there are some, but I don'tknow 
rv 156 who! 
153'rhe list of the announced sessions is still to be fully completed 
by the artist. 
154 Email dated 14 June 2002. 
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Sessions are managed and announced through two moderated lists. The first 
(preparation-gp@km2. net) is for the artist and his closest collaborators and 
supporters. It serves to propose and organize the sessions. The second (ist (poietic- 
generator@km2. net) is for all those that request to be updated about the sessions of 
the Gi-nerateur Pdi 6tique. and itusualty serves onty to announce the sessions. One 
thousand people are currently subscribed to this list. 
5.1.2. Open Studio 
Open Studio is a project created by Andy Deck (http: //draw. artcontext. net/). It is 
founded on a Java-based drawing system, which concurrently links all the users up to 
a single pictorial surface and enables them to collaborate in a dynamic drawing. As in 
multiple folds of real and recorded time, graphical space is given by users interplay 
and its products resemble time-lapse studies. 
5.1.2.1. History 
Andy Deck'5' activated Open Studio as a reworking of previous designs using similar 
collaborative drawing processes which he has been focusing on since 1997. The last 
design before Open Studio was GraphicJam, released in 1999 in cooperation with 
Mark Napier and The Thing, and in many respects very similar to Open Studio, though 
less stable. GraphicJam in turn was based on an early program called "The 
'" Email dated 21 June 2002. 
'56 Email dated 21 June 2002. 
'57Andy Deck was born in 1968 and lives in New York City. He works on the development of collaborative 
process in the context of art and connectivity, making public art for the Internet. Pre-empting regular 
programming and leveraging accidental freedoms, he attempts to demonstrate alternatives 
for Internet 
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Blackboard", and on another earlier version of the collaborative drawing too( that 
was made in 1997 with Till Kreuger"'. The software DraWarD, that Andy Deck 
developed in 1995 at the Ecole Nationate Sup6rieure des Arts D6coratifs in Paris, can 
also be considered an old prototype . This Java program is not collaborative in the 
same sense as Open Studio, however it laid some of the groundwork for the 
aesthetics and techniques used in the present project: 
When I began seriously to paint, I became interested in the way my 
mind, in the creative process of image-making, would construct 
familiarity from randomness. Since the process of change in the image 
was what concerned me, I was not satisfied to produce still, static 
images. It became necessary for me to work in a time-based medium. 
And by chance, I encountered computer programming at that same 
time, so the computer became the vehicle for exploration (Deck, 1999). 
Andy Deck started producing softwares that combined drawing and time-based 
sequences of drawn images. The World Wide Web and Java language have matched 
his objective to make a popular art form that would be easily accessible and would 
allow peopte to intervene coltaboratively in the image-making. It was the experience 
of producing this earlier software, together with the feedback he received from 
people who used it, that led him to make a spontaneous and multi-user drawing 
space: 
I became fascinated with the way my programs encouraged and made 
possible interactions that were unpredictable. My conviction, as a result 
of these experiences, is that the most interesting virtual spaces are 
those that engage the imaginations and participation of real people 
(Deck, 1999). 
interactivity and interface design. Andy Deck has made art software since 1990, and since 1994 
he has 
worked with the Web using the site http: //andyland. net and, more recently, 
http: //artcontext. com. 





Andy Deck's work can be understood through his idea of "malleable aesthetics", the 
essence of which is a profound reconfigurability in response to feedback from 
interested participants (Deck, 1998). According to Deck, whereas the beauty of most 
existing hypertexts and hypermedia is supposed to reside in the masterfut interptay 
of prospective narratives, wired in by the author, instead the alture of malleabte 
aesthetics is the potential digression and development in almost any direction. 
Inspiring participation in something useful or fun or enlightening, says Deck, is okay, 
but the paramount question is how to involve people in meaningful events, and 
orchestrate contributions to something that lasts beyond the event itself, adding an 
historical dimension. Ultimately, in view of computer systems obsolescence, 
malleable aesthetics must lead to the inclusion of the public in the process of coding. 
Moreover, due to the manipulative capacity of interactive systems, designs itself 
should be open to revision and debate. 
The term "'malleable aesthetics", as Andy Deck uses, refers to this ability to 
accumulate not only statements, or data, but also the structural changes brought 
about by the users of the system. The resulting synergy, by which the space and its 
underlying structure are gradually reinvented, can open unanticipated paths. 
According to Deck, Internet art can encourage participants to resolve their own 
differences, as tends to happens outside of digital channels, rather than pre- 
emptively or automatically stifling behaviour: 
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Using [the Java language) to implement a collaborative drawing system, 
I have become fascinated by the possibilities of networked interactivity. 
In spite of the limitations of the mouse, the programming language, and 
the browser context, I've become involved in a relationship with a 
public imagination that interests me. The things that have been made, 
things that have happened in this unusual space keep me focused on 
overcoming the looming exclusion and insipidity that haunt tomorrow's 
Internet. Many times I have corresponded with people in strange and 
surprising non-verbal dialogues (Deck, 1998). 
Open Studio comes from such an aesthetic. So, "Open" means an encouragement to 
visitors' participation and refers to the "Open Source" movement"', while "Studio" is 
Andy Deck's studio in New York, where the software is written and the server resides. 
Open Studio seeks to occupy and articulate a middle ground between art and 
interactive entertainment, between communication and creativity, and between 
independent and co(laborative expression. 
Open Studio is based on a concurrent Java-based drawing system, where the 
graphical space is acted by participants' interplay. As in multiple and 
overtapped folds of real and recorded time, saved drawings can be quickly "played 
back" in the same sequence of strokes and marks originally used, and be edited. 
Resembling time-lapse studies, Open Studio links all the users up to a single pictorial 
surface and it enables them to collaborate to a dynamic drawing. Participants can 
choose to interact using the material that has already been made, that is to say 
drawing on the recent Open Studio history, or they can choose to interact from 
scratch. Participants can a(so choose between a synchronical and diachronical time, 
I" Generically, "open source" refers to a program in which the source code is available to the general 
public for use and/or modification from its original design free of charge. Open source code 
is typically 
created as a collaborative effort in which programmers improve upon the code and share the changes 
within the community. "Open source" sprouted in the technological community as a response to 
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affecting in this way the nature of theii relationships. Because it is impossible to 
identify one participant from another. only on the basis of his drawing activity, when 
someone interacts with other participants while drawing on the recent Open Studio 
history, he or she is not able to say whether the strokes and marks appearing on the 
canvas are recorded or drawn in real time. Some participants will be "real", some 
will be "phantasmic", but regardless of when the action took place, any private 
action on Open Studio becomes part of a public drawing. Realized by the means of 
drawing tools that have been designed to be expressive and reactive to participants' 
movements, it conveys a persistent visual and physical quality that goes beyond a 
linear measure of time. 
Just as GraphicJam borrowed action from graffiti and its aesthetics from jam 
sessions, in which musicians create music playing by improvisation, so Open Studio 
investigates interactivity and computational expressivity as a mean for collaborative 
creation: 
No images wilt be of a very good quality, but when the beholder turns 
into a fellow co-creator it turns interesting anyway. Andy's page invites 
you to play with the clich, &s of art and to realize the fact that art has to 
be something more than effectual images of forms borrowed from 
somebody else. 
Besides this, you have to cope with being nDt the only creator. While 
you're watching the image you just made, it's starting to change; and 
yes, you suddenly notice that the program has got two users, and now 
three... It's no use to swear or protest. Somewhere in the cyberspace 
sonx4)ody else is sitting in this moment and painting over your creation, 
in his or her own fantastic or terrible way (Lundell, 1999). 
proprietary software owned by corporations. Open Studio is an expression of the open source movement 
in art. Its source code is available to schools, universities, and non-profit organizations. 
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5.1.2.3. Functioning 
System and Interface 
Open Studio is a Java applet that connects through the Internet to a server running 
on a host computer. This connect)on is what enables Open Studio applet in a 
participant's browser to talk to the other applets currently connected. In this way 
drawing can be shared by several people who may be in different countries. 
Sometimes, due to high traffic, load on the server, or a technical problem, the 
applet may not be able to connect to the server. In this case it is still possible to 
draw, but not to see the current drawing activity. However, it is always possible to 
see the various saved drawings from the Open Studio archive 
160 
Once a participant is connected, the recent history of activity of Open Studio can be 
viewed using the "Play" button. These drawings are stored on the server, and redraw 
on the participant's applet. Once the fLAI history of previous drawings have been 
shown the participant sees the present state of Open Studio, but there are no 
guarantees that a participant sees exactly what other participants who are 
connected are seeing. The participant can also stop the history by clicking the "Stop IP 
button. The history has a finite length, and so it changes as people continue to draw. 
Anything a participant draws on the applet surface is automatically added to Open 
Studio. 
'wParticipants can choose whether to save or not their drawing session (that will correspond to the 
drawing activity they participated in). 
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In order to create graphic marks and textures, participants use the drawing tools, a 
cotour picker, and a size control provided with the interface and designed to be easy 
to use and intuitive. Most of the interface is, therefore, self -explanatory (see Fig. 13 
and Fig. 14). 
Figure 13. Open Studio canvas. 
Figure 14. Open Studio interfoce. 
: ctick to save current drawing into a ffle in the server's archive. 




Chat Button: click once to open the chat window. 
Play Button: click once to start redrawing the recent Open Studio history. 
Stop Button: click once to stop drawing the history. 
Size Plicker: click and drag to change the width of the current drawing tool 
j Note: some tools react to had gesture and speed, and in this cases the effect of 
tt-ve size toot is less obvious). 
Colour Picker: click and drag in the red, green and blue columns to adjust the 
current coiour (Note: clicking on the lower square will reveal a palette of 
recent[v used colours). 
Too( Ncker: ctick to choose your current drawing too[ (Note: the tab at the top 
ca- b, -- cýicked to browse different drawing toots). 
Open Studio Sessions and Moiling List 
Open Studio works only on ongoing sessions. According to Andy Deck there are some 
"'regulars", but because of the anonymous nature of the space it is almost impossible 
to identify them. Says Maya Katogera"': "I've never known anyone personalty" (Maya 
'6'Maya Kalogera is an artist that participated regularly for almost one year in Open Studio drawing 
activity as a member of WOWM. org. She is the only "regular" I was able to meet and get in contact 
with. She also provided me with pictures from the WOWM. org archive. The experience of WOWM. org 
(Wrapping Our Warped Minds) is based on regular sessions of chatters that participated in Open Studio, 
sometimes working on predefined drawing themes (usually an artists' style). WOWM. org 
is an online 
experiment per-formed by the members of the WOWM. org (visual, multimedia and video artists). 
It is 
based on direct communication with the online audience from chat rooms, presenting them 
(at one 
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Katogera, personal communication""). Moreover, a mailing list exists, but this is not 
used to fix and announce sessions, only to send announcements of new work (Deck, 
personal communication "). 
The amount of people present on Open Studio fluctuates over time, and it is 
connected mainly to the promotion activity of the project. After an initial 
promotional stage, there are fewer links, BBS postings, and references to the project 
than at the launch of the project. However, there are clearly a tot of people still 
visiting Open Studio, as we can see from the animations they leave behind. The 
anonymous dimension of cyberspace, temporally suspended and floating, constitutes 
the environment where Open Studio is available to the participation and the 
collaborative activities of all the users of the Net. 
5.1.3. SITO Synergy Gridcosm 
SITO is an ar-t community that was born in 1993. It is a virtual. community, where 
"image-makers" and "image- lovers" meet, exchange ideas, and collaborate. SITO. org 
is a non-profit website. It exists to promote art, artists, and the development of new 
artforms through co(laboration and creative interpretation of dynamic data. Since 
SITO's inception, the two major sections of the website have been the "Artchive", a 
collection of over 500 artist portfolios edited by the artists themselves, and the 
"'Synergy" projects, a growing set of on-going collaborative art projects. "'Synergy" is 
therefore SITO's name for collaborative art projects, which are proposed and 
person at the time) specific art projects with intention to explore "heating" through art. The nature of 
its specificity, means that such an experience will not be analysed specifically in this work. 
162Emait dated 12 July 2002. 
163Emai( dated II June 2002. 
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experimented by artists from around the world participating in the community and 
called "articipants" (artist- participants). "Gridcosm" is the most popular "Synergypy 
project, where there is nearly constant activity. 
1. History 
SITO, originally OTIS, comes from the anagram: "the Operative Term Is Stimulate". 
The project started in 1993 by Ed Stastny, and today involves about a hundred virtual 
artists from aU over the world. "'Synergy" is SITO's name for collaborative art 
projects, in which anyone can participate by using a personal SITO ID (a three-letter 
code used to identify themsetves across SITO). Cotlaborative projects have been a 
very important part of SITO from the beginning. 
Within "Synergy" there is a group of projects, called "grid projects", that started in 
1994. These projects evolved conceptually and structurally, diversifying, until the 
tatest generation project "Gridcosm ", which was activated in Aprit 1997 and is stitt 
the most popular project. 
The start of this generation of project can be traced as far back as 1993 with 
"Revo(t" and "Crosswire". "Revott" was the very first project of 'Synergy". It 
consisted of the creation of an individual image, that was then manipulated by 
another participant and so on, following a linear sequence. "Crosswire" was the next 
Project. It was an evolution of the previous one, and allowed participants to 
manipulate and complete any image they found interesting, without following 
necessarily a forced linear progression. Only those images chosen could evolve to the 
next generation and mutate. These first collaborative art projects took place through 
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email and FTP, and involved serial manipulation of images by different artists, in 
which several "generations" of images were created, starting from "seed" images 
provided by different artists (Verle, 1999). 
The opportunity for the first "grid project", namely "Grids", was given by the 
"Panic"' sessions. "Panic", another "Synergy" project, started as an occasionat 
" party" set in order to collaborate and manipulate images in real time in conjunction 
with a rave called "smartBOMB", which took place in a nightclub in Minneapolis. 
Images were taken at the rave and sent to the FTP site, from which participants 
could download and, after manipulating them, could send the images back, so that 
anyone in the world, especially people at the rave, could see them. However, things 
did not go as planned and so artists that were participating in "Panic" started to send 
their own images to manipulate, and they found this so exciting that they decided to 
make it a weekly artistic and s, (xial event. 
"Grids" was born in the spring of 1994 from the "Panic" experience, as an attempt to 
create new forms of structured interaction over images. Instead of modifying an 
existing image, the grid worked by adding adjacent images to previous one, blending 
them together in one seamless, larger image. The idea was to use grids of images, 
where each square is linked to the one which is near and was produced earlier. There 
are two kinds of grids: static and dynamic. Static grids are "finite" grids and they can 
be easily represented in bi-dimensional space. Original grids, those of "Grids", were 
static. Dynamic grids are composed of a set of images that are correlated and 
continuously growing, as in the case of the successive generation of projects: 
"Infinite Grid", "HyGrid" and "'Gridcosm" 
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In "Grids" each artist fills up a portion of the grid with an image, which is placed in 
relation to the other images, and then interconnected with them, through a 
collaborative process. These processes can take a few hours or many days, according 
to the time dedicated by the participant and the rate he or she can realize the 
piece. Each cottaboration works in stages. At first a participant sends a starting 
image, which is placed in the centre of the grid (there can be also other 
configuration versions). Then four other participants create images in the adjacent 
portions of the grid, which blend with or somehow relate to the starting image. When 
this stage is completed, the next stage is started, and so on, until the completion 
and naming of the grid. 
With "HyGrid", in embryo in 'rThe Infinite Grid" of June 1994, we leap into 
hyperspace. It is November 1995. The "HyGrid" process, based on the same principle 
as a(l the "grid projects", is automated by means of a CGI script that recognizes IDs, 
names of files, configuration patterns, and so on. Differently though from "Grids", 
"HyGrid" develops on to the World Wide Web and becomes a real, hyperdimensionat 
space. Each square, each portion, has a parent and three children (each square has 
four "neighbours"). The parent is the image on the basis of which another image is 
created. We cou(d say it is the image "over" which another image is created, in a 
hyperspatial perspective. The children are the images linked to the parent. The only 
exception is the so called "mountaintop", which constitutes the origin. It is a three- 
linear process, a set of quadrangular images that constantly branch in three 
directions and are connected to one another within the informational space of World 
Wide Web. In fact, as Stastny admits, it is no longer correct to call them grids, 
because they are rather "a built in beauty system that tweaks the exploratory 
nerve". To go 'right' and 'up' is not the same as to go 'up' and 'right', as it is in bi- 
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dimensional space. In the World Wide Web space, "perhaps it is better described as 
'hyperi n format iona 1'... meaning that that information isn't intrinsically (inked 
together, but linked by a force that seems 'outside' or 'beyond' the information 
itself. That force, ideally, is 'context"' (Ed Stastny, personal communication) 164 . 
In fact, when an artist chooses to create an image to connect two other images, 
linking the left side of one and the right side of the other, the "'bridge" built 
connects many other images, producing a bond of mutual links. The bridge can be 
created between two, three or four separate quadrangles, establishing arbitrary and 
unexpected "HyGrid" paths. In this kind of space it is no longer possible to trace the 
evolution of "HyGrid" generations simply by counting the amount of quadrangles that 
are between the current quadrangle and the "mountaintop". Without comparing the 
dates of creation it is not possible to trace any path of lineage. To cross "HyGrid" 
means to place oneself in the centre of the pattern, by cticking time and time again 
on the image you want to put in the centre. Many are the possible patterns, and each 
of them provides a particu(ar "cross- section" of images and, since June 1996, sounds 
have been attached to the images. 
"Gridcosm" is the latest generation project, active since 1997. To contribute to the 
evolution and expansion of this cosm is simple, and it works in a similar way to all 
the other "'grid projects": one reserves a space-image, realizes an image, and sends 
it by FTP. Compared to "HyGrid" what has changed is the time, which has been 
reduced to just four hours, the time at which it is possible to realize one's own 
image, and beyond which reservation expires. Concentration and reagency, the 
"Ernaft dated 27 November 1997. 
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capability to think quickly and to grasp the creative stimulus, are therefore very 
important. A fragment of sentence is required in combination with each image, 
which one can compose choosing among three different possibilities of syntactic 
sentence, so to create a sort of "loose-form prose" that accompanies the images. 
Another difference is that "Gridcosm" is constituted by a set of 3x3 grids. When a 
3x3 grid is completed, it is reduced to the size of a single portion of the grid and it is 
placed at the centre of a new empty grid. The process repeats ad infinitum, and 
currently there are more than fifteen hundred levels. To cross this cosm one must 
proceed by zooming in and out from the constellations of images, grids, and links. As 
one goes "down", one more goes back in the history of the cosm, towards its origins, 
and when it is not possiNe to go any further there appears an obscure (ink to 
"HyGrid". 
5.1.3.2. Concept 
SITO expresses a sort of "collective art", a place where it is not only possible to 
produce art and exhibit it, but where a social community of cooperation is active for 
twenty-four hours and is open to anyone. 
Synergy, co(laboration and community are the key words to understand the SITO 
project. As we have seen, "Synergy" is the section of SITO that houses alt of the 
co(laborative art projects. These col(aborative art projects are designed "to 
integrate input from multip(e sources into a whote that is greater than the sum of its 
parts" (from SITO. org). They have been a very important part of SITO from the 
beginning. The first collaborative art projects took place through emait and FTP, but 
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as the World Wide Web became more widely accessible, other projects have been 
developed specificallY for that medium. 
Synergy is a core principle. In an email quoted by Lenara Verle, Ed Stastny describes 
it in the following way, while operationally wondering about time parameters in SITO 
collaborative art projects: 
There is a goal rather than a gauge. The focus can be shifted from 
observation for collaborative phenomenon to the shaping of 
collaborative synchronicity. Literally, SYNERGY. With the parameters of 
a project set and time to work within those parameters, time to hone 
and weigh prospects, we can get to know one-another as well as 
creating emotion on an abstract, yet undeniable canvas (Verte, 1999). 
Another core principle of SITO's collaborative process is "community". Artist- 
participants ("articipants") are strongly encouraged to communicate with one 
another by any available means. Every project is linked to a means of 
communication. They chat, email, post to public message boards, interacting also at 
the levet of conception and creation of scripts and interfaces"', while the projects 
themselves play out like visual conversations. 
In fact, even though some projects, like "HyGrid" and "Gridcosm", show multimedia 
features, including text and sounds, interaction remains primarily visual. The visual 
aspect is therefore predominant, and collaboration is based essentially on the use of 
images (Verle, 1999). 
'"See Verle's study for a description of the levels of interaction within SITO community (Verle, 
1999). 
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Within "grid projects" artists create images adjacent to one another, as if in a visual 
dialogue. Verte, a member of the SITO community since 1994, describes how each 
image expresses different meanings, that are interpreted little by little, and to 
whom participants respond visually. In this dynamic process, it is possible to identify 
themes that emerge and develop visually. Often references can be traced, that are 
linked to particular situations internal to the group, or to local or international 
events appearing in newspapers or on TV. Sometimes, one or two artists predominate 
in turn. creating long sequences of images. Other times a visual dialogue does not 
take place, and images which seem disconnected from one another in a sort of 
"visual cacophony". Over time, it is also possible to discover "styles" of particular 
artists, or attempts to simulate or imitate others' style, as if they were playing hide 
and seek (Verte, 1999). 
When an image is hunched, this can be developed by other participants, deviated 
from, or refused completely. An example given by Verle is that of an image which 
suggests the figure of a human body. Another artist can decide to complete the 
figure by following the initial form, or to modify it slightly (turning the mate features 
into fernale features) or completely (changing the human figure in a house or in an 
abstract drawing). 
Interaction between participants takes place usually in an asynchronous way. 
Participants are not even necessarily connected at the same time in order for 
interaction to happen. The "rhythm" of projects (Verte, 1999) is induced by the time 
in hand to create images. In "Gridcosm", for instance, each artist has four hours to 
create and send images. The rhythm is therefore rather fast (faster than "HyGrid", 
where participants have 24 hours to complete their own image). The fast pace of 
Gridcosm constitutes a sort of synchronicity, during which participants remain 
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connected at the same time and follow the rapid progress of images, reacting to 
them and creating new images as a response. In her study, Verle defines such a 
synchronicity as "contingent sync hronicity ", and she compares it to the kind of 
conversation that occurs by email, a tool, of communication asynchronous, but also 
informal and colloquial because of its immediacy. 
Lastly, we can say that the experience of "HyGrid" and "Gridcosm" revolves around 
the idea of matrix. The loop of actions and retroactions that occurs within the reat 
time of the G6n6rateur Poi 6tique and that is constitutive of the worý gives way to a 
different mode of collaborative relating. A sort of 'tradition' emerges as each square 
connects directly to the near squares only, generation by generation. Instead of loops 
of actions and retroactions, we see influences and explorations. Only in "Gridcosm" 
is the contribution of all participants processed, and we can talk of indirect actions 
and retroactions. Within the community, open to the larger Internet community, but 
aware of a sense of membership that is typical of any social group, collaboration is 
evolution, generational growing. SITO "Synergy" drives the exploration of creative 
collaboration into a dimension that is strictly connected to the nature of the World 
Wide Web, and into a generational perspective that somehow, compared to the 
Un&ateur Pdi 6tique and Open Studio, brings back the work to time, to the history 
of a community. 
5.1.3.3. Functioning 
4in-tem and Interface 
Synergy projects, except for the oldest ones (working on FTP), are based on the 
World Wide Web and on scripts that function constantly and automatically, and that 
guarantee the interaction and the integration of new contents into whole projects. 
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Gridcosm is one of the many Synergy projects based on the grid metaphor, and tike 
the other Synergy projects it allows artists to work on their own image within a 
predefinite time frame. The way it works is that each level of Gridcosm is made up 
of nine square images arranged into a 3x3 grid of images. The middle image is a 
version, one-third the size of the previous level. The images surrounding the centre 
are created by various people from around the world. The pieces are created 
sequentially and intertockedty, taking care to insure that the image they create 
blends visually and thematically with the pieces already in place on that grid level. 
When a level is complete, it shr-inks and becomes the basis for the next [eveL This 
process creates an ever expanding tunnel of images, the newest (eve[ being a direct 
result of the previous level, which is a result of the previous level, and so on, in a 
process that goes on indefinitely. 
New pictures can be added in a zooming process. When the topmost levet is reached 
it is possible to enter into the "collaborative mode". Depending on the stage of 
completion, we can see some finished images, some blank squares, and also some 
reserved squares. To add an image we choose the space we would like to fill, and 
then we reserve it using our SITO ID. We need to create the image and upload it to 
the SITO server in the next four hours; otherwise the space wit[ be made available to 
a new artist. To upload the file and add the textual fragment we use the tools 
provided by scripts programmed by SITO participants. These scripts a(low us to make 
the process who(ly automated. 
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There is also a textual element to Gridcosm. At the same time that an artist uploads 
a new image, he or she also writes a short text as a fragment that will join the other 
eight to form a text paragraph in the same way that images fit together in that [evet. 
Of course, we can atso navigate through Gridcosm in different ways, without entering 
the collat>orative m(>de. Clicking the zoom in button we can see more details, 
clicking the zoom out button it reveals the image borders, and clicking the level 
button we can jump to the top level. 
Figure 15. A completed level, and the next completed level in the Gridcosm project 
(Verle, 1999). 
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S/TO Sessions and Communication Channels 
In "Gridcosm" participants tend to be connected at the same time within what Verle 
has called "contingent synch ronicity ". 
They use at[ the communication channets avaitabte to them, from web forum to 
emait, to chat systems. These communication channets are parattel, that is to say 
they are not an integral part of the interface of the specific collaborative system 
represented by the project. During the visual interaction systems of synchronous 
communication are the most used. 
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Figure 16. Working progress in the Gridcosm project (Verle, 1999). 
5.2. Setting, Sessions, and Players 
Visual data used for analysis comes from public and private archivesl"6 , and from 
sessions in which I participated and that I contributed to during the organization of 
public workshops, since 1999167 . These workshops, particularly a first questionnaire 
tested at the University of Montpellier, were useful when trying to elaborate on the 
questionnaires used in this work. 
The sessions I organized, during my stay at the University of Boulder, Colorado as 
visiting researcher, presented an opportunity to promote the collection of data 
related to the questionnaire I had prepared, and also the beginning of a continuous 
process of feedback with my key informants (artists and regular participants)"'. 
I organized two sessions. The first session took place on 11 June 2002 from 1 1.00am 
to 1.00pm (Mountains Time), and it invo(ved the participants of the G6n6rateur 
Pdi 6tique. The second session took ptace on 25 June 2002 from 9.00am to 10.00am 
(Mountains Time), and it involved the participants of the G6n6rateur Pdi &tique again, 
as well as those of Open Studio. SITO's members were involved and invited to fiU in 
my questionnaires during the period June/Juty 2002. In aU three cases artists 
accepted to arrange a link on their websites to my questionnaires, inviting those who 
were going to participate in the sessions I had organized or those that were regular 
and active member of the community (as in the case of SITO) to respond. 
'"I particularly want to thank the artists, and also Lenara Verle and Maya Kalogera, for their important 
contribution. 
'67Wor-kshops at Golern Videofestival, Torino, November 1999; University of Montpellier 111, Montpellier, 
June 2000; Fondazione Pistoletto/Cittade(larte, Biella, April 2001. 
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Sessions were promoted through the communication channels usually adopted by 
each project (mainly through mailing lists), and according to the policies of the 
artists. The sample, therefore, reflects the nature of those who normally participate 
to those projects. Even though some new participants were linked to the sessions I 
had organized (for instance staff and students of the University of Boulder, 
Colorado), this falls within the usual dynamics of the projects and responds to their 
artistic experimental nature"". On the occasion of these sessions the maximum 
number of participants connected at the same time was 16 for G6n6rateur PoY 6tique, 
and 8 for Open Studio. 
It was possible to retrieve identities thanks to the open questionnaire, 
notwithstanding some problems with database integrity when attributing an identity 
to the questionnaires for the Abaque de R6gnier. This then altowed me to proceed 
with unstructured interviews useful in refining some observations. 
The number of answers in relation to the first questionnaire (Abaque de R6gnier) 
received at the Boulder sessions is expressed by the following: 27 for the G6n6rateur 
Pot 6tique; 16 for Open Studio, and 12 for SITO. Thenumber of individual respondents 
was 50. The number of answers in re(ation to the second questionnaire was as 
fottowing: 20 for the G6n6rateur Pdi 6tique; 10 for Open Studio, and 11 for SITO. The 
number of individual respondents was 37. 
'6'See note 146. 
'69This is true for the G6n, &rateur Poi Litique, and also for Open Studio, while SITauggests a 
different 
discourse that reflects its nature as a community. 
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6. Results of the Case Studies 
In this sixth chapter the results of the case studies are presented and discussed. 
They provide an understanding of the experience of co-creation, a grasp of the 
motivational paths to co-creation, and a description of the features of the 
computational environment that can sustain co-creation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to identify some specific principles for the design of 
relational settings and affective bodies, seen as a weak aspect in the practice of 
Metadesign. 
The cross-case analysis of the results of the case studies allows us to understand the 
event of co-creation, and how the cotlaborative system and the interface can support 
this event. Such analysis combines with the understanding of co-creation provided by 
the aesthetica( analysis produced in chapter three, and contributes to identify what 
specific intersubjective and embodied processes of co-creation can be enabled by 
networked computing into visual environments. 
6.1. Collaboration and Co-Creation 
The first part of the analysis enables us to understand the creative experience of 
participants,, and to define the event of co-creation within the collaborative system. 
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This analysis has revealed a relationship, in the perception of participants, between 
collaboration and the event of co-creation. 
The method adopted for this analysis is called Abaque de R6gnier, and it is based on 
a closed questionnaire and on visual representations of the results"O. 
6.1.1. Mosaic of Individual Perceptions 
By putting the answers to the questionnaire in lines and the respondents in columns, 
we get a coloured matrix, representing the central issue. This matrix represents a 
mosaic of individual perceptions. 
About GP - The global colour distribution of the 513 elements of the matrix (27*19) is 
already indicative of underlying disturbances: green (25,73%), light green (25,73%), 
yetlow (21,44%), light red (11,11 %), red (10,53%), white (2,34%) and btack (3,12%). 
From green to red there is a distribution that decreases quite harmoniously. The 
coupled green and light green, and red and light red, show values that are very 
similar when not identical (for instance in the case of green and light green), that is 
to say they identify areas of "positive consensus" and "negative consensus" that are 
internally homogeneous. The sum of green and light green is more than 50% of the 
matrix, more than double of sum of red and tight red. A large yellow area (about 
20%) is also clear. The sum of white and black (which represents the opaque areas of 
the image) is just a little more than 5%. See (Appendix IV, illustration 1). 
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About OS - The global colour distribution of the 304 elements of the matrix (16*19) is 
already indicative of underlying disturbances: green (20,72%), light green (26,64%), 
yellow (20,07%), light red (9.87%), red (13,16%), white (8,55%), black (0,99%). From 
green to red there is a non- homogeneous distribution, showing rather significant gaps 
between red and light red, and especially between green and light green (more than 
6%). These gaps identify areas of "'positive consensus" and "negative consensus" that 
are internally non- homogeneous. The sum of green and light green is almost more 
than 50% of the matrix, more than double the sum of red and tight red. Again, a large 
yellow area is evident (about 20% again). In this case the sum of white and black 
(that represents the opaque areas of the image) is near to 10%, showing a clear 
predominance of white. See (Appendix IV, illustration 11). 
About SITO - The globa(colour distribution of the 228 elements of the matrix (12*19) 
is already indicatory of underlying disturbances: green (25,88%), tight green (28,51%), 
yellow (22,81%), light red (8,33%), red (8,77%), white (5,70%), black (0%). From green 
to red there is a distribution that decreases quite harmoniously. The coupled green 
and light green, and red and light red also show values that are very similar, that is 
to say they identify areas of "positive consensus" and "negative consensus" that are 
internally homogeneous. The sum of green and light green is more than 54% of the 
matrix, more than triple the sum of red and light red. The values of light red and red 
are in fact the lowest of the three matrices. A yellow area that is bigger than in the 
other two matrices is evident (almost 23%). The sum of white and black (that 
"OSee 4.2.3.2. for a description of the method and the reasons of its adoption; see Appendix I for the 
questionnaire. 
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represents the opacity of the image) is near to 6%, but with a complete absence of 
black. See (Appendix IV, illustration 111). 
6.1.2. Attitudes of Participants 
The distinction between white and black allows us to segment the attitudes of 
participants within the "Opacity', of the matrix. The distribution of colours allows us 
to do the same within its "transparency". This is possible through analysis of the 
columns that correspond to the answers of each participant. 
From the analysis of the matrix of participants, one can infer that, generally 
speaking, most par-ticipants did not use either white or black. Nevertheless this is not 
atways true, as in the case of Open Studio, but it is true that most participants show 
a distribution of the colours attributed to the answers that is consistent. 
About GP - Most participants (18 among 27) do not use either white or black. 
Twenty-four participants show a continuous distribution, that is to say their answers 
do not lack colours between the extreme green (green or light green) and red (red or 
light red). One only participant (ID30) shows a discontinuous distribution, which 
shifts from light green to red. Two participants (ID2 e ID124) show a partiat 
distribution, faiting to use the red extreme (red or light red). See (Appendix IV, 
illustration IV). 
About OS -A little less than the half of participants, seven among sixteen, use 
neither white nor black. Thirteen participants show a continuous distribution, where 
all the colours between the green (green and light green) and red (red and tight red) 
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extreme are used. Three (ID60, ID53, ID54) show a discontinuous distribution, passing 
from light green to red (ID60 e ID53), or from green to red (ID54). See (Appendix IV, 
illustration V). 
About SITO - No participants ever use black. Seven among twelve do not even use 
white. All participants show a continuous distribution, using colours between the 
extreme green (green or light green) and red (red or light red). See (Appendix IV, 
illustration VI). 
6.1.3. Permutations 
Processing the raw data on the basis of the answers, we can see a consensus in 
relation to the experience of creativity, which reveals a relationship in the 
perception of participants between cotlaboration and the event of co-creation. 
Subsequently, there is also a dissensus (that is to say a problematic area) about the 
motivational paths and the nature of the creative environment as affected by the 
co(laborative system and the interface. 
6.1.3.1. Favourable Consensus: Co-Creation 
A positive trend emerges ("'favourable consensus") in relation to the set of questions 
2,6,8,16,18, and 19. According to these answers participants feet they created 
something that was different than they would have created alone (8). They felt they 
interacted creatively with others (answer 2), on the basis of the visualization of their 
activity (6), and they felt that they experienced a creativity that went beyond their 
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interaction with the computer (16). Such an experience was, for them, more 
important than the outcome (18), and they felt satisfied (19). 
These results are provided by an analysis that merges all the answers given for each 
single project. A singular analysis of each project would reveal the different 
distribution of values attributed by participants to each project. Nevertheless, a 
joint analysis, like the one elaborated here, allows us to identify shared areas of 
consensus that are meaningful and comparable with the results of the aestheticat 
ana(ysis of chapter three"' 
About item 8- "I created something that was different than I would have created 
alone". A joint analysis reveals a dear favourabie consensus. Black is absent: green 
(54,55%), light green (23,64%), yettow (9,09%), tight red (3,64%), red (1,82%), white 
(7,27%), black (0%). Looking at the single projects, two in three do not show the red 
extreme at all (OS and SITO) or even the yellow (SITO). This item is the only one to 
appear within the area of positive consensus in each project. 
About item 18 - "'The experience is more important than the outcome". A joint 
analysis reveals a clear favourable consensus: green (36,36%), light green (40%), 
yellow (10,91%), light red (3,64%), red (3,64%), white (1,82%), black (3,64%). Looking 
at the single projects, this item has its most favourable consensus in relation to OS. 
"'By means of this kind of comparison it is also possible to solve some controversial issues, 
like the 
meaning of those items that in a single project found a place within the central problematic area 
(called "dissensus"). 
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About item 19 1 feet satisfied". A joint analysis still reveals a clear favourable 
consensus. The value of yellow increases, while red disappears completely: green 
(45,45%). tight green (25,45%), yellow (21,82%), light red (1,82%), white (3,64%), 
black (1,82%). Looking at the single projects, this item has its most favourabte 
consensus in relation to GP. 
About item 6- "My interaction with other participants was guided by the 
visualization of their activity". A joint analysis stilt reveals a clear favourable 
consensus: green (30,91%). light green (36,36%), yetlow (18,18%), light red (5,45%), 
red (1,82%). white (5,45%), black (1,82%). Looking at the single projects, this item 
has the highest favourable consensus, particularly in relation to GP and OS. 
About item 16 - "I felt there was a creativity that went beyond my interaction with 
the computer". A joint analysis still reveals a clear favourable consensus, but opacity 
is high: green (32,73%), light green (32,73%), yellow (10,91%), light red (7,27%), red 
(5,45%), white (7,27%), btack (3,64%). Looking at the singte projects, this item has 
the highest favourab(e consensus, particularly in relation to SITO. 
About item 2-I felt that I interacted creatively with others". A joint analysis still 
reveals a clear, favourable consensus. Opacity is very low (white is almost absent): 
green (38,18%), light green (25,45%), yellow (21,82%), light red (10,91%), red (1,82%), 
white (0%), black (1,82%). Looking at the single projects, this item has its most 
favourable consensus in re(ation to SITO. 
Looking at the single projects, positive trends are distributed as following: 
* GP: items 19,8,6,18 (see Appendix IV, illustration VII); 
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* OS: items 18,8,2,6 (see Appendix IV, illustration VIII); 
9 SITO: items 2,8,16,19 (see Appendix IV, illustration IX). 
6.1.3.2. Unfavourable Consensus: Co-Creation 
A negative trend emerges ("unfavourable consensus") in relation to the set of 
questions 17,7.9,14, and 13. According to the answers participants deny that their 
interaction with other participants was guided by their chatting with other 
participants (7), or was significantly affected by previous knowledge of the people 
they were interacting with (9). Users also deny that the outcome is predictable (17), 
but not all of them are sure whether the outcome was mainly determined by the 
computational features of the system (14), or whether their relationships were 
main(y affected by the time of interaction (13). 
These results are provided by an analysis that combines aU the answers given for 
each single project. A singular analysis of each project would reveal the different 
distribution of values attributed by participants to each project. Nevertheless a joint 
analysis also, in this case, allows us to identify shared areas of consensus, that are 
meaningful and comparable with the results coming from the aesthetical analysis of 
chapter three. 
The joint analysis shows that within the area of "'unfavourable consensus" values 
tend, in some cases (particularly 13 and 14), to slide towards the central problematic 
area. This is due partly to the missing polarisation that an evaluation from users 
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about the answers previously given should produce 172 . In fact we can see that in 
SITO, where the community dimension gives to participants a deeper awareness, 
polarisation is more definite. Partly, this is due to the thematic closure of some of 
the following items that have been identified as clear problematic areas (see the 
following two sections). 
About item 7- "My interaction with other participants was guided by my chatting 
with them ". A joint analysis reveals a clear negative trend. Black is absent: green 
(3,64%), light green (12,73%), yetlow (20%), light red (25,45%), red (30,91%), white 
(7,27%), black (0%). Looking at the single projects, this item has its most 
unfavourable consensus in relation to GP. 
About item 17 - "The outcome is predictable". A joint analysis reveals a negative 
trend. Black is absent: green (14,55%), tight green (12,73%), yettow (16,36%), light 
red (23,64%), red (27,27%), white (5,45%), black (0%). From green to red there is a 
harmonic decreasing distribution, but looking at the single projects, this item has a 
clearer potarisation in relation to SITO (0% green and 0% tight green). 
About item 9- "Previous knowledge of the people I was interacting with was 
relevant". A joint analysis reveals a negative trend. White opacity is more than 12%. 
Values of transparent colours are: green (14,55%), light green (14,55%), yellow 
(10,91%), light red (12,73%), red (32,73%), white (12,73%), black (1,82%). Looking at 
the singte projects, this item has its highest favourabte consensus particularty 
in 
retation to GP and OS. 
lr'See 4.2.4.2. 
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About Item 13 - "My relationships were affected mainly by the time of interaction" 
The sum of red and light red does not express a univocal negative trend: green 
(14,55%), light green (14,55%), yellow (34,55%), light red (20%), red (10,91%), white 
(5.45%). black (0%). Looking at the single projects, this item has an unfavourable 
consensus only in relation to SITO. So even though visually it occurs in the area of 
unfavourable consensus of SITO, and it should be considered as part of the set of 
negative trends given by a joint analysis of the projects, it will be considered within 
the next section. 
About item 14 - '7he outcome of interaction was determined mainly by the 
computational features of the system". The sum of red and light red does not express 
a univocal negative trend: green (9,09%), light green (27,27%), yellow (27,27%), tight 
red (10,91%), red (16,36%), white (5,45%), black (3,64%). Looking at the single 
projects, this item has an unfavourab(e consensus only in relation to SITO. So even 
though visually it occurs in the area of unfavourable consensus of SITO, and it should 
be considered as part of the set of negative trends given by a joint analysis of the 
projects, it will be considered within the next section. 
Looking at the single projects, negative trends are distributed as following: 
9 GP: items 9,7 (see Appendix IV, illustration VII); 
* OS: items 9,7,17 (see Appendix IV, illustration VIII); 
o SITO: items 13,14,17 (see Appendix IV, illustration IX). 
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6.1.3.3. Dissensus A: Relationships, Feelings, and Goals 
Dissensus has been divided into two areas. The first is related to the motivational 
paths that sustain co-creation. and the second is related to the environment provided 
by the collaborative system and the interface. In the first area dissensus emerges as 
an issue of perception and understanding of the relationship between participants, 
their feelings and goals, but the questionnaire on these topics gives an unsatisfactory 
result, because answers need to be better articulated. The results of the open 
questionnaire (see 6.2) will provide further insights. 
This first problematic area ("dissensus A") emerges in relation to the set of questions 
1,3,4,5, and 15. According to these answers, participants disagree about how they 
felt influenced by other participants (1). They also disagree about how and to what 
extent they were emotionally coupled to other participants (4), and whether they 
were able to imagine what other participants had the intention of doing (5). Lastly 
they disagree about whether they were following their own goat (3), or whether they 
perceived the outcome as determined mainly by the active relationship among 
participants (15). 
6.1.3.4. Dissensus B: Creative Environment 
A second problematic issue is related to the perception and features of the creative 
environment, both in terms of the "place" determined by the processes- material at 
stake (here produced by the relation between feelings/goals, or individual factors, 
and computational features of the environment), and in relation to the specific 
aspects of the collaborative system and the interface. A more close visual analysis of 
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the answers given in relation to the items under the theme "Place to 173 can help to 
provide some insights, but a phenomenological analysis of the visual activity of the 
participants will be necessary in order to provide further elements of understanding 
(see 6.3). 
The second problematic area ("dissensus B") emerges in relation to the set of 
questions 10-11/20-21/22-23,12, and 13. Atthough different for each project, 
participants are not to tell clearly whether their activity was coupled to the 
activities of their neighbours or to the global activity (20-21 in GP); whether their 
activity was influenced by colours or by strokes and marks (10- 11 in OS); whether 
their activity was influenced by the pictures of their neighbours or by the whole of 
all the pictures (22-23 in SITO); or whether their relationships were affected mainly 
by the space or by the time of interaction (12 and 13 in all the projects). It seems 
difficult for participants to be able to perceive the level of resolution of their 
interaction and objectify stimuli and external factors. The hypothesis, that has also 
led me to adopt an open questionnaire and later a phenomenological analysis of 
visual activity, is that the level of resolution of participants' interaction, and the 
stimuli and external factors contributing to the process are not easily perceivable 
and understandable by participants when "detached" from the process. They are 
experienced intersubjective(y and, as such, they affect the process of interaction 
and must be analysed. 
"'See Appendix I for the list of questions and their organization in themes. The software scripted to 
apply the Abaque de R&gnier gives visual representations for the whole set of questions, and also for 
each thematic set of questions ("Agency", "Place", Processes -ma teria(", and "Outcome"). 
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If we took closer at these questions (10/11,21/22,22/23,12,13) in relation to the 
theme "Place", so relativizing the visualization on one specific topic, we can see 
that while for each project some features seem to emerge specifically (like space for 
GP, colours for OS, and the whole picture for SITO), it also seems to emerge as true 
for all that time is not perceived as a factor particularly relevant. This is curious if 
we consider the fact that two of these projects (GP and OS) are in reat time, and 
that for Gridcosm the time of interaction is constrained by fixed temporat frames. 
See (Appendix IV, illustrations X, XI, and XII). 
The first inference that can be made is that time, like space, colours, or the 
collaborative "canvas", are intersubjective factors, rather than mere aspects of the 
interactive system, and as such they are perceived. 
6.1.3.5. Anomalous Positions and First Insights 
If we combine the matrix of questions with the matrix of participants we can see 
anomalous positions emerge, such as red cells on green fields and vice versa. An 
analysis of these positions and their correlation with other answers from the same 
participant, or from other participants with a similar profile, allows us to identify 
some first insights that will then be confirmed by the results provided by the open 
questionnaire in the next section (see 6.2). Not all the anomalous positions emerging 
from these matrices reveal significant correlations, but some interesting positions 
emerge. The most interesting correlations can be found in GP and OS, and 
respectively they place in opposition (a) verbal chatting and creative relationships, 
and (b) mere computation and emotional tone. 
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(a) Verbal Chatting vs. Creative Relationships 
In GP, the potarisation between the green and the red field is not so clear. 
Nevertheless some anomalous positions are quite visible at the extreme of the two 
fields (see Appendix IV, illustration XIII). Among these positions, the most meaningful 
correlation can be traced from the answers of participants V 12 and V 20. As we 
have seen in 6.1.3.1., there is a favourable consensus on the fact that interaction 
was guided by the visualization of the activity of participants, but in an anomalous 
way participants ID112 and ID120 responded to the question 7 saying that their 
interaction was guided by their chatting with other participants (7*112: tight green, 
7*120: green). Both these participants show a lack in the perception of a shared 
creative experience (they didn't feet that they interacted creatively with others: 
2*112: light red, 2*120: ye(low; they deny imagining what other participants had the 
intention of cbing: 5'112: red, 5' 120: red; they refuse to express their judgement 
about whether the outcome of interaction was determined mainly by the active 
relationship among participants: 5*112: black, 5*120: black). Furthermore, 
participant ID1 12 responds in an anomalous way to the question 9, sustaining that a 
previous knowledge of the people she was interacting with was relevant (9*112: 
green). 
An initial conclusion is that focusing on verbal chatting and on previous 
acquaintances, rather than on visual activity, seems to distract from experiencing an 
active and creative relationship with other participants. 
(b) Mere Computation vs. Emotional Tone 
In OS, the polarisation between the green and red fields is clearer. Some anomalous 
positions are clearly visible (see Appendix IV, illustration XIV). Among 
these 
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positions, the most meaningful correlation can be traced from the answers of 
participant ID53- She answered that her relationships were affected mainly by the 
space of interaction (12*53: green), that they were affected mainly by the time of 
interaction (13*53: green), and that the outcome of interaction was determined 
mainly by the computational features of the system (13*53: green), white she 
answered red or light red to the remaining questions concerning the experience of 
creativity. 
We can infer that where the participant more strongly perceives the features of the 
collaborative system than the emotional tone of interaction, that is to say the 
presence of and the retationship with other participants (independentty from the fact 
that this happens due to the nature of the cotlaborative system or to the 
temperamental characteristics of participant), co-creation does not seem to take 
ptace. 
A further insight can be inferred from the only anomalous position visible on the SITO 
matrix (see Appendix IV, illustration XV). This matrix does not show particularly 
significant correlations, but it confirms the good homogeneity in the answering of 
participants, and reveals an understanding that is largely shared between 
participants belonging to the same community for a long period of time. 
6.2. Relationships, Feelings, and Goals 
Following the results obtained with the Abaque de R&gnier, it remains to clarify what 
motivational paths and what kind of environment are provided by the collaborative 
system and the interface, and how they sustain co-creation. In this section, the 
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resuits obtained through the "Attractors and Pathways" method (see 4.2.3.3. ), and 
concerning the motivational paths of participants are presented. 
6.2.1. Categories, Keywords and Attractors 
Starting with the answers to the open questionnaire used within this method (see 
Appendix 11). clusters of keywords have been defined for each of the seven items put 
in the questionnaire. They are: (1) Relationship quality; (2) Relationship factors; (3) 
Goals; (4) Feelings; (5) Context features; (6) Motivations; (7) Habits. From these 
clusters a consistent set of elements have been identified for each item. The 
elements referring to the items concerning how the retationship with other 
participants was perceived (relationship quality), and what motivations to interaction 
were subjectively perceived (motivations) emerge as crucial. In relation to these 
elements a number of different pathways can be defined, according to three 
different "attractors""4. These attractors lead to the identification of three 
different "pathways" or behaviours, corresponding to the three different flow-charts 
(see Appendix IV, illustrations XXIV, XXV, and XXVI). They are: 
A. Emotional- existential, 
the pathway of which tends toward the left side of the chart (18 respondents); 
B. Explorative, 
the pathway of which tends toward the middle side of the chart (18 respondents); 
"'In this method the term attractor is borrowed from 
differential topology. An attractor state is 
generally defined as the state towards which a system spontaneously shifts: 
"So what does a general 
dynamical system do in the long run? It settles down to an attractor. 
An attractor is defined to be... 
whatever it settles down to! ". (Stewart, 1997, p. 99; quoted 
in Fondazione Fitzcarraldo et at., 2001). 
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C. Productive, 
the pathway of which tends toward the right side of the chart and represent an 
intermediate combination of emotional and explorative elements (5 
respondents). 
The three flow-charts presented and discussed in this section are a result of merging 
the flow-chart of each single project. Each single project shows similar attractors 
and pathways, and they can be merged. Of course, each project has its own 
singularity (as it can be observed from the illustrations from XVI to XXIII in Appendix 
IV), but what this research is attempting to produce is a general understanding of co- 
creation. 
The flow charts offer a graphical representation of the forty-one people interviewed. 
The items that represent summaries of the questions are located to the left of each 
heading. The boxes to the right contain variables that have been derived by clusters 
of keywords, identified on the basis of the answer received for each question. Each 
line represents a single individual, and was drawn by tracing the path of the answers 
given by each participant. To each project corresponds a different family of colours 
(red for GP, green for OS, and blue for SITO). Before describing the three paths and 
giving some quotations from the answers of participants for each of them, the next 
section will explain each different item and set of variables on the flow charts. 
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6.2.1.1. Relationship quality 
Relationship quality refers to the nature of the relationship among participants, as 
perceived by the participants themse(ves. The question was: "How woutd you define 
your re(ationship with othet participants? " 
(a) Emotional: if the relationship is perceived as friendly or intimate. This kind of 
relationship is perceived as something intense, dealing with a range of emotions 
going from love to hate. 
(b) Explorative: if the relationship is perceived as playful, dealing with fun and 
curiosity. 
(c) Productive: if the relationship is perceived as oriented to the "'making". 
(d) Alienated: if the relationship is perceived as alienated. 
6.2.1.2. Relationship factors 
It refers to the factors affecting the relationship, as perceived by the participants 
themselves. The question was: "What factors affected your relationship with other 
participants? " 
(a) Emotions: if participants feet affected by their own emotions; 
(b) Interlactivity: if participants fee( affected by their own or other participants' 
activity. 
(c) Visual stimuli: if participants feet affected by visual inputs like co(ours or strokes. 
(d) Interface: if participants fee( affected by the tools provided by the collaborative 
system. 
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(e) Personal attitude and abilities: if participants feet affected by their own or other 
participants' attitudes and abilities, like intelligence, stupidity, sense of humour, 
cooperative style. and communicative skills. 
None: if participants did not feel affected by, or aware of, any factors. 
6.2.1.3. Goals 
It refers to the conscious goals participants maintain to have during the process of 
interaction. Here goals are meant both as purposes and/or objectives. The question 
was: "What were your goals during the process of interaction? ". 
(a) To relate: if participants feet focused on relating to each other, and being 
personally connected. 
(b) To create together: if participants feet focused on collaborating, and building 
something that can be meaningfully shared. 
(c) To explore: if participants feet focused on playing and experimenting. 
(d) To produce: if participants feet focused on the outcome. 
6.2.1.4. Feelings 
It refers to what participants consciously feet during the process of interaction. The 
question was: 'What were your fee(ings during the process of interaction? ". 
(a) Love: if feelings are strictly related to loving or hating and conflicting, and they 
deal with a range going from joy to despair, from ecstasy to agony. 
(b) Surprise: if feelings are wonder and surprise, and they deal with a range going 
from enchantment to "vacuum". 
(c) Fun: if feelings are playful and relaxed. 
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Concentration: if feelings deal with individual absorption and attention. 
(e) Frustration: if participants feet limited or stuck. 
6.2.1.5. Context 
It refers to the characteristics of the context of interaction, as perceived by 
participants themselves. The question moved from a comparison with games, asking 
participants to stress differences. This angle aims to clarify the distinction between 
co-creating and playing a game (that is usually one of the most common comparisons 
established in relation to collaborative systems that do not satisfy specific "real 
wortd- prob(ems). The question was: "What are the differences, if any, between 
(title of the project) and a game7". 
(a) Openness: if the context is perceived as showing multipte meanings, and open 
rules. Participants perceive the context as dealing with imagination and creativity. 
(b) Unpredictability- if the context is perceived as not having clear rules or goals. 
Rules and goals are perceived mainly as being unspecified and unpredictable. 
(d) Cooperation: if the context is perceived as self -organizing and based on 
cooperative dynamics. There are neither conditions of victory nor competition, and 
control is not important. 
(e) Artistic purpose: if the context is perceived as specifically designed for an artistic 
purpose. 
6.2.1.6. Motivations 
It refers to the conscious motivations which prompt participants to participate. The 
question was: "'Why do you like to participate in (title of the project) sessions? ". 
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(a) Emotional- existential: if participants feet motivated by a spontaneous wish to 
interact with people, or to share with them their creative experience. 
(b) Explorative: if participants feet motivated by curiosity and fun. 
(c) Productive: if participants feet motivated by being constructive and concrete. 
6.2.1.7. Habits 
It refers to the habit that participants have of taking part in coltaborative ontine 
projects. This question aims to allow a correlation between attitude and practice. 
The question was: "What other net art projects do you Re to participate in? ". 
(a) Practice: if participants are normalty used to take part in artistic interactions. 
(b) No practice: if participants are not normally used to take part in artistic 
interactions. 
Any of these variables also present "no answer" items, and are mapped on the 
flowcharts at the far right. 
6.2.2. Emotional- Existential Path 
In the emotionaIr existential path (see Appendix IV, illustration XXIV) goals are to 
relate and to create together ("'Blend the images together, say something with my 
image, respond to something with my image, incite something on others with my 
image", Lenara/SITO). 
Co-operation is felt as crucial and is connected to the perception of a creative 
environment as open and unpredictable (7here is no winner. It is not competitive. 
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There are neither rules nor precise directives. It is auto- organisation, like for 
ants"'; ', Mickael/GP; "Imagination pp 176 , Giu(ia/OS). 
Participants are moved by emotions and by a wide range of intersubjective feelings 
that are mainly related to the existential dimension ("Love/ boredom/ hate", 
Bob/SITO: "Agony, ecstasy, silly", Thornas/SITO). 
Their conscious motivations are coherently connected to such emotional- existential 
dimension (Teeling people", Olivier/GP; '7o create equally and collectively. No 
9P177 more to be one, but many. Something connected to a momentary dispersion 
Mickael/GP; "Creative procrastination", Mark/SITO; "'it affords me a chance to be 
creative in ways which I had not previousty been", Nick/SITO). 
Their personal traits, emotional behaviours, and interactions are strictly interrelated 
and embodied in their drawing activity. Most participants have experience in 
collaborative online projects. 
6.2.3. Explorative Path 
In the explorative path (see Appendix IV, illustration XXV) the goal is to play and 
explore ("To make a sand castle with the other children""', Gabriella/GP; 
"Investigate process", Margaret/OS). 
'750riginally: Ta d6pend des jeux mais ketui-la, it n' ya pas de gagnant. Ca n'est pas compkitif. It n'y 
a pas de r6gles et de directives pr6cises. Cest de Va uto -organ i sation comme les fourmis". 
1760ri ginally: T'Imagination". 
'770riginally: Troire au partage et au collectif. Ne p(us 6tre un mais plusieurs. Quelque choýse h6 
A [a 
dispersion momentanW. 
17"Original(y: "Fare un castello di sabbia con gh altri bambini". 
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Co-operation is felt as crucial and is connected to the perception of an open, 
creative environment ("Multiple unspecified goats, no victory conditions, 
collaboration over competition", Michael/GP; "rhe goals are not clearly specified, 
there is a wide latitude to define the meaning of the experience", Andy/OS). 
Participants are moved by emotions and individual feelings, related mainly to fun and 
discovery ("I have been pleasantly surprised. I felt immediately something very 
relaxing, inviting. sweet... poetic... far beyond impulses into silence (does it have any 
sound? )""", Jean- Franýois/GP; "Anxiousness, frustration, elation", Ed/SITO). 
They feet retated to each other by many different factors, which range from 
emotional factors, to the features of the environment and the system ("Cotour... and 
especially the co(oured horizontal or vertical line ended up to be perceived like a 
call, an invitation, " so, Jean- Franýois/GP). 
Their conscious motivations are coherently connected to such explorative dimension 
("I'm learning", Michael/ GP; "It was neat to see how other people would interact 
with your objects. It was also neat to see what people wouldn't interact with. You 
get to see what is going on", Dan/GP; 7he peopte are interesting, its very 
alive/dynamic, new things always popping up", Jon/SITO). 
Most participants do not have experience in collaborative, online projects. 
'790riginatty: 'Yaj Liu& tr6s agr6ablement surpris. Yaj resenti tout 
de suite quelque chose de tr&s 
relaxant, attractif, doux ... po6tique ... 
bien au delý des mots dans le silence (y avait it du son? )". 
'800riginally: "La couleur... et surtout (a ligne color6e horizontate ou verticale a 
fini par 6tre perqu 
comme un appel, une invitation". 
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6.2.4. Productive Path 
In the productive path (see Appendix IV, illustration XXVI), goats range from 
exploring, to creating together. Thus, the productive path seems to be intermediate 
between the emotional- existential and the explorative path, but co-operation is 
functional to the production of an outcome, and the environment is not perceived as 
open and unpredictab(e. 
Participants are focused on their own activity ("I was much too concentrated on the 
process to realise what my feelings about it were", Federica/GP), and moved by the 
visual stimuli coming from the environment, but they feet alienated from other 
participants ("Blind", Borg/GP). 
Their conscious motivations are coherently connected to a productive dimension 
('T'he discovery of the outcome and the process of building it are interesting and 
compelling enough for participating", Matteo/GP). Participants were varied in their 
experience of cottaborative, ontine projects. 
A note to add is that only GP and SITO express a productive path, while OS does not. 
6.2.5. Frequency of Participation 
It is interesting to note the frequency of participation in relation to the three 
different paths (see Appendix IV, illustration XXVII). Although the numbers are not of 
high statistical relevance, there is a paradigmatic shift in relation to a tow level of 
frequency (that attracts more participants on the explorative path), and a medium 
Ieve( of frequency (that attracts more participants on the emotional- existential 
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path). It is interesting to note that a high level of frequency quite equally attracts 
participants both on the emotional- existential and the explorative path, white the 
productive path disappears cornp(etely. Beside this statisticat observation, on the 
basis of the answers given by participants it can be added that those on the 
explorative path and with an high level of frequency show a quality of explorative 
behaviour that is less oriented to the exploration of the system and more oriented to 
"explore" the other participants ("rhe people are interesting, its very 
alive/dynamic, new things always popping up", Jon/SITO). 
A tow (eve( of participation has been defined in terms of 1-2 times for GP and OS, or 
1-2 years for SITO (because this latter is a virtuat community, and therefore 
expresses a different duration); a medium levet of participation has been defined in 
terms of 3-5 times for GP and OS, or 3-5 years for SITO; a high level of participation 
has been defined in terms of more than 5 times for GP and OS, or more than 5 years 
for SITO. 
6.2.1.6. First Conclusions 
This analysis offers two points of views. The first is that of the individual, of the 
single participant, which is characterised by subjectivity of action and by the 
perception of the interaction from the inside; the other is the external point of view, 
which analyses the impact on interaction at the level of the "system" and the birth 
of "emerging phenomena". 
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If one adopts the point of view of the individual, a triple matrix of activity can be 
observed in the way the single participant explores and experiences the interaction 
(emotional- existential, explorative, productive). Participants interact in order to 
relate to each other, to create together, to explore the system (this latter meant 
both as interactive and interactiond"'), or to produce an outcome. 
If one adopts instead the external point of view in order to identify the overall result 
of a myriad of interactions among the single participants, the analysis shifts from the 
interdependence between participants to the emerging phenomena, and produces 
hypothetical models of functioning of co-creation. From this analysis co-creation is 
defined as a context and collection of interactions of the single participants, which is 
moulded by these without any central guidance towards specific objectives or 
determined strategies. As such, it allows the participants to relate and collaborate, 
and it reveals their individual motivations and strategies of interaction according to 
their embodied activities and intersubjective dialogues. In this sense, the projects 
examined do not produce outcomes but meta-outcomes, in other words they are 
re situated" projects, environments appropriate for open collaborative and creative 
interactions. For these reasons, an analysis at the level of the entire system 
produces, in the end, an understanding of co-creation as "place", within which 
participants act. 
"'I mean both in the terms of an exploration of the computational features of the system and 
in the 
terms of an intersubjective exploration of other participants. 
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6.3. Creative Environment 
The perception of the creative environment, as expressed by participants in their 
answers to the closed questionnaire which has been used first to frame the issues at 
stake - is controversial. Data collected and analysed through the method of the 
Abaque de R6gnier express a dissensus, that is to say a problematic area. I wit( try to 
clarify such perception. the nature of the creative environment, and how system and 
interface supports it by means of a phenomenological analysis of the visual activity 
and verbal chatting of participants. 
6.3.1. A Phenomenological Analysis of Visual Activity 
From a diary: 
Limited capability. Colors -32/32 bits wide. I just get a patch with some 
neighbors. I don't much like the current design/painting (some kind of 
cartoonish southwestern drawing). What can I do? What are the toots 
capable of7 
I want to do something 3D. That shows volume. A Necker cube? 
Sure. (not much noticing what other participants are doing for the 
moment) 2 squares offset. Different colors. 4 connecting lines to 
vertices at 45 degree angle. Have to reset exact positions of squares to 
get stuff to match up. Must blacken out and then redraw. Now what are 
other people doing? 
Other designs are changing. My neighbor above seems to have an idea 
something like mine (or is responding to mine). His is an accordion 
shape moving down toward my design. Can I respond to him by 
extending my design. I can't just pick up my current design and 
reposition it. Ah... I will grow my design by adding accordion panels to 
reach his design. Add panels. Now he is filling his panels with an off 
yellow. I reflect his color choices. We seem to be almost working 
together. 
Next I go though a similar process with my neighbor to my left. He 
doesn't seem to notice me. How can I get his attention? Ah... I will 
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follow his color patterns extend a line I see he has drawn touching my 
space. This seems to work, now I have his attention. 
But my design seems to be losing coherence. The neighbor above doesn't 
seem to be responding much anymore. Is there an idea we call all share? 
Just now I notice the a distant participant seems to have created an interesting "zoom" design with an interesting 3D effect (A set of . overlapping" and "receding" colored boxes converging on a point it the 
center). How to get his attention? Can I draw him into a collaboration? 
Ah... I will replicate his design. Even down to the exact colors used. 
Necker cube, accordion, then zooming design three interesting 
experiments to get volume/3D into an impoverished drawing 
environment. 
I ... I 
No response yet. His design doesn't seem to be changing. OK, I will now 
reset the color scheme to see if that gets a response. Still no response. 
Something has been going on while I was not paying attention. Now a 
figure of a naked woman has been created by the 2 players above me 
and one to the northwest. My zooming design seems to be suggestive 
(zooming in over the genitalia). I start to fill the background with a 
matching skin color with the neighbor above. 
More playing around. Getting to be over an hour of interaction. Some 
are dropping out (Mike Williams, personal communication""). 
The following analysis is based on phenomenological data"' related to the visual 
activity produced within the system by the interactions of participants with one 
another, and derived from direct observation, video recording and immersive 
experience'". These data are supported by remarks and feedback given by 
participants to the previous open-ended questionnaire, and also from unstructured 
interviews. 
182Email dated 14 June 2002. 
"'See note 82. 
'"See note 83. 
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This analysis refers only to GP and OS, because, as explained in 4.2-4.4., these two 
projects allow us to focus on the ongoing visual activity in a way that is useful for the 
purpose of this analysis. 
6.3.1.1. Emerging Mediators 
Five categories have emerged from interaction as relational mediators. They are: a) 
Space, b) Colour; c) Visual elements; d) Textual elements; and e) Time. Their 
analysis was based on the records of the activities of visual interaction that took 
place during the two sessions set in collaboration with the artist between June and 
July 2002, and also on the historical sessions available from the archive of the 
artists"'. 
6.3.1.1.1. Space 
Lines (GP) and marks (OS) define the space of interaction on the canvas shared by aU 
participants. They tend to express attitude and disposition of participants, and 
disclose their intentionality within the space of interaction. They can express closure 
or openness, dialogue or aggression, by their orientation and shape, and through 
their covering or stratifying action. 
The fo((owing (Fig. 17) refers to the G&n6rateur Pdi 6tique. They are frames cut from 
recorded sessions. As seen in chapter five, represented by a squared portion within 
the GP canvas, each participant can draw onty within that portion of the canvas. So, 
'IsArtists collaborated as key informants by pointing out archived sessions to the researcher, and 
highlighting those that were successful or unsuccessful according to their point of view. 
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in (a) there are 8 active participants, and in (b) there are 6 active participants. In 
these frames a disposition toward dialogue and an open attitude are expressed by 
the use of lines connected among them. For instance, in (b) the yellow horizontal 
tine provides a clear invitation to be continued' 86 and a similar disposition is given by 
the linear area of the green field in (a). Instead, a closure is expressed by shapes 
that stress the borders of an individual area or that spiral on themselves, producing a 
centripetal movement. For instance, the brown borders in (a), and the figures at the 
right bottom both in (a) and (b). 
Figure 17. Closure and openness in 66n6rateur PoY 6tique. 
(0) b) 
The following (Fig. 18) refers to Open Studio. These are also frames cut from 
recorded sessions. As seen in chapter five, here all the participants can concurrently 
draw on the same canvas, and they are represented, but not individuatty identifiabte, 
by the marks they trace on the canvas. Looking at the recorded sessions, it is 
impossible to say how many people in a very precise moment participated in the 
session. In these frames, a disposition to dialogue and an open attitude are expressed 
'861n fact the line results from the drawing accord of two participants, and in the temporal span this will 
give rise to the narrative sequence of two people walking on a imaginary path in the sky, and the eagle 
transforming into a balloon. See (Fig. 38), (c) and (d). 
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by the use of transparent marks that allow the previous marks to still be visible, 
while aggression is expressed by thick and heavy marks that completely cover the 
previous marks. For instance, in (a) and (b) on one side, and (c) and (d) on the other 
side, two different kinds of pictonal algorithms"' are used to reset the canvas"'. in 
the first case, the marks express an aggressive behaviour, and in the second case a 
more dialogic one. Even though in both cases the canvas will be arbitrarily reset, the 
way in which this happens affects quite significantly the emotional tone of the 
interaction. 





`87As seen in chapter five, each mark in Open Studio is made by a 
different and aestheticaUy designed 
algorithm. 
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An account of aggressive behaviour by means of strokes is given by Maya Kalogera, an 
artist that has participated regularty in Open Studio: 
... as a painter, when there's written "5 or 6 or whatever people online" i've always been surprised how little the others care what someone else 
is drawing as "now when i'm here who cares for you" 
sometimes you see something very beautiful is developing and then 
macho black brush stroke erase everything and things like that... 
In the foltowing (Fig. 19), are presented other frames from GP where ctosure or 
openness is expressed by space configuration. In (a) and (b) closure is shown by 
drawing various kinds of crosses and squares that stress the limits of individual areas 
and portion the canvas. In (c) and (d) openness is shown by a state of chaos that blurs 
and expands the limits of individual areas, and is achieved through a fine-grained use 
of pixeLs. 
FIWre 19. Closure and openness in GP (spoce configuration). 
(a) (b) 
'*The arbitrary resetting of the canvas by participants is a cyclic event in Open 
Studio. It has a varying 
cycle, and affects quite significantly the emotional tone of the interaction. 
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(C) (d) 
In the following (Fig. 20), other frames are presented from OS, where the marks used 
express aggression (a) or diatogue (b), according to their covering or stratifying 
strength. 





The lines' and marks' mode is pre-verbal and based on sensori-motor perceptions. 
Affecting the emotional tone of the interaction, they trigger the outcome, and 
encourage or discourage its emergence from chaos"'. 
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Space seems to be perceived and experienced as a proximal field where lines and 
marks embody the intentional movements of participants. For some participants, the 
experience of such a space is "almost like touching""'. 
6.3.1.1.2. Colour 
Like lines and marks, co(ours also disclose the intentions of participants, significantly 
affecting the emotional tone of the interaction. Their mode is pre-verbal and 
intrinsically relational. In fact, like motion and other visual modalities, colours can 
refer to structures in our perceptual interactions in which we trace out relations 
among various elements (Kandinsky, 1947; Johnson, 1987; Thompson, 1995). 
From the ana(ysis of these properties it emerges that colours can: a) determine static 
or dynamic fields and relationships between participants on the ground of their 
relational nature"; and, b) work as "boundary objects" or transitional states for the 
emergence of collective phenomena 
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and shared narratives. 
In relation to the point a), we may note that in GP colours can sometimes encourage 
or even discourage forms of visual empathy. This can be like the seamless extension 
1890f course lines, marks, and colours can work together (and they normally do). Here they are 
distinguished in order to describe better the categories emerged as relational mediators. 
"Excerpt from the chatting occurred during the OP session on the 25' July 2002. 
""According to Eugenio Gianni , colours neither express nor represent anything per se. 
According to 
Gianni 's theory there are relationships between colours that make them static or dynamic, according to 
the relationship itself. In fact, any colour has its own quality that makes it red, yellow, green, etc. 
Expansion or contraction of such quality allows the colour to evolve and dissolve or encloses it in a 
separate and silent world. Therefore a relationship Is "dynamic" when the quality of a colour - as a 
force - passes to the adjacent colour (i. e. red-ora nge -yellow); it is "dynamic -static" when the 
movement effect is stopped (i. e. red-purple -yellow, where purple connects to red but not to yellow); it 
is "static" when the process does not take place (i. e. red-blue). 
'92For instance, phenomena of contagion, mimetism, and pattern recognition. 
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of a coloured line beyond the border of individual areas in a sort of empathic 
movement, or the drawing of an identical coloured field, like a green pasture or a 
blue sky, even before the possibility of a pattern recognition. 
The foltowing (Fig. 21), refers instead to OS. In the frame (a), cotours give rise to a 
dynamic field (red- orange- yellow), while in the frame (b), they give raise to a static 
field (red-blue). Such chromatic configurations are here enhanced by the marks that 
have been used, and they seem to induce a more (a) or less (b) relational disposition. 
Figure 21. Dynamic and static fields in OS. 
(0) (b) 
In the foitowing (Fig. 22), we notice how a harmonious or contrasting effect is not 
given by cotours in a dynamic or static relationship (like in Fig. 21), but rather by 
their spatiat corretation. For instance, in (a) and (b) expansion is achieved by the 
adoption and eventual connection of identical colours from different participants in 
order to create retationships between their individual, areas. In (a) an expansion of 
cotours fottows a symmetric mechanism, while in (b) a mimetic one. 
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Figure 22. Spatial correlation of colours in GP. 
(a) (b) 
We have said that co[ours can a(so, b) work as "boundary objects" (Star Et Griesemer, 
1989), or transitional states for the emergence of collective phenomena 193 and 
shared narratives. They basically catalyze the knowledge of the world of participants 
(a sky, a sea, a flower, etc. ), acting as elements through which the very participants 
negotiate the world they are creating and constantly transforming. In this sense, 
colours can be seen as states that trigger transitions from an "object" to another 
"object". 
In the following (Fig. 23), the same colour (blue) suggests to participants different 
environments, triggering the phenomena of pattern recognition. In (a) the light blue 
suggests a sky standing sunny over Paris, while in (b) a stightly darker btue suggest a 
sea populated by octopuses, fish and seaweeds. 
19'See previous note. 
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(a) (b) 
In the following (Fig. 24), we can notice how co(ours work in OS in relation to their 
''flI t))ti! 1itji y 
capability of acting as dynamic "boundary objects" and triggering the phenomena of 
pattern recognition. As we already know, OS is based on concurrent drawing. Colour 
fields appear and disappear one upon the other, interweaving very easily, and not 
lasting for long. In order to let a cotour field be used as a ground for the emergence 
of a figure, participants frequently use a black line. Upon the chaotic layering of 
cotours, black seems to be very powerful in temporarily stabilizing a colour field as a 
recognizable pattern. For instance, in (a) the grey, light blue, and black cotour fields 
are fixed as a pattern for the emergence of a head by means of a thin black line, 
respectively suggesting in this way the face, eyes and sides of a strange head. In (b) 
instead it is the colour pink that evokes a rose, rather than a pattern of colours. In 
this case black is used like a pencil, and it fixes the suggestion given by the colour. 
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Figure 24. Colours as dynamic "boundary objects" in OS. 
f (2) (b) 
Colours affect on the one hand the emotional tone of the interaction, and on the 
other hand they act as a trigger for the outcome, encouraging its emergence from 
chaos. 
6.3.1.1.3. Visual Elements 
Visual elements are archetypal and recursive, for instance faces, bodies, animals, 
monsters, natural elements, etc. They can: a) work as dynamic "boundary objects", 
triggering phenomena of pattern recognition or narrative sequences; b) express 
emotions, thoughts or requests of participants; or c) attow the embodiment of 
participants through etements of auto- representation. 
Visual elements at a different level, like colours, catalyze the knowledge of the 
participants, acting as an impetus which creates "objects", through which the 
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participants build their world. In this sense, visual Eiements can be seen as states 
that trigger transitions from one "world" to another. 
In the following (Fig. 25), the transition is initially triggered by the visual element of 
a large, single eye. First, it was the Martian that we can see in (a) on the right, then 
it was the monster (that recalls the mythological Polypheme) in (a) on the left, and 
last it was the woman in (b). According to the progression of visual elements, and 
cotours'", participants transform their frame of reference from an extra -terrestriat 




ý 0) (b) 
In the following (Fig. 26), a sexual reference is built on the pattern recognition of a 
penis (a), and it is subsequently transformed into a sporting reference by the 
creation of a soccer ball (b). 
'94As the colour pink can indicate the human skin. 
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Figure 26. Visual elements as dynamic "boundary objects" in OS. 
(a) (b) 
As we have mentioned, visual elements can also: b) express emotions, thoughts or 
requests of participants. In the following (Fig. 27), the blue heart, (a), is connected 
to the woman at the top left, and expresses an emotion related to the presence of 
such a figure. ALso, in (b) the two white faces comment on the naked woman at the 
bottom. 
Figure 27. Visual elements as a form of expression in GP. 
(0) (b) 
In OS it is harder to state when a visual element expresses an emotion or a thought. 
This is due to the concurrent nature of drawing and the consequent difficulty in 
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establishing relations among visual element that appear in a highly ephemeral way, 
during the course of the interaction. However, in the following (Fig. 28), it can be 
assumed that in (a) the green human body, standing precisely on one of the squares, 
is a response to the abstract drawing of concentric squares on the canvas. It can also 
be assumed that in (b) the eye is an expressive response to the unceasing drawing of 
numbers. 
Figure 28. Visual elements as a form of expression in OS. 
(0) t 
Visual elements can also: c) allow the embodiment of participants through elements 
of auto- representation, such as facial expressions, simulated movements of limbs (in 
GP), or drawing actions (in OS). Such visual elements work both as an action mode 
and as a form of expression. 
In the following (Fig. 29), there are some examples of facial expressions in GP and 
OS. In (a), (b), and (c) we can see how in GP such forms of auto- representation can 
be more or less naturalistic, while in OS, as we can see in (d), (e), and (f), they are 
usually more abstract. 
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In the following (Fig. 30), visual elements are used to simulate senses and actions. In 
(a) the arrow is connected to the eye and to the other arrow on the left, trying to 
simulate the action of looking at each other. In (b) participants simulate the action 
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of hearing, and the head on the right reacts to what is happening in the other areas 
of the canvas with the suggested movement of her eyes. 
ted movements in GP. 
(a) (b) 
In the following (Fig. 31 ), the drawing actions of participants embody the movement 
and physical presence within the space of interaction of participants themselves. It is 
important to recall that in OS drawing toots are reactive to the gestures of 
participants. They produce tines and marks that are different in thickness and 
features according to the speed of the drawing action. In this way we can perceive 
that in (a) the movement of participants was stow, heavy, and continuous, white in 
(b) it was rapid and fragmented. 
Figure 31. Embodiment by drowing octions in OS. 
(a) (b) 
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6.3.1.1.4. Textual Elements 
Textual elements represent a form of linguistic embodiment. Its most simple form is 
the writing of a name by a participant, in order to state his or her presence, but as a 
form of linguistic embodiment, textual elements can also: a) express emotions, as in 
the foltowing (Fig. 32). Here (a) a GP participant expresses his or her emotion 
through the use of an exclamation ("Aaah! "), while in (b) an OS participant expresses 
his or her emotion through the use of an abstract word ("Hope"). 
, motiono( in GP ond OS. 
(a) (b) 
Textual elements can also: b) express opinions and comments on the result of the 
interaction. In the following (Fig. 33), in (a) OS participants express their opinion 
about the finat resutt, making fun of the outcome. In (b) we can see a comment on 
the resuits of the interaction where a GP participant reacts to the drawing of the 
p Statue of Liberty with the offensive sentence "Fuck USA' . 
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Figure 33. Opinions and comments in OS and GP. 
:ýI) (b) 
Textual elements can: c) act for a shift in the current emotional tone. In (a), (Fig. 
34), an OS particiPant asks for a change in the aggressive and dominating behaviour 
dur-ing the interaction through the use of the exclamation "No! ". In (b), a GP 
participant seems to alert other participants through the use of the word "Alert". 
Figure 34. Claiming shifts in the current emotional tone in OS and GP. 
(0) (b) 
Lastly textual elements can: d) allow verbal communications among participants. 
Such verbal communications can take the form of the name of a participant, usually 
a friend, in order to state his or her presence and position on the canvas. These can 
also take the form of greetings, invitations, questions, etc. See (Fig. 35) and(Fig. 36). 
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Fi3ure 35. Verbal communications in GP. 
(0) 
Figure 36. Verbal communications in OS. 
. (ýij +ýe 





Lines, marks, cotours, and all the visual and verbal elements occurring during the 
interaction are in motion. They change, appearing and disappearing in time 
according to the actions of participants. 
Time is therefore perceived and experienced as a network of i ntentionali ties, rather 
than as a tinear measure of passing instants: "the collaborative effort [ ... ] was[ ] 
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engaging (60-90 minutes went by before I noticed it)" (Mike Witliams, persona[ 
communication)"". Time engenders the emotional tone of the ongoing interaction, 
affecting the disposition of participants on different scales, from immediate to a 
more or less extensive duration. It enables a shared imaginary and narrative 
sequence to emerge from the non- linear flow of the activity and embodied actions of 
participants. 
Figure 37. Shared imaginary in OS. 
ýG) 
Figure 38. Narrative sequences in GP- 






Figure 39. Further norrotive sequences in GP. 
(0) 
(C) 




Even if statistically less relevant, the analysis of verbal activity gives some 
indications that confirm the observations made about the anomalous positions 
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emergent on the Abaque of R6gnier. This information can be taken into an account 
when attempting to understand the connection between verbal and visual activity. 
Data analysed, according to Jakobson's functions (see 4.2-3-5. ), are relative only to 
GP and OS. Data relative to SITO were abstracted from Lenara Verle's BA thesis 
"Novas Imagens Para Um Novo Meio: Um Estudo de Caso do Website de Arte 
Interativa SITO" (Verle, 1999), and are the result of this ethnographic study. 
6.3.2.1. Emerging Functions 
In GP. OS and SITO, different verbal, functions prevai(, and they are partialy 
connected to the features of the communication medium that was used. However, 
some general observations can be inferred from the analysis of exchanged messages, 
and these observations seem to confirm an orientation regarding the relation 
between verbal chatting (or generally speaking, the verbal communication that 
occurs outside the canvas) and visual activity, that is common to all three art 
projects. It seems there is no direct correlation between verbal chatting and visual 
activity. Even in SITO, where verbal communication is an integral part of the dynamic 
continuum represented by the creative process within the community, verbat 
communication rare(y directs or co-ordinates, the drawing activity towards a specific 
endpoint. 
6.3.2.1.1. Functions of Verbal Chatting in GP 
Verbal chatting in GP takes place on private channels for multiple and simultaneous 
point-to-point conversations. These communication channels can be activated by 
clicking on the name of a participant inside the window that lists the nicknames of 
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all those participating in a session, or by directly clicking on an individual drawing 
area. 
According to the analysis, achieved using the Jakobson model, the emotive (57%) and 
conative functions (29%) prevail over the other functions. The predominant axis is 
therefore that of the "addresser- addressee". Verbal chatting in GP is directed 
towards: a) establishing or stressing a contact between participants; b) expressing 
feelings and emotions; or, c) giving instructions or co-ordinating the drawing activity 
(occasionally). Verbal chatting in GP appears fragmented, characterised by frequent 
conversationat (apses, and a stream of consciousness sty(e. 
In the following (Fig. 40) and (Fig. 41), some excerpts illustrate examples in GP of 
emotive and conative clusters 
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. 
Figure 40. Example of an emotive cluster in GP. 
Time Participants Message 
13.5 0ý-a rir*-@Ws -> ottvwf Ca)ýns 
13.5 1 r, 11 vier@ws -> ffuvineqVaris 
14.08r, ý, inne@paris -> o(ivx, -r@paris 
14.11 (-A rAer@paris - marine@paris 
c'est un sapin de noet rose ? 
meuh non un cyclorobot voyons !I 
faime bien mon chapeau, merd ! 
ha ca s'ametiore! 
14.11 marine@Wris - o(MerP- pariS it a un peu mat au cw 
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Figure 41. Example of a conative cluster in GP. 
Time Participants Message 
14.19 pink? 
14.19 dante@mitano -- pink@paris pink? 
14.20 ý, mk(. x'lparis -- dantc-k-'ýtntlano we? 
6.3.2.1.2. Functions of Verbal Chatting in GP 
Verbal chatting in OS takes place in a single chat room that makes the conversation 
public among all participants. This chat room can be activated by clicking on a 
button on the interface that is put at the left of the drawing space. 
According to the anatysis, achieved using the Jakobson modet, emotive (61%) and 
referential (17%) functions prevail. Therefore, the pole "addresser" and the pole 
" context" are predominant. In OS, verbal chatting is directed towards: a) expressing 
personal opinions about the system and the current activity; b) discussing the 
features of the system; c) giving explanations about the project and its functioning; 
and d) giving instructions or co-ordinating the drawing activity (rarely). In OS, verbal 
chatting is characterised by a clear sequence of long and shared conversational 
clusters, which are parallel to the drawing activity"'. 
In the fotlowing (Fig. 42) and (Fig. 43), some excerpts iltustrate parts of emotive and 
referential clusters in OS. 
'%By cluster I mean here the entire exchange between two participants during a session. 
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Figure 42. Example of an emotive messages exchange in OS. 
Participant Message 
niki > nevei winniunicated by giaphics. it's almost 
margoPolo > ,o everyone's experience is according to their computer update ... att 
Unique images ... no two users alike ... archive is everyone's memory it 
reminds me a Rrcxjp of excited children talking at once 






how does it work your woiký 
, liere's a Piece of sotware running on the server 
* )at listens for people to connect 
ind then, when they have connected, it sends 
6.3.2.1.3. Functions of Verbal Communication in SITO 
Verbal communication in SITO takes place through different communication 
channels, which range from the WWW, to IRC (ICQ or CUSeeMe), and e-mait. Verbal 
communication occurs among the members and supporters of the community at 
different times, not only as a form of impromptu chatting during the visual activity. 
'97According to Andy Deck, author of the art project and key informant, the connection 
between 
chatting and drawing is not stable, and it depends on people and their common 
languages. 
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According to Verle's analysis (Verle, 1999), verbal communication in SITO is directed 
mainly towards: a) expressing opinions about the community and its projects; and b) 
discussing the collaborative process (concepts, technical aspects, interaction rules, 
images creation and aesthetical issues, suggestions for further developments). Verbal 
communication in SITO is part of the dynamic continuum represented by the creative 
process within the community. 
The following example is excerpted from Verle's study, and it expresses an opinion 
about the community and its projects from one of the SITO members: 
The site is incredible!! It's great to see conceptual, artistic, and 
technical thinking complementing each other, for a change! 
It is really a beautiful piece and inspiring as well :) 
I love the concept of the hygrid- What a truly unique way to inspire 
creation for the sake of creation... It's inspired me to find little visual 
toys to take pictures of and play with... I can hardly wait until they 
process my ID... (Verle, 1999, p. 121). 
The following example, instead, refers to a discussion about the collaborative 
process among members of SITO. Specificalty, it refers to a discussion about the 
process of creation of images: 
One thing I tend *not' to do is to look specifically for certain kinds of 
images. All my collages are guided by accidents and the material on- 
hand. Like you lot, I keep a folder of raw materials -- an analog to the 
shoeboxes full of clippings in the closet -- and it's got thousands of bits 
and pieces collected over the past year. Generally I'll start with one 
that strikes me for whatever reason and make that central -- it will 
guide the rest of the collage and thus the images that surround or 
weave with it (Verte, 1999, p. 138). 
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6.4. Summary of Results 
1. The Experience of Co- Creation 
Co-creation is perceived as an intersubjective experience engendered by 
collaborative activities. It can be seen as a "place" or field of the joint 
intersubjective expression and collaborative production of single participants. 
2. Motivational Paths to Co- Creation 
The main motivational paths to co-creation are emotionally driven, and based 
on the perception of creative environment as open and unpredictabte. 
Features of Computational Environment 
A computational environment enables co-creation by allowing 'emotional 
seeding'. Such 'emotional seeding' takes place due to the visual embodiment 
of the activities and emotional nature of participation. 
This embodiment of participants in the computational environment ensures 
that time, space, and physicality are experienced in intersubjective terms, 
rather than informational terms'98. 
'"Here we could agree with the claim of a relational concept of information as Fodor and Pylyshyn do in 
the field of cognitive science. They criticize Gibson's ecological theory, which postulates that the 
existence of objective information, although neither physical nor symbolic, is based on the thesis that 
perception is capable of extracting from the environment invariants, which possess both an objective 
content and a perceptual meaning. 
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7. Advancing Metadesign 
Through a process of final and enveloping zooming out, that takes into account the 
intermediate results of previous chapters, this seventh chapter integrates and 
advances the conceptual framework and methodology of Metadesi3n. The concept of 
a design space based on three interdependent levels of design is introduced, and 
specific design principles for each level are identified. 
The purpose of this chapter is to promote the notion of Metadesign as a "mode of 
design", i. e. a non- teleological idea of design, which the author names 
"socio tech nolo_qica I know-how". 
We have seen in chapter two, that Metadesign, according to the etymotogical 
hypothesis set in that chapter, has achieved, an extensive range of methods and 
techniques for meta-leve( design which denotes the prefix "meta-" as behind. 
Metadesign has atso achieved positive devetopments in methods and techniques for 
designing together ("meta -" as with). However, as yet it shows a weak devetopment 
in methods and techniques for the design of the "in-between", that is to say for the 
design of retational settings and affective bodies ("'meta-" as betweenlamong). Such 
a development has been fostered by Metadesign, but mainly at a theoretical level. 
Conversely, , as we have seen 
in the chapter three and six in particular, this 
development has found a path in the experimental design of co-creative 
environments in Net Art. 
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Metadesign unfolds as coherent design culture in the coexistence of these three 
facets or levels of design. Such levels of design relate back to the etymological field 
of oscillatory significance from which we originated, at the beginning of this work 
(see 2.1.1. ). They challenge issues that are at the core of the contemporary 
philosophical and methodological debate about design (see 2.4.3. ), and contribute to 
their development. These three levels of design (later called "'folds") can be 
summarized as designing design (behind), designing together (with), and designing 
the "in-between" (between/ among). They correspond, quite evidently, to the issues 
raised by Metadesign, and respectively to those we called anticipatory, participatory, 
and sociotechnical issues. 
These three levels of design have not yet been integrated and articulated into a 
coherent approach. They emerge as constitutive of a culture of Metadesign by means 
of an analysis, the final aim of which is to promote their integration and 
development both at a conceptual and methodological level (see 2.4.2. ). The 
transdiscipfinary dialogue between Metadesign and the aesthetics and practice of Net 
Art, into which case studies are embedded, provides elements for a methodological 
development of the third level (the design of the "in-between"). However, it has also 
contributed substantially, during the development of this research, to the 
recognition and definition of the features of the new design space. 
7.1. A Three-Fold Design Space 
Metadesign deals with structures and processes at different resolutions and levels. 
Without being prescriptive, Metadesign, as a methodology, loops design time and use 
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time, designer and user, producer and consumer. It defines a set of modes, later 
called "know-how". for designing structures and infrastructure the first fold), 
collaborating (a second fold), and being related within a networked environment (the 
third fold). 
7.1.1. Behind: Designing Design 
This first fold relates to the concept of higher order design, and the possibility of a 
malleability and modifiability of structures and processes, as provided by 
computational media. Conceptually, it subsumes the idea of existing in a higher 
order level of design, and a source of transformation (see 2.1.2. ). It can be seen as 
the structural ground for a new design approach, which focuses on general structures 
and processes, rather than on fixed objects and contents. Methodologically, it 
suggests methods and techniques for designing at a meta-level, and it is 
characterised by a non- prescriptive approach. It can be seen as the field where 
designers, better metaidesigners, play an important role in establishing the conditions 
that a(low users to become designers. 
The first fold concerns the impossible task of fully anticipating at design time users' 
needs and tasks, situations and behaviours (see 2.4-3-1. ). Focusing on the dynamic 
dimension of processes, Metadesign takes advantage of the malleability of software, 
and uses arbitrary information or computational artefacts, which can be structured 
at use time. The possibility of transforming and modifying components, contents, and 
contexts by interacting with the system, and even adjusting it, allows the user to 
respond to the deficit between what can be foreseen at design time and what 
emerges at use time. 
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This non-anticipato"y feature, realized at the methodological level through end-user 
modifiability and programming. provokes a creative and unplanned opportunism, 
which focuses design on situated processes and emergent conditions, rather than on 
the anticipatory aspects of decision- making. Finally, this feature becomes a process 
of lifelong teaming and shared creativity, that helps overcome the tong standing 
teleological conviction that the outcome is more important than the process, and 
encourages a more convivial society (see 2.4.3.1.; but also 3.1., 3.2., and 6.4. ). 
To summarize"'. the First Fold of Metadesign ("designing design") means: 
1. Exploitation of computational media and networked environments as 
technical infrastructures. 
2. Design of general structures and processes (higher order design). 
3. Methods and techniques to design at a meta-level (i. e. diagramming and 
r, el&%A 
umýing). 
4. Setting of initial conditions to allow users to, in turn, become designers (i. e. 
underdesigning and underprescribing). 
5. Malleability and modifiability of structures and processes (end-user 
modifiability and programming). 
6. Situated processes and emergent conditions (open and evo(vabie systems). 
7. Lifelong learning and shared creativity (co-creation). 
'"All the concepts, methods, and techniques mentioned here and in the foltowing two sections have 
been fully presented and explained in the previous chapters, in particular in the section 2.4- Some of 
them are included in the final glossary. 
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7.1.2. With: Designing Together 
The second fold is concerned with the way in which designers and users can 
collaborate to the design activity, both at design time and at use time. It indicates 
that design activity becomes both an initial planning stage, shared among the 
developers of the system and their users, and a (ifelong condition of convivial and 
enactive behaviour" that is shared at different (evels of sociat interaction (from 
groups to communities to society at large). Conceptually, this fold can be seen as the 
second step towards co-creation. Methodotogically, it provides methods and 
techniques for (etting users participate in the initial setting stage at design time, and 
it relies on the principles of the first fold, and related methods and techniques for 
enabling users to become lifelong learners and designers. It can be seen as the 
methodological basis on which designers and users play a fluid role in collaborative 
design activity, at different times and different levels of social interaction. 
The second fold can be framed as a response to issues concerning the participation of 
the users in the design process, and as a further solution to the impossibility of 
complete anticipation of use at design time (see 2.4.3.2. ). Compared to traditionat 
participatory approaches to design, it represents an advance on the methodological 
leveL transforming the issue of anticipation into an issue of participation, by 
supporting structural changes (first fold) and co-evotutionary processes (third fold) - 
However, it is the combination of the three folds that distinguishes the conceptual 
framework of Metadesign from participatory design. For most participatory 
approaches, and design approaches focusing on the user in general, participation is 
'Nere enactive means "productive" as framed within cognitive science (see 2.4.3. ). 
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basically a way of increasing the probability that a design corresponds to real needs 
and will be used as intended. Instead, in Metadesign participation is also an issue of 
embodiment, a way of being. People couple with the electronic or larger 
sociotechnical world they inhabit, and they act within it, due to forms of embodied 
interactionism'o'. From this perspective, co-creation can be conceived not only as 
fundamental in order to deal with the complexity of unforeseen problems and their 
solution, or with the blurring of user profiles, but also as closely connected to 
contemporary human condition. 
To summarize, the Second Fotd of Metadesign ("designing together") means: 
1. Sharing of desi_qn activities. 
2. Open and fluid levels of learning and working social aggregation (i. e. 
communities of practice, communities of interest, etc. ). 
3. Operational loop of design time and use time (non-binary togic). 
4. Methods and techniques to involve users and developers in the initial 
setting stage at design time (participatory design). 
5. Methods and techniques to put users in the lifetong condition to be in 
turn learners and designers (see first fold, but also think of critiquing 
mechanisms). 
6. Users' participative status (embodied interactionism). 
7. General enhancement of enactive human condition (co-creation). 
201 Usually by the means of a performative language of interaction and 
immersion through which users 
act with different levels of awareness and intentionality. 
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7.1.3. Between: Designing the In-Between 
The third fold concerns the design of relational settings and affective bodies. It aims 
to both support existing social networks, and to design new relational spaces. it is 
based on the assumption that people interact with and somehow inhabit the 
computational space that is opened up by interface and constitutes a sort of 
objective reality (or ontological active setting). Such space is not simply determined 
by technology, but it is a relational system, which human beings experience and 
negotiate in relation to technology itself. From this perspective, technology is seen 
as "a trigger for structural change", or an intervention into the active relationship 
between human agency and organisational structures, which can alter roles and 
patterns of interaction. Within such a relational system, co-evolution takes place 
through reciprocal and recursive interactions, and co-creation is triggered by the 
sense, emotion, and interaction of affective bodies, embedded and active in the 
computational space. 
Conceptually, this fold can be seen as the intersubjective ground (or fabric), on 
which re(ations and interactions come about, and processes are activated. 
Methodologically, it addresses how people can relate within a computational 
environment (among themselves and with the system at large), and how their 
relationships can empower co-evolutionary processes and co-creative behaviours. 
On a methodological level, evidence from case studies demonstrates that in order to 
promote co-evolutionary processes and co-creative behaviours we need to think (and 
design) in terms of dynamic agencies emerging from the system, rather than in terms 
of pre-established user profiles, and pre-determined subjects and objects (as 
in the 
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traditional idea of "user" or "'outcome"). Furthermore, space and time cannot simply 
be conceived and designed as a matrix of synchronous and asynchronous 
combinations, but also in terms of intersubjective proximity and networks of 
intentionalities, respectively. From this event-oriented perspective, as supported by 
the results of the case studies, each action or interaction is an act of creation, and 
represents a point of co-origin of subject and object. Therefore, it also denotes a co- 
origin of space and time. The system of experiential interrelations from which 
subject and object, space and time, originate within the system is provided by the 
embodiment of users' activity and emotional tone, and by their interactions. 
As we have seen in the case studies, this kind of embodiment predominantly takes 
place through a pre-verbal and sensori-motor use of vectorial lines and colours, 
visual elements of auto- representation, and graphical and verbal elements with 
linguistic functions of different types. Moreover, in the case studies we have seen 
how the emergence of images and narrative sequences from chaotic states and 
collective mechanisms corresponds to the dynamic setting of "agencies" and to the 
spontaneous apparition of "planes" of interaction and creation, within an 
environment perceived as open and unpredictable. 
This third fold can be seen as a response to the sociotechnical issues raised by 
Metadesign, and framed in 2.4.3.3. As we have seen, this fold relates to embodied 
interactionism, both conceptually and methodologically. However, embodiment is a 
status, a way of being, and if design is fundamentatty a mediation process, an 
opportunity to enabte greater participation in the design of non-materiat situations, 
then the chatlenge for a sociotechnicat approach is to overcome its probtern -centered 
nature. The design of sociotechnicat systems is not just a matter of designing and 
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adjusting technological artefacts in harmony with the people that wiU use that 
system, but a matter of how to design (or better metadesign) their interactions, 
among themselves and with the system. Philosophically, this means a subtle transfer 
from a teleological model of design to a creative mode of existence. This would 
provide a structural malleability (first fold) that can correspond to an "'interactive 
openness", presented by ongoing collaborative (second fold) and embodied 
relationships and activities (third fold). 
To summarize the Third Fold of Metadesign ("designing the in-between") means: 
1. Design of relational settings and affective bodies. 
2. Methods and techniques to empower co-evolutionary processes and co- 
creative behaviours (see methods and techniques of the previous folds, plus 
the following principles of embodied interactionism). 
3. Embodiment of users' activity and emotional tone as experiential 
interrelations (affective bodies). 
4. Methods and techniques to allow sensing, emotioning, and interacting 
activities (like emotional seeding'O' and agency patterning'"). 
5. Methods and techniques to allow reciprocal and recursive interactions (co- 
evo(utionary processes). 
6. Methods and techniques to set time as a network of i ntentionati ties and space 
as an intersubjective proximity (relationat settings). 
'Emotional seeding, as we have seen in 6.3., is based mainly on an exploitation of pre-verbal and 
sensori-motor modalities. 
101he spatio-temporal setting aimed to let dynamic agencies emerge 
from the system is here called 
"agency patterning". It defines size, resolution and level of the agency. 
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7. Creating a perceptible and practicable environment to deal with openness 
and, eventually, unpredictability ("interactive openness"). 
Passage to a creative mode of existence vs. a teleological model of design 
(co-creation). 
7.2. Towards a Sociotechnological Know-How 
The recognition and definition of a three- fold design space means a new approach to 
the very idea of interaction and design, and a new understanding of their scope. 
The three-fold design space that this research has detailed, can be conceived as an 
"operational dimension", -or, according to Maturana, a dimension of interactions 
which becomes a historic dimension of reality, offering specific possibilities for social 
and non-sociat co-existence (Maturana, 1997). In order to apply this idea to the field 
of computational media, we can think of the three levels of design that identify and 
compose the design space here proposed, as part of a sociotechnical cycte or, more 
accuratety, an upwards spiral - 
For an example in existing technology, we could consider the Internet, and describe 
the three interdependent levels of our design space in the following way: 
9 Fold 1: Exploitation of computational malleability and modifiability 
(i. e. 
& Fold 2: Shared design activities and reinterpretation 
for democratic purposes 
(i. e. on(ine communities). 
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* Fold 3: Emergence of new social mindsets and expectations as result of new 
re(ational spaces. 
It is the creation of new relational spaces and the emergence of new sociat mindsets 
and expectations that, in turn, will lead to the next wave of new technologies, and 
to the next sociotechnical cycle of folds one to three. Peer-to-peer computing (P2P), 
open source communities'". and extreme programming (XP), for instance, coutd be 
considered in software design as new developments, mostly originating with user 
communities (i. e. P2P and open source), that reflect a shift of human motives and 
express the human desire to be in control of human destiny (Raymond, 1999; Pierce, 
2002). 
Interestingly, we could also apply the same idea to the sociotechnicat cycle that was 
engendered by a technology like printing, and that led to the next wave of 
technology during the industrial revolution. Thus, a classic example would be: 
9 Fold 1: Exploitation of non- computational malleability and modifiability (i. e. 
democratisation of literacy) 
* Fold 2: Shared publishing activities and common questioning of old values and 
beliefs (i. e. literature). 
do Fold 3: Emergence of religious reformation, the Enlightenment, Science, etc. 
This model not only enables us to predict sociotechnical changes on the horizon, but, 
most importantly, to promote Metadesign as "'sociotechnotogicat know-how". It 
20'See note 158. 
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advances Metadesign from a "model of design", conceived deterministically, to a 
"mode of existence", conceived as open and creative. If, methodologically, 
Metadesign represents a shift from an idea of design as top-down planning to an idea 
of emergence as bottom -up construction (a setting of conditions that will enable co- 
evolutionary and co-creative processes in the production of artefacts and meanings), 
then this final section aims to argue that to the operational dimension of Metadesign 
must correspond to a different idea of the design space. 
To set initial conditions for human interaction, for their building, constructing, 
organizing, and relating activities, does not mean "to persuade" or "to induce" them 
more effectively to match designer's personal goats. Furthermore, a better 
understanding of emotions and intersubjective relationships is not a tooL Metadesign 
must aim to enhance spontaneous and autonomous ways of relating and interacting 
to liberate processes of "wortd-poiesis" that overcome the instrumental teleotogism 
of traditional design, and, hopefLAty, enable a substantial participation and flexibility 
in the transformation of our environment. 
According to Castelts, as we have seen in chapter one, one of the features of the 
information technology paradigm is precisely that it is based on "flexibility", 
reconfigurability, reversibitity, and fluidity. Another characteristic is the 
"convergence" of all technologies, no matter how specific, into a highly integrated 
system. Flexibility and convergence, based on the same logic of the information 
generation, increasingly extends an interdependence between the biological and the 
computational domain "both materially and methodologically" (Castells, 1996). We 
can already see integrated applications of computing power and biological materials, 
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but this ongoing convergence also includes fields such as nanotechnology, artificial 
life, artificial intelligence, robotics and more. 
Beyond this growing interdependence between the biological and the computational 
domain, Metadesign, and the three-fo(d design space that it entails, can support the 
adaptive and open-ended nature of the development of the information technology 
paradigm, and offer new possibilities for social and non-sociat co-existence. 
The definition of the subject matter of Metadesign, in terms of a three-fold design 
space, represents a shift from a focus on human r, - needs to one on human creative 
endeavour, from a focus on the user to one on creative action. The orientation 
expressed by this research, moving beyond a classica( human-centred approach, can 
be seen as an attempt to focus on a transverse "mode" of relationship rather than on 
a closed "subject" such as the user, the community or a human "mode of 
consciousness". This orientation can atso be seen as an effort to overcome rigid 
dualisms both in framing and solving problems, and in the forming of new social 
relationships by emergent artificiality and enhanced interconnectivity. From this 
perspective, the recognition and definition of a new design space means an attempt 
to shift from a "know-what" attitude to a "know-how" endeavour. t hopefulty 
represents a shift from a culture of design as "planning" towards a culture of design 
as "seeding" (or emergence), where culture products, services, and systems are 
conceived as an integrated whole. 
Addressing Metadesign as "'sociotechnological know-how" does not mean that it coutd 
form a type of mora I action. At best, as we have seen in 1.3., would become a social 
modelling informed by new ecological metaphors, inevitably conceived in terms of a 
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recovery of new meta-narratives (Margotin, 1995). On the basis of the enactive 
perspective proposed by the three foids of Metadesign, it can be argued that an 
advance in design cannot be based on a priori metaphors or meta- narratives, in the 
same way that it cannot be based on a priori policies of technology, because this 
would impose ethical demands on design rather than extract new ethical principles 
from it (Mitcham, 1995). 
The actual crucial point is, therefore, to learn a new "'how" instead of establishing 
any "what", however appropriate. Any enactive capabitity that can be gained 
through Metadesign should be shared as an ethical "know-how" (Varela, 1999), rather 
than directed to "what" can be made transcendentatly better for pL-ople. Such 
"know-how" should be conceived as a mode of consciousness (as caring can be 
understood), which is embodied in evolving practices of fluid and interdependent 
social communities, instead of deriving from social or cultural motivations (as argued 
by theories like social capital or gift culture'o'). 
According to Vare(a, a shift from a" know-what" to a "know-how" attitude means a 
shift from rational judgment to mere, spontaneous response (as also suggested by 
Thacker in his paper on Metadesign, see 2.2.4. ), i. e. from moral principles that are 
detached and prescriptive to an active and situated ethics (Varela, 2000). From this 
perspective, enactive capability and ethical action are conceived as a non-intentionat 
project of being, based on a pragmatics of transformation that demands nothing less 
than a moment- to- moment awareness of the virtual nature of our selves. 
mAccording to these theories motivations are based on specific benefits that flow from the trust, 
reciprocity, Information, and cooperation associated with social networks (social capital), or on 
the 
prestige and social status that is determined not by what you control but what you give away 
(gift 
culture). See Putnam, 2000 and Raymond, 1999. 
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Hopefully, this can link knowledge and ethics in a new way, and foster unexpected 
sociotechnicat systems: 
A society cannot last if it does not have a strong awareness of itself. 
Sometimes this awareness is elaborated producing History, looking at 
the future, in short making projects. Other times it is space to assume 
this role. It is the space in which we live together, to which collective 
memory belongs, the space then that allows us to identify ourselves. 
Thus, participating with the others to the whole that surrounds me, I 
become a thing among others, a subjective object. I co-exist in a whole 
where all is body: I co-exist with my fellow creatures which make me 
what I am, and also with a multiplicity of objects without which 
contemporary existence is no more conceivable (Maffesoli, pp. 144- 
145)'06. 
"'Odginally: "Una societa non pu6 durare se non ha una forte consapevolezza di se stessa. A votte 
questa consapevolezza viene e(aborata producendone la Storia, guardando verso ('avvenire, in breve 
facendo dei progetti. In altri casi & to spazio che assume questo ruolo. Lo spazio vissuto in comune, to 
spazio in cui si iscrive la memoria co(lettiva, to spazio infine che consente l'identificazione. Cosi , 
partecipando con gli a(tri delta totaU6 che mi circonda, divento una cosa tra le attre, un oggetto 
soggettivo. Co-esisto In un insieme in cui tutto fa corpo: co-esisto con i miei simili che mi costituiscono 
per quello che sono, e anche con una mo(tephcjtS di oggetti senza i quab 1'esistenza contemp oranea 
non 4ý piO concepibile". 
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Conclusions 
Aim of this work was to provide an understanding of Metadesign as an emerging 
design culture, and to integrate and advance its conceptual framework and principles 
through at ransdisciph nary dia(ogue with the aesthetics and practice of Net Art. Co- 
creation is the main concept, mentioned in the subtitle, that underlies and draws 
this work on Metadesign as a central thread, and that this transdisciplinary dialogue 
contributes significantly to strengthen. 
Thesis of this work is that the conceptual and methodological framework resulting 
from such a study can lead to define a new idea of design and a new design space. 
But rather than proposing a new "model of design", such a study promotes a new 
" mode of design". It promotes a shift from a culture of design as planning towards a 
cutture of design as seeding or emergence, where setting the conditions for various 
design activities wilt enable co-evolutionary and co-creative processes in the 
production of artefacts, and meanings. 
It is Wief of the author that such a "mode of design", identified as a set of 
principles which are organized in different and complementary levels of design, and 
embodied in the evolving practices of fluid and interdependent communities, might 
enable people to manage the construction of their environment and their 
relationships with the world in a creative and collaborative manner. 
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The problem of defining a new idea of design and a new design space arises with the 
spreading of information technologies and the changes they are producing in our 
material and existential conditions. It is a condition of increased scale and 
complexity in natural human interaction that is made tangible by technology, i. e. by 
the new status and properties of objects and materials and by the pervasive 
connectivity brought about the development of networked computing. 
This is the problem with which current design theories deal, and to which both 
Metadesign and Net Art respond, by calling for an expansion of the creative process 
and respective(y expressing a movement "'beyond design" and "beyond art" 
Within this context, Metadesign can be seen as a consistent conceptual and 
methodological instance of a design culture, which is emerging in the light of the 
changes occurring in our material and existential conditions, and from a wide range 
of theories and concepts. 
Methodologically, Metadesign loops opposites like producer and consumer, designer 
and user, design time and use time. On the whole, it is concerned with promoting 
the malleability and modifiability of computational structures and processes, and 
with specifying methods and techniques based on principtes and dynamics of 
participation to the design process which are non- prescriptive, and which can sustain 
convivial attitudes and creative behaviours. Its design space can be defined as a set 
of interdependent and complementary principles (or "modes") of designing 
structures and infrastructures capable to change (first fold, or "designing design"), 
coUaborating (second fold, or "designing together"), and being retated (third fold, or 
"designing the in-between") within a networked environment, where the 
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intersubjective and contingent nature of relational settings and affective bodies is 
not only a methodological issue, but in the first place an epistemological and 
onto(ogicat one. 
Theoretically, such a three-fo(d design space promotes a "mode of design", capable 
of overcoming a teleological notion of design, traditionally meant to respond to 
criteria of efficiency and control, and oriented to reductively represent and 
anticipate needs and values in a manner which fulfils them most efficiently. This 
research represents, therefore, an attempt to shift from a "know-what" attitude to a 
"know-how" endeavour, and it advocates the passage from a culture of design as 
"instrumental planning" to a culture of design as "creative emergence"207 . 
The way in which this work has been developed is based on a fabric of hypothesis 
connected and confirmed by means of various research strategies. Each chapter 
produces specific and intermediate results, which are then composed and integrated 
in the final chapter. The logic is transdisciplinary, i. e. process-based and aiming at 
producing "crucial knowledge", rather than a totality of knowledge. 
In this sense, it is important to highlight that case studies are not instances of 
Metadesign, but rather part of this overall methodology. They are instances of Net 
Art, and as such they substantiate our understanding of co-creation, as an 
intersubjective experience engendered by collaborative activities, and they provide 
those principles for the design of affective bodies and relational settings that are 
seen as a weak aspect in the practice of Metadesign. 
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Structurally, the work starts with identifying some main factors of change according 
to which design must rethink its boundaries and scope, and then it describes theories 
and practices of Metadesign that have occurred since the 1980s. Referring to the 
etymological roots and linguistic inheritance of the prefix "rneta-", the work 
reconstructs the oscillatory trajectory along which the notion of Metadesign has 
deve(oped, and it agglutinates around this trajectory a wide range of theories and 
concepts. Many are the philosophical and scientific implications of the 
transdisciph nary way in which the concepts under consideration respond to this wide 
range of theories, which go from modernism to post-modernism, from the revival of 
Leibniz and Spinoza in Deleuze's thinking to the theory of autopoietic systems in 
Maturana's bio(ogy, from machinic approaches to human agency to approaches more 
corxerried with a democratic empowerment of all individuals within the society. All 
these theories neither are nor can be resolved within the thesis; however, in an 
effor-t to sustain an overall transdisciplinary methodology, crucial concepts and 
meaningful relationships recall each other and are connected along the structure of 
the work, crossing various theories and languages, in order to focus on a problem 
that is at once "between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond 
at( discipfines" (Nicolescu, 1996): the definition of a new design space. 
In a wortd where the major part of our everyday environments will be intrinsically 
linked with computing, network connections and artificial intelligence or artificial 
life forms. how we set the conditions for our recursive interactions, that is to say 
how we design our tools for communication and interaction, wilt substantially 
2070f course this does not mean a delegitimation of instrumental planning (that would be ridiculous), 
but 
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influence the kind of life we live or we will be able to invent. Within this scenario, it 
is clear that a new culture of design is of vital importance. The rapid proliferation of 
distributed and networked computing, and its convergence with communication 
technology has generated an expansion of attention that moves beyond the basic 
usability issues to questions about the sociological, organizational, and cultural 
impact of computing. Established fields like socio-technicat systems design or 
interaction design are therefore becoming cruciat, but they need to be readdressed 
in the light of the definition of a new design space, seen as a conceptuat framework 
from where an understanding and a new way of thinking about interaction and design 
themselves can be derived and translated in methodological principles. The 
boundaries of techno(ogy are to be stretched beyond the definition of networked 
computing as we know it today, in a way that witt force us to re-negotiate our 
environment. We wilt live interfaced with an environment in which the borderline 
between what is artificial and what is natural, between the "self" and the "other", 
will be negotiable and changeable. Such a constant re- negotiation will be enacted by 
the conditions of our experience and relations with objects and beings. In a world of 
such complexity, what is challenging will be how to design, but in the terms of how 
to engender and seed, the retational systems through which to interface with our 
everyday environment and inhabit the wor(d. 
We are living in a world that tries to simplify contemporary complexity and to 
preserve objective certainties by making distinctions on the basis of differences and 
values assumed transcendentally, and by running towards spirituat and mythopoietic 
meta-narratives as e(pression of an aggressive unilateralism. In such a world, this 
rather an advancement of our design cu(ture. 
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work is a philosophical and methodological call for the creative capability of human 
beings, and for an immanent and shared ethics of engagement, the principles of 
which are extracted from the very design activity, rather than being ethicat demands 
imposed on it. Finally, this research is a call for a mode of consciousness 
("sociotechnotogical know-how"), embedded in the evolving design practices of fluid 
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I I felt influenced by other participants. 
2 1 felt that I interacted creatively with others. 
3 1 was following a goal. 
4 1 was emotionally coupled to other participants. 
5 1 imagined what other participants had the intention of doing. 
6 My interaction with other participants was guided by the visualization of their 
activity. 
7 My interaction with other participants was guided by my chatting with them. 
8 1 created something that was different than I would have created alone. 
9 Previous knowledge of the people I was interacting with was relevant. 
Place 
10 My activity was influenced by co(ours. 
II My activity was influenced by strokes and marks. 
20 My activity was coupled to the activities of my neighbours. 
21 My activity was coupled to the global activity. 
22 My activity was influenced by the pictures of my neighbours. 
23 My activity was influenced by the whole of all the pictures. 
12 My relationships were affected mainly by the space of interaction. 
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13 - My relationships were affected mainly by the time of interaction. 
Processes- material 
The outcome of interaction was determined mainly by the computational 
features of the system. 
15 The outcome of interaction was determined mainly by the active relationship 
among participants. 
16 1 felt there was a creativity that went beyond my interaction 
with the computer. 
Outcome 
17 The outcome is predictable. 
18 The experience is more important than the outcome. 
19 1 feet satisfied. 
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Appendix 11: Questionnaire n. 2 
ID ESTION 
I How would you define your relationship with other participants? 
2 What factors affected your relationship with other participants? 
3 What were your goals during the process of interaction? 
4 What were your feelings during the process of interaction? 
5 What are the differences, if any, between (examined project) and a game? 
6 Why do you like to participate in (examined project) sessions? 
7 What other net art projects do you like to participate in? 
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Appendix III: List of Respondents 
Mrs AGUSTO, Giuba 
Mr ANDERS, Peter 
Mr ANDERSON, Bob 
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Mrs BIRAL, Francesca 
MrBORG 
Mrs BROWN, Jordan 
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Mrs CHAPELLE, Josee 
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Mrs DOLINSKY, Margaret 
Mr DUBIN, Mark 
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Mrs GRIMALDI, Laura 
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Appendix IV: Large Format Illustrations 
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Illustration I. POIETIC GENERATOR: Mosaic of individual perceptions. 
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Illustration ///. S/TO: Mosaic of individual perceptions. 
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illustration IV. POIE-TIC GENERATOR: Attitudes of participants. 
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illustration V. OPEN STUDIO: Attitudes of participants. 
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illustration V1. S/TO: Attitudes of participants. 
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Illustration V11. POIETIC GENERATOR: Favourable (at the top) and unfavourable 
consensus (at the bottom). 
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Illustration V111. OPEN STUDIO: Favourable (at the top) and unfavourable consensus (at the bottom). 
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Illustration IX. SITO: Favourable (at the top) and unfavourable consensus (at the 
bottom). 
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Illustration X. POIE-TIC GENERATOR: Unfavourable consensus in relation to the theme 
"Place". 
Illustration X1. OPEN STUDIO: Unfavourable consensus in relation to the theme 
"Place". 
Illustration XII. S/TO: Unfavourable consensus in relation to the theme "Placepp. 
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illustration X111. POIETIC GENERATOR: Anomalous positions. 
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Illustration XIV. OPEN STUDIO: Anomalous positions. 
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Illustration XV. S/TO: Anomalous positions. 
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Illustration XVI. POIETIC GENERATOR: Emotional- existential path. 
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Illustration XV11. POIETIC GENERATOR: Explorative path. 
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illustration XV111. POIETIC GENERATOR: Productive path. 
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illustration XIX. OPEN STUDIO: Emotional-existential path. 
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Illustrotion XX. S/TO: Explorotive poth. 
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illustration XXI. S/TO: Emotional- existential path. 
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illustration XXII. S/TO: Explorative path. 
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illustration XXIII. SITO: Productive path. 
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Illustration XXV. General explorative path. 
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illustration XXV11. Frequency of participations. 
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